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FOREWORD

This special journal issue contains select papers from the 2006 International Symposium 
on Spectral Sensing Research (2006 ISSSR) that fall into the subject matter areas of: (1) 
Multispectral/Hyperspectral Techniques for Water Monitoring Applications; and (2) 
Frontier Spectroscopic Science and Technology for Chemical, Biological and 
Radiological (CB&R) Defense. The specific focus of the 2006 ISSSR was on the creation 
of new technology-program oriented networks that will serve as a research and 
development foundation for the advancement of the state-of-the-art in spectroscopic- 
based early-waming sensor capabilities. In recent years, spectral sensing has experienced 
rapid technical advancement that has led to practical field sensors. Therefore spectral- 
based techniques exhibit the clear potential for providing more effective, economical and 
supportable (i.e., reagentless) solutions to military and homeland defense early-warning 
monitoring requirements for water, surface and air related sensing applications.

An increased emphasis on reagentless spectroscopy is motivated primarily by 
performance issues associated with traditional chemical and biological (CB) point and 
standoff techniques. In particular, sensors have been previously developed and fielded 
that rely heavily on reagents and/or burdensome support structures that are expensive and 
difficult to maintain and that have serious false alarm issues. Previously implemented 
technologies include biological assays, mass spectrometry and ion mobility. Other 
explored methodologies include novel materials (mips, smart ligands, amino acid 
sequences, aptamers, sol gel, aerogel, electro-conducting polymers, etc.) or bulk property 
interactions (electrochemistry, surface acoustic wave, surface plasmon resonance, 
thermal capacity) and combinations of the two.

At this time, extensive expertise exists in the multispectral/hyperspectral community for 
applications such as airborne and space-based sensing and imaging which has proved 
effective in monitoring weather, resource management (agriculture, forestry), oil/mineral 
deposits and CB detection in air releases. Hence, spectral-based techniques clearly have 
potential for providing near to mid-term solutions for many of the monitoring problems 
associated with CB&R contaminations of water, surfaces and air. However, the ultimate 
realization of such spectroscopic techniques will probably require the fusion of many 
types of spectral-sensing techniques and modality. Therefore, standoff and point 
interrogation sensors are now sought that can provide for extremely high confidence in 
CB&R detection and monitoring scenarios and the goal of the 2006 ISSSR and this
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companion special issue is to organize and focus the science and technology base towards 
these important challenges.

This special issue begins with a collection of research and development papers on the 
subject of spectroscopic techniques for “Water Sensing and Monitoring.” These papers 
address the Joint Services issued formal requirements for new capabilities in early 
warning monitoring of water supplies against a CB event. These requirements put a new 
type of problem on the table that is considered to be “non-traditional” in a number of 
ways. Specifically, new ways of thinking and innovative approaches and technology are 
needed to solve this problem. For example, the civilian and military drinking water 
providers have extensive history, expertise and a proven track record that is unsurpassed 
at delivering high quality, safe drinking waters to their customers. But these standards 
and monitoring methods were developed to address traditional public health 
requirements, to be able to protect the public health in a court of law and to provide a 
level of validated data that could be used to guide or modify treatment protocols over 
extended time periods. Detection is based on classical laboratory methods that require 
extensive sample collection, handling, transportation, labor, and logistics. Hence, it is 
accepted and expected to take days to conduct and weeks to report.

In contrast the Joint requirements call for “early warning” monitoring. “Early warning” 
must be “real-time”, “in-line”, low cost, low labor, easy to support, maintain and use. A 
mandate for “reagent less” technologies is given to reduce costs of disposables, logistics 
support, contamination and fouling in the field. Ал early warning monitor is not 
developed as a tool for “detect-to-treat” or “detect-to-sue”, but simply as a type of 
smoke-alarm to “detect-to-wam” to alert a population of an abnormal toxic or 
pathological event. It must provide enough time so that people can reduce or eliminate 
catastrophic exposure. The goal is to prevent human morbidity and mortality. It may 
also be used as a trigger to invoke more extensive and classical methods for forensic 
confirmation or treatment.

The Standoff Detection and Spectral Sensing communities are accustomed to rapid data 
acquisition and reporting, early warning monitoring and contamination avoidance. 
Standoff Detection was created and developed for the purpose of early warning and 
contamination avoidance. They have worked since the 1960s to develop the types of 
technologies that can provide this type of monitoring for air and more recently surfaces, 
but historically have not been asked to address water. Water for these communities is 
considered a “non-traditional” background and has not received consideration or 
dialogue. A deep well of technological capability exists in this community and it needs 
to be pumped for water answers. To this end, the goal of the ISSSR 2006 water 
monitoring session was to bring together these different expert communities to foster new 
thoughts and collaborations, identify new approaches, new ways of using existing
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technologies, highlight emerging and enabling technologies with the focus on developing 
new and novel solutions to answer the Joint Service Requirements.

This special contains a very good representative sampling of the papers that were 
presented at the 2006 ISSSR on the subject of spectroscopic techniques for “Water 
Sensing and Monitoring.” In particular, the special issue begins with papers that focus on 
the subject of real-time, on-line monitoring of drinking water distribution networks for 
both chemical and biological agent threats. The subject matter then shifts towards 
innovations such as chip-size wavelength detectors that allow for highly accurate and 
spectrally broad, compact spectrometers for optical identification of bio-agents in fluids, 
and multi-color native fluorescence spectroscopy that enables identification of multiple 
classes of bio-molecules. This special issue also contains papers from the diverse subject 
areas: Water quality monitoring using satellite imagery; Deep UV laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIF) for the detection of trace species and dissolved organic compounds in 
water; and, Materials and sampling protocols for effective coupling to miniaturized and 
portable FTIR for aqueous-based detection of toxic compounds. Papers are also included 
that focus on emerging techniques such as: Terahertz spectroscopy of proteins in water 
that utilize both direct absorption and circular dichroism; and, a novel Surface enhanced 
Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) active material with enhanced sensitivity, specificity and 
speed in detecting chemical agents and their hydrolysis products. The water monitoring 
section concludes with the two novel sample preparation methodologies: Front-end liquid 
flow cells which utilize electric field concentration methods for collecting spores onto the 
surface of an attenuated total reflection (ATR) ER crystal; and, Liquid-Flow concentration 
with a reversible filter that enables preconcentration of microorganisms into a tiny 
volume of liquid for enhanced spectral detection.

This special issue also contains a collection of technical papers on the subject of “Frontier 
and Emerging Spectroscopic Science and Technology” that have relevance to a general 
array of CB&R defense and security applications. Here, the initial focus of this issue is 
on new scientific techniques and advanced technology that offer the potential for 
enhancing and extending the effectiveness of existing hyperspectral/multispectral sensing 
methodologies. Examples of these research and development efforts include: Adaptive 
spectrometers and multispectral imagers that allow for real-time optimization of standoff 
CB sensor data; Physics-based algorithms for the more effective detection of gaseous 
effluents using airborne LWIR hyperspectral imagery of complex scences; Application of 
combined infrared and Raman spectroscopy for collecting the vibrational signatures of 
chemical warfare agent simulants, their hydrolysis and degradation products and a 
number of toxic industrial compounds (TICs); Development of double-transducer 
noncollinear acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) cells that enable enhanced visible to 
midwave infrared spectral imaging; Demonstration of a remotely operable miniature 
spectrometer for the detection of TICs using near infrared spectroscopy; Utilization of 
multidimensional phase shaped femtosecond pulses to control the fragmentation and
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ionization of mass spectrometry; New insights into surface-plasmon-resonance 
phenomenon for optical sensing applications; Demonstration of an optical 
characterization unit based upon fluorescence spectroscopy-on-a-chip that utilizes a 
compact fluidic platform to achieve point detection and analysis of pathogens; and, 
Enhanced UV light emitting diodes with higher efficiencies, increased power and 
extended lifetimes for reagentless bio-agent detection and water purification.

The later portion of this special issue is on novel technology and phenomenology that has 
potential for impacting spectroscopic-based sensing in the future. Some examples of 
these research and development efforts include: Identification of a novel semiconductor- 
based hetero-systems that allows for the design of an optically-triggered interband 
resonant-tunneling-diode (OT-l-RTD) oscillator capable of producing significant levels 
of terahertz (THz) frequency output power; Presentation of a novel THz detector concept 
that is based upon magnetoresistance oscillations in two-dimensional electron systems in 
semiconductors that allows for the simultaneous determination of the radiation frequency 
and intensity from a simple electrical measurement; Investigations of a novel quantum- 
mechanical phenomenon associated with the electromagnetic response of cold-atom 
systems that offers the potential for completely new sensing modalities from RF to the 
far-infrared (terahertz); Studies on dilute-magnetic-semiconductor (DMS) based multi- 
barrier structures offering a new type of very high speed transistors for integrated sensor 
applications at THz frequencies; Research on InN and Inn/InGaN nanostructures that 
show their promise for THz sources pumped by low cost 1550 nm fs fiber and CW lasers; 
Introduction of a novel type of fluctuation-enhanced sensing that exploits the information 
contained in microfluctuations to increase both selectivity and sensitivity of conventional 
chemical sensors; Quantification of phenomenology of time-resolved visible, near- and 
mid-IR spectra from fast-transient high-explosive fireballs showing its utility for 
explosive classification; Development of a new broadband Chirped-Pulse Fourier 
Transform Microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrometer that allows for high resolution and high 
throughput analysis of chemical warfare agents even when present in mixtures; Studies 
that quantify the environmental effects on the THz spectra of DNA and on the THz 
spectra of nanostructures useful for the study of the vibrational, electronic and optical 
properties of DNA; Demonstration of a compact ultrasensitive wideband superconducting 
mm/submm integrated digital spectrometer for chemical and biological agent detection; 
Illustration of the effectiveness of laser-ionization mass spectroscopy for the detection of 
explosives and chemical warfare agents; Development of in-line optical fiber structures 
that allow for large interaction lengths and high sensitivity in surface plasmon and 
evanescent sensors for chemical and biological agents; Design of functional surfaces for 
application in point sensing of a single or a few bio-molecular targets to enable label-free 
ultra-low concentration detection; Development of hybrid films that possess fluorescence 
intensity dependency on exposure to methanol vapors; and, Introduction of a novel 
nanoscale imaging technology for application in THz-frequency transmission microscopy 
based sensing.
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Finally, the organizing committee 2006 ISSSR and the Editors of this special issue would 
like to recognize the following Best Paper Presentations that lead off this collection of 
technical papers:

Programmable Adaptive Spectral Imagers for Mission-Specific 
Application in Chemical/Biological Sensing
By Neil Goldstein, Spectral Sciences, Inc

Design & Optimization of an I-RTD Hybrid THz Oscillator Based 
Upon In(.xGaxAs /GaSbyAsj.y Heterostructure Systems
By Weidong Zhang, North Carolina State University

Study of Transport and Devices Based on the Photo-Excited 
Two-Dimensional Electronic System
By Ramesh Mani, Harvard University

Editors:
Janet Jensen, U.S. Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Center 
Dwight Woolard, U.S. Army Research Office
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OPERATIONAL AND LABORATORY VERIFICATION TESTING 
OF A HEURISTIC ON-LINE WATER MONITORING SYSTEM FOR

SECURITY

DAN KROLL

HACH HOMELAND SECURITY TECHNOLOGIES, 5600 Lindbergh Drive 
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DKROLL@hach.com

KARL KING
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Drinking water systems are vulnerable to attack. While homeland security initiatives commonly 
focus on aerial CW/BW attacks, they have tended to ignore the far more inexpensive and easy to 
orchestrate attacks on drinking water distribution networks. An approach that utilizes off-the-shelf 
broad-spectrum analytical instruments coupled with advanced interpretive algorithms to provide 
detection-response networks for water is described. This report summarizes the development of 
interpretive algorithms applied to drinking water instrumentation and the implications for 
immediately engineering and deploying distribution based detection-protection systems. Data 
obtained from in house testing along with testing at ECBC was used to produce fingerprint response 
data from traditional as well as non-military threat agents. Data obtained from a Battelle/EPA ETV 
study addresses issues such as long-term deployment and ability to detect and characterize 
contaminants. Loop testing at ECBC and Battelle demonstrates extrapolation of beaker testing 
fingerprints to flowing systems. Real world deployment data is used to demonstrate recognition and 
classification of actual events and heuristic capabilities of the system along with its potential role in 
enhancing water quality above and beyond its obvious security aspects. The system is shown to be a 
practical measure to detect and characterize backflow events involving both chemicals and 
bioagents.

Keywords: Water Distribution; Monitoring; On-Line; Algorithm, Multi-parameter

1. Our Water Systems are Vulnerable

The water that we use in our homes and businesses is supplied to us through a vast 
network of interconnected pipes known as the distribution system. The vulnerability of 
this system to attack is not a subject that most people dwell upon. Initially after the 
attacks of 9/11, government experts tasked with ensuring the safety of our water supply 
declared the system to be secure. EPA administrator Christie Whitman stated on

3
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10/18/2001, “People are worried that a small amount o f some chemical or biological 
agent -a  few  drops for instance- could result in significant threats to the health o f  large 
numbers o f people. I want to assure people -that scenario can 7 happen. It would take 
large amounts to threaten the safety o f a city water system. We believe it would be very 
difficult for anyone to introduce the quantities needed to contaminate an entire system. ” 

Unfortunately these sorts of statements apply only to large reservoirs and water 
sources and not to the distribution system. Various industry experts soon pointed out the 
error of declaring our water supply to be safe. Researchers from the US Air Force, Army 
Corps of Engineers and Hach Homeland Security Technologies (HST) have calculated 
that an attack on drinking water distribution systems can be mounted fro between $0.05 
and $5.00 per death, using rudimentary techniques, and amass casualties in the thousands 
over a period of hours via a method known as a backflow attack.2,3,4,5

Wherever water can be drawn from the distribution system, it would be possible to 
use a pump to inject material back into the system. Once the contaminant is present in 
the pipes, the normal movement of water in the system acts to disseminate the 
contaminant throughout the network. The introduction point can be anywhere in the 
system. Due to the vast expanse of the distribution network, physically securing the 
system against such attack becomes impossible. That leaves monitoring as the only 
viable method to protect against such events.

2. Distribution System Monitoring

Monitoring in the distribution system is a difficult proposition. The shear number and 
diversity of potential threat agents that could be utilized in an attack against the system 
makes monitoring for them on an individual basis an effort that is doomed to failure from 
the start. What is needed is a broad-spectrum analyzer that can respond to any possible 
threat and even unknown or unanticipated events.

The difficult mission of detecting such a wide variety of potential threats is not the 
only challenge confronting a monitoring system for the distribution system. The 
environment that any such sensor would be exposed to is extremely harsh. Extreme 
variability in water conditions is routinely encountered in the pipes. Much of the existing 
water supply infrastructure is also aging and in poor condition. This results in conditions 
of corrosion and scaling that may cause the fouling of sensors that are not robust enough 
to operate under such conditions on an extended deployment timeframe. Biofilms may 
also form on exposed surfaces leading to sensor failure over time. What is needed is an 
extremely rugged sensor that is capable of withstanding long-term deployment and has 
the ability to respond to all types of threat agents.

3. The Hach HST Approach

Rather than attempting to develop individual sensors to detect contaminants or classes of 
contaminants, the Hach HST approach was to utilize a sensor suite of commonly 
available off-the-shelf water quality monitors such as pH, electrolytic conductivity, 
turbidity, chlorine residual and total organic carbon (TOC) linked together in an
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intelligent network. The logic behind this is that these are tried and true technologies that 
have been extensively deployed in the water supply industry for a number of years and 
have proven to be stable in such situations. One of the difficulties encountered when 
designing such a device is that the normal fluctuations in these parameters found within 
the water can be quite pronounced.

The problem then becomes, can we differentiate between the changes that are seen as 
a result of the introduction of a contaminant and those that are a result of everyday 
system perturbation? The secret to success, in a situation such as this, is to have a robust 
and workable baseline estimator. Extracting the deviation signals in the presence of noise 
is absolutely necessary for good sensitivity. Several methods of baseline estimation were 
investigated. Finally, a proprietary, patent pending, non-classical method was derived and 
found to be effective.

In the system as it is designed, signals from 5 separate orthogonal measurements of 
water quality (pH, Conductivity, Turbidity, Chlorine Residual, TOC) are processed from 
a 5-paramater measure into a single scalar trigger signal in an event monitor computer 
system that contains the algorithms. The signal then goes through the crucial proprietary 
baseline estimator. A deviation of the signal from the established baseline is the derived. 
Then a gain matrix is applied that weights the various parameters based on experimental 
data for a wade variety of possible threat agents. The magnitude of the deviation signal is 
then compared to a preset threshold level. If the signal exceeds the threshold, the trigger 
is activated.

The deviation vector that is derived from the trigger algorithm is then used for 
further classification of the cause of the trigger. The direction of the deviation vector 
relates to the agents characteristics. Seeing that this is the case, laboratory agent data can 
be used to build a threat agent library of deviation vectors. A deviation vector from the 
monitor can be compared to agent vectors in the threat agent library to see if there is a 
match within a tolerance. This system can be used to classify what caused the trigger 
event. This system can also be very useful in developing a heuristic system for 
classifying normal operational events that may be significant enough in magnitude to 
activate the trigger. When such an event occurs the profile for the vector causing it is 
stored in a plant library that is named and categorized by the system operator. When the 
event trigger is set off the library search begins.

The agent library is given priority and is searched first. If a match is made, the agent 
is classified. If no match is found, the plant library is then searched and, the event is 
identified if it matches one of the vectors in the plant library. If no match is found, the 
event is classified as an unknown and can be named if an investigation determines its 
cause. This is very significant because no profile for a given event need be present in the 
libraries for the system to trigger. This gives the system the unique ability to trigger on 
unknown threats. Also, the existence of the plant library with its heuristic ability to learn 
plant events results in a substantial and rapid decrease in unknown alarms over time. The 
developed system has been subjected to strenuous testing in both laboratory and field
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scenarios as detailed in the remainder of this paper and has been found to be an effective 
tool for surveillance of the distribution system.

Fig 2. The use of intelligent algorithms with standard bulk parameter monitoring 
equipment allows for a robust system that is capable of triggering on and classifying a 

wide diversity of threat agents including unknown events.

4. Battelle EPA ETV Verification Testing

In the fall of 2004, the developed technology was submitted for testing to the EPA 
Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) testing program run by Battelle. The ETV 
Program develops testing protocols and verifies the performance of innovative 
technologies that have the potential to improve protection of human health and the 
environment. ETV was created to accelerate the entrance of new environmental 
technologies into the domestic and international marketplace. The category being tested 
was Multi-parameter Water Monitors for Distribution. The technologies verified needed 
to function on line and be capable of monitoring chlorine and at least one other 
parameter. The tested technologies were evaluated for accuracy of instrument readings 
versus reference methods, ability to maintain integrity during long term deployment, 
system to system variability, ability to respond to contaminants, and classification of 
unknown contaminants (The Hach system was the only one evaluated for ability to 
classify contaminants).



The on-line instruments were evaluated on an individual basis versus standard laboratory 
methods for the given parameters.
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4.1 Accuracy6

Table 1. Accuracy
Evaluation Parameter Cl Turb Cond. pH TOC

Stage 1 

Accuracy
Units 1 & 2, 

range of %D 

(median)

-47.4 to 4.5 

(-3.9)
-53.9 to -1.3 

(-34.1)
-15.5 to 8.1 

(2.2)
-6.6 to 3.1 

(0.9)
-64.7 to 147.5 

(-14.8)

Overall accuracy of all of the parameters measured was very good and correlation to 
laboratory method was strong. Small absolute values in turbidity and TOC lead to large 
%D. Due to sampling errors in some cases on-line instrument readings may be more 
reliable than the reference method e.g. chlorine.

4.2 Inter-unit Reproduceability6

Two separate but identical sets of instrumentation were deployed for the duration of the 
study. Measurements versus reference interments were compared through out the course 
of the study.

Table 2. Reproducibility
Parameter Cl Turb. Cond. pH TOC

Inter-unit Slope (intercept) 0.98 0.97 0.92 1.06 0.97

Reproducibility (0.03) (0.005) (4.19) (-0.40) (0.31)
*>r 0.994 0.881 0.961 0.919 0.991

p-value 0.779 0.884 0.006 0.517 0.374

With the exception of conductivity both units generated similar results.

4.3 Contaminant Injection6

During this phase of the test the instruments were installed in a recirculating pipe loop. 
Various contaminants were injected to determine if they altered the baseline response 
pattern of the instruments. Similar injections were preformed after the long-term 
deployment test to ascertain if there had been any degradation of instrument response. 
Total chlorine and TOC were dramatically affected by injections of nicotine, E. coli, and 
Aldicarb; and turbidity, pH, and conductivity were affected by some or all of the 
injections, but not as consistently as total chlorine and TOC. Aldicarb altered pH during 
testing after extended deployment but not before. Agreement in both cases with 
reference readings indicates that the instruments were functioning properly and, the 
difference was in the injection preparation.
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Table 3. Response to Contaminant Injection
Parameter Cl Turb Cond pH TOC

Initial response 

to injected contaminants

Nicotine Ref - (a) NC NC +

Hach - + NC NC +

Arsenic

Trioxide

Ref - (a) + + NC
Hach - + + + NC

Aldicarb Ref . (a) NC NC +

Hach - + NC NC +

Response after extended deployment E. coli Ref - +(b) + - +

Hach - + + - +

Aldicarb Ref - +(b) NC - +

Hach - + NC - +

(a) Relatively large uncertainty in the reference measurements mad it difficult to detect a significant change
(b) Magnitude of change different between duplicate injections 
+/- Parameter measurement increased/decreased upon injection 
NC No change in response to contaminant injection

4.4 Long-term Deployment6

During this phase of the testing, the systems were operated continuously for 52 days with 
only normal maintenance, such as reagent replenishment, being performed. During the 
course of the test, instruments were regularly compared to reference instruments. See 
Table 4. At the end of the 52 days a second response to contaminant injection procedure 
was performed. See table 3. The results of the extended deployment study indicate that 
the system can be effectively deployed for long periods of time with only routine 
maintenance. Relative large %D in turbidity and TOC measurements are artifacts of the 
low total values for these parameters encountered during the testing procedure and do not 
indicate a problem with these sensors.

Table 4. Post-Extended Deployment Results
Unit 1 Unit 2

Reference Average (SD) Average
Parameter Average (SD) %D (SD) %D

Free chlorine 1.03 (0.03) 0.98 (0.02) -4.9 0.98 (0.02) -4.9

Turbidity 0.17(0.02) 0.16(0.03) -5.9 0.15(0.04) -11.8

Temperature 22.66(0.16) 22.61 (0.03) -0.2 23.70 (0.06) 4.6

Conductivity 356(1) 380(1) 6.7 357(1) 0.3

pH 8.59 (0.01) 8.40 (0.01) -2.2 8.61 (0.00) 0.2

TOC 0.88 (0.01) 0.70 (0.01) -20.5 0.91 (0.01) 3.4



4.5 Inter-Unit Reproduceablity6

Two Hach units were compared, using data collected from reference samples throughout 
the verification test to determine whether similar results were generated. See table 5.
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________ Table 5. Inter-Unit Reproducibility Evaluation._____________
Parameter Slope Intercept r2 t-test

p-value

Free chlorine 0.98 0.03 0.994 0.779

Turbidity (outlier removed) 0.97 0.005 0.881 0.884

Temperature 0.72 7.68 0.758 5.5*10-6

0.006Conductivity 0.92 4.19 0.961
pH 1.06 -0.40 0.919 0.517

TOC 0.97 0.31 0.991 
Shading indicates a significant difference between the two units.

0.374

For free chlorine, pH, TOC, and turbidity, the linear regression had coefficients of 
determination greater than 0.91 and slopes within 6% of unity, indicating similar and 
repeatable results. The t-test p-values confirmed the sensors were generating statistically 
similar results. The conductivity meters had a linear regression coefficient of 
determination of 0.961 and a slope of 0.92, indicating that the data were highly correlated 
with one another. The t-test generated p-values significantly less than 0.05, which 
indicated that the results from the two conductivity sensors were significantly different. 
This difference was driven by the small amount of variability in the conductivity 
measurements; therefore, the small difference between the means of the two units was 
statistically significant. It is important to note that the offsets in the measured parameters 
do not affect the performance of the algorithm because the baseline is removed and the 
classification is performed based only on deviations from baseline.

4.6 Contaminant Classifiedtion6

During the final stage of the verification test thirteen contaminants (See Table 6) were 
injected at a concentration of approximately 15 mg/L, in duplicate, into a 1500 foot 
straight line pipe and allowed to flow past the monitoring sensors. Every contaminant 
injection resulted in the system exceeding the trigger threshold and producing a 
corresponding agent alarm. Each minute-by-minute search of the agent library can result 
in more than one agent being identified. For both Hach Units, the agent alarms occurred 
as few as eight times and as many as 79 times during the 20-minute injection periods. No 
agent alarms occurred outside of the 20-minute injection periods. If the system 
recognized deviations from the baseline, the agent library identified and recorded these 
deviations as ‘4inknown” event. Due to the dynamic nature of the leading and trailing 
edges of the injected contaminant, it is possible that an injection event generated alarms 
other than the known injected contaminant. Table 6 shows all contaminant injections 
classified according to the fraction of agent alarms attributable to the correctly classified
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injected contaminant. The data is depicted concisely by classification rates divided into 
five levels: Level 5 -  greater than 70%, Level 4 -  between 31% and 69%, Level 3 -  
between 1% and 30%, Level 2 -  injected contaminant not identified but other 
contaminants were identified, and Level 1 -  no injections detected.

Table 6. Contaminant Classification Results

Injection 1 Injection 2
Contaminant Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2

Aldicarb 4 4 4 4

Arsenic trioxide 2 2 2 2

Colchicine 4 4 4 4

Dicamba 4 5 5 5

Dichlorvos 4 3 3 2

E. coli 3 2 4 2

Ferricyanide 5 5 5 5

Fluoroacetate 5 5 4 4

Glyphosate 4 3 2 2

Lead nitrate 5 5 5 5

Mercuric chloride 4 4 4 4

Methanol 4 4 4 3

Nicotine 2 2 2 2

From the tests conducted on Hach Version 1 System, weak results were obtained for 
Methanol and Dichlorvos, while poor results were obtained for Glyphosate, Nicotine, 
Arsenic Trioxide and E. coli. The data from the tests on VERSION 1 of the HHST 
technology at the EPA center were recorded at the time of the tests. The Event Monitor 
Trigger System also acts as a data logger and provides a copy of the sensor signals 
recorded during the tests. This situation afforded us the ability to analyze failures 
detected in the VERSION 1 tests, improve and upgrade software, and then replay new 
versions of the technology to test for efficacy. A variety of causes were found to affect 
the test results of VERSION 1.

Because of a misunderstanding, the original Version 1 threat agent library included 
Round-UP Herbicide (a form of glyphosate), while the ETV protocol used pure 
glyphosate. When pure Glyphosate was added to the agent library in Version 3, the 
system correctly classified the agent.

HHST had previously tested nicotine (in house, and at ECBC) with good results. 
However, the data from the ETV test facility revealed that the excessive mixing method 
employed prior to injection had caused the nicotine base to react with the carbon dioxide 
in the air, changing the chemical nature of the contaminant. The Agent Library was
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improved by adding a signature for reacted nicotine, and Version 3 shows the positive 
test results. These two examples demonstrate the sensitivity of the system, and how the 
comprehensive data structure of its Agent Library derives its classification accuracy.

In addition while first developing the Agent Library, HHST employed bench-scale 
chlorine analyzers that contained EDTA (a metal sequestering agent) as a reagent 
component, whereas the EMTS sensor panel includes chlorine analyzers that do not use 
this substance. The EPA/ETV tests revealed this flaw, and VERSION 3 includes 
upgraded library signatures. Signatures for some other agents were examined for tabular 
errors and those were corrected as needed. This second set of test results could not be 
included in the ETV report, as any re-testing was not a part of the original test protocols. 
Following analysis and upgrades, two succeeding algorithm versions were produced; the 
test results from VERSION 3 is summarized in Table7.

Table 7. Classification Results from Algorithm version 3
Injection I Injection 2

Contaminant Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2

Aldicarb 4 4 4 4

Arsenic trioxide 4 5 4 5

Colchicine 4 4 4 4

Dicamba 4 3 5 5

Dichlorvos 2 3 3

E. coli 4 3 4 3

Ferricyanide 5 5 5 5

Fluoroacctate 5 5 5 5

Glyphosate 4 4 4 4

Lead nitrate 5 5 5 5

Mercuric chloride 5 5 5 5

Methanol 4 4 4 3

Nicotine 4 4 4 4

5. ECBC Testing

The purpose of this effort was to challenge water distribution systems and sensors, with 
agent simulants and real threat agents, in order to characterize the response of the 
distribution system and Early Warning System to agents. Agent concentrations and water 
solutions were varied to allow for the development and demonstration of distribution 
methodologies and performance data acquisition. In addition, this work evaluates the 
effectiveness of Hach Homeland Security Technologies real-time detection technology 
and provides important information necessary for the U.S. Army to perfect its theories of
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operation and response mechanisms. The scope of the work performed during these tests 
was two fold. The first part of the test was to perform beaker studies on agents that are 
not available for use in the Hach Laboratories in Colorado such as VX, Sarin, Soman, 
Ricin and Anthrax etc. The second part of the testing protocol called for verification of 
signatures in a flowing loop to validate the transfer of the beaker signature data to real 
world scenarios.

It is known that in a real attack on a water distribution system the concentrations of 
the agents would vary throughout the distribution system. The concentrations tested were 
to either infectious amounts, ID50, for replicating agents, or LD50 amounts for chemical 
agents. Each agent was tested at three dose values, as defined in a test plan matrix. Two 
types of disinfectant are commonly used in water distribution systems: free chlorine, and 
monochloramine. It is necessary to test agents in both types of media to have information 
representative of each type. It is also clear that variable amounts of chlorine would be in 
the distribution system water, so tests used different solutions: 0.2 ppm Free Available 
Chlorine (FAC), I ppm FAC, and 2 ppm Monochloramine, as these are the limits of 
typical system concentration. Monochloramine is usually less variable in concentration 
and can be tested at typical values. Real-time loop tests were run on nicotine, ricin, BA, 
and methanol.

All fingerprints were successfully developed and ROC curves were generated for all 
agents tested. It was also found that the fingerprints developed from the lab work could 
be successfully transferred to a flowing system by successfully triggering and classifying 
agents in the flow loops. Because of security concerns and confidentiality, only selected 
nicotine test data is provided in graphs 1 and 2.

The test concentration of nicotine was 19.7 mg/L. In a single test run, nicotine was 
recognized by the system, with detection angles ranging from 0.94 degrees (essentially a 
perfect match) to 9.84 degrees (a weak match). The fluctuating trigger signal is due to 
the mixing dynamics of a recirculating loop.

Graph 1 Nicotine Injection in Loop
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Graph 2 ROC Curves for Nicotine in Three Backgrounds

6. Real World Testing

The described system has been deployed in a variety of real world venues across the 
United States to determine theories of deployment and response and to verify robustness 
of the trigger and learning ability. To date over 120,000 hours of real world data has 
been collected. Several actual incidents have been recorded and learned. An example is 
the caustic over feed event depicted in Graph 3. Graph 4 shows a very noisy real world 
situation and demonstrates how quickly the system can learn commonly occurring 
unknown events to help reduce their occurrence.

Graph 3 Caustic Over Feed

In this situation, the water utility plant used caustic feed to control the water pH. 
Misdelivery of a more concentrated form of the caustic resulted in the feed of excess 
caustic. The pH and conductivity of the water deviated enough to trigger a Plant Event 
for the system to “learn” and identify its reoccurrence.
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Graph 4. Learning Experience Rate at a Field Site

The data in this case represent a real world deployment situation that had very noisy 
water quality. In this scenario there were 26 unique trigger events in the first 11 days of 
operations. All were fingerprinted and learned by the system. 11 of the events were 
repeated. This demonstrates that common events are rapidly learned by the system 
resulting in a rapid decrease in unknown alarms.

7. Conclusion

The designed and tested system makes use of an integrated array of robust common water 
quality monitoring sensors coupled with interpretive algorithms to recognize and classify 
significant water quality deviations. Extensive in house and 3rd party verification testing 
as well as extensive deployment at field sites has demonstrated the suites ability to fill the 
analytical gap that currently exists for distribution network monitoring and serve the 
purpose of an early warning system in the water distribution network. Hopefully the 
systems unique ability to leam will result in not only increased safety from terror related 
events but will morph into an operational tool that will find everyday use in improving 
water quality operations and ensure a better quality drinking water product to consumers.
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The increasing value of safe, purified water in today’s global environment presents many challenges 
for improving water purification processes while accelerating water quality monitoring technologies. 
These challenges include: escalating worldwide security threats, increasing demands by consumers 
and regulatory agencies for higher water quality standards, and proliferation of contamination 
events.

A major concern in protecting water purity is the detection and control of harmful microorganisms in 
water sources, treatment, and distribution. Due to the length of time for standard laboratory methods 
to yield results, typically 24-72 hours, current analytical techniques have not been able to reliably 
detect microorganisms in real time and provide an immediate warning of biological contamination.

Through years o f research and development, an emerging technology called MALS (multi-angle 
light scattering) can now achieve on line, real time detection and classification of microorganisms in 
water. The method utilizes a laser beam focused into a slip-stream of water and the light scattered by 
microorganisms generates unique patterns. These “bio-optical signatures” are instantaneously 
captured by photodetectors, matched against catalogue profiles in an on-board data base, and 
subsequently classified within minutes of detection. The system can then immediately alert 
personnel to the contamination event while extracting a water sample for further confirmation.
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1. Introduction

Today’s water utilities face many challenges when it comes to protecting the public 
health. These challenges include: increasing demands by consumers and regulatory 
agencies for higher water quality standards; escalating worldwide security threats; and 
proliferation in the number of contamination events from accidental discharge, treatment 
malfunction, or operator oversight.

A major concern for all water utilities is the detection and control of pathogenic 
microorganisms, both known and emerging, in potable water treatment and distribution. 
Not only are there a number of chlorine resistant pathogens such as Cryptosporidium that 
can contaminate drinking water systems, but there are also potentially harmful 
microorganisms that can be introduced, either accidentally or intentionally, that will 
quickly propagate under suitable environmental conditions. Due to the length of time for 
standard laboratory methods to yield results, typically 24-72 hours, there has not been a 
reliable system to detect microbial contaminants in real time and provide an immediate 
warning of pathogen contamination events. Because of these expanding challenges, there 
has been an accelerated development of rapid tests and real-time methods to address the 
pressing needs of the water treatment community.

2. Microbiology and Emerging Technologies

Analytical methods in microbiology were developed more than 100 years ago and are 
almost identical today. These methods are comprised of the following steps: sampling; 
culturing and isolating the microbes in a suitable growth media by incubation; identifying 
the organisms through microscopic examination or stains; and quantification. Although 
still the ‘Gold Standard’ for microbial analysis, these procedures found in Standard 
Methods or ASME require ascetic technique in sampling and handling, skilled 
technicians to perform the analysis, and a number of reagents, materials, and instruments 
to obtain results in one to three days. Due to the undetectable, adaptable, and insidious 
nature of microorganisms, intermittent grab samples are often ‘hit-or-miss’ and do not 
provide continuous surveillance as compared to a number of chemical on-line 
instruments.
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In order to reduce the amount of time to obtain microbiological results, a number of 
methods have been developed and can generally be categorized as:
• Accelerated/Automated Tests
• Rapid Tests
• Real-Time Contamination Warning Systems (CWS)
Each test category has different characteristics in terms of the time to obtain results, 
specificity, sample frequency, accuracy, enumeration, sensitivity, operating complexity, 
capital and operating costs, and operating environment as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of rapid microbial methods

щ
т т м т ® i a j f f ia tfe

д а  1к
т. ' • V

Sample Rate
1 (•- - - -r '■»- '»<* * .‘V _•. ГЛ

on line, continuous intermittent sample grab sample grab sample

Response Time
■

5-60 minutes 1-3 hours* 1-12 hours 5-30 minutes

East of Use good average good excellent

Automation
.........•' •

I; шзашш very good good no none

Communication very good no no □one

Remote
Operation ш yes field use - operator no field use !

Rugged т й good yes no yes

Broad Spectrum yes limited yes limited

Qualitative ■ ш no yes yes yes

Quantitative 1 no no good no

Low False +/- no interferences average cross reactions

Specificity

>•
no very good poor

good, 
but high false 

+

Reproducibility 1 о ш ё р  i poor very good good good

Sensitivity
jr wstipr. ■ а
|  с ф ф poor poor - average good poor

Capital Cost ,1  й Щ Щ ш  j medium medium low low

Operating Cost i
Щг * ич(||Ц|Г, — *5

low-medium high medium low

The remainder of this article will focus on real-time detection and classification of 
waterborne microorganisms for continuous water surveillance (noted above in Table 1 as 
MALS).
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3. MALS History and Technology

The phenomenon of light scattering by small particles originated with the pioneering 
work done by John Tyndall1, Lord Rayleigh2, Gustav Mie3, and Chandrsekahara Raman4 
around the turn of the 20th Century. MIE theory is the model often used to describe light 
scattering by small particles where the particle size is similar to the wavelength of light 
used in the scattering measurements. Scattering calculation programs developed by 
Laven5 and Bazhan6 are based on MIE theory and are most often used in light scattering 
instruments7.

The theory of using MIE scattering for the detection of microorganisms was first 
proposed in 1969, but a number of problems existed. In 1985, Phil Wyatt and Greg 
Quist8 used an empirical approach to solve the inverse scattering dilemma and 
subsequently used this model to identify homogeneous and isotropic refractive particles. 
The technique, called multi-angle light scattering (MALS), uses simultaneous 
measurement of various scattered light angles and intensities and was demonstrated using
E. coli and Staphylococcus epidermis9. Wyatt and Jackson10 later used MALS to develop 
unique ‘signatures’ for 12 phytoplankton species and this was significant in 
demonstrating how the technology could be used to classify complex biological particles.

MALS is based on laser technology, particle light scattering, photo-detection, and 
computer signal processing. The development of a real-time, on-line water monitoring 
system has evolved through several generations of system design. Due to the fact that 
computing power, laser development, and optics technology have all greatly improved 
over the past 5 years, MALS has now become a viable technology for commercial use as 
a waterborne contaminant instrument. The first public demonstration of the system was 
at the 2003 Super Bowl as a security device and was commercially introduced by JMAR 
Technologies as BioSentry™ in 2005.

4. BioSentry System Overview

The BioSentry™ Water Monitoring System is an early warning system (EWS) that is 
intended to alert the user of potential harmful contamination, much like a smoke alarm 
alerts the homeowner of a potential household fire. It utilizes the described MALS 
technology to provide continuous, real-time monitoring and classification of harmful 
pathogens in water.
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4.1. System Operation

Figure 1 shows the basic schematic of a MALS system and illustrates how the laser beam 
is directed at a particle. The laser generates a scattered-light pattern that is registered onto 
a detector. The light pattern is much like a ‘fingerprint’ since it is unique to the internal 
and surface features of the particle (including size, shape, morphology, and material 
composition). These ‘fingerprints’, termed Bio-Optical Signatures (BOS), are used to 
differentiate particles into several probable classifications.

Analog 
to Digital 

Conversion

Figure 1. Basic MALS system

Differentiating microbes from non-biological particles in water was a challenge for 
bacteria ranging in size from 500 nanometers to two microns, depending on the size and 
water particle background, until the two-dimensional, multi-channel array was introduced 
into the system. * This system, BioSentry vl. 75, is scheduledfor release in August, 2006.

Figure 2 shows scattering patterns achieved using a 2-D, multi-channel detector array. 
The MALS scattering patterns clearly show that different types of particles have unique 
scattered-light “fingerprints”. Calibrated, micron-sized plastic spheres show symmetrical 
scattering patterns, while an inorganic ‘dirt’ particle scatters light in a very random 
pattern and pathogens such as Cryptosporidium, Giardia, and E.coli have distinctive 
patterns that differ greatly from ‘dirt’. This phenomenon demonstrates that Bio-Optical
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Signatures can be generated and installed in a database that can then be compared using 
pattern recognition and matching algorithm software for detection and classification in a 
real-time operating function.

E. coli 
(0 .5 -1 .2  \im )

2 micron sphere 4 micron sphere 8 micron sphere

Cryptosporidium 
(2 -4  |jm)

Inorganic ‘dirt’ Giardia 
( 8 - 1 2  pm)

Figure 2. Particle Scattering Patterns

5. Relationship Between Time, Detection Limits, and Interferences

Water is monitored continuously as it passes through the flow cell. The system’s
detection time and performance are characterized by:

1. Microbial Concentration: The probability of ‘seeing’ and ‘classifying’ a particle is 
proportional to the concentration level since the higher the concentration, the more 
likely it will pass through the surveillance volume within a given time.

2. Water Quality: The higher the ‘clarity’ of the water, the fewer the interferences 
which will result in better detection, classification, and lower (improved) levels of 
detection (LOD).

3. Particle Size: The larger the particle, the more distinct the scattering pattern will be 
to provide a better ‘match’ to a Bio-Optical Signature in the classification library.
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4. Bio-Optical Signature Database versus ‘Unknown’: The more BOS classifications 
and configurations in the library to match the scattering patterns, the fewer the 
unknowns.

5. False Positive: False positives are particles that are mis-classified as an organism in 
the detection library. False positives are a result of:

a. Water clarity - the higher the clarity, the lower the false positives
b. Flow cell cleanliness - the cleaner the cell, the less light distortion
c. A False Positive is not the same as a false alarm that can be managed 

by adjusting the Warning and Alert levels on the system.
6. Completeness of the BOS: the BOS is formed from processing thousands of the same 

microorganisms through the system and recording patterns that represent various 
sizes, shapes and health of the organisms. However, it is not possible to characterize 
every form that a microorganism can take with current technology.

7. Limit of Detection: A measurement of the system’s ability to detect microorganisms 
at specified concentration levels over specified periods of time. The lower the 
number, the better the sensitivity.

6. First Generation System Development and Performance

The BioSentry’s performance was first tested on treated drinking water. Inactivated 
pathogens were used to establish the Bio-Optical Signatures. Calibration and testing were 
often performed by using standardized, inert polystyrene latex (PSL) spheres to mimic 
live microorganisms in potable water. In lab testing, using 700 nanometer PSL spheres, a 
limit of detection (LOD) sensitivity of eight particles per 100 ml was achieved in four 
hours, which translates to one particle per 100 milliliters in 24 hours of continuous 
monitoring. Field test results at a municipal water facility indicated that the sensitivity 
was slightly less, with an LOD of 16 bacteria per 100 ml in four hours.

Water quality greatly affects the limit of detection and number of false positives. Since 
there is less interference in high purity water compared to potable quality water, the 
LOD’s are lower, the probability of detecting and classifying microorganisms is much 
higher, and the false positive rate is minimized. As expected, experiments performed in 
the laboratory show that performance is significantly better. Using filtered tap water 
(0.2 micron filter), spike tests performed using P. aeruginosa yielded detection results of 
<1 bacteria per 100 ml in four hours, and 22 bacteria per 100 ml in five minutes. Results 
can vary depending on the type of microorganism and the different particle backgrounds 
contained in each specific water sample. It should also be noted that potable water quality 
(i.e. interferences) can vary depending on geographical location and the type of treatment
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process used. Spike test results for Qyptosporidiwn at two different water treatment 
facilities are shown in Table 2.

t
Table 2. Spike Test Results for Drinking Water - First Generation BioSentry

. . . . .  ,„ J

SPIKE CONCENTRATION
FALSE

POSITIVES
RESPONSE T IM E 

LIMIT OF DETECTION

# / ml %

LOD 
1 min 
(# /ml)

LOD 
5 min 
(# /ml)

LOD 
4 hrs 

(# /ml)

0 1.98
2 micron spheres @ 2000/ml 0 4.66 0.93 0.02

2000 0 12.92 2.58 0.05

2000 0 61.59 32.64 13.71

0 3.00
[ 2 micron spheres (g 4000/ml 0 77.45 40.35 16.78 j

500 0 268.16 149.5 64.57

500 0 500.4 280.6 121.2 I

500 0 342.6 189.9 81.78

500 0 800.7 451.5 196.2 $

258.8

7. BioSentry™ in Operation

7.1. Factory Calibration

In calibrating a system for an application, JMAR first characterizes the water from a 
specific site and optimizes the system to reduce background interference. The system is 
then programmed with a customized list of microorganism BioOptical Signatures using 
the appropriate algorithms. This procedure alleviates ‘normal’ water particulates from 
impairing the System’s classification capability.
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Figure 3. Production unit calibration at the JMAR BSL2 lab.

7.2. System Installation and Operation

The BioSentry is easily installed by mounting the system to a wall or free-standing frame, 
tapping into to the water line, connecting to an electrical supply, and setting up remote 
communication services. After calibrating the system for the specific site location and 
water, BioSentry continuously (24/7) monitors the water line. As particles pass through 
the system, the instrument detects the particles and compares the scattering patterns to 
bio-optical profiles in the onboard computer library. ‘Matches’ are classified, while 
unclassified biological and inorganic contaminants are categorized as ‘Unknowns’. If 
microbial contaminants exceed the customer’s pre-set thresholds for warning and alert, 
the system automatically provides an alarm (communicated remotely) and can, 
optionally, extract a sample for further analysis and confirmation.

As shown below in Figure 4. a graphic user interface (GUI) screen depicts the continuous 
water surveillance and illustrates a biological contamination event. BioSentry includes 
records of the water monitoring over time and also includes maintenance and problem 
logs for reporting.
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Figure 4. Graphic User Interface screen shows surveillance in real-time. The alert threshold for 
E. coli is shown by the red alert screen with sample bottle icon in the upper left illustrating that a 

sample was extracted for confirmation.

7.3. Alert Response

Since BioSentry is a real-time contamination warning system designed to “warn” of a 
potential biological threat, it does not provide the accuracy and sensitivity of some rapid 
tests or laboratory methods requiring a grab sample for analysis. Therefore, validation is 
needed to confirm the event, which can be done using an automatically-generated sample 
taken at the time a warning is given.

Recommended action in response to an Alert:

1. Check Water Quality Changes or Process Variance: Examine other water quality 
parameters such as pH, conductivity, chlorine concentration, and turbidity to confirm 
that the water quality has changed. An intrusion alarm or an unusual variance in the 
water system operation should also be investigated.

2. Rapid Test Confirmation: From the extracted sample, a number of rapid 
confirmation methods or test kits are available to confirm if the contamination is a 
biological agent (ATP). Even more specific tests such as immunoassays can be 
utilized to corroborate the BioSentry probable classification. PCR is another possible 
confirmation test with high specificity11.
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3. Response: A contingent plan should be developed while the confirmation is taking 
place. This should include the release of precautionary notices and readiness to 
implement an emergency response plan. Should a biological threat be confirmed, a 
procedure (planned and practiced) should be implemented for remedial action. This 
would include authority and public notification, containment, and/or diversion of the 
water, and medical alert and response.

7.4. Emergency Planning and Response

It is important to have an emergency response plan devised and implemented should an
intentional or accidental contamination event occur. A summary of the plan should
include defined actions to respond to the following:

1. Warning and Stand-by: In the event of a warning, personnel should be aware of a 
potential water contamination event and begin precautionary steps.

2. Alert: Upon alert, BioSentry will notify personnel of the probability that a biological 
contamination event has occurred. It is possible that a change in water quality, 
especially turbidity or suspected solids, has entered the system.

3. Containment: Water diversion or filtration should be actuated for a temporary 
containment of the water to protect consumers.

4. Validation / Investigation:
d. If other water quality devices are installed, these should be checked for 

parameter changes outside of the normal range.
e. The BioSentry unit should be checked for conditions leading up to 

the alarm.
f. A rapid biological method, such as ATP or Immunoassay, can be used 

to determine if a biological contaminant exists.
g. A chemical water quality test kit can be used to determine changes in 

water quality if on line chemical or particle sensors are not in use.
5. Findings: If the findings indicate a biological or water quality change, an emergency 

action plan should go into effect.
6. Action: This can include notification of safety and emergency personnel, disruption 

of water service or diversion to a secondary water source, implementing plans for a 
confirming test at a laboratory, and flushing and sanitizing the water system.
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8. Applications

From source water to point-of-use, potable water production and distribution has many 
possible points for contamination. These can be from intentional or accidental incidents, 
treatment process errors, or post treatment contamination. There are numerous examples 
of major outbreaks of Cryptosporidium in potable water systems worldwide, as well as 
operator error causing pathogens such as E. coli to enter the water distribution system, 
often infecting thousands of people. It is also known that some terrorist groups have 
considered introducing microbial pathogens into potable water systems to cause 
outbreaks and panic. Continuous, real-time surveillance has the potential for preventing 
widespread damage. Suggested applications are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. BioSentry Early Warning System Applications
ПН11ЯИ mi i |

‘ • '“ Ч И Е Г ’Ч
- . L.... ...J

Water
Quality

Assurance

•  Protection from natural 
contamination

• Treatment system malfunction
• Membrane or filter breakdown

Post Treatment & 
Distribution

Continuous monitoring, 
real-time detection & 

notification

Security • Protection from deliberate 
contamination at distribution Distribution

Continuous monitoring, 
real-time detection & 

notification

Cost
Reduction

•  Possible reduction in treatment 
chemicals

•  Higher lab analysis efficiency - 
BioSentry can extract sample

upon
contamination alert

Finished Water 
Prior to 

Distribution 

_

Continuous monitoring, 
real-time detection 

/classification 
& low FP with High 

LOD
Auto sample collection 

when Alert occurs
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9. Security Protection Case History

In early 2006, the City of Anaheim and JMAR Technologies entered into a two-month 
pilot project to test the effectiveness of an on-line, water quality, Early Warning System 
(BioSentry™) as part of a Homeland Security initiative.

The project required JMAR to install the system in the Public Utilities Department of the 
City of Anaheim to monitor the water for the presence of Cryptosporidium and other 
unknown pathogens. Cryptosporidium was used as it is a harmful pathogen that has been 
known to cause fatalities at relatively low concentration levels. Cryptosporidium is one of 
the major pathogens identified by the EPA / Department of Homeland Security11 as a 
target contaminant that could be deliberately introduced into a water supply by terrorists, 
thereby causing severe facility disruption and possible fatalities.

The parameters used to assess performance were:

1. Limits of Detection statistical performance -  a measurement of the system’s ability 
to detect microorganisms at specified concentration levels. The lower the number, 
the better the sensitivity.

2. False Positive Rate statistics report those Events that were identified incorrectly -
e.g. a piece of dirt was mistaken for Cryptosporidium. It should be noted that false 
positives will only initiate a false alarm if the threshold is exceeded.

3. Identification Rate (ID) statistical consistency -  this measures the percentage of 
actual versus theoretical microorganisms that were correctly identified during the 
monitoring process. Those detected but not identified did not create a scattering 
pattern recognizable by the on-board computer database.

4. Maintenance Performed
5. System Operational Performance (Uptime)

The results from this test project exceeded expectations. It was found that the LOD will 
actually improve (achieve better results at lower microorganism concentrations) over a 
longer period of time since the BioSentry™ is a continuous-monitoring device. Figure 5 
below shows the Limits of Detection for the BioSentry™ in this application. The LOD 
was measured at -243 organisms/mL, well below the standard EPA figure of 10,000 
organisms/mL. As shown in Figure 6. the BioSentry also exceeded performance 
parameters for False Positive Rates, with a mean of 3.25% for this project. 
The BioSentry’s normal operating parameter for False Positive Rate Performance is less 
than ten percent.
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Figure 5. Limit of Detection Performance

Figure 6. False positive %

The BioSentry™ System performed successfully and proved that it would have notified 
the City of an Event if Ciyptosporidium had been introduced into the water supply at 
average LOD concentration levels above 243 organisms/ml. It further demonstrated that, 
with frequent calibration, the System could achieve performance levels below 100 
organism/ml.
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10. Next Generation BioSentry

System improvements in optics, photo-detection, and improved algorithm technologies 
are expected to provide an even faster response at lower detection limits and offer higher 
specificity. Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison between the first generation system 
(BioSentry vl.5) and the predicted performance of the second generation system 
(BioSentry vl.75) for Cryptosporidium and Bacillus subtilis in potable water. As the 
detection library expands and the limitations of interferences are minimized, the 
BioSentry will provide increasingly higher classification accuracy and lower limits of 
detection.

With current system improvements in development, a device that automatically detects, 
classifies with high probability, and extracts a sample which is diverted directly to an 
automatic rapid test verification system, all without operator intervention, will soon be 
commercially available. Combined with a suite of other chemical, toxin, and radiological 
real-time sensors and an integrated data analysis and alert response system, the ultimate 
water security system is quickly becoming a reality.

Bacillus Subtilis Spores Limit of Detection 
In Tap Water

Tim* (mlnutM)

Figure 7. BioSentry 1.5
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Cryptosporidium Limit of Detection 
in Tap Water

(“ ♦“ Production] 
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1 CY2007 1
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Figure 8. BioSentry 1.75

11. Summary and Current Status

Detecting and classifying bacteria continuously, on-line and in real time for 
contamination warning and security in the municipal drinking water market offers a 
valuable defense against widespread illness. BioSentry is a pathogen alert system that is 
both synergistic and complementary to other water quality sensors and enhances current 
lab quality control methods. By implementing BioSentry into a distribution water 
monitoring program, an integrated approach to detecting a biological contamination event 
can be realized.

Released for production in November 2005, BioSentry™ is currently used in water 
utilities, beverage plants, cruise ships, and Homeland Security applications.
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Chip-size wavelength detectors are described that can resolve the spectrum of the incident light with 
high accuracy over a broad spectral range. The devices can be configured either as compact 
spectrometers or precise wavelength shift detectors. Applications that are anticipated to benefit from 
the spectrometers include reagentless optical identification of analytes in fluidic and aerosol 
samples. The wavelength shift detector is widely applicable as read-out instrument for optical 
sensors in which a stimulus (e.g., temperature, strain, PH-value, etc.) results in a wavelength shift of 
an optical output signal, examples include the interrogation system for Fiber Bragg Grating sensors, 
photonic crystal sensors, Fabry-Perot type sensors, and sensors in which an analyte influences a laser 
cavity and thereby its emission wavelength.

Keywords: Spectrometer, Wavelength-Shift Detector, Optical Sensor.

1. Introduction

Wavelength detection and monitoring are important in many applications such as optical 
spectroscopy, optical sensing and wavelength demultiplexing in telecommunications. In 
recent years there is an increasing demand for compact, cheap and yet precise 
spectrometers that can replace bulky and expensive bench-top instruments. Two 
particular areas of interest will be addressed in this paper: (1) monitoring the spectral 
position of a monochromatic light source for optical sensing applications and (2) 
integration of spectrometers into lab-on-a-chip devices.

1.1. Application o f chip-size wavelength-shift detectors in optical sensing

Many new applications of optical sensors have emerged. The automotive sector has 
created new demands for robust and advanced optical sensing techniques as the amount 
of optical information processing expands in modem cars.1 In addition, optical sensors 
are widely used in structural health monitoring of civil structures2 and aircrafts3 as well as 
in biological, chemical and environmental sensing applications4. In comparison to their 
electronic counterparts, optical sensors offer many distinct advantages. They are very 
sensitive, allow for remote and distributed sensing, can be used in harsh environments, 
and are immune to electromagnetic interference.
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One prominent example of an optical sensor is the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) 
sensor.5,6 The reflection spectrum of a FBG sensor changes in response to an appropriate 
external stimulus. Similarly, changes in the reflection properties of one and two- 
dimensional photonic crystals can be used for optical sensing applications. In recent years 
several applications in biosensing have emerged which are based on a spectral shift of the 
transmission and reflection properties of a surface or object. Surface Plasmon Resonance 
(SPR) sensors are widely used for screening biochemical interactions7, whereas other 
groups have developed optical biosensors based on Fabry-Perot cavities in porous 
silicon8 or guided-mode resonance reflectance filters9. Another application is to use the 
shift of optical resonances (whispering gallery modes) excited in silicon spheres to 
quantify DNA10.

We have developed a low-cost and compact wavelength-shift detector suitable for the 
read-out of all kinds of optical sensors that are based on a wavelength shift. Key features 
of this technology include compactness (chip-size), no mechanical parts, customized 
spectral resolution, fast read-out and monolithic integration.

1.2. Application o f chip-size spectrometers in lab-on-a-chip devices

There is an urgent need for fast, sensitive, and specific characterization and detection 
methods in point-of-care testing. Examples include health care service, environmental 
monitoring, bio-agent detection, fresh and waste water analysis, industrial process 
control, and gas analysis. It is generally a necessity to detect the analyte of interest “on- 
the-fly”, that is, as it is moving in order to allow for continuous and real-time detection. 
Optical detection methods offer high sensitivity, but current approaches capture only a 
“snapshot” of the moving particle which yields limited information. Furthermore, most 
existing detection schemes are bulky and expensive.

Chip-size wavelength detectors are composed of readily available components and 
leverage existing technologies from consumer products. The devices can be customized 
for high spectral resolution or broad spectral range.

2. Concept of Chip-size Wavelength Detectors

Our chip-size wavelength detectors are composed of a detector array which is coated with 
a linear variable band-pass filter (LVF). The filter converts the spectral information into a 
spatially dependent signal which is analyzed by the detector array. Thus, the output signal 
of a coated detector array yields the wavelength spectrum of the incident light.11 One can 
select from a large variety of light sensing elements and design coatings covering a broad 
spectral range from the deep-UV to the far-IR. Systems demanding either very high 
wavelength resolution (e.g., for absorption or Raman spectroscopy) or a wide spectral 
range (e.g., fluorescence spectroscopy) can be accommodated by choosing the 
appropriate coating. The size of the spectrometer is only slightly larger than that of a 
detector array itself, and fabrication requires only conventional, readily available 
processing technology, which should enable a cost effective manufacturing process.
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(a)
Photodiode Array or 

Position Sensing Device (b)
820 840 860 880 

wavelength (nm)
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Fig. 1. (a) Concept o f linear variable filter and wavelength detector, (b) Transmission properties o f linear 
variable filter at a small location.

2.1. Linear variable filter transmission properties

The transmission properties of a LVF vary across the surface of the filter. For example, a 
broad band LVF for the visible range transmits at one edge the blue components of the 
spectrum and blocks all other components, whereas it transmits the red components at the 
opposite edge. This kind of filter can be realized by creating an inhomogeneous cavity 
between two mirrors as illustrated in Fig. la. A graded Fabry Perot cavity is sandwiched 
between two homogeneous distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs).12 Figure lb shows the 
transmission spectrum of such a structure at a well-defined position. The wavelength Я of 
the transmission peak is given by the thickness d(x) and the refractive index n of the 
cavity:

NX =  2nd N=1,2,3,... (1 )

As the thickness of the cavity d=d(x) changes across the filter in x-direction, the 
transmitted wavelength X- X(x) varies as well. Alternatively, the thickness d can be held 
constant and the refractive index n=n(x) varied across the filter. The amount by which the 
transmission peak wavelength A changes across the filter is characterized by the gradient
8 :

A gradient of 30 nm/mm indicates that the spectral position of the transmission peak 
changes by 30 nm when the transmission spectrum is compared between two locations 
1 mm apart on the filter.
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2.2. Fabrication o f inhomogeneous coatings

There are many potential approaches to fabricate inhomogeneous Fabry-Perot cavities. 
We have fabricated various coatings that exhibit the properties described above, by 
metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and 
electron beam deposition.

In one realization we have installed a substrate at a position off-axis in an electron 
beam deposition chamber as indicated in Fig. 2. The material is emanating from a point 
source and needs to travel a longer distance r to one edge of the substrate than the other. 
Since the material flux decreases as i/r1, the substrate edge closest to the source receives 
more material than the far edge. A similar effect can be achieved with a MBE system 
where the cells for different materials are located at different positions inside of the MBE 
chamber. In this case homogeneous layers are obtained by rotating the substrate during 
growth, and inhomogeneous layers can be achieved by stopping the substrate rotation 
during the growth of the cavity.

3. Wavelength-Shift Detection

The wavelength detectors can be designed to resolve small wavelength changes over a 
broad spectral range. The differential readout from adjacent pixels of a detector array or 
from a position sensing device enables relative wavelength resolutions down to ~1 pm.13 
The wavelength shift detectors are applicable for any optical sensor in which a stimulus 
(e.g., temperature, strain, PH-value, etc.) results in a wavelength shift of an optical output 
signal, such as the interrogation system for Fiber Bragg Grating sensors, photonic crystal 
sensors, Fabry-Perot type sensors, and sensors in which an analyte influences a laser 
cavity and thereby its emission wavelength.

3.1. Sub-pm wavelength-shift detection

As one illustration of our wavelength-shift detector, a GaAs/AlAs LVF with a gradient of 
about 3 nm/mm and a narrow spectral transmission band (FWHM) of 1 nm was
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Fig. 3. Response o f wavelength shift detector to (a) small and (b) large wavelength shifts o f the incident light.

combined with a low-cost position sensor as depicted in Fig. la. A position sensor is a 
large-area photo detector which outputs two currents Ij and I2 from which the centroid of 
the incoming light beam can be determined very precisely. We have used a commercial
2.5 mm position sensing device that is able to detect the position of a light spot with an 
accuracy of about 0.1 }im. The product of the coating gradient and the position sensor 
accuracy shows that a wavelength resolution of about 0.3 pm is feasible.

We have characterized this combination with a wavelength-tunable VCSEL. The 
emission wavelength can be tuned very precisely by adjusting either the laser current or 
temperature. Figure 3a shows the amplified differential current (IrhyUi+h) delivered by 
the position sensor converted to a voltage by a differential amplifier. The position sensor 
signal follows very precisely the wavelength of the incoming light. Wavelength changes 
in the sub-pm range can be resolved as shown in the inset of Fig. 3a. Note that the 
differential output signal depends only on the wavelength of the incoming light and is 
independent of its intensity. The largest observed wavelength shift for this particular 
device is about 5 nm.

3.2. Broad-band wavelength-shift detection

We chose a different configuration to demonstrate a wavelength-shift detector that can 
monitor wavelength shifts over a broad spectral range. A 2.5 mm position sensing device 
was covered with a coating that has a steep gradient of about 35 nm/mm. In order to 
characterize this combination we used spectrally filtered light from a halogen lamp as a 
tunable light source. The time sequence in Fig. 3b shows the response of the wavelength 
detector on wavelength changes of the incident light in 10 nm steps over a range of up to 
70 nm. In this experiment the range was limited by the length of the position sensing 
device. The wavelength resolution in this case was about 3.5 pm, which was confirmed 
by using a tunable VCSEL.
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Fig. 4. (a) Setup for chip-size spectrometer calibration, (b) Snapshot o f CMOS camera.
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4. Spectrometer-on-a-Chip

The wavelength detectors can also be integrated into lab-on-a-chip systems due to their 
compactness. Applications that are anticipated to benefit from the spectrometers include 
spectroscopy-on-a-chip applications for reagentless identification of analytes (e.g., bio
molecules or chemicals) in fluidic and aerosol samples.

4.1. Description o f prototype

We have realized a compact spectrometer by combining a 12bit CMOS camera and a 
linear variable band-pass filter (LVF). The camera had a resolution of 1024x1024 pixels 
with a pixel size of 10.6x10.6 ц т . The exposure time could be varied between 10 fis and
0.4 s. The LVF covered a spectral range from 380 to 720 nm with a FWHM of the 
transmission peak of ~2% of the transmission peak wavelength and a spectral gradient of 
30 nm/mm. The LVF had dimensions of ~12 x 3 mm and was positioned over a 
designated zone of the camera. Parallel to this zone a 12 x 1 mm reference line was 
designated to collect photons of all wavelengths in the spectral range. Unused parts of the 
camera were blocked by an aperture. The reference line is used to monitor the intensity 
distribution across the detector and is an important feature of this technology, as 
explained below.

4.2. Calibration and reference line

Light from a Halogen lamp was spectrally filtered by a monochromator and coupled into 
a 1 mm polymer optical fiber. At the other end of the fiber the light was collimated and 
directed onto the detector such that the whole detector was illuminated as illustrated in 
Fig. 4a. This setup was used to calibrate and demonstrate the chip-size spectrometer. 
Figure 4b features a snapshot of the camera illuminated with 550 nm. In the upper half of 
the image light propagates though the filter at a single sharp position. The position of the 
line is determined by the transmission properties of the LVF. The filter blocks the light at 
all other positions. In contrast, light is received by the detector over its entire width 
through the reference line in the lower half of the image. The horizontal intensity profile 
o f the filter region is plotted in Fig. 5a for five different input wavelengths between 
450 nm and 650 nm. Correlating the pixel position of the intensity maximum with the
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pixel #

Fig. 5. (a) Intensity profiles behind LVF at different incident wavelengths, (b) Wavelength calibration curve.

known input wavelength results in a calibration of pixel number into wavelength 
(Fig. 5b).

The peaks in Fig. 5a have different heights for several reasons: (1) the Halogen lamp 
spectrum is not constant within the observed wavelength range, (2) the camera sensitivity 
is not constant within the entire spectral range, (3) the peak transmission of the filter 
varies across the filter, and (4) the illumination of the chip-size spectrometer is not 
homogeneous. The effects (1), (2) and (4) can be eliminated by recording the intensity 
profile of the reference line and normalizing the filter profiles IlvfW  with the 
corresponding reference profile Irc/X):

/ ( я ) = ^ М  (3)

Figure 6a shows the calibrated and normalized spectra. The peak height increases from 
short to long wavelengths because the peak transmission of the LVF is lower for short 
wavelengths and higher for long wavelengths. The effects (2)-(4) have to be considered 
when measuring “real” spectra. The wavelength-dependent peak transmission of the LVF 
TLvfW  and the camera sensitivity Scam(X) are used to correct the spectra. Furthermore, the 
illumination inhomogeneity 1Ш obtained from the reference channel is used to correct the 
intensity:

) • ! « ( * )  (4)

In the experiment above the light was collimated with a lens. Therefore, the Gaussian 
shaped beam profile introduced weaker illumination of the camera at the edges than in 
the center. Figure 6b shows the reference profile 1щ for this geometry. For optimum 
performance the reference line should be positioned in close proximity to the LVF line.
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Fig. 6. (a) Spectra o f various light inputs (calibrated and referenced), (b) Intensity profile o f  reference line.

4.3. Large area spectroscopy

The photosensitive area of the spectrometer can be as large as the size of the detector 
array. This area is large compared to conventional spectrometers where the light has to be 
focused onto a small slit in order to receive good wavelength separation. Therefore, the 
chip-size spectrometer is especially favorable for large light emitting areas or moving 
particles. The geometry of the detector enables an optical detection method that can 
actually take advantage of the motion of a moving optical source for large integration 
times and improved detection without loosing throughput capacity. The spectral 
information of the light-emitting particle is gathered step-by-step while it is moving 
across the wavelength detector. Figure 7 shows the conceptual cross section of a lab-on- 
a-chip system that is described in further detail elsewhere in these proceedings14. 
Fluorescent particles move along a fluidic channel and are continuously excited by the 
excitation laser. The emission spectra were recorded while the particle was traversing the 
detector. First the red components of the spectrum were recorded, then the green and 
finally the blue components.

5. Conclusion

Chip-size wavelength detectors were designed by combining linear variable band-pass 
filters with photo-detectors. The filter converts the spectral information of the incident 
light into a spatially dependent signal that is analyzed by the detector. The filters can be 
designed either to cover a broad spectral range or to enable sub-pm wavelength 
resolution.

High-resolution wavelength-shifit detection has been demonstrated down to the 
sub-pm level. For this purpose we have used simple position sensing devices in 
combination with a differential amplifier. We have investigated the performance of these 
wavelength detectors depending on the gradient of the filter. This technology can be used
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fluidic channel moving particle

Fig. 7. (a) Conceptual cross-section of lab-on-a-chip device with integrated chip-size spectrometer.

excitation 
light

700 nm wavelength detector 400 nm

for the read-out of optical sensors that are changing their output wavelength upon a 
stimulus.

Compact broad-band spectrometers enable integration of spectroscopic techniques 
onto lab-on-a-chip devices. We have demonstrated a spectrometer for the visible spectral 
range and have discussed calibration and referencing techniques. Inclusion of a reference 
line that monitors the intensity distribution of the incoming light is essential for this kind 
of wavelength detectors to eliminate errors from inhomogeneous illumination. Due to 
their extended detection area, chip-size spectrometers are especially favorable for large 
light emitting areas or moving particles. The spectrometer was illustrated by recording 
fluorescence spectra from objects as they traversed the detection area.
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Laser-induced native fluorescence is measured on a set of bio-molecules from different classes 
(bacteria, proteins, fungi) for excitation at 266nm and 355nm. A method of preprocessing the spectra 
to obtain an inherently normalized set of data is described. Class identification on the normalized 
data set is demonstrated.
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1. Introduction

Biological molecules are composed of only a few basic building blocks and, therefore, 
exhibit similar physical properties. In particular, aromatic amino acids can be found in 
biological molecules and exhibit native fluorescence. Among the amino acids tryptophan, 
phenylalanine and tyrosine show fluorescent emission in the ultraviolet at 350nm, 280nm 
and 300nm, respectively. In addition, many enzymes or cofactors, NADH (reduced b- 
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, 460nm) and Riboflavin (550nm) being the most 
prominent examples, exhibit pronounced native fluorescence in the visible range.

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is a promising tool for differentiating fluorescing 
molecules.1,2 However, the variety of biological molecules is huge compared to the 
number of basic building blocks. Therefore, the fluorescence spectra of different analytes 
are often quite similar, and high spectral resolution of the emission spectra is required to 
reveal differences. Additionally, multi-wavelength LIF is essential to improve the 
specificity of the spectra and enable class identification of bio-molecules.

In order to test class identification based on multi-color native fluorescence we have 
measured LIF spectra for representative bio-agent simulants in solution for various 
classes of bio-molecules (i.e., toxins, viruses and bacteria) with a conventional laboratory 
set-up. For a proof-of-concept, the library of spectra was subjected to a mathematical 
procedure to extract and evaluate distinguishing features of the analytes. In a second step, 
the extracted distinguishing features were used to teach a multidimensional classifying
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algorithm to find a classification rule for the set of analytes. A classification rule defines 
the procedure to identify an unknown analyte from a single measurement.

2. Experimental

2.1. Fluorescence measurement setup

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for the measurement of laser-induced native fluorescence on bio-molecules in 
aqueous solution.

Figure 1 depicts the setup for the measurement of native fluorescence. An analyte 
containing the bio-molecule under investigation is injected between two quartz wafers 
(thickness 550 um each) which are separated by a spacer (220 um); this setup is referred 
to as a cuvette in the following. The analyte is contained within the cuvette by capillary 
forces. As the excitation source either a 266nm laser (frequency-quadrupled Nd:Yg, JDS 
Uniphase) or a 355nm laser (frequency-tripled Nd:Yg, CryLas) was used and the beam 
was coupled through the quartz surface of the cuvette at an angle of 51 deg with respect 
to the surface normal. To ensure constant excitation intensity in the volume under 
investigation, the reflected portion of the excitation light was used as a position control 
for the beam. The fluorescence signal was collected by a conventional spectrometer 
(Oriel) with a CCD chip in the detection plane (Andor DV 480-BV). Dielectric filters 
(Asahi Spectra Corporation, Japan) with a cut-on at either 275 nm and 385 nm were used 
to suppress scattered excitation light by four orders of magnitude. The cuvette was 
mounted on a two-axis positioning stage to select the volume under investigation. To 
reduce the background fluorescence due to surface contamination, the cuvettes were 
subjected to the following cleaning procedure: (1) 5 min methanol, (2) 2 min rinsing with 
water, (3) 10 min etching in an mixture of H 202:NH4:H20  (1:1:5) at 70 deg C, (4) 2 min 
rinsing in water and (5) drying under nitrogen flow. The background fluorescence was
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monitored for each cuvette prior to the injection of the analyte for both excitation 
wavelengths.

The simulants (see tab. 1) were chosen to provide representation in each of the classes 
of bacteria, fungi and proteins. All simulants were desolved in DI water and, to aid 
comparison, the concentration level was chosen to result in similar fluorescence peak 
intensities for all analytes.

Table 1. List of simulants investigated

Class Simulant (synonym) Concentration

Amino acid Tryptophan (TP) he: 2mg/ml, 1c: 0.02mg/ml

Protein Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA)
Horse Heart Cytochrome С (HHC) 
Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NADH)

he: 1 mg/ml, 1c: 0.1 mg/ml 
1 mg/ml 
1 mg/ml

Bacterium Bacillus Thuringiensis (ВТ) 
Bacillus Globii (BG) 
Escherichia Coli (E.coli)

1 x 108/ml 
lx l0 8/ral 
lxl 09/ml

Fungus Yeast (YE) he: 1 mg/ml, 1c: 0.1 mg/ml

The reproducibility of the fluorescence spectra was tested by varying the lateral 
position of the excitation spot. Artifacts were observed when the beam was near the 
edges of the cuvette and the solution. These were mostly caused either by fluorescence of 
the edges themselves or by increased analyte fluorescence caused by enhanced excitation 
intensity due to internally scattered or reflected light. To effectively suppress these 
artifacts the distance between the edge of the analyte and the excitation spot had to be 
larger than 2mm. For each analyte, the spectra were taken for five different excitation 
spots to confirm lateral homogeneity and the absence of surface contamination which 
might be located on the outer surface of the cuvette.

2.2. Native fluorescence spectra

Figure 2 shows the fluorescence spectra of ВТ (see table 1) when excited at 266nm 
(dashed lines) and 355 nm (solid lines). For each excitation wavelength five spectra are 
plotted which were taken at five positions on the cuvette. The small deviations within one 
set of spectra confirm the lateral homogeneity and reproducibility of the fluorescence 
measurement. The sharp peak at 355nm is caused by residual transmission of the filter for 
scattered excitation light. The spectra have a Raman peak superimposed at 293nm 
(266nm excitation) and 404nm (355nm excitation) with a corresponding Raman shift of 
3,460cm'1 and 3,420cm*1, respectively, which can be attributed to the water.3
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectra of ВТ for 266nm (dashed lines) and 355nm (solid lines) excitation. Each set of 
curves contains five measurements at different positions.

Figure 3 displays for both excitation wavelengths representative spectra for a 
selection of the analytes. BG and E.coli are not shown for the sake of clarity. BSA 
(dotted line in Fig. 3a and 3b) and Yeast (dashed line in Fig. 3a and 3b) were measured in 
two concentrations “he” and “lc” which differed by one order of magnitude. The resulting 
fluorescence intensities scale linearly with the difference in concentration. This reveals 
that internal re-absorption in the analyte and inhomogeneous absorption of the excitation 
light over the excitation path play minor roles in the chosen concentration regime. 
Overall BSA and Yeast reveal the most similar spectra in the set of analytes. The first 
obvious distinctive feature in the 266nm-spectra is the slightly different position of the 
maximum at 333nm for Yeast and 337nm for BSA. The second distinctive feature is the 
higher intensity at the maximum for BSA in comparison to the intensity in the tail of the 
spectrum between 450nm and 580nm. In comparison to Yeast and BSA, the maximum of 
HHC is much broader and spans from 300nm to 340nm. The small local minimum in that 
range is caused by the filter transmission curve and is not specific to HHC. No significant 
feature can be seen in the 355nm-spectra in Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of LIF spectra for HHC, BSA, Yeast, ВТ, NADH and TP for excitation with 266nm (a, c) 
and 355nm (b,d). BSA and Yeast were measured in two concentrations marked by “Ic” and “he”; for details see 
Tab. 1.

For ВТ, TP and NADH the distinctive features are much more obvious (Fig. Зс). ВТ 
(solid curve) exhibits a pronounced shoulder above 450nm which is not observed in other 
analytes. The spectra for BG (not shown), which is a close relative to ВТ, have the same 
shoulder. TP (dotted curve) and NADH (dashed curve) can clearly be characterized by 
the position of the maximum which is at 352nm for TP and 468 for NADH. Again, no 
significant feature can be seen for the 355nm excitation (Fig. 3d).



3. Class identification

Even though it is possible to extract distinguishing features by carefully analyzing the 
spectra for a small number of analytes, it turns out that the identification of an analyte 
cannot be accomplished by using a single attribute, for example, peak position. In the 
following we will describe the results of a more general and automated approach to 
extract distinguishing features from the spectra.

3.1. Data normalization

Besides the spectral response of the analyte, the measured intensity of a fluorescence 
spectrum is controlled by the analyte concentration, the intensity of the excitation light, 
and the excitation and emission efficiencies. As the concentration fluorescence efficiency 
of the analyte is typically not known and the intensity of excitation may vary for various 
reasons, a method for normalization is required to preprocess the data prior to the 
classification. In the following we describe the method we used for normalization.
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Fig. 4. Preprocessing the data leads to one ratio for N=2 and three ratios for N=3; the corresponding axes are 
numbered sequentially.

For our normalization method, each spectrum was first subdivided into N  (with 
N = 2,3, ...,Nmax) intervals of equal length, where the maximum number of intervals is 

Nmax- For each subdivision N  and each interval / the average intensity I "  ( i = 1,2, . . . ,N  ) 
was calculated (compare Fig. 4) and for each pair ( i j )  with i < j  the following ratio 
was determined:

(1)
j

The ratios for all pairs (i , j)  for which / £ j  were not used as they are simply reciprocals 
of other ratios or identity ( j = j ) and, therefore, do not contain additional information
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about the spectrum. Thus, a set of characteristic ratios for each spectrum was acquired 
where the spectral resolution required to actually measure the particular ratio is given by 
the length of the interval. Note that each ratio is inherently normalized because both 
excitation intensity and analyte concentration act as a multiplicative factor which cancels 
out. To extend this procedure to multi-wavelength excitation, the normalization for 
excitation intensity has to be performed first for all spectra.

In the following we refer to a particular set of ( N fi , j )  as an “axis” on which the 
ratios for different measurements of the same or different analytes can be compared. This 
procedure leads to a total number of axes:

* « =  LN=2

лП
2 (2)

3.2. Meaningful axes

Identifying the “meaningful” axes, this is, those axes that contain the most distinguishing 
features, is important for three reasons:
(1) The maximum N from among the meaningful axes establishes the maximum spectral 

resolution that is needed to identify the analyte in an unknown sample,
(2) the contributing intervals define the spectral region needed to identify the analyte, 

and
(3) identifying the minimum number of essential axes minimizes the computational 

effort to define the classification rule.
Here we describe one method to select meaningful axes. For each axis the ratios 

obtained from several measurements on one analyte “A” can be characterized by the 
average ratio

( W ) (3)

and the standard deviation of the distribution of ratios

o f  (A).  (4)

Two analytes can be distinguished on one axis when the distribution of their ratios does 
not overlap. To assess the distance (Л, В) of two distributions for analytes A and В we 
chose the following metric

■ ь  ■ n
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Fig. 5. Basic criteria for the selection o f meaningful axes; a) one analyte is best separated from all others, b) 
best separation for a pair o f  analytes, and c) all analytes are separated on one axis.

Analytes A and В can be considered to be distinguishable on axes whered " (Л,В)> 1, 
that is, the distance between the average ratios exceeds the sum of the standard 
deviations. For identification of multiple analytes it is not sufficient to consider the 
distance between each pair of analyte. It is also necessary to take into account the 
position of the remaining analytes and define selection criteria. Figure 5 displays three 
criteria we have used to select axes: (a) one analyte is best separated from all others, (b) 
best separation for each pair of analytes, and (c) all analytes are separated. The last 
criterion, of course, describes the ideal situation where one axis is sufficient to perform 
class identification on the selected set of analytes.

3.3. Data analysis

The preprocessing of data and selection of meaningful axes were conducted on a total of 
85 spectra taken on the set of analytes listed in Table 1 for excitation with 266nm and 
355nm. In Fig. 6 a) and b) the ratios are plotted for the four meaningful axis that were 
closest to fulfilling criterion c) (“all analytes are separated on one axis”, see Fig. 5c), 
although none met this criterion. Nevertheless, two axes (A865 and A375) were sufficient 
to separate all analytes in two dimensions (Fig. 6a). The ratios for axis A865 were formed 
from the average intensities at the intervals [340nm±8.5nm] and [357nm±8.5nm], and for 
axis A375 the intervals were [283nm±llnm] and [525nm±l lnm]. Both axes utilize 
spectra from 266nm excitation. Note that no meaningful axis was obtained from 355nm 
excitation. Thus, for the chosen set of analytes, class identification was achieved with 
excitation only at 266nm, with the spectra recorded in the range from 280nm to 530nm 
with a spectral resolution of 17nm.

Figure 6b illustrates that additional axes contain independent useful information: in 
this plot the separation for HHC is much clearer than in Fig. 6a, where it almost overlaps 
with BSA. It is obvious that a multidimensional classification algorithm would be 
favorable to perform the class identification on the set of meaningful axes.

3.4. Multidimensional classification

Figure 6a gives rise to an exemplary classification rule in two dimensions: assignment of 
a measured analyte follows from association with a specific zone in a two-dimensional 
plot of the axes A865 and A375. This specific “rule” applies only for the selected set of
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Fig. 6. 2-dimensional plot o f  ratios using meaningful axis. The underlying spectral resolution is 22nm (A375), 
17nm (A865), and 11 nm (A2977, A3025).

analytes and is presented for illustrative purposes. For large numbers of analytes, one can 
rely on readily available multidimensional tools for classification. To test our library of 
spectra we chose WEKA 3.4.7, which is an open source software available under the 
GNU General Public License. WEKA contains a broad selection of tools, and its use and 
application is described in the book of I.H. Witten and E. Frank4.

We used several classifiers described in WEKA and tested the results with the built-in 
cross validation capability, which works as follows:
(1) Test data are generated by taking 10% of the analytes out from the library
(2) The rest of libraiy is used to gain classification rules from the classifier
(3) The set of test data is used to check the classification rules
We compared the classification for three libraries: (1) the original normalized spectra, (2) 
the full set of axis and (3) the selection of meaningful axis. We observed that the 
classification works best on the set of meaningful axes where the cross validation resulted 
in no classification error for all applicable WEKA classifiers. Wrong classifications 
occurred for the normalized spectra and the full set of axes.

4. Summary

We successfully demonstrated class identification via laser-induced native fluorescence 
on a selection of bio-molecules from different classes (bacteria, proteins, fungi). We 
presented a method for processing the spectra to achieve a normalized set of data for each 
measurement. Further, we described routines to select the coordinates with the most 
distinguishing features between the different analytes. This information can be used as 
direct input for classification algorithms. Excitation with a 266nm laser and recording the 
fluorescence spectra with a moderate spectral resolution of 17nm were sufficient to 
reliably identify the analytes under investigation.
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Abstract

The Chesapeake Bay is a valued ecological, economic, recreational, cultural and scenic resource. 
The Bay watershed States and the District o f Columbia, in conjunction with the EPA Chesapeake 
Bay Program, have worked and teamed together over the past 20 years to protect and restore the Bay 
ecosystem. A key component o f  this effort is water quality and habitat monitoring to assess the 
impact o f  management actions and natural processes, and evaluate habitat parameters on living 
resources such as submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), oysters, and fisheries. Using aerial and 
satellite remote sensing imagery has become a practical and effective means o f  monitoring water 
quality in a timely manner. O f particular interest in evaluation o f water clarity are several initiative 
measures. Specifically, Secchi-Disk Transparency (SDT) and Chlorophyll a (Chl-a) have been 
widely accepted as critical indicators o f  water quality and their reliable estimation using satellite 
imagery provides a cost effective and speedy means for water quality monitoring. Work done at 
Water Resources Center, University o f  Minnesota has demonstrated the feasibility o f  performing 
regional assessment o f  lake water quality using LANDSAT image data. This paper investigates an 
approach similar to their work but uses a different type o f satellite imagery, EO-1 ALI imagery 
where the SDT and Chl-a are also used as indicators to estimate water quality for the Chesapeake 
Bay and DC area (Potomac River). In doing so, three major issues are investigated, which are (I) the 
study site that is an open Bay area, not a self-contained lake; (2) investigation o f  applicability o f  
equations that are used to specify the SDT and Chl-a to our Bay area study; (3) the use o f a different 
type o f  satellite imagery for water quality monitoring. This paper develops techniques to address 
these three issues and presents preliminary experiments which show encouraging results.

Key words: Chesapeake Bay. EO-1 ALI Imagery, Secchi Depth (SDT), Chl-a.

1. Introduction

The Chesapeake Bay is a valued ecological, economic, recreational, cultural and scenic 
resource. The Bay watershed States and the District of Columbia, in conjunction with the 
EPA Chesapeake Bay Program, have teamed for the past 20 years to protect and restore 
the Bay ecosystem. A key component of this effort is water quality and habitat 
monitoring to assess the impacts of management actions and natural processes, and
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evaluate habitat parameters for living resources such as submerged aquatic vegetation 
(SAV), oysters, and fisheries. The Maryland Department of Natural Resources (DNR), 
Tidewater Ecosystem Assessment (TEA) Division is responsible for the collection, 
analysis and reporting of ambient water quality and habitat measurements throughout the 
tidal waters of Maryland. The TEA currently collects a full suite of biological, chemical 
and physical parameters at fixed stations in open, deep water, and shallow water habitats; 
and uses ship board monitoring to provide measurements in tributary waters.

Work performed at Water Resources Center, University of Minnesota has 
demonstrated the feasibility of performing regional assessment of lake water quality 
using Landsat imagery [1-3]. The aim was to fine tune the algorithms available from this 
research to process imagery collected by NASA Advanced Land Imager (ALI) to 
generate water quality mappings (secchi depth transparency and chlorophyll a) of the 
Chesapeake Bay. Extensive ground truth measurements collected routinely and 
specifically during satellite overflights by Maryland DNR were utilized to verify results. 
Accurate and timely water quality maps of the Chesapeake Bay will provide a valuable 
source of information for water management and policy decision makers. Remote sensing 
could prove useful in the evaluation of these criteria. Satellite and aerial overflight remote 
sensing techniques have been evaluated on a limited scale, but have not been fully 
assessed due to limited resources and expertise.

2. Water Quality Metrics

2.1. Secchi Depth Transparency

The Secchi disk is a device used to measure water transparency in open waters of lakes, 
bays, and the ocean. It’s a patterned disk which is lowered slowly down in the water and 
the depth at which the pattern on the disk is no longer visible is taken as a measure of the 
transparency of the water. Secchi disk measurements have been an integral component of 
water quality assessment programs for some time they are used to reveal general trends in 
water quality. In spite of it being little subjective and being affected by sun glare etc 
Secchi disk is an inexpensive and straight-forward method of measuring water clarity.

2.2. Chlorophyll -  a

Chlorophyll-я data can be employed to give an estimate of primary production, but the 
relationship between biomass and primary productivity. The main cause of excessive 
algae growth appears to be increased nutrient inputs. It is also affected by declines in the 
abundance of filter-feeders reduced aquatic sediments i.e. increased levels of light 
penetration, increased water temperature and changes in hydrodynamics. Procedure for 
Satellite Image Analysis
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3. Regression Analysis to link satellite imagery to ground samples

3.1. Data Collection and Pre-processing

(a) Satellite Image - Suitable Landsat, ALI Imagery of the Bay, DC area were 
chosen to do the analysis.

(b) Geo Referencing - Geo-referencing maps the satellite imagery pixels to latitude 
and longitude values.

(c) Ground Truth - Ground Truth samples obtained were +/- 2 days and +/- 1 day 
window of the image date for SDT and Chl-a respectively.

(d) Water Only Image -  Water only image is easily created by carrying out simple 
image classification.

(e) Morphological Operations - Morphological operations like closing, erosion and 
mask out sections close to shoreline etc. Pixels which are close to the shore, 
influenced by presence of vegetation are removed.

3.2. Secchi Depth Transparency (SDT) Mapping

This section uses two well known equations [1-3] estimating Secchi Disk Transparency 
(SDT) using Satellite Imagery. Both of these equations are used to estimate the SDT for 
the given sample points.

3.3. Chlorophyll (Chl-a) Mapping

Two regression equations were used to estimate Chlorophyll-д (chl-a) using Satellite 
Imagery to assess their suitability -  one providing reasonable results in Michigan lakes 
[1-3], equation 3, and an alternate equation sited as used effectively to estimate inland 
water quality at respective sites [4], equation 4.

We will investigate two different readily available techniques that have been 
successfully used to measure chlorophyll a concentration. These techniques are both 
based on reflectance in the red and near infra red (NIR). The basic concept of these 
algorithms [5] is the inclusion of the spectrum range, which show the maximal sensitivity 
to changes in chlorophyll concentration (-700 nm)and the range with the minimum 
sensitivity (-670 nm) to variation of chlorophyll concentration.

In(SDT) = a(band^and3) + b(bandl) + с 

ln(SDT) = a(bandl) + b(band2) + c(band3) + d
( 1)
(2)

ln(Chl-a) = a(band2) + b(band3) + c(band7) + d 

ln(Chl-a) = a(band2) + b(band3/bandl)2 + с

(3)

(4)
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4. Experiments

4.1. Study Area

Study
Area Image Date/Description Ground Sampling Distribution

Cloud
Cover

1 DC / Main Bay 5/9/05 Landsat 7 DC & Bay samples (5/9 -5/11) 5%
2 DC / Main Bay 5/9/05 Landsat 7 DC (5/9 only) 5%
3 Main Bay 6/28/05 ALI Bay (6/28 -  6/30) 45%
4 DC 5/16/05 ALI Potomac (5/16) 30%

The Landsat-7 image was used because we were concerned that we might not be able to 
acquire any suitable imagery of the main stem of the Chesapeake Bay. This is actually 
the best available image and covers DC and essentially the Maryland region of the Bay. 
Because it received the most analysis, it is presented here. The 6/28/05 EO-1 image has 
significant clouds (-45%), does not have a lot of sample points available due to clouds, 
samples points are in shadow, and has a clear image registration problem that was not 
address. The 5/9/05 DC image is clear, but suffers from image registration problem that 
we did not address. Rain fall, re-suspension of particles in shallows, and other effects 
bring about a more stringent requirement to collect samples as close as possible to 
satellite collects as possible. Therefore, samples taken from multiple days will provide 
diminished results. Even for the 6/28/05 ALI Main Bay image, which really is not a 
suitable image for analysis due to its poor quality, a clear trend between predicted and 
measured values is apparent.

4.2. Secchi Depth Transparency (SDT) and Chlorophyll-a Mapping

Figures 1 and 2 show the scatter plots actual vs. predicted for SDT and Chl-a 
respectively. The presented results indicate that the usage of EO-1 ALI or Landsat is a 
viable means to perform Secchi Disk Transparency prediction. The high r~ values (0.77
-  0.80) observed using same day data indicates the strong correlation of secchi depth with 
ALI and Landsat 7 spectral bands. The bay is a very dynamic environment. Rain fall, re- 
suspension of particles in shallows, and other effects bring about a more stringent 
requirement to collect samples as close as possible to satellite collects as possible. 
Therefore, samples taken from multiple days will provide diminished results. Even for 
the 6/28/05 ALI Main Bay image, which really is not a suitable image for analysis due to 
its poor quality, a clear trend between predicted and measured values is apparent. Secchi 
and Chllorophyll maps for DC area are shown in figures 3 and 4.
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Fig. 1. SDT Scatter Plot with г2 =0.8 for 5/16/05 DC ALI Image and r2 =0.6 for 5/9/05 DC Landsat Image

Fig. 2. Chl-a Scatter Plot with r  = 0.58 for 5/16/05 DC ALI Image and Chl-a Scatter Plot with r2 = 0.20 for 
5/9/05 DC Landsat Image
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5. Conclusion
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Coordination of satellite imagery and ground truth measurement collection was carried 
out. Algorithms from the University of Minnesota lake monitoring program were used to
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utilize collected satellite imagery to provide water quality assessments (secchi depth and 
chlorophyll a) of the bay. Water quality maps of Maryland Chesapeake Bay region 
utilizing collected satellite imagery and ground truth measurements are also provided. 
The obtained results demonstrate the feasibility of using EO-1 ALI or Landsat 7 imagery 
in prediction of Secchi Disk Transparency. The high r 2 values of (0.77 -  0.80) observed 
using same day data indicates the strong correlation of secchi depth with ALI and 
Landsat 7 spectral bands. The results also show the feasibility of using EO-1 ALI or 
Landsat 7 imagery to provide Secchi Disk Transparency prediction for the Chesapeake 
Bay. The work done so far is merely a proof of concept, and further work is required. 
Some factors surrounding the SDT that need to be investigated are size of the pool of 
images, better image registration using GCP’s, sample data with varying latencies to 
understand sampling timeline requirements, better characterization of regression 
coefficients varying over time for the same location and at different points in the bay, and 
different and varying water environments in order to understand water sampling 
requirements, hone discrimination of areas effected by submerged aquatic vegetation, 
bottom. Additionally, shoreline effects, pixel averaging, spatial filtering, smoothing 
should be also investigated in an attempt to improve SDT prediction.

Chlorophyll results presented in this paper only provide a preliminary study. 
The analysis worked reasonably well on a water area having very low chlorophyll 
(samples < 5 mg/1), but fell apart for other images having moderately high chlorophyll 
(up to 40 mg / 1). There were several factors that potentially have held down results that 
we would have liked to have investigated further. Chlorophyll estimation is highly 
sensitive both temporally and spatially. In reviewing Chl-a sample data from continuous 
monitor sites, large variances can be seen over periods on the order of an hour. Current 
chlorophyll estimation techniques take advantage of very narrow absorption and 
reflectance regions in the visible and near infra red regions which are not discemable 
using a multispectral imager such as Landsat or ALI.
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We have conducted studies o f  deep UV laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) for the reagentless 
detection o f  trace species and Dissolved Organic Compounds (DOC’s) in water. Our LIF detection 
system had two interchangeable UV lasers, 266 nm and 355 nm, illuminating a flow cell containing 
a water sample. The fluorescence emitted at 90 degrees to the laser beam was collected by focusing 
optics, passed through cut-off and interference filters with 21 optical bandpass channels (240-680  
nm), and detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The samples analyzed by the system included 
bottled, tap and river water; we have also worked with biological and chemical species (Bacillus 
Globigii, malathion). In terms o f  the excitation wavelength, it was observed that the deep UV 
excitation resulted in spectra that contained more features, and had better separation o f  the LIF from 
the Raman peak, thus enhancing the detection o f unique spectral features.

Keywords: UV; LIF; laser-induced fluorescence; water.

1. Introduction

Laser-induced fluorescence is a sensitive, reagentless method of monitoring water quality 
that can be used to detect trace amounts of organic species. The choice of the laser 
excitation wavelength plays an important role in obtaining good LIF spectra, and 
therefore reliable detection of trace organics. As our research has shown, using shorter, 
deep-UV wavelengths can be beneficial in that the resultant fluorescence spectrum 
emitted is separated from other interfering emission processes (Raman, Mie).1-3

Q University o f  South Florida, 4202 East Fowler Ave, PHY 114, Tampa, FL 33620, USA.
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2. Experimental Apparatus

Our LIF system (Fig. 1) used two interchangeable microchip Nd:YAG lasers (JDS 
Uniphase) working at 266 nm and 355 nm (fourth and third harmonic) as UV sources. A 
tiny fraction of UV radiation went to the triggering detector (New Focus Inc., Model 
1621). The greater portion of the laser light illuminated the sample inside the quartz flow 
cell (Spectrocell Inc., Model RJF-3010-F). Multiple passage of excitation radiation, 
implemented by placing two plane mirrors at a slight angle before and after the cell, 
increased the total fluorescence. The fluorescent light was collected at an angle of 90 
degrees with respect to the laser radiation. A concave mirror placed on the opposite side 
of the sample cell, as well as two quartz lenses used for collimation and focusing, 
increased the light collection efficiency. The five cut-off and 19 interference filters were 
mounted on filter wheels (CVI Laser, Models AB-302 and AB-304) which selected the 
range of wavelengths passing to the PMT detector (Hamamatsu, Model H6780-03); 21 
optical bandpass channels were used to cover the range of 240-680 nm. The PMT signal 
was processed by the boxcar averager and gated integrator system (SRS, Model SR 250), 
and went through the computer interface module (SRS, Model SR 245) to a notebook 
computer. The water sample was contained in the lcmxlcmx5cm quartz flow cell. The 
sample could be circulated through the cell using an external peristaltic pump or be 
introduced in a static manner.

Data
acquisition

PC
Computer
interface

Boxcar averager 
Giited integrator

Quartz 
Triggering plate 

detector Concave

Quartz 
plate 

Absorption 
detector 2

Figure 1. Diagram o f LIF system.

The entire system was contained in two plastic cases. Fig. 2 shows the case holding 
the optical equipment; the electronics box is shown in Fig. 3.

The system response was found to be linear from 0.05 to 20 ppb for quinine sulfate in 
sulphuric acid, and sensitivity limit for the same analyte approaching ten parts per 
trillion.1
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Figure 2. Photograph o f LIF system optics.

Figure 3. Photograph o f LIF system electronics.

3. LIF Data of Water Samples

The LIF system was used to measure different water samples by placing the sample in the 
quartz cell of the apparatus. The goal was to obtain fluorescence patterns typical for the 
ground and drinking water.

Figs. 4-5 show the difference in water fluorescence excited by 266 nm and 355 nm 
laser radiation. The large fluorescence emission near 450 nm is due to Dissolved Organic 
Compounds (DOC) in the water.1,4 The tap and ground water were from the University of 
South Florida water supply, and the distilled water were commercial bottled water brands
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sold by local grocery store. As can be seen, the signal was strongest for the ground water 
sample, and weakest for the distilled one. An extended set of water samples have been 
analyzed and reported previously.2

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4. Distilled, tap and ground water fluorescence excited by 266 nm laser.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5. Distilled, tap and ground water fluorescence excited by 355 nm laser.

For the fluorescence spectra shown, the typical data acquisition time per interference 
filter was set to 1.5 seconds. Each data point represented the average of 300 signal pulses. 
The complete spectrum collection for both excitation wavelengths, including the time for 
filter switching, usually took two to three minutes.
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4. LIF Data of Bacillus Globigii (BG) Endospores and VX Simulant

The LIF system was used to perform initial measurements on other interesting 
compounds, including BG endospores and an insecticide, malathion. Figs. 6-7 show the 
signal generated by BG (anthrax simulant) in water for the two laser wavelengths. For 
high concentration of 3.5 grams per liter, we observed fluorescence of the spores without 
terbium doping typical in such measurements.5 As can be seen, the signal had a broad 
peak centered around 450 nm, similar to the fluorescence of the DOC’s.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6. Distilled water and BG fluorescence excited by 266 nm laser.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 7. Distilled water and BG fluorescence excited by 355 nm laser.
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A sample of the insecticide malathion (VX simulant) was obtained by diluting 4 mL 
of Dexol in 1 L of distilled water. The spectra of its fluorescence, excited by 266 nm and 
355 nm ultra-violet lasers, are shown in Figs. 8-9. As can be seen, there appears to be a 
distinct fluorescence emission near 360 nm. Further work is being conducted to better 
quantify our results.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 8. Distilled water and malathion fluorescence excited by 266 nm laser.

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 9. Distilled water and malathion fluorescence excited by 355 nm laser.
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5. Analysis and Conclusions

From a comparison of Figs. 4-9 it is clear that the shorter excitation UV wavelength 
leads to more spectral features in the fluorescence, in part due to the shift of the Raman 
peak. The peak fluorescence intensity, however, is typically comparable for the two 
wavelengths. Our research also indicated that using the deeper UV lasers for water LIF 
studies results in more distinct spectra with quantitative features.

Currently, we are investigating the feasibility of using deep UV LEDs as an 
alternative for the laser sources and applying our system to the real-time monitoring of 
reverse osmosis processed water.
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A detection approach based on the principles o f  Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
(FTIR) is presented for the trace level detection o f toxic compounds in water. The main advantages 
o f this approach are that it operates in heterogeneous aqueous environments, provides fast detection 
(< 10 min), and exhibits high sensitivity/selectivity to nonvolatile toxic materials with minimal false 
alarms. The key enablers to using FTIR for aqueous-based detection is the development o f a 
selective and robust sampling protocol coupled to a miniaturized portable FTIR unit. The sampling 
approaches involve synthesizing and tailoring microporous, mesoporous, and nonporous metal oxide 
powders/films that are amenable for in situ FTIR measurements. In this paper we provide an 
overview o f the material synthesis and surface modification strategies, and present results obtained 
using these materials for the low level detection o f the organophosphate pesticide phosmet. Phosmet 
is used as a surrogate for the nerve agent VX.

Keywords: FTIR; silica; phosmet; detection.

1. Introduction

The Joint Service Agent Water Monitor (JSAWM) is a funded Department of 
Defense program that is intended to identify, mature and develop the technology needed 
for specific and sensitive detection of chemical warfare agents (CWA) in source, treated, 
stored and distributed water supplies. According to the JSAWM criteria, a successful 
detection system will function in heterogeneous liquid environments, have less than a 10 
minute response time with low false alarms, work in both continuous (on-line 
monitoring) and batch modes, be portable, small, easy to operate, and have very low 
power requirements.1

The mid-infrared region (4000 -  400 cm*1) of the electromagnetic spectrum 
finds widespread use in both qualitative and quantitative analysis. Spectra of organic 
molecules give rise to a unique fingerprint that is compound specific. Fourier Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) therefore provides the inherent selectivity needed for a 
system designed for the detection and identification of toxic compounds in water. The 
main hurdle for an FTIR detection system of compounds in water is the lack of sensitivity 
at the parts-per-billion (ppb) level. For example the detection limit for the nerve agent 
VX is 5ppb (based upon a daily water consumption rate of 15 L/day), according to the 
current U.S. Tri-Service Water Quality Standards.2
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We have developed several approaches to silanize oxide materials from the gas 
phase,6' 12 solution6,8,9,12'15 and supercritical C 0 2.16,17 The preferred method of synthesis is 
to pass a gaseous stream of an organosilane at high temperatures (>300°C) over the 
silica.18 However, this gas phase treatment is limited to volatile organosilanes. A more 
common approach is to disperse the oxide powder into a non-aqueous liquid solution 
containing the organosilane at temperatures below 100°C. At these lower solution 
temperatures, we have shown that there is no direct reaction of an organosilane with the 
surface hydroxyl groups.6,13 Water (present either adsorbed upon the surface or in trace 
amounts in the non-aqueous liquid) is needed to convert the chloro or alkoxy 
organosilane to an organosilanol which, in turn, reacts with surface silanol groups.

The main drawback of using silanes to modify the surface of metal oxides is that 
it is plagued by a lack of day-to-day reproducibility. This variability is attributed to the 
self-polymerization of the organosilane giving rise to an ill-defined, polymerized silane 
coating. The competition between a surface reaction and self-polymerization is dictated 
by several factors including the nature of the organosilane,19,20 the choice of solvent,21 
reaction temperature22 and in particular, to the level of water adsorbed on the surface.14,23’ 
26 In addition to variability issues, polymerization with adsorbed water is a source for low 
silane density as the polymers can plug access to the inner pore structure.

One method we have developed for avoiding polymerization with the adsorbed 
water layer is to use a base catalyzed reaction in supercritical C 0 2 (SCF C 0 2). We have 
shown that SCF C 0 2 has the unique property of removing all adsorbed water from the 
silica surface. Once removed the amine base catalyses the reaction of the silane with the 
surface.7 As shown in Figure 1, the preadsorbed amine hydrogen bonds to the surface 
silanol and renders the Si-0 group of the silanol more nucleophilic for reaction with the 
silicon atom of the incoming chloro or alkoxysilane. Triethylamine is the preferred 
amine as it binds to all isolated silanols from SCF C 0 2 and is not removed with 
subsequent exposure to flowing SCF C 02 solvent. Furthermore a tertiary amine should be 
used as primary and secondary amines such as ammonia are known to react with C 0 2 to 
produce carbamates.27'29

A second hurdle is that direct silanation of mesoporous silica using conventional 
solution based protocols has lead to poor levels of silane incorporation 4,30 In this respect, 
SCF C 0 2 has an important characteristic of high diffusivity and low viscosity and 
therefore can be used as a carrier to bring reagents into the pore structure of the oxide.31 
With these attributes in mind, we have used SCF C 02 to modify the surface chemistry of 
the synthesized mesoporous materials. Specific surface modifications applied for the 
detection of organophosphate pesticides have included the use of hexamethyldisilazane 
(CH3), octadecyldimethylchlorosilane (C-18), and trifluoropropyldimethylchlorosilane 
(CH2CH2CF3). The results shown in this paper are for a methylated (CH3) surface.
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,N (Et)3

Figure 1. Two step base catalyzed reaction.

3.1 Experimental

The substrates with the mesoporous silica films were loaded into a 25 cc heated 
reaction chamber. The silica film is first purged with SC-C02 at 50 ° С and 200 
atmospheres for a period of 1 hour to remove all adsorbed water. The SC-C02 is also 
delivered to a 10 cc delivery vessel where the hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) is 
dissolved. After the purge period the HMDS is delivered to the reaction chamber with a 
flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. After the HMDS exposure, the reaction vessel is closed off 
from the HMDS delivery vessel and purged with pure C 02 for 5 minutes. This process 
was repeated for a total of three exposures.

4. Development of Batch & Continuous Sampling Methods

One difficulty to using infrared spectroscopy arises from the fact that the 
collection of infrared spectra is very much dependent on sample properties (optical, 
mechanical, morphological, etc.). For this reason infrared spectroscopy is notorious for 
its many sampling methods and accessories. Therefore the sampling procedure is a 
critical element in the development of an IR-based detection system. For example, a 
direct measurement of organophosphate pesticides in an aqueous solution by simple IR 
transmission is difficult because of the strong absorption of infrared radiation by the 
solvent. In the sampling methods discussed in the next section absorption of the infrared 
light by the solvent is avoided because the mesoporous films provide a means of the 
concentrating the target species and separating them from the solvent.
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In order to demonstrate the ability of functionalized, mesoporous adsorbents to 
concentrate and present for identification via FTIR, we performed a thorough 
investigation of the detection of the VX surrogate phosmet (pesticide). Figure 2 
represents a typical infrared spectrum of adsorbed phosmet on a coated Si wafer obtained 
after exposure to a 2 ppm solution (10 minute exposure). Included in this figure is a 
reference spectrum of pure phosmet in a KBr matrix. VX and phosmet are organo
phosphorous compounds and both are acetylcholinesterase inhibiters. In addition to their 
chemical similarities phosmet and VX have identical extinction coefficients (4.4x1 O'4 
m7mg) for the strongest absorption band in each of their respective mid-IR spectrum.

4.1. Batch detection o f VX surrogate phosmet.

Figure 2. (A) Spectra o f  pure phosmet (KBr Matrix) & (B) Phosmet adsorbed to 
HMDS Modified Silica Transmission substrate.

4.2. Continuous detection o f VX surrogate phosmet

One FTIR sampling technique that has been postulated as a means of conducting 
continuous monitoring of water streams is Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR). With 
ATR the evanescent field produced at the surface of an internal reflection element only 
penetrates approximately 1 -  5 jim into the bulk water stream. Therefore one is able to 
acquire IR spectra of surface species in the presence of the water. The spectra shown in 
Figure 3 shows that this is indeed possible. In this case, the silica coated Ge ATR crystal 
was in contact with a 5 ppm phosmet solution. Spectra were recorded in situ with the 
solution flowing accoss the crystal at 4 minute intervals. Clearly the presense of water 
does not impede the identification of phosmet in this continuous monitoring approach.
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Figure 3. ATR spectra o f phosmet, 5 minute intervals.

4.3 Detection sensitivity and reproducibility

As mentioned earlier, the key hurdle is to achieve detection sensitivity at the low 
ppb level. The intensity of the bands in absorbance units (ordinate scale) is proportional 
to the amount of phosmet probed by the infrared beam. The spectrum of phosmet 
adsorbed on the Si wafer in Figure 2 shows that detection at 2 ppm is easily 
accomplished. In order to determine the lower detection limit, a statistical design 
approach using Receiver Operator Curves (ROC) is required. To generate a ROC curve, 
a total of thirty samples were tested over the course of five days. For each day of testing, 
the same stock solution of 0.25% phosmet in methanol was used to prepare serial 
dilutions in DI water over 5 orders of magnitude (20,000 ppb, 2,000 ppb, 200 ppb, 20 
ppb, 2 ppb and BLANK). The samples were exposed to a 250 ml volume of the solution 
for 10 minutes. The order of sampling was varied over the course of the 5 days from low
-  high and high-low.

Table 1 demonstrates the experimental matrix which was followed, and the plot 
below (Figure 4) shows the ROC curves that were generated from these experiments. The 
carbonyl peak centered at 1720 cm"1 is used as the metric for phosmet detection. For 
clarity, 20,000 ppb is omitted since it overlays 2,000 ppb; 2 ppb is not shown since this 
data was not statistically different than the blank. The separation factors, or ROC K- 
factors, for the curves shown were 6.75, 3.75, and 1.63 for 2,000 ppb, 200 ppb, and 20 
ppb respectively. The minimum value of К that meets the Joint Service Agent Water 
Monitor (JSAWM) requirement of 95% detection at 5% false positives is 3.29. 
Therefore, these test results clearly demonstrate the detection of a VX surrogate at 200 
ppb using these modified mesoporous adsorbents in a simple batch sampling mode.
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Table 1: PhosmetTest Matrix

2 ppb 20 ppb 200 ppb 2 ppm 20 ppm BLANK

Day 1 A l B1 Cl D1 El FI

Day 2 F2 E2 D2 C2 B2 A2

Day 3 A3 B3 C3 D3 E3 F3

Day 4 F4 E4 D4 C4 B4 A4

Day 5 A5 B5 C5 D5 E5 F5

ROC Curves 
Phosmet Detection

Probability False Positives

Figure 4. ROC curves for Phosmet Detection in D1 water background.

5. Pathway To Achieve Lower Detection Limits

The inability to lower the detection limits from 200 ppb to the single ppb range 
when using coated ATR crystals or transmission disks in contact with aqueous solutions 
is due to two factors; (1) equilibrium partitioning and (2) mass transport limitations. The 
first factor is due to the increase in solubility of phosmet (or VX) with decreasing 
concentration which, in turn, leads to a lower partitioning of the target compound on the 
hydrophobic adsorbent. This problem can be circumvented by using a surface chemistry 
which leads to formation of a strong chemical bond with the target molecule. However 
this approach does not circumvent the mass transport limitation. The problem with the 
mass transport limitation is that as the concentration is lowered the incubation time 
required to reach maximum adsorption exceeds the JSAWM 10 minute detection 
requirement. This is clearly seen in the ATR spectrum shown in Figure 2. The intensity 
of the phosmet bands increase with contact time and the maximum in intensity is 
achieved after 2 hrs contact.

A simple approach to overcome both limitations can be found in the solid phase 
extraction (SPE) sampling process. SPE is a conventional method of extracting organic
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substances from aqueous solutions. It has become popular due to the simplicity of the 
method, the reduced use of solvents as compared to liquid-liquid extraction, and its low 
overall costs. After extraction of the target compounds the traditional technique uses 
solvent extraction followed by solvent evaporation. One of the major requirements for 
the JSAWM program is that any detection' system must be reagentless, due to the 
logistical burdens of supplying and stocking the requisite consumables that may be 
needed in the field. Therefore the purpose here was to extract the phosmet from an 
aqueous solution using SPE, followed by directly analyzing the sorbent material.

The following simple experiment demonstrates how this extraction process, 
adapted to our materials, may provide the pathway to the needed detection limits. The 
same solution volume (250 ml) used to generate the ROC curves for phosmet, as shown 
in Figure 3, was passed through an SPE cartridge containing 50 mg of hydrophobic silica 
at a total concentration of 5 ppb. The adsorbent was subsequently removed from the 
cartridge, dried and scanned using a typical bench-top FTIR using diffuse reflectance 
(DRIFT). The resulting spectrum of phosmet is shown in Figure 5. The carbonyl peak at 
1720 cm'1 is used as the metric for phosmet detection. Therefore by using this sampling 
approach it has been shown that detection limits as low as 5 ppb are indeed possible using 
FTIR.

Figure 5. 5 ppb detection o f  Phosmet using SPE sampling.

The SPE sampling process effectively addresses both factors that limit the 
effective detection limits of the batch sampling techniques. The mass transport 
limitations are overcome by ensuring that the entire solution volume comes into intimate 
contact with the adsorbent bed, and the single equilibrium point of batch sampling is 
overcome by effectively increasing the number of theoretical plates. The obvious
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limitation of the standard SPE adsorbent material for simple infrared transmission 
analysis is the large particle size. In order to achieve uniform and rapid flow through the 
packed bed the particle size of the silica is typically around 40 ц т . This particle size 
causes intense scattering of the IR radiation when doing simple transmission scanning, 
hence the requirement of using DRIFT for the analysis.

6. Conclusions

High surface silica adsorbent films have been designed to concentrate toxic 
compounds in water and to be amenable for direct analysis by an IR- based detection 
system. This approach has been shown to provide high detection selectivity but the films 
coated on IR transparent substrates are limited by mass diffusion and equilibrium 
pardoning to a detection limit of 200 ppb of phosmet in water. In order to achieve single 
digit ppb detection the high surface areas films need to be fabricated on a porous 
substrate that will mimic the extraction efficiencies of SPE while providing an analysis 
platform for simple FTIR transmission. Work in developing these supports is currently 
underway.
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Many o f the functionally relevant collective vibrations o f  proteins and other biopolymers are 
expccted to occur at terahertz frequencies. Precise absorption measurements combined with careful 
titration o f  biopolymers in water have allowed us to directly measure the terahertz absorption 
spectra associated with these motions, despite the strong background absorption o f  the solvent. We 
have also explored the circular dichroism spectroscopy o f biomolecules over this same frequency 
range. Since circular dichroism requires the presence o f  net chirality in a molecule and chirality is 
present in nearly all biomaterial, it has the potential to capture the background free spectral features 
in biopolymers. To undertake these studies we have developed a broad band terahertz spectrometer 
suitable for both direct absorption and circular dichroism measurements o f  proteins in water 
between 0.75 -  3.72 THz. Direct terahertz absorption spectra o f  prototypical proteins bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) and hen egg white lysozyme have been documented and are described here. We 
have also successfully demonstrated the magnetic circular dichroism in semiconductors, and placed 
an upper bound on the terahertz circular dichroism signature o f  solvated BSA. In the terahertz 
frequency range, it appears that circular dichroism signatures are exceedingly small and detection 
remains a challenge.

Keywords: biopolymer, far infrared, free electron laser, collective modes, sub-millimeter wave, 
terahertz

1. Introduction

Biological polymers are expected to exhibit broad spectral features in the terahertz 
regime, corresponding to functionally relevant, global and sub-global vibrational modes 
with periods on the picosecond timescale. The ability of biomolecules to deform is 
critical to their participation in biological activity, and mutations that alter the 
conformational rigidity of proteins and nucleic acids can lead to loss of function1’2. 
Theoretical studies paint a picture consistent with the importance of the inter-domain 
collective dynamics in biopolymer structure and function and suggest the existence of a 
large number of terahertz collective modes in biomaterials3' 13.

Terahertz absorption spectroscopy directly probes such collective vibrational 
modes, and provides valuable experimental data to test the validity of these theoretical 
calculations. Previously we have reported the first measurements of the terahertz
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absorption spectra of prototypical proteins -bovine serum albumin (BSA) and hen egg 
white lysozyme- in aqueous solution14,15. By precisely measuring of terahertz absorption 
spectrum of concentrated protein solutions and careful assessing the solvent background, 
we have successfully extracted the terahertz absorption of proteins in their natural water 
environment despite overwhelming terahertz absorption from water.

While, with sufficient care, the direct terahertz absorption spectra of the protein can 
be extracted from the large absorbance background of aqueous solutions, it is clear that 
approaches that discriminate against non-biological absorption are desired. Terahertz 
circular dichroism may present such a unique potential. Circular dichroism, the 
differential absorption between left and right handed circular polarized radiation appears 
only in the presence of chiral symmetry. Since chirality almost universally and uniquely 
a feature of biological material (and since the collective vibrational modes of a folded, 
chiral biomolecule are themselves fundamentally chiral), terahertz circular dichroism 
spectrum can be uniquely associated with the biopolymer component of a mixture. In 
addition, terahertz spectral features are directly related to charge distributions and large- 
scale macromolecular conformations and low frequency collective motions, thus the 
corresponding terahertz circular dichroism spectra will relate to unique and 
distinguishable biomolecular structures and be potentially very useful for biochemical 
“fingerprinting”16,17.

Circular dichroism has been well understood and established in the ultra-violet, 
visible, near- and mid-infrared frequency range as an integral part of contemporary 
biophysics with numerous, excellent, turnkey instruments commercially available . 
However, there have been no documented measurements of terahertz circular dichroism. 
We have developed a simple physical model of circular dichroism in the terahertz 
frequency range, and build upon our broad band absorption spectrometer to explore the 
terahertz circular dichroism 
signatures of prototypical proteins in 
aqueous solution.

2. Terahertz Direct Absorption 
Spectroscopy

We have developed a 0.075 - 3.72 
THz absorption spectrometer 
suitable for studying strongly 
attenuating media such as proteins 
in aqueous solution. Radiation is 
provided by harmonic multipliers 
(up to 210 GHz) and the UCSB free- 
electron lasers (up to 4.8 THz). The 
spectrometer combines these 
sources with a cryogenic detector 
and a variable path length sample
cell to precisely extract the terahertz extinction of protein solutions.
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For our study, we have employed the proteins bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 
chicken hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL, or lysozyme) as the representative 
biomolecules. BSA is a monomeric protein of molecular weight 66.4 kDa and shares 
76% sequence homology with human serum albumin (protein data bank file code 1A06, 
Figure 1.3.2.A)l9. Lysozyme is a small monomeric protein with molecular weight 14.3 
kDa and PDB file codes 1LYZ and 1BWH. Both BSA (Cohn Fraction V, lyophilized 
powder) and lysozyme (lyophilized powder) were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) 
and used without further purification.

To overcome the dominating terahertz absorption of water, we employ intense 
radiation sources (up to 10 kW) and sensitive detectors (~ pW/Hz1/2) to precisely 
measure the extinctions of both protein solutions and their associated buffer blanks. The 
terahertz absorption measurements are dominated by water absorption. We then 
carefully assess the amount of bound water in the protein’s hydration shell, allowing us 
to obtain an accurate estimation of the dominating solvent background and extract the 
molar extinction of the solvated protein14,15 (Figure 1).

3. Terahertz Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy

Terahertz circular dichroism offers an opportunity to explore the biologically relevant 
collective terahertz dynamics undeterred by presence of non-biological medium.

3.1. Simple Physical Model

We have developed a simple physical model suggesting that for most, if not all, chiral 
macromolecules, their terahertz absorption will be accompanied by terahertz circular 
dichroism. Ab initio methods have been used to successfully calculate the vibrational 
circular dichroism spectra of small molecules, however, these models have largely 
focused on spectra in the near-infrared, spectra dominated by bond stretching and 
bending, and the wagging of small 
subunits in a macromolecule20'23. The 
direct calculation of circular dichroism 
features arising from the collective 
vibrational modes of macromolecules is 
computationally difficult. In an effort to 
develop our intuition about terahertz 
circular dichroism, we resort to a simple 
physical model to roughly approximate 
the a-helical secondary structure 
common among proteins, and the relevant 
molecular motions.

Given the prevalence of helical sub
structures in terrestrial biopolymers such . . . .  
as proteins, DNA and RNA, we are Figure 2. Simple model of terahertz cm:ulard.chro,sni

compelled to explore a “mass and spring”
model of a helical molecular structure as a simple physical representation that captures 
the essential features of biological macromolecules. Here we eschew as much detail as 
possible and strive for the simplest model that produces terahertz circular dichroism
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signatures and that we can manipulate to develop some intuition about spectral 
signatures and their order of magnitude.

Our model is comprised of a collection of masses distributed uniformly in a helical 
pattern (Figure 2). Each mass represents more than a simple atom or ion; it represents 
the covalently bonded atom on the backbone and whatever is attached to it. We assume 
that these units interact only with their nearest neighbors. For the sake of simplicity we 
assume all masses are the same and we treat only the acoustic-like torsional motion of 
the masses about the axis of the helix. The model is further simplified by not 
considering radial and longitudinal acoustic modes. To couple to the propagating 
terahertz electromagnetic field and produce a polarization that attenuates and alters the 
speed of the electromagnetic wave, charges are distributed along the helix.

To obtain numerical estimations of both terahertz absorption and circular dichroism 
in a prototypical helix-containing macromolecule, we employed the following 
parameters in our analytical solution 
of our modeled chiral medium: period 
of the helix, 0.55 nm; masses per 
period, 10; charge distribution, -5e 
every 14 sites; highest frequency 
acoustic mode, 10 THz; volume 
density or helix period/m3, 0.9 x 1027 
m'3; relaxation time, 0.53 x 10'12 s.
The torsional acoustic modes 
supported by our specific model of 
the helix are shown in Figure 3 (Top).
As in linear chain models of acoustic 
modes in solids, the highest frequency 
mode corresponds to an acoustic 
wavelength of = 2 a, twice the 
site spacing. This particular 
calculation assumes that the helix is 
infinitely long. A finite helix will 
limit the number of modes on the 
helix and introduce a long wavelength 
cut-off. Guided by typical terrestrial 
examples, we take the helix to be 7 
periods long and estimate that the 
longest wavelength is approximately 
Amax = 140 a , corresponding to a 
frequency of ~ 0.5 THz.

In reality, the excitation of the 
helix in the biomolecule is not 
uniform; there are a variety of masses, extraneous coupling to the environment, different 
charges and different local field corrections. The electromagnetic field, very nearly 
uniform on the length scale of the helix, drive a variety of modes determined by the 
Fourier transform of the charge coupling parameters along the helix. Here we have

Figure 3. Simulated torsional acoustic modes (Top), THz 
Absorption (Middle) and THz circular dichroism (Bottom).
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simply lumped a charge every 14 sites to simulate a very non-uniform excitation of the 
helix. The consequences of this particular distribution of charge are shown in Figure 2. 
The electromagnetic field at a given frequency will resonate with a torsional acoustic 
mode at a wavevector determined by the dispersion relation, but produces amplitude 
exhibiting resonant behavior at acoustic wavelengths or wavevectors determined by the 
spatial variation of the charge in the helix. We can conclude that a particular helix will 
have a signature determined by among other things the distributions of mass and charge.

Several key features emerge. As expected, the helical model absorbs strongly at 
the frequencies corresponding to the resonant excitation shown (Figure 3, Middle). For 
the model density, the absorption is quite strong. Indeed, it is well known that glasses 
with reasonable charge density, such as sodium silicate glasses, exhibit strong terahertz 
absorption that strengthens with increasing frequency. The terahertz circular dichroism 
spectral features consist of a series of zero crossings (Figure 3, Bottom). In the simple 
model the resonant features are simply determined by the distribution of charges. We 
may expect that any particular helical unit exhibits a unique, broad band “signature” 
pattern of such zero crossings.

Circular dichroism is always a small fraction of the direct absorption. Using 
visible, UV or infrared ratios as a guide we would expect that the ratio will be ~ а/Я 
THz, where a is of the order of the atom or ion spacing. This is a very small number at 
terahertz frequencies. But the molecular unit, “terahertz chromophore” that is 
responsible for the terahertz absorption involves many atoms and ions22. For a helix 7 
periods in length, the long wavelength acoustic mode in our simple model is ~ 140 a, and 
we expect to recover “circular dichroism/absorption” ratios that are reasonable relative to 
those of electronic excitations or near infrared vibrations. For this particular, rather 
simple model we find a ratio of ~ 10*4, suggesting that the circular dichroism signal at 
terahertz frequencies may be 
at least as intense as that 
observed at optical 
wavelengths.

3.2. Terahertz Circular 
Dichroism Spectrometer

A reflective circular 
polarizer is used to construct 
the terahertz circular 
dichroism spectrometer 
(Error! Reference source 
not found.). The
spectrometer explores
terahertz circular dichroism 
by modulating the incident 
circular polarizations
between left and right and 
measuring differential
absorption of these two circular polarizations.

Terahertz Radiation

Cryogenic
DetectorC 1 %

о  l Pk ’
Figure 4. Schematic, photo (inset), o f the terahertz circular 
dichroism spectrometer. A reflective circular polarizer (mirror and 
wire grid polarizer) is employed to produce left and right circular 
polarization.
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The reflective circular polarizer 
consists of a free-standing wire-grid 
polarizer parallel to and in front of a 
flat mirror. Half of the radiation is 
immediately reflected by the grid, 
while the other half, polarized in the 
orthogonal direction, is reflected by 
the flat mirror and delayed by 
TJA according to the spacing between 
the wire-grid polarizer and the mirror.
The resulting circular polarization is 
stable over time and not affected by 
thermal variation.

The quality of the right or left circular polarization depends on the relative 
amplitudes of the two phases and is readily adjusted by controlling the linear polarization 
of incident radiation (-45° with respect to the polarizer in the circular polarizer reflector) 
and the aforementioned phase shift in the reflective circular polarizer.

The purity of circular polarization is stable and -85 % single-handed circular 
polarization in intensity (Figure 5). Since the terahertz circular dichroism is measured as 
a function of path length through the water/protein solution the offset presented by the 
circular polarization reflector is not a problem provided that it is stable, unchanging.

90

a

Figure 5. We obtain approximately 85% single handedness 
in intensity for both left and right circular polarizations.

3.3. Magnetic Terahertz Circular Dichroism in Semiconductors

To calibrate and test the terahertz 
circular dichroism spectrometer, 
we successfully measured 
magnetic terahertz circular 
dichroism in a semiconductor. A 
Helmholtz coil was fabricated 
that produced an axial magnetic 
field, homogeneous in the 
transverse direction. A doped,
500 ц т  thick, indium arsenide 
(InAs) wafer is placed in this 
magnetic field. Cyclotron 
motion of the carriers produces 
circular dichroism that is 
proportional to the applied 
magnetic field24. By adjusting 
the strength of the magnetic 
field, we control the differential
absorption of the two circular polarizations (Figure 6). Measuring this magnetic field 
dependent differential absorption mitigates the effect of offsets in the instrument.

Figure 6. Frequency dependent magnetic circular dichroism 
in InAs measured by our terahertz circular dichroism 
spectrometer.
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To explore terahertz circular dichroism in biopolymers in water, we replace the 
semiconductor with the solution. Instead of a varying magnetic field, the path length of 
the solution is varied, as it was for the direct absorption. The measured terahertz circular 
dichroism is expressed as

3.4. Terahertz Circular Dichroism in Solvated Biopolymers

7Left ~JjU gtn 

TLefl + TRight
= 2 • TCD ■ Al ( 1)

Concentrated solutions of proteins are contained in transparent polyethylene bags, 
and squeezed between rigid transparent polyethylene windows of the variable pathlength 
sample cell25'27. The differential transmission of left, right circularly polarizations is 
measured at various sample thickness, Al, and the slope extracted to obtain a measure of 
the terahertz circular dichroism in the sample. This approach employs the readily 
measured transmitted powers, TLef,Righh and change in pathlength, Al. Offsets and 
artifacts are minimized as the only physical parameter that is changed is the pathlength 
through the solution.

We searched for terahertz circular dichroism signatures in BSA solutions (shown 
for 2.52 THz in Figure 7). Six distinct pathlengths were employed to cover a net 
traveling distance of 55 jim. At the current level of uncertainty, there is no dependence 
on differential transmission on 
pathlength, indicating that the 
terahertz circular dichroism 
signal is no larger than 0.1 cm'1.
But model estimates predict 
~0.01 cm'1 and it is clear that 
the current instrument is not 
sensitive enough to recover 
terahertz circular dichroism in 
proteins in solution.

In the light of these results, 
previous early but encouraging 
reports by us on terahertz 
circular dichroism in 
biopolymers in water, are not 
valid and may be considered 
artifacts16.

Figure 7. Upper limit o f  THz circular dichroism signature o f  
BSA in water (~ 27% w/w).

4. Conclusion and Direction

By direct absorption measurements, we have directly probed the low frequency 
collective motions of proteins in water by terahertz absorption spectroscopy. We have 
isolated, for the first time, the 0.075 - 3.72 THz absorption of bovine serum albumin14 
and hen egg white lysozyme15 in water, and made direct comparison15 with existing



theoretical models10'13. We observe rough qualitative agreement between experiment 
and theory; important detailed differences are currently under further examination.

Terahertz circular dichroism provides a potential means for biochemical agent 
sensing while eliminating both interference artifacts and the strong background 
absorption of non-biological materials. However, the strength of the signals is very 
weak and will require at least an order of magnitude improvement in the sensitivity. In 
the light of these results, earlier preliminary reports by us of detection of terahertz 
circular dichroism by proteins in water may be viewed as suspect and experimental 
artifacts16. We have placed upper limits on terahertz circular dichroism of some 
biopolymers in water but they do not conflict with model estimates and more 
experimental work is called for.
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Protection o f  military personnel and civilians from water supplies poisoned by chemical warfare 
agents (CWAs) requires an analyzer that has sufficient sensitivity (ng/L, ppb), specificity 
(differentiate the CWA from its hydrolysis products), and speed (less than 10 minutes) to be o f 
value. In an effort to meet these requirements, we have been investigating the ability o f  surface- 
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) to detect cyanide and sulfur mustard in water. In our work, 
we have developed a novel SERS-active material that consists o f  a porous glass with trapped metal 
particles. Previously, we coated the inside walls o f glass vials and measured cyanide at 1 mg/L in 
water in as little as 1 minute. However, measurements o f  sulfur mustard have only been measured to 
10 mg/L. Recently, we filled glass capillaries with the SERS-active material. Here we describe 
measurements o f  cyanide, sulfur mustard, and it’s hydrolysis product, thiodiglycol, using these 
capillaries and a portable Raman analyzer suitable for point and continuous water monitoring.

1. Introduction

The use of chemicals as weapons was introduced during World War I. It is estimated that 
chlorine, phosgene and sulfur-mustard (HD) resulted in an estimated death of 100,000 
soldiers and 1 million injuries.1 In more recent years, chemical agents have been used by 
terrorists. In Japan, the Aum Shinrikyo religious cult released Sarin (GB) within the 
Tokyo subway system in 1995.2 The release of GB in this confined space had 
devastating effects resulting in 12 fatalities and hospitalization of thousands. Countering 
such attacks requires considering the potential deployment scenarios and having methods 
and/or devices to detect the chemical warfare agents rapidly, and at very low 
concentrations. Here we consider the deliberate poisoning of drinking water. This 
includes water supplies used in military operations and water delivered to major cities 
from reservoirs and through distribution systems.

1 Real-Time Analyzers, 362 Industrial Park Road (#8), Middletown, Connecticut, 06457, United States o f  
America.
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The required detection sensitivity for each agent depends on several factors, such as 
toxicity and hydrolysis properties (Table 1). In the case of cyanide, it is known that 4 
milligrams per liter of water produces detectable changes in human blood chemistry and
8 mg/L causes severe, but reversible symptoms.3 The military has used this and other 
toxilogical data to set a field drinking water standard (FDWS) for cyanide at 2 mg/L.4 
The FDWS represents the maximum allowable concentration that is assumed safe when 
15 L of water per day is consumed over 5 days (expected soldier intake in arid climates). 
Human toxicity data for the other chemical warfare agents in water have, in general, not 
been determined. The normal route of exposure for chemical warfare agents is 
inhalation, and most of the toxicity data is given as the LCtsoS,1 the concentration that is 
lethal to 50% of an exposed population as a function of exposure time. In the case of 
mustard, animal studies along with the inhalation LCt50, the oral lethal dosage of 0.7 mg 
per kg of body mass (LD50), and modeling studies,5 have been used to set the FDWS at
0.047 mg/L. The FDWS concentrations have also been used by the military to set the 
minimum detection requirement for poisons in water.

Table 1. Military field drinking water standard,4 lethal exposures and d osages,1,3,5 and water properties for
selected chemical warfare agents.

Chemical FDWS 
5-day/15L 
(mg/L)

LCtso 
inhalation 
(mg-min m'3)

LDJ0
oral
(mg k g 1)

Water 
Solubility 
at 25°C

Hydrolysis
Half-Life*

Hydrolysis
Product

NaCN(CN) 2 2000 . 480 g/L . CN’
Mustard (HD) 0.047 900 0.7 0.92 g/L 2-30 hours TDG

In order to detect these poisons in water, their properties in water must also be 
considered, i.e. the solubility, rate of hydrolysis, and hydrolysis products formed. In the 
case of cyanide, as HCN, KCN, or NaCN, all of these chemicals are extremely soluble in 
water (completely miscible, 716, and 480 g/L, respectively).6 In solution the cyanide ion 
is formed in equilibrium with the conjugate acid, HCN Reaction (1), according to the Ka 
of 6.15x1 O'10. 7 In the case of cyanide then it is important to know the pH, if one form of 
the chemical is to be detected versus the other. For example, if 2 mg/L of NaCN is added 
to water (the FDWS), then 1.25 mg/L of CN' and 0.75 mg/L of HCN will be present.

HCN + H20  «-* CN" + H30 ' .  (1)

C1-C2H4-S-C2H4-C1 + 2H20  -> HO-C2H4-S-C2H4-OH + 2HC1. (2)

(HD) (TDG)
In the case of sulfur-mustard, the situation is somewhat more complex. It is marginally 
soluble in water tending to form droplets, and hydrolysis occurs at the droplet surface. 
This property has made measuring the hydrolysis rate constant difficult, and half-lives 
anywhere from 2 to 30 hours are reported.8 Chemically, the hydrolysis of HD involves 
the sequential replacement of the chlorine atoms by hydroxyl groups through cyclic 
sulfonium ion intermediates to form thiodiglycol (TDG), Reaction (2).9 If a median
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hydrolysis rate is assumed, then early detection of poisoned water will require measuring 
HD, while post-attack or downstream monitoring will require measuring TDG.

The earliest technologies developed for CWA detection were based on electrochemical, 
ionization, or colorimetric analysis. Examples of the latter include phosgene, M8 and M9 
tape, which change color from contact with a sample just like pH paper does. Although 
these tapes are easy to use, they are not generally agent specific and suffer from a high 
percentage of false-positives.10 For example, M8 changes color when in contact with 
common solvents such as acetonitrile, ethanol, methanol, or common petroleum products 
such as brake fluid, lighter fluid, or WD-40.11 More rigorous laboratory methods have 
been successfully developed to detect chemical agents with minimum false-positive 
responses. More than a decade ago, Black et al. demonstrated the ability of combining 
gas chromatography with mass spectrometry detection (GC/MS) to measure mustard.12 
A comprehensive study was performed by Creasy et al. in analyzing chemical weapon 
decontamination waste from the Johnston Atoll.13, 14 These researchers used liquid 
chromatography with MS detection and achieved a detection limit of 0.140 mg/L for 
mustard. Although close to the FDWS, these researchers concede that chromatography 
coupled MS methods require extraction, derivatization, and repeated column calibration, 
making them labor intensive, time consuming (typically 30 to 60 minutes), and less than 
desirable for field use. Another variant of these separation/mass detection technologies is 
ion mobility spectrometry (IMS).15 Steiner et al. coupled electrospray ionization to the 
sample entry point of an IMS and a time-of-flight MS was added as an orthogonal 
detector.16 Water samples spiked with 10 mg/L (10 ppm) thiodiglycol could be measured 
in 1-min, once sample pretreatment was accomplished. It is worth noting that with 
proper care these MS-based technologies are likely to detect chemical agents with 
virtually no false-positives, but detection limits are still insufficient by 1 to 2 orders of 
magnitude.

More rapid analysis of agents in the solid, liquid and gas phase has been demonstrated by 
vibrational spectroscopy.17,20' 21 Hoffland et al. reported infrared absorbance spectra and 
absolute Raman cross sections for several chemical agents,17 while Christesen measured 
Raman cross sections for mustard gas.18 Again, however these technologies also have 
limitations. Raman spectroscopy is simply not a very sensitive technique, and detection 
limits are typically 0.1% (1000 ppm). And infrared spectroscopy would have limited 
value in analyzing poisoned water, since the very strong infrared absorption of water 
would obscure most other chemicals present. Nevertheless, efforts to overcome these 
limitations have been demonstrated by using attenuated total reflectance in the sample 
cell.19

Enormous improvements in sensitivity for Raman spectroscopy can be achieved through 
surface-enhancement.22 The interaction of surface plasmon modes of metal particles with 
target analytes can increase scattering efficiency by as much 14-orders of magnitude, 
although 6-orders of magnitude are more common. Spencer, et al. used SERS to measure
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cyanide and mustard on electrochemically roughed gold or silver foils.23, 24,25 However, 
the sample needed to be dried on the substrates to obtain the best sensitivity. More 
recently, Tessier et al. obtained SERS of 0.04 mg/L cyanide in a stream flowing over a 
substrate formed by a templated self-assembly of gold nanoparticles.26 In this case, 
optimum sensitivity required introduction of an acid wash and the measurements were 
irreversible.

In the past few years, we have also been investigating the ability of SERS to measure 
chemical agents at 0.001 mg/L in water and with sufficient spectral uniqueness to 
distinguish the agent and its hydrolysis products.27,28,29, 30,31 ’32 In our work, we have 
developed silver-doped sol-gels as the SERS-active medium. These sol-gels can be 
coated on the inside walls of glass vials, such that water samples can be added to perform 
point-analysis, or they can be incorporated into glass capillaries, such that flowing 
measurements can be performed.33 Here, both sampling devices were used to measure 
and compare SER spectra of cyanide, sulfur mustard, and thiodiglycol. In addition, a 
field-usable Raman analyzer was used to measure 0.001 mg/L cyanide flowing in water 
with a detection time of less than 1-min.

2. Experimental

Sodium cyanide was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and thiodiglycol 
(TDG, bis(2-hydroxyethyl)sulfide) was purchased from Cerilliant (Round Rock, TX). 
Both chemicals were used as received. Highly distilled sulfur mustard (HD, bis(2- 
chloroethyl)sulfide) was obtained at the U.S. Army’s Edgewood Chemical Biological 
Center (Aberdeen, MD) and measured on-site. All samples were initially prepared in a 
chemical hood as 1000 parts-per-million (1 g/L or 0.1% by volume, Environmental 
Protection Agency definition) in HPLC grade water (Fischer Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) or 
in some cases methanol or ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich) to minimize hydrolysis.

Once prepared, the samples were transferred into 2-ml glass vials internally coated with a 
silver-doped sol-gel {Simple SERS Sample Vials, Real-Time Analyzers, Middletown, CT) 
or drawn by syringe or pump into 1-mm diameter glass capillaries filled with the same 
SERS-active material.34, 35, 36 In the case of flow measurements, a peristaltic pump 
(variable flow mini-pump, Control Co., Friendswood, TX) was used to flow the various 
cyanide solutions through a SERS-active capillary at 1 mL m in1. The vials or capillaries 
were placed on aluminum plates machined to hold the vials or capillaries on a standard 
XY positioning stage (Conix Research, Springfield, OR), such that the focal point of an 
f/0.7 aspheric lens was positioned just inside the glass wall. The probe optics and fiber 
optic interface have been described previously.29 SER spectra were collected using a 
Fourier transform Raman spectrometer equipped with a 785 nm diode laser and a silicon 
photo-avalanche detector {IRA-785, Real-Time Analyzers). All spectra were nominally 
collected using 100 mW, 8 cm'1 resolution, and 1-min acquisition time, unless otherwise 
noted. Complete experimental details can be found in Reference. 37.37 For added safety,
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all samples were measured in a chemical hood. In the case of actual agents measured at 
Edgewood, the FT-Raman instrument was placed outside the laboratory and 30 foot fiber 
optic and electrical cables were used to allow remote SERS measurements and plate 
manipulation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Cyanide

The surface-enhanced and normal Raman spectra of sodium cyanide are shown in Figure 
1 A. Sodium cyanide completely dissolves in water forming the ions in equilibrium with 
the conjugate acid, HCN as described above. Concentrations of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01 mg/L 
result in CN' concentrations of 0.52, 0.016, and 0.00021 mg/L as the corresponding pH 
decreases from just above the pKa of 9.21 at 9.24 to 8.48 and 7.54. This is significant in 
that only CN' appears to interact sufficiently with silver to produce a SER spectrum, and 
no spectral signal is observed below pH 7 (except on electrodes at specific potential 
conditions).38 The SER spectra of cyanide are dominated by an intense, broad peak at 
2100 cm '1 attributed to the C=N stretch (Figure 1). This mode occurs at 2080 cm'1 in 
Raman spectra of solids, and the frequency shift in SER spectra is attributed to a strong 
surface interaction, which is supported by the appearance of a low frequency peak at 135 
cm '1 due to a Ag-CN stretch (not shown). It is also observed that as the concentration 
decreases, the CN peak shifts to 2140 cm'1. This shift has been attribute to the formation 
of a tetrahedral Ag(CN)32' surface structure,39 as well as to CN adsorbed to two different 
surface sites.40 Alternatively, it has also been suggested that at concentrations near and 
above monolayer coverage, the CN- species is forced to adsorb end-on due to crowding, 
and at lower concentrations the molecule can reorient to lie flat. This suggests that the 
2100 and 2140 cm'1 peaks correspond to the end-on and flat orientations, respectively. 
However, a previous concentration study of cyanide on a silver electrode observed the 
reverse trend, i.e. greater intensity was observed for the 2100 cm'1 peak at low 
concentration.39

Repeated measurements of cyanide in the SERS-active vials consistently allowed 
measuring 1 mg/L (1 ppm), but rarely below this concentration (Figure IB). 
Nevertheless, this sensitivity is in general sufficient for point sampling of water supplies. 
In the case of continuous monitoring of water, the capillaries are a more appropriate 
sampling format, and they also allowed routine measurements at 0.01 mg/L and 
repeatable measurements at 0.001 mg/L (1 ppb, Figure 1C). Employing this format, a 50 
mL volume of 0.01 mg/L cyanide solution was flowed at 2.5 mL min’1 through a SERS- 
active capillary, and spectra were recorded every 20 seconds. As Figure 2 shows, the 
cyanide peak was easily discerned as soon as the solution entered the capillary and 
remained relatively stable over the course of the experiment. It is worth noting, as 
indicated above, that the SERS peak in Figure 2 is in fact due to 210 ng/L!
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Fig. 1. Surface enhanced Raman spectra o f  CN in water in silver-doped sol-gel A) coated glass vials and B) 
filled glass capillaries. All spectra were recorded using 100 mW o f  785 nm in 1-min and at a resolution o f 8

Fig. 2. 2100 cm*1 peak height measured during continuous flow o f a 0.01 mg/L (10 ppb) cyanide in water. 
Surface-enhanced Raman spectra are shown for 1 and 6 min after sample introduction. A 2.5 mL min'1 flow 
rate was used and spectra were recorded every 20 sec using 100 mW o f 785 nm.

3.2. HD and TDG

The surface-enhanced and normal Raman spectra of HD are shown in Figure 3. The SER 
spectrum of HD is dominated by a peak at 630 cm'1 with an extended high frequency 
shoulder composed of at least two peaks evident at 695 and 830 cm '1, as well as a 
moderately intense peak at 1045 cm'1 (Figure ЗА). The latter peak is assigned to a CC 
stretching mode, based on the assignment for a peak at 1040 cm '1 in the Raman spectrum 
of HD.41 The assignment of the 630 cm '1 peak is less straightforward, since the Raman 
spectrum of HD contains five peaks in this region at 640, 655, 700, 740, and 760 cm*1. 29, 
41 Theoretical calculations for the Raman spectrum of HD indicate that the first three 
peaks are due to CC1 stretching modes, and the latter two peaks to CS stretching modes.42 
Based on these calculations, and the expected interaction between the chlorine atoms and 
the silver surface, it is reasonable to assign the 630 cm*1 SERS peak to a CC1 mode.29 
However, recent SERS measurements of diethyl sulfide produced a very simple spectrum 
with an intense peak at 630 cm'1, 43,44 strongly suggesting CS or CSC stretching modes as 
the appropriate assignment for this peak45 The authors of the theoretical treatment 
concede that the CC1 and CS assignments could be reversed 42 The CS assignment also 
indicates that HD interacts with the silver surface through the sulfur electron lone pairs. 
But, interaction between chlorine and silver is still possible and may be responsible for 
the 695 cm'1 peak. The 830 cm*1 peak may be due to a deformation mode (e.g. CCH).

The surface-enhanced and normal Raman spectra of TDG are shown in Figure 4. The 
SER spectrum of TDG is also dominated by a peak at 630 cm*1 with minor peaks at 820, 
930, 1210, and 1275 cm'1 (Figure 4A). Again, the 630 cm'1 peak is preferably assigned to 
a CSC stretching mode versus a CC1 mode, especially since the chlorines have been 
replaced by hydroxyl groups. Furthermore, the lack of a 695 cm'1 peak in the TDG
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spectrum supports the assignment of this peak in the HD spectrum to a CC1 mode. The 
930, 1210 and 1275 cm'1 SERS peaks are assigned to a CC stretch with CO contribution, 
and two CH2 deformation modes (twist, scissors, or wag) based on the assignments for 
the corresponding peaks at 940, 1230 and 1290 cm'1 in the Raman spectrum of TDG.41,43 
It is worth noting that irradiation at high laser powers or for extended periods produces 
peaks at 715 and 1010 cm*1, which are attributed to a degradation product, such as 2- 
hydroxy ethanethiol.43

Fig. 3. A) SERS and B) RS o f HD. A) 0.1% v/v (1000 ppm) in MeOH in a SERS-active vial, 100 mW o f  785 
nm, 1-min, B) neat sol. in glass container, 300 mW o f 785 nm, 5-min.

Fig. 4. A) SERS and B) RS o f  TDG. A) 0.1% v/v in MeOH in SERS-active capillary, 100 mW of 785 nm, 1- 
min, B) neat sol. in glass capillary, 300 mW o f 785 nm, 5-min.

Only a limited number of measurements of HD were performed to evaluate sensitivity, 
due to the safety requirements. HD was repeatedly observed at 1000 ppm and usually 
observed at 100 ppm in the SERS-active vials.29 But even at the latter concentration, 
substantial improvements in sensitivity are required to approach the required 0.05 mg/L 
(50 ppb) sensitivity. More extensive experiments were performed on HD’s hydrolysis 
product, TDG since this chemical is safely handled in a regular chemical lab.

Repeated measurements of TDG in the SERS-active vials consistently allowed measuring
10 ppm, but repeated measurements of 1 ppm did not yield any discemable peaks (lowest 
trace in Figure 5). Flowing TDG through SERS-active capillaries allowed repeatable 
measurements at 10 ppm, and routine measurements at 1 ppm as shown in Figure б.44 
There is an important difference between the TDG spectra recorded for static and flowing 
samples, namely that the 715 cm'1 peak is noticeably more intense in the static sample. 
This suggests that it may represent a photo-degradation product, which was recently 
verified.46
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Fig. 5. SERS o f 1000, 100, 10 and 1 ppm TDG in water (top to bottom). All in SERS-active capillaries, 100 
mW o f 785 nm, 1-min.

Fig. 6. SERS o f  1 ppm TDG in water flowing through a SERS-active capillary at 1 ,2 , 3, 4, and 5 min. (top to 
bottom), 100 mW o f 785 nm, 1-min each.

4. Conclusions

The ability to obtain surface-enhanced Raman spectra of two chemical agents, cyanide 
and mustard, and their hydrolysis products has been demonstrated using silver-doped sol- 
gels. Two sampling devices, SERS-active vials and capillaries, provided a simple means 
to measure water samples containing chemical agents. No sample pretreatment was 
required and all spectra were obtained in 1 minute. The SERS-active vials and capillaries 
provided sufficient sensitivity to measure cyanide below the required 2 mg/L sensitivity 
either as a point measurement or as a continuous flowing stream measurement. 
Measurements of TDG suggest that the sensitivity requirements for it and HD may be 
attainable with modest improvements.
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Currently there exists a critical need within the military and homeland defense for highly 
sophisticated yet, small, lightweight portable sensors and detection systems for identifying and 
quantifying biological and biowarfare agents (BWA) in both liquid and aerosolized form. Our 
proposed BWA detection system is based upon Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), 
where the main advantages o f  this approach are that it is reagentless, operates in heterogeneous 
aqueous environments, and provides fast detection and high sensitivity/selectivity to bacterial spores 
with minimal false alarms.

The key enabler to using FTIR for BWA detection is to develop selective and robust sampling 
protocols coupled to a miniaturized, portable FTIR unit. To that end, we have developed front-end 
liquid flow cells which incorporate electric Field (E-Field) concentration methods for spores onto the 
surface o f  an Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) IR crystal. IR spectra are presented which show 
collection and detection results with BG spores in water. The approaches we have developed take 
advantage o f  the fact that all spores are negatively charged in neutral pH solutions. Therefore, E- 
Field concentration o f  spores directly onto an ATR sampling element enables low level 
concentration measurements to be possible.

keywords: infrared spectroscopy, spore, detection, zeta potential, principal component analysis

1. Background

Bacterial spores are dormant cells which are produced by a variety of bacteria 
including Bacillus subtilis and Bacillus anthracis. These spores are encased within a 
complex multi-layered protein structure, whose primary function is to help the spore 
endure a wide range of harsh environmental stresses. Once conditions are favorable for 
germination, these spores retain the ability to return to a vegetative state. Irrespective of 
the particular strain {B. anthracis, B. subtilis, B. cereus), the spore dimensions are 
typically confined to a narrow range of approximately 1.2 ц т  in length by 0.75 ц т  
wide.1 The surface chemistry of the outer protein coat determines the extent of charge 
acquired at various solution conditions (pH, ionic strength).2 This is primarily due to the 
presence of ionizable groups such as amine, carboxylate, and phosphate functionalities. 
The zero point of charge for typical spores is in the range of pH 4 -  5, indicating that 
negatively charged sites on the spore surface dominate at pH levels under normal 
physiological conditions.3 Therefore a straightforward reagentless approach to 
concentrate and collect bacterial spores is to use an oppositely charged surface as the 
collection medium.
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The concept of using an electric field to concentrate bacteria and spores on an 
oppositely charged surface has been demonstrated in the literature.4,5,6 In particular, 
liquid flow through cells have been designed to concentrate spores onto surfaces by using 
electric fields coupled with detection methods that are often based upon the measurement 
of a single parameter (e.g. the change in refractive index of the underlying surface). 
Although the state of knowledge in this area clearly shows that concentration of spores is 
accomplished using an applied electrical field, there is a need for spore identification in 
order to reduce false alarms. Relying on physical changes (e.g. refractive index) does not 
constitute a specific biological detection and identification scheme.

On the other hand, successful identification of bacterial spores has been 
demonstrated by using Fourier transform infrared photoacoustic7,8 and transmission 
spectroscopy9,10,11 in conjunction with principal component analysis (PCA) statistical 
methods. In general, PCA methods are used to reduce and decompose the spectral data 
into orthogonal components, or factors, which represent the most common variations in 
all the data. As such, each spectrum in a reference library has an associated “score” for 
each factor. These scores can then be used to show clustering of spectra that have 
common variations, thus forming a basis for group member classification and 
identification.

In this article we present zeta potential measurements which show the spore 
surface charge dependence on pH for a variety of spore types. These results help provide 
the motivation for new sampling approaches that combine E-Field sampling with IR 
detection. Specifically, we present two reagentless methods for water-based collection 
and detection which are based upon E-Field concentration of spores onto the surface of 
an Attenuated Total reflection (ATR) IR crystal. An ATR based approach is used 
because there is a finite penetration of the IR beam into the aqueous medium. This 
overcomes the strong absorption of infrared radiation by water and thus enables 
continuous monitoring. The penetration depth of the evanescent wave in the ATR 
approach is 1-5  ц т  which is a good match for “monolayer” or “bilayer” coverage of 
micron sized bacteria. The collection cells are designed to be easily interfaced with 
conventional pumps and IR detection equipment to enable rapid online monitoring of 
water-based bacterial spores. Finally, to demonstrate the identification capabilities of IR, 
results from a PCA discriminant analysis of transmission spectra for different spores are 
discussed.

2. Spore Surface Charge Characteristics

The extent of spore concentration using an E-Field is largely determined by the 
amount and type of charge associated with a given spore type in solution. To 
characterize this charge behavior, electrophoretic measurements using a Malvern 
Zetasizer were conducted to determine the zeta potential of four different bacillus spore 
types used in our studies (В. Thuringiensis (ВТ), В. Atrophaeus (BA), B. Subtil is, (BS), 
B. Globigii Dugway (BG)). Figure 1 shows the titration curves for these measurements, 
and indicates that the spores examined for this study have isoelectric points ranging
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between 2.2 to 4.5, and are fully deprotonated (i.e. have a maximum net negative charge) 
at pH > 6. Also shown in Figure 1 is a zeta potential measurement obtained for alumina 
powder, which is seen to have an isoelectric point of approximately 9.5. In particular, 
over a normal pH range (6 -  8), alumina is positively charged while most types of spores 
are negatively charged. Therefore, anchoring an oppositely charged alumina layer to the 
surface of an ATR crystal could then be an effective means to concentrate spores for 
measurement and detection.

Figure 1: Zeta potential measurements showing surface charge dependence with 
pH for different spores and alumina

3. E-Field Spore Collection Methods for IR Detection

3.1 Method I: Polymer + metal oxide coatings on A TR crystals

Electrophoretic measurements of alumina (A120 3) and BG spores showed that, 
over a normal pH range (6 -  8), alumina is positively charged while BG spores are 
negatively charged (see Figure 1). To test the feasibility of using charged alumina films 
to concentrate oppositely charged spores from solution, a mixture of polyethylene (PE) 
and alumina powder was deposited onto a zinc selenide (ZnSe) ATR crystal (50 mm x 10 
mm x 2 mm parallelogram), and a 108 spore/mL solution in deionized water (DIW) was 
flowed over the surface at approximately 1 mL/min. In this application, PE is used as a 
binder to anchor the alumina to the crystal surface and provides a robust film that remains 
stable for IR studies. The results of the ATR-FTIR measurements for this experiment are 
shown in Figure 2a, and demonstrate that the PE/alumina films concentrate the spores 
from solution when compared to a spiked reference spectrum of BG (Figure 2b). Using 
the reference as a calibrant, spore collection on the crystal surface saturated at 
approximately 5xl06 total spores after approximately 1 hour collection time.

Although the PE + alumina coated ATR crystal provides one possible path for 
online monitoring of bacterial spores in solution, the time for adsorption and detection is
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Figure 2 (a) BG spores adsorbed onto a A120 3+PE coating on a ZnSe ATR crystal b)
BG Standard on an ATR crystal

ultimately limited by diffusion of spores in solution to the crystal surface (e.g. 1 hour 
collection/detection time). Furthermore, in uncontrolled environments, biofouling of the 
crystal is to be expected unless cleaning reagents are used to regenerate the crystal 
surface for continued use.

3.2 Method 2: E-Field Assisted ATR-FTIR

To overcome the limitations of alumina coated ATR crystals, a second 
collection method has been developed which uses an external electric field to both 
“assist” spores onto the crystal surface for detection, then “clean” by field reversal. To 
incorporate such an E-Field scheme with FTIR-ATR, we developed a flow-through cell 
that utilizes an ultra-thin metal coating on the crystal surface that is parallel to a counter 
electrode within the cell (see Figure 3a). By depositing an electrode on the ATR crystal 
surface, an applied E-field across the electrodes concentrates charged spores directly onto 
the ATR sampling element, thus enabling low level concentration measurements. In 
most ATR-IR applications, metallizing the active surface of an ATR crystal significantly 
absorbs the IR evanescent wave, often resulting in complete attenuation of the internally 
reflected IR radiation. However, in the thin film regime (< 20 nm), metal films on ATR 
crystals have been shown to be partially transparent in the mid-IR12’13’14, thus enabling 
their use.

A flow through cell incorporating these concepts was designed and constructed 
from Teflon (Figure 3b), which allows flowing water to contact both sides of a metallized 
50x10x2 mm parallelogram ATR crystal. The ATR flow cell contains о-ring seals and 
spring loaded pogo pins that enable electrical contact to both crystal surfaces at locations 
on the crystal that do not come into contact with water. Inner cathode plates are 
constructed from stainless steel, and contain external electrical connections. The cell is 
designed to be easily interfaced with a standard power supply and peristaltic pump while 
in operation.
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Figure 3: E-Field Assist ATR-FTIR

For the metal coated ATR crystal, a 5 nm palladium oxide (PdO) electrode film 
was deposited onto a germanium (Ge) crystal via magnetron sputtering at the Laboratory 
for Surface Science and Technology, University of Maine. Ge is used because of its 
relatively high index of refraction (n = 4), thereby retaining its IR waveguide 
characteristics when coated with a metallic film. PdO is used as the operating electrode 
material since pure Pd was observed to completely attenuate the IR signal; with PdO, 
however, the total IR signal was only attenuated by approximately 'A the original 
intensity while still retaining its electrode behavior (resistivity of approximately I O'2 
П ет).

To demonstrate the feasibility of the E-Field assist approach, a 108 BG spore/mL 
solution in DIW was flowed through the cell at approximately 1 mL/min. (same as 
previous test with the metal oxide coating). Figure 4a below shows the effects of 
concentration vs. voltage at 0 V, +2 V, and +5 V, and illustrates how the device increases 
the spore concentration when the voltage is applied. Spore saturation for both +2 V and 
+5 V measurements was observed to occur for collection times of approximately 1 
minute. Although H2 and 0 2 gases can be produced by electrolysis at approximately 2.1 
V, gas formation for our experiments was negligible due to the rapid collection time and 
relatively low operating voltages. For comparison, Figure 4b also shows the spectrum 
obtained at 5 V against that obtained with a standard (corresponding to 7xl06 spores for 
the 5 V spectrum), and illustrates how the primary spectral features are consistent

Dispersed
Spores

Electrode

ATR Crystal
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Figure 2 (a) BG spores adsorbed onto a AI2O3+PE coating on a ZnSe ATR crystal b)
BG Standard on an ATR crystal

ultimately limited by diffusion of spores in solution to the crystal surface (e.g. 1 hour 
collection/detection time). Furthermore, in uncontrolled environments, biofouling of the 
crystal is to be expected unless cleaning reagents are used to regenerate the crystal 
surface for continued use.

3.2 Method 2: E-Field Assisted A TR-FTIR

To overcome the limitations of alumina coated ATR crystals, a second 
collection method has been developed which uses an external electric field to both 
“assist” spores onto the crystal surface for detection, then “clean” by field reversal. To 
incorporate such an E-Field scheme with FTIR-ATR, we developed a flow-through cell 
that utilizes an ultra-thin metal coating on the crystal surface that is parallel to a counter 
electrode within the cell (see Figure 3a). By depositing an electrode on the ATR crystal 
surface, an applied E-field across the electrodes concentrates charged spores directly onto 
the ATR sampling element, thus enabling low level concentration measurements. In 
most ATR-IR applications, metallizing the active surface of an ATR crystal significantly 
absorbs the IR evanescent wave, often resulting in complete attenuation of the internally 
reflected IR radiation. However, in the thin film regime (< 20 nm), metal films on ATR 
crystals have been shown to be partially transparent in the mid-IR12,13,14, thus enabling 
their use.

A flow through cell incorporating these concepts was designed and constructed 
from Teflon (Figure 3b), which allows flowing water to contact both sides of a metallized 
50x10x2 mm parallelogram ATR crystal. The ATR flow cell contains о-ring seals and 
spring loaded pogo pins that enable electrical contact to both crystal surfaces at locations 
on the crystal that do not come into contact with water. Inner cathode plates are 
constructed from stainless steel, and contain external electrical connections. The cell is 
designed to be easily interfaced with a standard power supply and peristaltic pump while 
in operation.
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IR Beam ATR Crystal

Figure 3: E-Field Assist ATR-FTIR

For the metal coated ATR crystal, a 5 nm palladium oxide (PdO) electrode film 
was deposited onto a germanium (Ge) crystal via magnetron sputtering at the Laboratory 
for Surface Science and Technology, University of Maine. Ge is used because of its 
relatively high index of refraction (n = 4), thereby retaining its IR waveguide 
characteristics when coated with a metallic film. PdO is used as the operating electrode 
material since pure Pd was observed to completely attenuate the IR signal; with PdO, 
however, the total IR signal was only attenuated by approximately lA the original 
intensity while still retaining its electrode behavior (resistivity of approximately I O'2 
Qcm).

To demonstrate the feasibility of the E-Field assist approach, а Ю8 BG spore/mL 
solution in DIW was flowed through the cell at approximately 1 mL/min. (same as 
previous test with the metal oxide coating). Figure 4a below shows the effects of 
concentration vs. voltage at 0 V, +2 V, and +5 V, and illustrates how the device increases 
the spore concentration when the voltage is applied. Spore saturation for both +2 V and 
+5 V measurements was observed to occur for collection times of approximately 1 
minute. Although H2 and 0 2 gases can be produced by electrolysis at approximately 2.1 
V, gas formation for our experiments was negligible due to the rapid collection time and 
relatively low operating voltages. For comparison, Figure 4b also shows the spectrum 
obtained at 5 V against that obtained with a standard (corresponding to 7xl06 spores for 
the 5 V spectrum), and illustrates how the primary spectral features are consistent
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between the two spectra. The standard was obtained by concentrating spores into DIW, 
dispersing approximately 400 jag of spores onto both surfaces of a Ge ATR crystal, and 
allowed to dry before the spectrum was obtained. For the 5 V spectrum the relative peak 
heights at approximately 1250 and 1100 cm'1 are less intense than those measured with 
the standard. In general, these absorption bands correspond to the dense polysaccharide 
region within the spore cell walls.15 Therefore, the differences between the standard and
5 V spectra may be explained by the fact that the 5 V spectrum was obtained in-situ 
where a certain amount of cell wall deconstruction might be expected within an aqueous 
medium under applied voltage.

To “clean” the surface of the ATR crystal, the field was reversed ( -  2 V) and the 
spores were ejected as per the observed reduction in the large amide bands between 1700
-  1500 cm’1. However, the ATR crystal degraded with repeated use, and reversing the 
field did not entirely regenerate the crystal to its initial state of performance. This 
reduction in performance lifetime is likely due to electrochemical changes that occurred 
within the electrode layer brought upon by repeated E-Field application. This suggests 
that a more robust film (i.e. platinum) may be needed for long term use. However, pure 
metal electrodes would likely require a shorter ATR crystal/flow cell in order to reduce 
the number of internal reflections since it was observed that such a film i.e. Pd 
completely attenuates the IR beam with the existing cell geometry.

4. Spore Identification via PCA Classification Methods

To demonstrate the robustness of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
classification and identification methods when applied to the IR spectra of different spore 
types, transmission FTIR spectral libraries were generated for three different spore strains 
(BG, BA, and BS) and classification models were developed based upon Mahalanobis 
Distance by PCA with Residuals (MD/PCA/R) statistical methods using PLSplus IQ® 
(Thermo Electron) chemometric software. Figure 5 shows a representative IR spectrum 
of a BG spore sample recorded in transmission, which in many respects is representative 
of all spore types due to their nearly identical compositions at the molecular level.
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Figure 5. IR spectrum of BG spores in transmission

However, despite these spectral similarities, Figure 6 shows the PCA scores plot for the 
first three principal components of the reference library containing all three spore types, 
and clearly demonstrates how the principal component scores cluster into three easily 
distinguished groups which corresponded to the three different spore types. Prior to 
MD/PCA/R calculations, all spectra in the library were mean centered and normalized by 
setting the largest amide band (~1650 cm'1, see Figure 5) to 1 absorbance and the trough 
preceding it to zero. To increase classification sensitivity, cross validation was 
performed on the second derivatives of the spectra when the model was calibrated.

A truth table in Table I below summarizes classification results for blind 
samples (which were not part of the libraries) that were tested against separate

Figure 6: PCA scores plot for B. Globigii bugway, B. Subtilis, and B. Atrophaeus
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classification libraries for B. Globigii Dugway (Library 1), B. Atrophaeus (Library 2), and 
B. Subtilis (Library 3). Separate libraries for each group were generated since this 
provided further sensitivity for discriminant testing. Null hypothesis testing was used as 
the metric for discriminant analysis, where a blind sample having a P value < 0.001 was 
classified as a nonmember (null hypothesis is rejected), and a blind sample having a P 
value > 0.001 was classified as a member (null hypothesis is accepted). The results in 
Table 1 show how the three spore types were correctly classified as belonging to 
members of their respective libraries while testing as nonmembers for the other two 
libraries (i.e. no false positives). Furthermore, transmission FTIR spectra for two 
additional bacillus analogs (В. Subtilis subsp. subtilis, and B. Thuringiensis Serovar 
kurstaki) were tested, and both were correctly classified as nonmembers for all three 
libraries. These results, as well as the work of others, demonstrate the spore 
identification capabilities that can be achieved with an IR-based detection system.

Table 1

Classification Library P v a i u e s a

Library 1 Libray 2 Library 3
Test Sample (B. Globigii Dug.) (B. Atrophaeus) (B. Subtilis)

B. Globigii Dugway 0.506 < 0.001 < 0.001
B. Atrophaeus < 0.001 0.019 < 0.001
B. Subtilis < 0.001 < 0.001 0.365
B. Subtilis sub. Subtilis < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001
B. Thuringiensis < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

* pvaio« < ( ^ ) 0.001 are classified as a nonmember (member) of the library

5. Conclusions

New reagentless, E-Field based sampling approaches have been developed and 
integrated with conventional ATR-FTIR flow cells for the detection and identification of 
bacterial spores in water. Our results show how E-field concentration of spores onto the 
surface of an ATR crystal surface can enable low concentrations of spores to be 
measured. The collection cells are designed for easy interface with virtually any IR 
spectrometer or detection system, and can prove useful in a variety of military, homeland 
defense, and technological applications.
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Concentration o f  1-micron-size micro-organisms from about 100 ml o f  liquid, whether drawn from a 
bio-aerosol collector or from an environmental water source, into a volume o f I to 2 ml. is achieved 
by a liquid flow system including a reversible filter through which filtered liquid can be recirculated 
or disposed o f and from which a concentrated sample is recovered by opening a solenoid valve 
leading to a detector or to a collection container and reversing the pump for a short time. The 
reversing action flushes the collected particles o ff the filter and into the detector or container.

The effectiveness o f  this approach was demonstrated by measuring the cumulative 
fluorescence o f  1-micron-size blue fluorescent microspheres versus cumulative volume withdrawn 
from our WEP collector after capture from an aerosol suspension o f about 140 panicles/ml drawn 
from a test chamber over a 5-minute period at a sampling rate o f  500 liters/minute. As the liquid was 
being withdrawn from the WEP collector, it was filtered at a rate o f I ml/second and the filter back- 
flushed with small portions o f  filtrate at 1-minute intervals. The relative cumulative concentration o f  
captured particles in the first back-flushed 1-ml fraction was around 56 as compared with a value o f
1.4 in the first 60-ml filtered fraction, which constitutes a liquid-to-liquid concentration enhancement 
by a factor o f  40 and an air-to-liquid concentration factor of>l.25 x 106.

Keywords: Preconcentration o f  microorganisms 1; enhanced spectral detection2

1. Introduction

Since optical devices can only detect those particles which fall within their 
viewing volume, a capability to concentrate hazardous biological particles into such a 
volume should greatly enhance the detection sensitivity of such devices. This work aims 
at the concentration of 1-micron-size micro-organisms from about 100 ml of liquid, 
whether drawn from a bio-aerosol collector or from an environmental source, into a 
volume of 1 to 2 ml. Extension of the same approach to the concentration of smaller (0.1- 
micron-size) viral particles is also under way.

Ill
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2. Background

As part of a proprietary bio-aerosol collector based on Wet Electrostatic 
Precipitation [WEP] (1), shown in Fig. 1, we provide a liquid flow system including a 
reversible filter through which filtered liquid can be re-circulated or disposed of and from 
which a concentrated sample is recovered by opening a solenoid valve leading to a 
detector or to a collection container and reversing the pump for a short time. The 
reversing action flushes the collected particles off the filter and into the detector or 
container. The components of this water management system are exhibited in Fig. 2 and 
packaged in the self-contained unit of Fig. 3.

3. Results

Using the system of Fig. 2, we obtained the results of Figs. 4-7, which illustrate 
the effectiveness of our approach. Fig. 4 shows the cumulative fluorescence of 1-micron- 
sizeblue fluorescent micro-spheres versus cumulative volume withdrawn from our WEP 
collector after capture from an aerosol suspension of about 140 particles/ml drawn from a 
test chamber over a 5-minute period at a sampling rate of 500 liters/minute. As the liquid 
was being withdrawn from the WEP collector, it was filtered at a rate of 1 ml/second and 
the filter back-flushed with small portions of filtrate at 1-minute intervals. Figs. 5-7 show

Fig. 1. View of the WEP Bio-Aerosol Collector in Operation [Carrying Size: 20.7" x 17.2" x 8.6"]
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the concentrations of the captured particles in successive fractions of the withdrawn 
liquid. As can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7, the relative cumulative concentration of 
captured particles in the first back-flushed 1-ml fraction was around 56 as compared with 
a value of 1.4 in the first 60-ml of to be filtered fraction, which constitutes a 
concentration enhancement by a factor of 40.

igh Pressure 
for Back Flus

Fig. 2. Assembled Components for Water Management and Sample Collection
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Fig. 3. Fully Self-Contained Battery-Powered Unit for Concentrating M icro-Organisms from 100 ml o f  
Liquid into a 1.5-ml Volume [Carrying Size: 13.4” x 11.6” x 6” 1

1 27 2006 ill Normalized Cumulative Efficiency Vs Cum Volume 
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Normalized Cumulative Fluorescence Efficiency/Cumulative Volume 
Versus Cumulative Volume
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Fig. 5. Normalized Cumulative Collection Efficiency Divided by Cumulative Volume versus Cumulative
Volume
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but With an Expanded Low-Volume Scale
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Normalized Cumulative Fluorescence Efficiency/Cumulative Volume 
Versus Cumulative Volume -  High Volume Part
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5, but With an Expanded High-Volume Scale

It can also be seen from Fig. 4 that >50% of all the captured fluorescent beads 
was recovered in the first back-flushed 1-ml fraction from the first 60-ml filtered fraction 
and >80% was recovered within a total volume of 2.6 ml in the first two back-flushed 
fractions (see Figs. 4 and 6). Since the collection into the first back flushed 1-ml sample 
amounted to >50% of the sampled aerosol, the resulting concentration factor is >50% x 
500,000 [ml/min] x 5 min/1 ml = >1.25 x 106.

3.1 Back Flushing with BG Spores

Some confidence in the applicability of our measurements to that of concentrating 
bacterial cells may be gained from the following measurements with BG spores. 
Although our previous attempts to measure concentrations of suspended spores by a 
"live-dead" procedure gave spurious results, we were able to measure total BG spore 
concentration by transmission photometry. To obtain valid data, we adjusted the starting 
spore concentrations to fall within a narrow range in which the light absorption was 
neither too low nor too high to fall within the easily readable scale. To measure more 
concentrated samples, successive dilutions were performed until the concentration was 
readily measurable. We could thus test our back flushing approach using the same filter 
(25-mm Nalgene 190-2545 0.45 um Cellulose Acetate) as the one that yielded acceptable 
results with the fluorescent 1-micron microspheres that were used throughout our project. 
After passing through that filter 100 ml of a 10‘3 weight-% BG suspension in distilled 
water, we collected successive back flushed samples and measured their BG



concentrations as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The retrieval of 40% of the BG contents of the 
100-ml starting suspension into a volume of only 1.75 ml is tantamount to a 
concentration of the original suspension by a factor of 40% x 100 ml/1.75 ml = 23.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The apparatus of Figs. 2 and 3 effectively concentrates micron-size micro
organisms in water samples from the WEP or other bio-aerosol collectors or 
environmental sources. Current efforts are directed at adapting it to the concentration of 
toxin virus particles.
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Fig. 8. Fraction of BG Retrieved from 100-ml Suspension
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 with an Expanded Low-Volume Scale
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An innovative passive standoff system for the detection o f  chemical/biological agents is described. 
The spectral, temporal and spatial resolution o f  the data collected are all adjustable in real time, 
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1. Introduction

There is a long-standing need for standoff sensors capable to detect, identify and quantify 
chemical and biological warfare agents and other hazardous species. Currently dominant 
Fourier transform infrared spectrometers (FTIR) are based on interferometry, and are 
therefore mechanically complex, expensive, and susceptible to mechanical disturbances. 
Adaptive multispectral sensors, based on mathematical transforms other than Fourier’s 
which do not require macroscopic moving parts to provide the same spectral multiplexing 
capability (Felgett’s advantage) as FTIR instruments is described. The technology 
combines a unique on-the-fly spectral adaptability with data acquisition and processing 
speeds high above those of its FTIR counterparts. The transition from a traditional 
nonimaging sensor to a multispectral imaging spectrometer is conceptually and 
technologically simple with adaptive multispectral sensors.

The adaptive spectrometer described in this paper produces either non-imaging, one
dimensional or two-dimensional multispectral radiance datasets (“datacube” in the case 
of two-dimensional spectral mapping) for gas or aerosol discrimination and classification. 
The spectral, temporal and spatial resolution of the data collected by the instrument are 
adjustable in real time, making it possible to keep the tradeoff between sensor parameters 
at optimum at all times. The instrument contains no macro-scale moving parts making it 
an excellent candidate for the development of a robust, compact, lightweight and low- 
power-consumption device suitable for field operation.

Potential uses of the AS include early standoff detection of chemical/biological agents. 
Extensive research into both passive remote chemical/biological sensors and active laser- 
based (LIDAR) systems has been carried out over the past several decades in 
government, academic and commercial research institutions.1,2 Challenges in building a 
lightweight, compact and rugged standoff sensing system include the complexity of the 
optical system, alignment sensitivity when moving parts are involved (e.g. interferometer 
of a FTIR instrument) and complexity of data interpretation for the passive system, and 
laser tuning, energy and pulse rate requirements of the laser source in active systems.

The key innovation in passive dispersive (as opposed to interferometric) spectrometers 
introduced recently is the use of a programmable digital spatial light modulator (SLM) to 
encode spectral information.3,4,5,6 The most advanced version of SLM currently is a 
reflective digital micromirror array (DMA).7,8 The feasibility of DMA-based multiplexed 
spectrometers has been experimentally demonstrated recently.9,10,11

2. Instrument Concept

The principles of operation of the Adaptive Spectral Imager are illustrated on 
Fig j n.12,13 instrument uses two polychromators (or a single polychromator in two 
passes) and a spatial light modulator (SLM) placed in the intermediate focal plane
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between them. The first polychromator disperses the image into spectral components and 
images them onto the SLM. The SLM spectrally encodes the image by modulating the 
intensity of selected spectral bands in the dispersed image. The encoded image is then 
spectrally recombined by the second polychromator and imaged onto a photodetector
(Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Adaptive spectrograph concept: light from a standoff spectral scene is dispersed, dynamically encoded 
with a series o f  masks, and recombined on the detector.

Spectral encoding is achieved by transmission, rejection or intensity modulation of 
particular bands. This operation can be easily accomplished with a programmable 
digitally controlled two-dimensional SLM. Spectral encoding of this sort can be seen as 
equivalent to applying a certain mathematical transform to the spectrally resolved image. 
The transform can be the extraction of a value within a fixed window (spectral filter), a 
single sliding window (a scanning slit), a number of simultaneously applied slits 
conforming to the Hadamard transform in order to achieve multiplexed channel 
acquisition, an application-specific matched filter based on the prior knowledge about the 
analyte and the background, etc. In any case, the two-dimensional SLM whose pixels are 
individually addressable (and small relative to the resolution element) is programmed to 
generate a dynamic series of spatial patterns (masks) that implement the transform 
functions. Certain transform functions, such as matched filters, principal component
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analysis, and similar, can simplify data processing. Rather than indiscriminately 
collecting raw spectral information for post- processing, these techniques use 
programmable hardware to select distinctive meaningful components of the total 
available spectral signal and reject the spurious or information-lacking components. In 
this sense, the technique described performs in-hardware compressed spectral sensing. 
The consequences of the approach include better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and better 
economy of data acquisition, storing and processing. The latter is of no small importance 
for hyperspectral and multispectral imaging.

The adaptive spectrometer described here uses a DMA to spectrally encode the signal. 
For chemical/biological sensing, the spectrometer operates in the long wavelength 
infrared (LWIR) spectral range (8-12|дт). A single-element detector, a linear array or a 
two-dimensional focal plane array (FPA) may be used to acquire the signal, leading to 
different functionalitities described below.

In the case of an unknown analyte and an unknown background, survey “end-to-end” 
spectra need to be acquired. This mode of operation is efficiently implemented with 
adaptive spectral imagers by using an orthogonal set of DMA masks that perform 
Hadamard transform of the spectrum.14 For Hadamard transform, the DMA is 
programmed with a series of binary masks based on Simplex (S) matrices, where 
elements 0 and 1 translate into on-off modulation of individual micromirror pixels of the 
DMA.3,4 Recording a N-channel spectrum in this way requires N  masks based on a set of 
N  matrices resulting in Nl/2 /2 multiplex (Felgett’s) advantage in the signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) relative to the simple slit-scanning approach. A Hadamard-transform spectrometer 
collects the light contained in approximately half of all the wavelength channels 
simultaneously at any point in time, thereby providing the much needed photon collection 
efficiency in the LWIR. The recorded images are decoded by the inverse Hadamard 
transform to provide the spectrum for each individual pixel (Fig. 1).

For chemical/biological detection it is common to have prior knowledge of the spectral 
features to be detected, at least on the part of the analyte. An adaptive spectrometer can 
use this information to achieve fast and sensitive detection by applying target-specific 
and background-specific matched-filter masks to the DMA spectral modulator. Such 
masks can provide analyte-specific spectral selectivity for a single column within a two- 
dimensional image. An adaptive spectrometer can be programmed with matched filters 
directly on the DMA to detect substances on which prior knowledge of spectral 
signatures exists. Furthermore, the spectrometer can be programmed so that successive 
DMA masks match different analytes to be monitored virtually simultaneously. Due to its 
high modulation bandwidth, the spectrometer can easily cycle through thousands of 
masks per second and provide rapid multi-analyte screening. Detection and 
identification is achieved when the integrated intensity of the signal through a given mask 
exceeds a threshold. The use of a single matched filter per analyte in the receiver
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hardware rather than time-consuming end-to-end spectrum acquisition also reduces the 
signal susceptibility to artifacts caused by source fluctuation or motion and vibration of 
the sensor platform. The data collection time per image frame is pushed to the 
millisecond and sub-millisecond scale with the DMA frame rate in the 10kHz-40kHz 
range, currently available. 15 Cycling through DMA masks at such high speed and using 
compressed sensing provides a critical advantage for the Adaptive Spectral Imager 
relative to other imaging spectrometers for applications aboard moving instrument 
platforms or against moving targets.

3. Instrument Design for a Passive Sensor Based on Adaptive Spectral Imager 
with a Two-Dimensional Focal Plane Array

Fig. 2 shows a schematic representation of an optical system for the Adaptive Imaging 
Spectrometer containing a core spectrograph and foreoptics. The foreoptics, which may 
be a standard IR camera lens or telescope, forms an image of the scene at the entrance of 
the core spectrograph. The spectrometer uses a novel dual-pass spectrometer design with 
a single concave grating to both disperse and recombine the light. We have found that we 
can achieve near-diffraction limited image quality with this arrangement.16 The image 
delivered to the input of the spectrograph is dispersed and reimaged onto the DMA 
spectral modulator. The DMA consists of an array (typically 1024 x 768)15 of 
addressable micromirrors. The grating subsequently also spectrally recombines the light 
and re-images it on a two-dimensional FPA detector.

The spatial light modulator used in our system is a modified DMA chip by Texas 
Instruments (DMD 0.7 XGA 12° DDR).15 The array consists of 1024 x 768 aluminum 
coated individual micromirrors of 14цт x 14цт each, capable of ± 12° tilt relative to the 
diagonal. Mirrors are individually addressable through a driver circuit available from the 
manufacturer. For IR applications, the original glass window needs to be replaced with an 
IR-transparent window. We have developed the technology to mount coated ZnSe 
windows on Texas Instruments DMA chips and preserve long lifetime of the chip.

Our preliminary analysis indicates that we can build an adaptive imaging spectrometer 
with superb imaging properties and high sensitivity towards chemical/biological agents 
with 180mm diameter of the primary mirror in the Offner design, with an effective F- 
number of F/2.8. The input field of this staring spectrometer is 8 x 8 mm in the object 
plane, with diffraction limited performance achieved over the entire field. This results in 
approximately 100 spectral resolution units and 10,000 spatial resolution units. Assuming 
that the image generated on the FPA fills a detector pixel, and a typical LWIR FPA 
sensitivity, radiometric calculations for our LWIR adaptive spectral imager suggest the 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) around 25dB per collected spectrum, high enough to 
characterize a distant chemical/biological agent cloud.
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Fig. 2. System design.

The conceptual block diagram of the software package that controls the instrument, 
collects data, and delivers spatial and spectral information to higher-level external 
programs is presented on Fig. 2. The data stream captured by the FPA is routed to 
parallel spatial and spectral processing. The spatial image is based on the integrated 
intensity of all open spectral channels (about half of the total for the Hadamard 
transform). In order to make this image close as much as possible to the panchromatic 
image, additional simple processing can be applied in the form of interpolation and fitting 
pixel intensities. The output of this procedure is a high quality real time two-dimensional 
imagery.

In the case of collecting wide end-to-end spectra with the Hadamard transform-based 
modulation, the spectral processing software starts with pixel-by-pixel processing of the 
data. The reduction of Hadamard encodegrams into spectra is accomplished by applying 
the inverse Hadamard transform.13 While this operation in a general case could be rather 
time-consuming due to the large number of matrix inversions involved, the inversion of 
binary square cyclic S-matrices is extremely efficient and fast (actually, orders of 
magnitude faster than Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) calculations). The resulting 
datacubes are arranged in a band-sequential format, standard for processing multispectral 
and hyperspectral imagery.
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4. Experimental Verification

A feasibility prototype of the adaptive spectral imager has been demonstrated in the 
visible/near infrared 600nm -  l,050nm spectral region, and in the shortwave infrared 
region 1,300-l,600nm. No experimental demonstration of this instrument has yet been 
done in the LWIR. For the experiments described here a silicon CCD camera and a 
single element InGaAs detector were used, respectively. An optical system based on 
refractive and transmissive components was assembled for the purpose. Data acquisition 
and processing software was developed for the control of the DMA, capturing data from 
the photodetectors, and for data reduction. Spectral calibration with known input 
wavelength(s) produced the instrument calibration factor of 0.4lnm per micromirror of 
the DMA array.

Fig. 3 shows a simple optical setup used to test the collection of Hadamard spectra and 
spectrally filtered radiation in a manner analogous to that used in a chemical-biological 
detection system. Note that it uses only a single detector, and relies on the programmable 
DMA to provide both spectral and spatial resolution. Each column of the DMA 
corresponds to a wavelength band, and each row of the DMA corresponds to a one
dimensional spatial element. A set of optical fibers is placed at the input to provide three 
unique spectral signals, which can be differentiated by selecting rows of the DMA. Fig. 4 
shows the spectra of each of the fibers. The top fiber contains narrow radiation obtained 
from a laser diode, the bottom fiber contains light from a hot black-body lamp which is 
passed through a water absorption cell. The middle fiber contains lamp radiation and 
laser diode radiation.

Fig. 5 compares spectra and the standard deviation of the spectra (STD) obtained by 
Hadamard modulation spectroscopy with that obtained by scanning a slit. The spectra are 
identical, but the noise level is reduced in the Hadamard spectrum due to the higher light 
collection efficiency (multiplex advantage). In each case, the data is obtained by 
scanning a slit pattern on the DMA through 127 positions. In the slit-scan case, each 
exposure contains light from a single spectral band, while in the case of the Hadamard 
spectra, each exposure contains light collected from 64 spectral bands. After decoding, 
the Hadamard spectrum shows the expected signal to noise improvement of (m/2)l/2=6, 
where m=127 is the number of resolution units in the spectrum. 13

D etector
/  F iberoptic

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for single-detector experiments.
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Fig. 5. Comparison o f  slit-scan and Hadamard spectra.

The same system was used to record temporal data from a H2/air flame using spectral 
band-pass filters.17 Fig. 6 shows water flame spectra obtained under two different flame 
conditions: a near stoichiometric flame and a lean flame. The spectral data match the 
known theoretical spectra of water. The width of the spectral band is an indicator of 
water temperature. Thus, we can determine the density and temperature of the water 
vapor within the flame using a set of three spectral bands corresponding to the center and 
wing of the water band, and a null band outside of the water radiation band.

Fig. 7 shows how the detected intensity in each band changes with the condition of the 
flame. The intensity of both the center and wing band follow the water density and 
temperature. The ratio of the two bands follows the water temperature. Comparing the 
two bands yields the column density and temperature of water as a function of fuel flow 
rate.
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Fig. 6. Spectral o f  H2/air flame showing spectral bands used for spectrally selected monitoring.

Fig. 7. Time resolved data for each spectral band.

A similar setup was used to demonstrate full two-dimensional imaging. The single 
detector was replaced with a second spectrograph and a CCD camera, which recorded 
data in the spectral range of 600-1050 nm. The imaging spectral capability of the 
prototype was investigated by using three blackbody objects at different temperatures 
placed into the instrument’s field of view (Fig. 8). The blackbodies were represented by 
electrically heated resistors kept at constant temperature. One of the sources used (Object
1, Fig. 8) was a calibrated 1250K blackbody source. A seven-element Hadamard mask 
was used to produce seven-band spectra of each object with adequate spectral resolution 
for temperature measurement at a fast update rate. Fig. 8 shows a dynamic sequence of 
data collected with our adaptive spectral imager. The left-hand side shows the time 
sequence of spatial (spectrally combined) images, as generated after each Hadamard
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transform mask was applied to the DMA. Since half of all the spectral channels are open 
at any moment in time, and since the FPA readout is updated after every mask, the 
spectrally recombined image on the FPA shows a near-panchromatic view of the objects. 
The right-hand side of Fig. 8 shows the raw (instrument function included) Hadamard- 
decoded spectra of three objects, updated partially after each mask, and updated fully 
after each complete cycle of 7 masks. Data are scaled by an approximate instrument 
function, to compensate for the detector falloff at wavelengths greater than 900 nm. 
Fig. 9 shows the same data along with a fit to the Planck function that reveals the 
approximate temperature of the object. Note that the vertical (signal intensity) scale does 
not represent the radiance of the object, since the solid angle has not been calibrated. 
Based on this approach we found the approximate temperatures of the three objects to be 
1400K, 1600K and 1900K (Fig. 9).

ges pr 
rate

4̂
Spatial images produced at 
FPA frame rate

Object 1 Object 3 Object 2

n r
Raw object spectra completely 
updated every 7th FPA frame 

&

object 2, 
T>1900K

Spectrum of 
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T,=1600K V 1 4 0 0 K

Fig. 8. Data acquisition dynamics for adaptive imaging spectrometer as demonstrated by spectral im aging 
objects at different temperatures within the field o f  view o f the instrument.
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Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 9. The spectra o f  three objects in the field o f  view o f the imaging spectrometer, together with blackbody 
curves fitted to the temperatures indicated.

5. Conclusions

A class of adaptive spectrometers or multispectral imagers capable of performing a 
variety of spectral transforms with real-time adjustment of data acquisition parameters is 
described. Fast adaptive spectral imagers based on this approach can greatly improve the 
performance of standoff chemical/biological sensors by allowing real-time optimization 
based on prior information, the amount and type of the information required, and the data 
rate. The instrument’s hardware architecture appears superior to FTIR technology, since 
no macroscopic moving parts are needed. The technology is also applicable to 
spectrometers and spectral imagers in diverse areas such as surveillance, process control, 
and biomedical imaging, and can be adapted for use in any spectral domain from the 
ultraviolet (UV) to the LWIR region.
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An Ini.xGaxAs /GaSbyAsi.y hetero-system with staggered band-lineups as solid-state platform for 
design o f  an interband resonant double-barrier tunneling diode (I-RTD) based optically-pulsed (ОТ) 
hybrid device for generating THz oscillations is theoretically investigated. It is demonstrated that 
this optical I-RTD hybrid is compatible with the robust state-of-art 1.55 micron laser technology 
Multi-band wave equations in the framework o f  six-band Kane’s model are applied for 
understanding the carrier dynamics when strain-induced effects are present. Simulation results for 
practical circuit implementations clearly show the superiority o f  this new oscillator concept.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the potential of terahertz (THz) spectral sensing in an array of 
applications areas relevant to defense and security have been given increasing attention1. 
A series of exploratory research investigations into THz phenomenology are being 
actively performed. A major hurdle that could prohibit future experimental studies and 
practical implementations of sensor systems is the general lack of a robust (i.e., adequate 
power and efficiency) source. In the electromagnetic spectrum, lower and higher 
frequency oscillations other than THz energy can be implemented well by utilizations of 
diode-transistor carrier transport and quantum optical transition, respectively, while 
effective solid-state approaches for THz sources are inadequate (although a few excellent 
low-power commercial products are being widely used such as diode multiplier and 
photo-mixing). The solid-state room-temperature THz oscillation source becomes a 
challenge from fundamental physics and new technological innovations are needed. In
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the past, these facts have motivated the conceptualization and investigation of a novel 
type of Interband Resonant-Tunneling-Diode (I-RTD) THz oscillator by our research 
group2'3. Soon after an optical hybrid type of I-RTD approach was proposed.

Under certain conditions, in double-barrier resonant tunneling diode with properly- 
designed staggered-bandgap structure, a nanoscale local space-charge transfer from right 
barrier to spacer occurs due to interband tunneling arises. This charging of the right- 
barrier region in I-RTD electrostatically changes the spatial potential. The net diode 
current is modulated as a function of time correspondingly. The basic idea of the hybrid 
I-RTD oscillator is to combine the natural Zener tunneling with the artificial optical 
annihilation of VB well hole-charge by laser pulses to produce a two-phase charging- 
discharging transient that leads to relaxation oscillations. Optimally, the pulse repetition 
rates (PRF) needs to be equal to the THz oscillation.

In previous investigations4, the optical triggering (OT)-I-RTD oscillator based upon a 
specific type II semiconductor hetero-system AlGaSb/InAs/AlGaSb was quantatively 
studied and its capability to produce significnt values of THz power was demonstrated. 
However, the simulations indicate a mid-IR photonic-energy (~0.26eV) with high 
intensity level is required for effective optically-triggering. It turns out that laser 
repetition rates at this long wavelength are much less than THz4,5. To overcome this 
limiations, one turns to the more mature 1.55 micron laser where significantly larger 
PRFs are available owing to developments in telecommunication industry. The problem 
lies in that laser pulses of such short wavelength unavoidably generate electron-hole pairs 
in the narrow-band InAs collector (0.36eV), which interfere with the ultra-fast charging- 
discharging processes. Hence the goal of this work is to consider an alternative hetero
system (i.e., Inj.xGaxAs /GaSbyAsi_y) with staggered band-lineups and wider bandgaps (>
0.8 eV) that allow the 1.55 jam operation. Prior experimental studies6’9 indicate that 
carefully selected compositions x, у provide degrees of freedoms on achieving specified 
characteristics such as the relative locations of band-edges, band gaps and offsets, thereby 
controllable quantum effects.
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Fig. 1. The band diagram o f  Ini.xGa*As /GaSbyAsi.y interband resonant tunneling diode
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2. The Hetero-structures

The band diagram for the device structure is given in Fig.l. On the left side is heavily- 
doped InGaAs emitter, while on the right side are undoped spacer (lOnm), lightly doped 
spacer (50nm, 1 x 10l7/cm3) and heavily-doped (3 x I0 l8/cm3) collector, from left to right, 
respectively. An undoped InGaAs layer that is sandwiched between two GaSbAs layers 
(~2nm) acts as quantum well for electrons. The GaSbAs layers serve as barriers for 
electrons, wells for holes. Under an external bias voltage, there is conduction band (CB) 
electron resonant transport. When the ground heavy-hole level near the band-edge of 
right GaSbAs valence band (VB) well is raised above the Fermi level in the collector 
region, those VB electrons can tunnel through the forbidden-gap and produce trapped 
holes. The hole-charge can be discharged by external injection of ultra-short laser pulses. 
With sufficient optical intensity, at the end of each pulse/discharging phase, a large 
amount of holes are eliminated and the operation of device characterized by quantities 
such potential profile, current and charge storage is forced to return back to its initial 
state. Clearly the oscillation frequency is set by the PRFs, and provides frequency tuning.

In describing the semiconductor alloys InGaAs and GaSbAs combined together to form a 
hetero-interface, the locations of band-edges are labeled as Eci, Evl for InGaAs and 
^c2 »Е*г for GaSbAs. The dependencies of band-edges Ecl, EvX, Ec2 and Ev2 on 
compositions x or у can be found in 10. For ternary compounds InGaAs/GaSbAs grown 
by the MBE method, the Vegard’s law is obeyed, i.e. lattice constants for either 
semiconductor hosts depend linearly on compositions x or у 6. The lattice constants are 
denoted by symbols д, = 6.0583 -  0.405* for InGaAs and a2 =5.0532 + 0.4427^ for 
GaSbAs10. The residual gap is Es =Ecl -Ev2 =0.68+0.3ix~Z02y+0A3x1 +1.2уг. Simple 
calculations indicate that the lattice constant of GaSbAs, a2, need be larger than the 
lattice constant of InGaAs, ax ,in order to obtain a small Es (-O.leV) 10. In this case, the 
in-plane strain in GaSbAs layers will be compressive (i.e. e is negative).

Binary alloy InP (lattice constant 5.8687A) is chosen to be the substrate. To ensure that 
the collector region is semi-transparent to 1.55 ц т  laser pulses, the composition x is 
chosen to be at least 0.52. For x=0.52, the bandgap of Ino.48Gao.52As is EgX = 0.804 eV at 
room temperature. The mismatch between Ino.4sGao.52As (or, =5.8477A) layers and the 
substrate InP is a negligible value 0.36%. For a composition x=0.56, the bandgap of 
Ino.44Gao.56As is 0.847eV, the lattice constant is ax =5.8325A and the mismatch between 
Ino.44Gao.56As layers and substrate is 0.6%. Hence we assume all 
emitter/well/spacer/collector/ InGaAs layers are unstrained in the modeling.

For this newly considered superlattice, the unusual feature lies in the fact that the 
valence-band in one host semiconductor GaSbAs (barriers) is actually located very close 
to the conduction-band bottom in the other host semiconductor InGaAs, thus a strong 
interaction exists between these bands 9 despite the fact that each individual compound 
has a relatively wide bandgap. Hence the description of quantum transport processes 
within this heterostructure is a multi-band problem. In studies presented here, multi-band
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wave equations in the framework of six-band Kane model are applied for the 
understanding of carrier dynamics 2*3. Furthermore, strain-induced effects on individual 
band-edges and thereafter carrier transports are incorporated 11.

3. The Transport Physics

3.1. Six-band Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian

The derivations for the strained semiconductors follow closely the classical works of 
Pikus and Bir 11 (or refer to 12 for the valence-band). The position vector of a specific 
atom in the primitive cell in the undeformed crystal is described by r  = (x, y, z ) . The 
position vector of the same atom in the same primitive cell in the deformed crystal is 
described Ъуг' = (x',y'>z ' ) . These two vectors are connected through the strain

tensorJ* = r + £ - r , where both coordinates (x',y',zr) and (x ,y ,z)  use the original same 
Cartesian unit vectors ex, ey and e. .  The momentum operator is associated by

p  = p - s  -p  with the momentum p' for deformed crystal and the momentum p  for 

regular crystal. The wave vector is connected by к' = к - s  • к with the wave vectork' for 
deformed crystal and the wave vector к for regular crystal. For uniformly deformed 
crystal, the Schrodinger wave equation with the deformed coordinate r' is,

^ l  + K(F') 
2mn

V,-kX7) = Е,ч,',{Г) , (1)

where m0 is the mass of free electrons. The periodic property of crystal is well 
maintained under a small stress despite that the strain reduces the symmetry of crystal. 
The Bloch theorem is still applicableysni.{r') = ехр(/£'Я ')г/я£. ( г ') . Eq.(l) can be

converted back to the equations of old system with undeformed crystal coordinate 
r through coordinate and momentum connections listed above11,

h2k2

"К1

h r4___ Ir
_2 m0

i --- К
mo 2 ™ 0 a .p

where D *  = VaP -  pa^ / w 0 and wnf(,)(r) is the abbreviation of uni.(jr + Z-r) • Here and 

following, the indexes a  , P  run over subscripts л*, у  and z . Vap is the expansion 

coefficient of the potential V(r') = V(r + e r) at the neighborhood of old undeformed 

coordinate r in a series in terms of £ n . wniw(r) at к = k 0+Ak can always be written as 

an expansions of the complete set of unstrained Bloch functions at к = k 0 = 0 ,

u. . i ^  ■ (3)m

The Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian matrix elements among doubly degenerate CB Bloch 
functions and four-fold degenerate VB Bloch functions (for crystals of zinc blende 
symmetry) are of interest. The basis functions are chosen to be ( к = 0 ),
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a, = т 4 ) - и И )+ * > -
2 ' l )  = ̂ (X+iY)^ ’ " , = Н )  = " ':i / f l Z t ) + i ^ l (-V+,T)J')

(4)

where 5 , X , У , Z denote the symmetry properties (transform like atomic functions s , 
Px»Py and P: ) of the solutions of the equation H J,  = (p 2/2m  0 + F )$  = £ ,$ ,  t f 0 is the 
Hamiltonian of the electron in a periodic potential .The system of equations become,

£ (# ,-£ ■ < 5 ,.)/,=  0 , {_/./ = 1,2, --,6 }. (5)
/

For matrix elements between CB and VB Bloch functions (i.e. j =  1, 2 
a n d /  = 3,4,5,6 ), following Kane’s work, the mutual interaction between conduction and 
valence bands (the к • p  interaction) are treated exactly13,

Hi  = p\u) - 2^ L s^ “j \k- p \ ui ) (6)

where the term .̂  = 0 is dropped off because of party. The Kane parameter
a,fl

P is defined as,

p ~ ~ < SlA W  = “ (Sl^ l I') = - f - ( SlA|Z> . (7)m0 m0 m0

Hence readily, as an example, the matrix element # 13 is obtained from Eq.(6) and (7),

\2  ГЦ> a

H" =ij l P[k- - 2l L (£- - +ie-’)k°] ■
Similarly for other CB-VB matrix elements,

■lib

(8)

Hu = - J jP ( K -

Н : ,  =  ~ 4 б Р

я .
' S '

а

Я ,6 = Я а = 0.

I»

(9)

where the complex wave vector number k± is kt = kx ± iky . As for matrix elements for
individual degenerate bands (CB, VB), the effects from higher conduction bands and 
lower valence bands can be treated as perturbations by applying Lodwin’s theorem14. 
According to the procedure, the states of the Hamiltonian system are divided into two 
classes (A) and (B). Here class (A) includes the conduction and valence bands while class 
(B) contains other remote (unperturbed) bands (states) with less importance.
As for conduction band, following Lodwin’s perturbation method,
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н "= к + % - 2~ Ъ М Ш с ) - 5 + Y i ,c \ [ r . \p\c), ( 10)
T3 *0 a .p  " * o  o .^  Г *->c  & Г  a .p

where index r wanders through all bands in class (B), never equaling 1,2,■■■,6 . 
|c) denotes the conduction band ( w,, u2) and | r) denotes bands in class (B ) . Ec is the CB 
band edge. Because of the S symmetry properties of the conduction band, i.e. \c) = | s ) ,

Я „ = £ ,+ -^ + а /г „ + £ ,.+ £ =), ( 11)
2me

with the mass mc and deformation potential ac defined as,

- L  = - L +_ L y H P ' H et=(s|Df|s). (12)
2m, 2m0 m„: 4* E,-E, * ' 1 * 1 /

As for matrix elements among degenerate VB Bloch functions ( j , /  = 3,4,5,6 ),

Hv = (", N » / ) + (" ,| ^ *  • p \ » r ) M / | “/)

(13)

where higher order terms other than£, e -k  and A:2 are considered as third-order
ft —perturbations and ignored here. The second and third terms (w.|— k -p \u )  = 0 and

x  y | w 0 1 J /

- 2—  y^ jafi(uj \kap \  u/ ) - Q can s*mP^y dropped off. The last term of summation
m0 a.p

vanishes for functions of like-party (и I— к ■ p\r) = 0 and for functions of unlike-party
W l /w0

( r \ Y . V * J « r )  = 0 M• The summation in the sixth term includes the second-order
a.P

perturbing effects on valence bands from higher or lower bands in class (B) while 
excluding the conduction band, i.e. г ф с . The equation above can be rewritten as,

"у = *Л+(«,И«/)+{“,|"1"/)> (14)

where H ‘ = ^ > an(l the operator F is written as F = H LK + H r with,
a.fi

н ‘ - £ тТ к тк , * Ш Ь . .  (15)1 L—i ° P F -  F rn2 ^  0 FZm0 m0 a p rc c*v Л, m0 a p r.g

Ev is the VB band edge. Eg = Ec - E v is simply the bandgap. Note that the index r ,c  in

the second term of H LK indicates that the summation now includes both bands in class 
(B) and the conduction band. H c represents that the interaction from the conduction
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band is subtracted off to keep F unchanged. t f  u’ is the Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian. 
When basis functions are chosen to Ье|ЛГ), |y )a n d |z ) ,  H u  has the matrix elements 
(for example, see 15),

(16):) _
JlxrzJ -

rLk2+M(k2+k;2) NKK Nk,k.
Nktky Lk’+M(k'+k,') Nkk,
Nkk \  1 * Lk'+Mtf+k').

where three constants are,

.  f t2 ft2 ^  L = -----+— >
2mo mo T f

W O T tr h‘, M = ---- +
Oft.

'o  " * 0  r.e

E -E .

(17)

(18)

In the same basis vectors H c becomes,

(?)
[K*
*a

* л
* л (19)

\ * ) * л • /

Hence the matrix elements of F with respect to | X ) , | Y) and | Z) are,

ги к 2 + М'{к;+к2) N'kky N'kX
N'kkx 1/ку2+Щк'г+к*)
N'kk

N'kk;
N'kk L'k2 + M'(kt2+ k 2)

where,
L' = L + P2/Eg , M' = M , N'=N + P2/Ex .

These parameters L \  M' and N' can be replaced by modified Luttinger constants,
*,2 2ti2 

V  = ~ ( Л +  4y;) , M ' = ~ ( r , - 2r=). t f ------- Г, ■2m. 2m. m.

(20)

(21)

(22)

The strained-related term H ‘ with respect to basis functions |X ), |K) a n d |z ) , according 
to arguments in n , for most of III-V compounds is

fte .+»>(*„.+£=) ne„ ne„ \
[н‘\ т> = /£,,+m(£=+ £ j  ne„ > (23)

w ««■» ne„ +m(s„ +£„),

The coefficients / , m and n are related to deformation potentials by

l = av + 2b, m=ax -b ,n = *Jbd. (24)

where av is the valence-band hydrostatic deformation potential, b and d  are the shear 
deformation potentials.
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As an example, the matrix element H3i is,

H»=E, + i(F „  -iF„ +iF„+ F „ . ) + i f e -iH‘„+iH‘„  +H‘„), (25)

where Fa  ={A'|F|Ar) ,  = {X \H ‘\X ) ,  etc. are denoted as matrix elements relative 
to the basis | X ) , \ Y) and | Z ) . According to Eq.( 14) ,(20),(22), (23) and (24),

=£• +![£*,’ + +*/ )+£*/  + M (e  +*„‘) Ц [  /£„ +m(£„.+£J + /^ + m (£= + o ] ,

+ ̂ j - [ -  (/,' + y j  + 3 у,' ]+ a, (ea + e>r + )+ 1 ■(«■„+ £„ -  2г=) • (26) 

similarly other matrix elements are,

f i t f Гг
m0

j
2

Hbb=H iJi i-^— Уг k_ k. - i d ( e  - i s  ) ,

л/3
+ -^ b (exx- e yy)- id£xy>

=EV - ^ - [ 3y 'iK  “ O', +Гг)к2]~— к2 +av(exx +£yy + e j ~ ( £ xx +s -2s j ,2/n0 m0 2

Я46=Я 35, # S6 = —i^ ^ —YykJc. + / я -  iff ) » НАЪ= Н ^= Ъ .  (27)
w0

The rest of matrix elements can be obtained from their conjugates. The special case of 
biaxial strain is considered here, i.e. InGaAs layers are pseudomorphically grown on 
(001) InP substrate. All InGaAs layers are strain-free. As for GaSbAs layers, the in-plain 
strain and the strain along perpendicular direction are

* = б -  = е „ = ( а , - а г)/а1, e= = - 2 c l2e / c „ . (28)

respectively, where cn and c]2 are elastic stiffness constants of GaSbAs. Other strain 
tensor components,e = s „ =  = 0. The Pikus-Bir Hamiltonian can be simplified,

(29)

H:

Et +Pt 0 -2e)Pk. y f d - 2 eJPk,
> T ^ )Pk-

0

0 E'+Pc 0 i J jO - b . ) « .

-i-j= (l-2c)Pk. 0 E.-P< 0 0 0

-2e„)Pk, - j - i  1-2е)Рк. 0 Е ,-р ,+ а + к л 0 0

- i j - o - W K - iJ I ( l-2 sB)Pkt 0 0 Е .-р .+ а + к л 0

0 —j=(l-2s)P k. 0 0 0 E .-P .-Q  + K»

where the quadratic к terms are denoted as,

Ku = ^ 4 - 0 ' l'+ r 1')*! +3y!V ] ,  ^ = — [зу1'*.! -0 ','+ п ')* !] ~ * г> (3°)2m6 Ъп0

■ and the notations 12 for energy band-edge shifts,
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(31)

Here all the conduction band-edge Ec and valence-edges Ev are put into an absolute 
energy scale. It is clearly shown in the matrix elements of (28) that |з/2,±з/2) heavy-hole 
(HH) band-edges are shifted by 5Em - - P e-Q c and |з /2 + 1/ 2 ) light-hole (LH) band- 
edges are shifted by SELH= -P c +Qe , and conduction band-edges are shifted 
by SEc =Pc from their previous unstrained positions. The corrections to the Kane 
interband matrix element P  on both in-plane and perpendicular directions are trivial.

Under conditions of compressive strain e < 0 , for the GaSbAs layers, the СВ-edge is 
raised as 6Ec > 0 ,  the heavy-hole VB-edge is raised as SEHH > 0 , and the light-hole 
energy VB-edge is lowered as SEUJ < 0, from their unstained positions. For unstrained 
InGaAs layers, the band-edges stay stationary. Hence compressive strain actually reduces 
the residual gap Es to Es - S E HH at the hetero-interfaces. Both the CB and VB band
offsets are effectively increased, i.e., the CB offset and VB offset are(££c -  SEHH) and 
SEHH greater than before strain, respectively. These results show the strain-induced 
effects provide extra flexibility for I-RTD design similar to quantum-well lasers. 
Immediately with Eq.(29), Eq.(5) can be written explicitly for each projection / y

{у = 1, • ’ • 6 }. is written as k+= kte'* and k_=kte'^ with the angle ф = t^ ~ \k yjk x) 
and the in-plane momentum wave vector kt . The linear transformations,

в - = ± / , )  . ± / , ) . + е * / . ) , (32)

together with simple algebraic operations, the decoupled Hamiltonian equations can be 
obtained,

(Ec + Pc+ U - E ) aci+J - P# ;(1 -  2e=)k. + i ( l  -  2e)kt a,t + j L ( I - 2 f ) / V t t = 0 , (33)

;(1 - 2s_)k. ± — (1 - 2s)k, ал + ( £ . - P . + Q . + K a + U -E )a ,s = 0 , (34)

ф_ ( 1_ 2£) Pk, ал + (£  -P .  - f t  +КЫ +1Г-Е)а№ = 0 (35)

3.2. Equations for Strained & Unstrained Layers

For the strained GaSbAs layers, from Eqs.(33) -(35), 

(Ecl +Pc+ U -  E)an + -  2 0 * .  + | ( l - 2  e)k,

- #

a,±+ -j= P (\-2£ )k ,a^  = 0 , (36)

;(1 -  2e_) £. ± — (1 -  2e) k, art + ( £ ,  -P .  + Q '+ K a + U -  E)a„ = 0 (37)
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T ^ P ( \ - 2 e )  kl ac±+(Ev2- P e ~Qc + K hh+U - E ) a ht= 0 i (38)

For the unstrained InGaAs layers, by allowing € = es = 0 in Eqs. (36)-(37),

(41)

(40)

(39)

3.3. Conduction Band Transport

At first, the scenario of flat band is considered. The InGaAs conduction band edge 
Ec] is taken as reference energy level, i.e. E - E c] E . Since all the band-edges are put 
in the absolute scale, simple algebraic subtractions on these band-edges are allowed and 
convenient. Therefore, substituting the following energy relationships (A£/C,the CB
offset, AUv , the VB offset, Egb, the GaSbAs bandgap, E^ ,, the InGaAs bandgap),

For the conduction band transport, those terms proportional to k2 • al t , k2 • aht (in K,h and 
K hh terms) can be ignored. When external bias voltage Va is applied, the collector contact 
is set as potential zero and the energy E is now referred to the flat-band InGaAs CB band- 
edge at the emitter. The transforms act —» ac±, iat± a,±, - a ht —> ah± are substituted into 
linear equations above. Eqs.(43)-(44) for strained GaSbAs layers become,

(42)

into Eqs.(36)-(37) yields

+ - j= P ( l - 2 s )  k, aa  +(-£;„ +Д Uc - P c - Q c + U - E ) a ht = 0 ,

into Eqs.(39)-(41) yields,

(46)

(47)

k' a~ + ( _ £ > "  + U ~E)au = 0 ’

(48)
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(Д U .+P +U

&

( l-2 f=) ^ ± - ( l - 2 e)ik, als±-j=P(l-2e)k,au =0,  (49)

(\-2£_)k.+—(l-2e)ikl O', + [Щ - ( - Е ф+Ш е-Р, + a  +W)k - 0 .  (50)

(51)Р (\ - г е )к ,а а л \  |£„| -  (-£ „  + bUc -  P, -  Q, + U)]aK = 0. 

Eqs.(49)-(51) for unstrained InGaAs layers become,

k .± -ik , 
' 2 '

a ,±  ± j -  Pkt — 0 , (52)

(53)

(54)= F ^ 4 * « + < |* - I  + Er , - U ) aht= 0 .

where |£сЛ| = E + eVa is defined. Readily, the heavy-hole projection ан can be derived in 
term of act from Eq. (51). Upon substituting into Eq.(49)-(50) , ан is eliminated. When 
the physical variable k. is replaced by the operator k. - > - i  d /d z , the differential 
equations for CB and LH projections in GaSbAs layers are,

(1-2£)2/*42^ [ 0 - 2 0 1 , 0 - 2 4 ^ -U P '+ W + W c -W J * :2 [|£„|-ОД-дис - « - £ ) + £ . ]  

/>[(1 -2 £ s)j - ± ( 1- 2 e )^  = / [ |£ , I -  C/(2) -  Д t/c -  (-P, + e , ) + £ ,  ] a,t ■ 

Similarly from Eqs.(52)-(54) the differential equations in InGaAs layers are,

2[£ J -£ /(z )+ £ ,Ш И -

^ ,(5 5 )

(56)

(57)

(58)

It can be shown that the envelope functions art and a,t are continuous at the boundary 
between strained and unstrained layers. The formalisms of CB current and interband 
bands current (in next sub-section) are almost the same as in2'3.

3.4. Interband Tunneling

The deviations here are similar to previous section. The energy relationships in Eq. (42) 
are used. After the bias voltage is applied, the energy E is referred to the top of VB at the 
collector contact. According to Eqs. (36)-(41), for strained GaSbAs layers,

( 1 - 2 £ _ _ ) ^ ч 4 ( 1 - 2 * К  
dz 2

= +U + A U,. + P'~ Е)ал ± ^ ( 1 - 2 e)k, , (59)
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да к 
( 1 -2 * J —* .± -^ Ц -2е)ал 

oz 2
= (U + AUy -P c +Qc -E )a l±t

- { E ~[u (z) +Auv ~ Pc-Qc]}aH± +^^(I-2̂ )«rt -^-O, + у Ж  a,* =0, 
For unstrained InGaAs layers, the differential equations are,

* 4 '
dz 2 '%

\ P
dz 2 '

(E ^ + U ~ E )a r t± j = k a i t ,

(U -  E)alt,

P

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

-  [£ -  l/(z)] e„  HF j L * * ,  -  £ - ( *  + a .t = 0 ,  (64)

where m0 / mh- y x -  2y2 is the effective mass of heavy hole. For the (heavy-hole) 
valence electron escaping problem, the quantity of al± is small when compared to ahi. 
Hence those terms proportional to к2 ■ alt (in K lh) are actually ignored.

3.5. Optical Discharging

During the optical discharging process, the rate equation for hole charge 
is dQ/dt = J R+ Jo, where J R is the interband tunneling current and Jo is the optical 
discharging current. J0 = - y Q  is proportional to the sheet hole charge density. 
According to Fermi’s golden rule, the coefficient у  is,

r  =
8 n e21
n]ch e V - E t

\ Mh, \ 2 , (65)

where the transition matrix is Mhf = ^dza^zy/f for holes excited from the initial 

confined HH state ah to the final free HH state у/f  .The energy of escaped holes is 

EE- E h- t m p and hcop is the photon energy. nr is the index of refraction. /  is the 
optical intensity. For free heavy holes, the Schrodinger equation in GaSbAs layers is,

(66)- { £ , -[U(z)+ AUr -P t -Q e] W , = 0 ,

in InGaAs layers is,
h2 d 2

2mh dz TV/ / - [ Ee- u (z ) \v ,  = 0 , (67)

Hence the momentum is hkhf = <Jbnh(eVa -  Ee) .

4. Simulation Results

The oscillation characteristics are primarily determined by the interband tunneling rate 
./л and the hole-charge storage capability in the right GaSbAs barrier region. The
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interband current needs to be significant for high frequency oscillation so that a 
substantial amount of hole-charge is built-up over a very short time. A small residual 
gap Es can be obtained with proper choices of compositions x, у while keeping the 
magnitude of lattice mismatch within about 2.5% to ensure the change from one host 
semiconductor to the other is instantl0. The actual residual gap is further reduced because 
of the (compressive) strain. After the residual gap is determined, the hole generation 
process is set at an appropriate rate for the designate oscillation frequency by setting the 
bias voltage across the diode properly. Intuitively, for a large residual gap, a large dc bias 
voltage V0 across the diode is required in order to induce a significant interband current; 
conversely, for a small residual gap, a small dc bias voltage is proper. The well width vv 
is a tuning parameter for resonant conduction current since the width determines the 
relative position of quasi- energy level to the bottom of the conduction band.

The net conduction current for I-RTDs in circuits is written as ,/ = A(Je + J R + Jd) , 
where A is the device area, Je is the conduction band current density, JR is the 
interband tunneling current density and y^is the displacement current density4. The 
device area is chosen to be A =100 jim2. The 1.55 micron laser pulses with pulse duration
0.3ps and optical intensity ~3.5*107W/cm2 (without the optical loss) are set for optical 
discharging. Note the optical intensity has to be high enough to have sufficient amount of 
(not necessarily complete10) hole-charge discharged during the pulse duration to drive 
oscillation cycles, otherwise more and more hole-charge will accumulate in right VB well 
after first several cycles. With these parameters and device models, one can define 
explicitly an optical hybrid I-RTD diode simulator. When the diode is embedded into 
external circuits, a modified harmonic balance method is applied to analyze the device 
operation. The major power output comes from the fundamental harmonic for this laser- 
driven relaxation I-RTD oscillator. Hence in simulations, we assume that through the 
proper oscillator cavity design, the first-harmonic oscillation is matched by external 
circuits while embedding impedances for higher harmonics are short-circuited4. In the I- 
RTD diode simulator, it is possible to tune structure parameters (compositions x, y, the 
well width w ), operation parameters (the dc voltage across the diode VQ, the first 
harmonic amplitude Vla and K16) such that the first harmonic current component is 
dominant. The desired matching impedance and first harmonic output power can be 
estimated from harmonic components of net current after time-domain simulations.

Design Example 1 :Ino.48Gao^2As/GaSbo.77Aso.23 • The bandgaps, residual gap, strains 
and strain-induced band-edges shifts can be found in10. The residual gap is 0.11 eV. The 
InGaAs bandgap is 0.804 eV at room temperature. According to the analysis in l0, the 
1.55 micron optical laser does not introduce harmful electron-hole pair generation. 
Simulation results for oscillations over frequencies ~300-600GHz are obtained as listed 
in Table. 1. The output power is almost flat; the matching impedances for the first 
harmonic vary slightly. These results indicate that the OT-I-RTD can be designed to be a 
broadband oscillator with large values of output power at THz frequencies.
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Table 1. For different frequencies: GaSbo.77Aso.23/Ino.48Gao.52As

Frequency(GHz) Vo(volt) V ,(volt) Output power(mW ) M atching impedancc(ohm)
500 0.85 0.31 14.5 0.43+j 1.12
417 0.83 0.31 14.2 0.47+j 1.17
385 0.79 0.31 17.6 0 .6 6 + jl.l7
357 0.79 0.31 17.5 0.67+j 1.18

333 0.79 0.31 17.4 0.68-+J 1.19

Design Example 2:GaSb0.7oAs0.3(/Ino.44Gao.56As (500 GHz) During device operation, 
the bandgap of semiconductor alloy actually decreases as the temperature rises due to the 
heat generation. This leads to concerns about the transparency to 1.55 jam laser. Hence it 
is prudent to make the bandgap of InGaAs considerably larger than 0.8 eV. This requires 
increasing the composition x over 0.52. However, the simple analysis shows that larger x 
leads to the increase of residual gap10. Hence, a compromise need be made in the design 
of device structure. In the next design example, the constituents are set to be x=0.56, 
y=0.70. The corresponding bandgap of InGaAs at room temperature is 0.847eV. It is 
reduced to 0.8 eV at 400K using the empirical formula in 16.Values for band offsets and 
residual gaps are given in Table 2.

Table 2. In0.44Gao.56As/GaSb0.7oAso.3o(unit o f  energy: eV)

E, Д Uc A Uv 8 £_ SEC $ E HH $Eui
0.847 0.678 0.162 0.515 0.685 -2.2% 2.0% 0.166 0.069 -0.092

The optical discharging condition is the same. The well width is 5.9 nm and the barrier 
width is kept at 2nm. The bias voltages are V0=1.29,Vla=-Vi=-0.30V, V,b=0 volts. The 
output power of the first harmonic is 24.2 mW for diode area of 100 ц т 2. The embedding 
impedance for the first harmonic is 0.57+j0.86£l Fig.2 shows simulation results. The 
residual gap is 0.162 eV, greater than in Example 1. Hence the dc bias voltage V0 need 
be set at a higher value and the well width is assigned a smaller value.

t(s) t(s)

Fig.2. Simulation results of oscillations at 500GHz for Ino.44Gao.56As/GaSbo.7 0Aso.30
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5. Conclusions

Practically, the state-of-the-art 1.55 jim pulsed laser possesses PRJF -50-150 GHz. Hence, 
with this hybrid innovation, the OT-I-RTD oscillator design demonstrates a capability for 
producing ~ (100/500) x (15-25) mW = 3-5 mW at 500 GHz at room temperature. 
Larger device area will definitely lead to more power output. The power capability seems 
to be limited only by thermal heating and laser PRF. It is of importance that the power 
producing capability will scale directly with advances in the repetition-rate and intensity 
of 1.55 micron laser technology, which makes this concept increasingly attractive.
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A high mobility two-dimensional electron system exhibits large changes in the resistance, and zero- 
resistance slates, under microwave and Terahertz excitation. We describe associated experimental 
results and the possibility o f  using this system as a radiation detector.

Keywords: zero-resistance states, radiation-induced, 2DES, 2DEG, Terahertz, microwaves, devices.

1. Experimental Summary

A two-dimensional electron system (2DES) is realized when electrons are confined to 
move within a plane, which can be formed, for example, at the planar interface between 
two epitaxially grown semiconductors such as GaAs and AlGaAs, in the GaAs/AlGaAs 
heterostructure system. At high magnetic fields and liquid Helium temperatures, such a 
semiconductor system exhibits quantum Hall effects, where the Hall conductance is 
quantized in integral and fractional units of the quantum of electrical conductance, e2/h.]JZ 
Our recent experiments at much lower magnetic fields have indicated that the excitation 
of high quality GaAs/AlGaAs specimens with microwaves decreases the electrical 
resistance, and further, that the dissipative electrical resistance vanishes, within 
experimental uncertainty, at a sufficiently large radiation intensity.3 This observation, 
which has been confirmed by a number of experimental groups,4'8 has produced 
considerable interest9'23 within the semiconductor community because the absorption of 
microwaves by electrons is normally expected to heat up the semiconductor system, and 
increase the resistance, unlike what was reported by experiment.3'8 Here, we examine 
through experiment this novel zero-resistance effect and associated magnetoresistance 
oscillations in semiconductors, with a view of realizing new THz devices. Thus, we begin 
here by providing a summaiy of our experimental observations.

Future address: Department o f  Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30303.
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Fig. 1) Magnetoresistance Rxx over low В obtained both with (w/) and without (w/o) radiation at 103.5 GHz. 
Note the giant radiation-induced oscillations in the resistance, which lead into zero-resistance stales in the 
vicinity o f  (4/5) В/ and (4/9) В/, and the concomitant linear Hall effect.

A photo-excited ultra high mobility 2DES exhibits giant magnetoresistance 
oscillations, which lead into novel zero-resistance states about magnetic fields В = 
(4/5)Bf and В = (4/9)Bf of the characteristic field Bf  = IrfmVe, where m* is the electron 
mass in the semiconductor system, e is electron charge, and / i s  the radiation frequency.3 
To observe this effect, Hall bar type specimens are fabricated from ultra high mobility 
GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures exhibiting an electron density n = 3 x 1011 cm'2 and a 
mobility /j z  1.5 x 107 cm2/Vs. A sample is then mounted inside a waveguide, immersed 
in a low temperature cryostat, and irradiated with electromagnetic waves in the 
microwave and Terahertz (THz) bands, at a power level of < 1 mW, in the presence of a 
small perpendicular magnetic field.

Fig. 1 illustrates the dissipative (/?„) and Hall (Л9,) resistance characteristics of a high 
mobility device under microwave excitation at 103.5 GHz. Here, the new radiation- 
induced effect occurs at relatively low magnetic fields, in this instance В < 0.4 Tesla, and 
the effect includes giant magnetoresistance oscillations. Remarkably, it turns out that, at 
the deepest minima, the resistance falls well below the measured without 
photoexcitation, as it vanishes over broad 5-intervals around (4/5)Bf and (4/9)Bу.1 Here, 
note that the small magnetic fields involved in this low В-field study can be easily 
realized with small solenoids or commercially available permanent magnets.

As Bf is linearly related to f  i.e., Bf = 27ifm*/e, the characteristic magnetic field, В/, 
and the inverse-magnetic-field periodicity, B / \  of these radiation - induced 
magnetoresistance oscillations can be easily changed by varying the radiation frequency, 
/  Figure 2(b) demonstrates this possibility for 42 < /<  107 GHz. Here, one observes that 
characteristic features shift to higher magnetic fields with increasing-/
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Fig. 2) (a) The magnetoresistance R,„ with (wf) and without (w/o) microwave excitation. With radiation, R„ 
minima occur about В = [4/(4j+l)] В/, and follow this rule through the beat, see inset, (b) R„ oscillations are 
shown for a set off.

These radiation-induced resistance oscillations can be empirically described as 
exponentially damped sinusoidal waves in R i.e., R^ ~  -A exp (-Л/В) sin(2n B f/B ),  in 
the “small oscillation,” low magnetic field limit. Note that this sinusoidal form for the 
induced resistance oscillations implies that the photo-excited resistance equals the dark 
resistance at B f/B  = / ,  and resistance minima occur about B f/B  = j  + 1Л, with j  = 1,2,3...

Although the data of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are mainly concerned with radiation 
frequencies below 107 GHz, experiment indicates that these oscillations and associated 
zero-resistance states persist to much higher radiation frequencies. Indeed, up to/ =  500 
GHz, which has been the highest accessible frequency, we have observed such 
magnetoresistance oscillations, without indication of loss of sensitivity. Thus, we present 
in Fig. 3, the radiation-induced magnetoresistance observed at 360 GHz. Here, if one 
ignores the “fast” Shubnikov-de Haas magnetoresistance oscillations, which are 
superimposed on the radiation induced resistance oscillations at В > 0.2 Tesla, the basic 
features are virtually identical to what is observed in Figs. 1 and 2, except that the B-field 
scale is now expanded, as expected by the scaling relation Bf -  2тфп*/е.

A natural question that arises in the context of possible applications is: how much 
radiation power is necessary to produce such magneto-resistance oscillations? In order to 
answer this question, we exhibit the dependence of the radiation-induced 
magnetoresistance oscillations on the absolute radiation intensity in Fig. 4. Here, the 
quoted radiation intensities are the measured values at the microwave source, and they do 
not reflect losses that come about in the transmission of the radiation from the source to
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Fig. 3) This figure exhibits radiation induced magneto-resistance oscillations a t /=  360 GHz. Note that “fast” 
oscillations, which are due to the Shubnikov-de Haas effect, are superimposed on the “slow” radiation induced 
component. Cyclotron resonance heating is visible as noise at В/.

the specimen. Such losses are thought to reduce the microwave power at the sample by 
approximately 10 dB.

Fig. 4 shows that the source radiation intensity can be reduced from 1000 microwatts 
[/cm2] to 10 microwatts [/cm2], without a tremendous loss in the oscillatory resistance 
signal. Indeed, even I microwatt [/cm2] yields observable oscillations without 
supplementary electronic enhancement. We expect that the application of balanced bridge 
and/or modulation techniques are likely to provide sensitivity to even lower power levels, 
into the nanowatt [/cm2] level.

The unexpected observation of novel photo-induced oscillations and zero-resistance 
states3'8 in a semiconductor system have generated a great deal of theoretical interest, and 
a number of theoretical studies have attempted to address the origin of this steady-state, 
effect:9'23 Durst and co-workers10 have identified radiation-induced resistance oscillations 
with a driven current, similar to Ryzhii.19 Andreev et al. suggested a physical instability 
for a possible negative resistivity state, and proposed a scenario for realizing zero- 
resistance in measurement.11 More recently, Dmitriev et al.23 have proposed a model, 
which invokes a change in the distribution function under the steady-state microwave 
excitation. Although there has been progress in understanding aspects, many basic 
characteristics could be better understood.

2. T erahertz Sensing

It has sometimes been stated that the new frontier for research in high frequency
electronics lies in the Terahertz band, which falls between the microwave and infrared
parts of the electromagnetic wave spectrum and includes the frequency interval 0.3x1012
< / < 1 0  xlO12 Hz [300 < / <  10,000 GHz or 0.3 < / <  10 THz], corresponding to
wavelengths 1000 < Я < 30 micrometers, and energies 1.24 < E < 41.3 meV. This regime
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Fig. 4) Radiation induced resistance oscillations at f = 50 GHz are exhibited for a number o f  source intensities 
in units o f  jliW . Microwave induced resistance oscillations are observable even at ~ 1 p.W.

comprises a unique set of difficulties because it falls between the upper bound in 
frequency where electronic approaches continue to operate and the lower limit in f where 
optical techniques begin to function. Yet, THz detectors and compact radiation sources 
are needed for interesting applications such as biological agent identification through 
molecular spectroscopy, large information-bandwidth communications over short 
distances or at high altitudes, and imaging for security and medical purposes.24'27

THz detectors have constituted a challenging problem because the low photon energy 
in the THz band implies that ambient background thermal noise can easily dominate 
naturally emitted narrow band signals. Thus, THz detection frequently requires cryogenic 
cooling or long integration times for improved detection sensitivity. For narrow-band 
Terahertz sensing, both heterodyne-semiconductor and low temperature heterodyne- 
superconductor detectors have been employed.24,28,29 These detection techniques include 
the advantage of an increased signal-to-noise ratio due to a reduced detection bandwidth.

Direct detectors are employed for THz detection where spectral resolution is not 
critical. Associated devices for direct detection include a) Schottky diodes, b) 
conventional and composite bolometers, c) microbolometers, d) Golay cells, where a gas 
filled cell changes volume with THz absorption, and the size change is detected by 
sensing the movement of a mirror, e) acoustic bolometers, which detect changes in 
pressure due to THz absorption, and f) fast calorimetry, which involves measuring the 
heating of an absorber filled cavity.24 Non-commercial, cooled, transition-edge 
bolometers have also played an important role in THz detection. Recently, a single 
photon quantum dot detector has been demonstrated, where one photon creates an 
electron-hole pair, and a single electron transistor detects the associated charge 
polarization.31 This sensor exhibits, however, response times in the millisecond range. 
Semiconductors employed in direct cooled detectors include silicon, germanium, InSb, 
and HgCdTe. As the THz radiation detection schemes mentioned above often involve 
complex solutions and cryogenic cooling, it is apparent that even exotic detector 
solutions could easily gain merit for applications in this band 24,25,28,29 31,32
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Fig. 5) This figure shows a sketch o f  the investigated detector concept. An irradiated high mobility two- 
dimensional electron gas device is subjected to a constant magnetic field B0, where B0'1 is chosen to correspond 
to a fixed point (marked as a dot on the top inset) o f  the resistance oscillations for incident radiation at a 
freq u e n cy / The detector device function is realized by superimposing on the static magnetic field, a small time 
varying component, which has been shown here in blue. Then, a high harmonic, tuned band Terahertz sensor is 
realized by detecting the device resistance at a odd-harmonic multiple o f  the field modulation frequency, as the 
detector is illuminated by Terahertz radiation.

Better Terahertz radiation sources are also needed for improved and efficient 
molecular spectroscopy, THz communications, and imaging.24 For example, in molecular 
spectroscopy, a narrowband THz source serves as the local oscillator in the heterodyne 
detection of THz radiation. Yet, narrowband THz sources are difficult to realize because 
a) electronic solid state sources do not work well at these high frequencies, b) tube 
sources require high electric and magnetic fields, and c) optical sources like lasers must 
operate at very low energy levels, comparable to the lattice phonon energy.24 Typically, 
up to 200 GHz (0.2 THz), electromagnetic radiation is realized by up-converting low- 
frequency radiation. As high order up converters (> 4x) provide poor efficiency, such 
radiation sources are best realized from chains of low-order multipliers. Yet, such sources 
exhibit a rapid drop in output power with increasing frequency. Terahertz tube sources, 
on the other hand, which can provide up to few mW of power at 1 Terahertz, tend to be 
large in size and expensive in cost, and exhibit lifetimes of 1000’s of hours.24 The not-so- 
compact IR pumped gas laser can provide ~10’s mW. A promising approach is the down- 
conversion from optical sources, through the beating of two slightly detuned lasers on a
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Fig. 6) (a) A sketch o f the radiation-induced magnetoresistance R» vs. the normalized inverse magnetic field. 
Note that the R» without radiation crosses the R„ under irradiation at (B/Bf)'1 =  n, as oscillatory minima occur at 
n + 0 and n n ae . Imagine that B/Bf = constan t = n‘\  and consider measurements where a small oscillatory 
variation is superimposed on the static field. Here, the oscillating component is arbitrarily assumed to have a 
time period, r, o f 100 s. Panels (b) n(d) show the time variation o f  the total inverse field when the modulation 
amplitude is 0.5, 1, and 2 times the period o f  the radiation induced oscillations.

semiconductor point contact, and the coupling of the resulting high frequency (THz) 
photoinduced current to an antenna.24 Quantum cascade lasers, which operate at low 
temperatures, offer a good alternative for multi-THz (>  2.5 THz) radiation.30

Due to the existing device limitations, as well as the vast potential for THz 
applications, it seemed that our new THz physical phenomena ought to be followed and 
investigated since they might serve to identify new approaches for THz devices.

3. Novel T era hertz (T Hz) Detector

The experimental results of Fig. 1-4 imply that if radiation at an unkncwn 
monochromatic frequency impinges on the high mobility electron specimen under typical 
experimental conditions, it should be possible to characterize the radiation frequency, f, 
through measurements of the periodicity, Bf' \  of the resulting magnetoresistance 
oscillations in a calibrated magnetic field, given the simple empirical relation between В 
and f , i.e., Bf = 2 j f m 7 e

Indeed, this possibility of obtaining both the radiation frequency (Fig. 2 b) and the 
intensity (Fig. 4) from a simple electrical resistance measurement suggested the 
possibility of realizing a simple, tuned, narrowband semiconductor radiation detector, one 
which operates in the THz regime.
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Figure 7: In parts (i) -  (iii), the Figures (b) exhibit the time variation o f  the total inverse magnetic field, while 
the Figures (a) illustrate the time varying change in 8Rxx due to modulation. Here, as the amplitude o f  the 
sinusoidal modulation increases, i.e, (i) (iii), there are characteristic changes in S R For example, when the 
sinusoidal modulation is < Vi o f  the characteristic period (see (i)) o f  the radiation-induced resistance 
oscillations, the lineshape o f  the time varying SR„ (see (i) (a)) looks mostly like that o f  the modulation (see 
(i)(b)), within a phase factor. This point is confirmed by the Fourier transform o f (i)(a), see inset (i), which 
shows that the t '‘ component, is the dominant component. When the amplitude o f  the modulation is increased 
to match the period o f  the radiation-induced oscillations, see (ii), the lineshape o f S R begins to differ from that 
o f  the driving modulation. Inspection o f  panel (ii)(a) shows that when the amplitude o f  modulation m atches the 
period o f  the radiation-induced oscillatory resistance, the measured signal shows a 3rd harmonic component, see 
the Fourier transform o f  (ii) inset, which indicates a peak at 3 r  ‘. As the amplitude o f  modulation is increased 
further to twice the period o f  the radiation-induced resistance oscillations, the 3rd harmonic vanishes, and the 5 
harmonic begins to make the dominant contribution, see inset (iii). These characteristic changes in SRxx suggest 
that a narrow band Terahertz sensor can be realized through harmonic detection..

According to the literature, narrow band detection in the THz regime often involves 
heterodyne techniques or Fourier transform spectroscopy, both of which require exotic 
supplementary hardware.24,33 Our tuned detector involves just a few modifications to the
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Figure 8: The detector response at the 3rd harmonic as a function o f  the frequency, when the static magnetic 
Field Bo'1 = 1 T e s la 1, and the working point is the second fixed point, i.e., n = 2.

typical experimental configuration. Yet, it provides a frequency selectivity that lies 
between the extremes of heterodyne- and broadband- detection. Thus, the suggested 
scheme has the advantage of simplicity.

We have learned that, in order to realize narrow band frequency sensitivity about a 
radiation frequency/ the magnetic field needs to be first held constant at a value B0 = Bf  
/«, where n is an integer and n > 1. Then, in addition to the static magnetic field, a second 
sinusoidal oscillating magnetic field component is applied to the specimen, see Fig. 5. As 
shown below, we find through simulations that when the amplitude of this oscillating 
field component matches the period of the radiation induced resistance oscillations, there 
appears a signal at the 3rd harmonic of the modulation frequency, which is proportional to 
the intensity of the electromagnetic wave excitation in a narrow band about the frequency 

f  Thus, this 3rd harmonic signal is expected to facilitate tuned narrow band sensing in the 
THz regime. In this approach, if one wishes to tune the detector sensitivity from the 
vicinity of one frequency f 0 to another frequency f h one simply changes the static 
magnetic field from B0jq to B0j], and simultaneously adjusts the amplitude of modulation 
so that it once again corresponds to just one period of the radiation-induced resistance 
oscillations. Upon making these changes, the 3rd harmonic signal then shows an increased 
sensitivity to the radiation intensity about//. Such an approach for changing the detection 
band of interest could turn out to be much simpler than that for existing narrow band 
heterodyne detection schemes, where a tuned local oscillator is needed for each detection 
band of interest, when a narrow band IF detector is employed.

The mechanism underlying this approach is summarized in Fig. 6 and 7. Here, in Fig. 
6(a), at (B/Bj)'1 = n, Rxx under photoexcitation equals the dark #xr, as in experiment. The 
static magnetic field is then held fixed at this point, i.e., B0 = B//n. In Fig 6(b)-(d), we
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Fig. 9) The detector response at the 5th harmonic as a function o f  the frequency, when the static magnetic field 
Bo'1 = 1 T esla'1, and the working point is the second fixed point.

have conveyed the magnetic field on the specimen, as a function of time, when an 
oscillating component is superimposed on the static field. We examine next the response 
of the specimen to the combined effects of the static magnetic field, the oscillatory 
component, and the photoexcitation in Fig. 7.

When the amplitude of modulation is small, i.e., A(B/B/1 < '/2, see Fig. 7 (i)(b), the 
time dependent change in the resistance SR^ under photoexcitation at frequency f  shown 
in Fig. 7 (i)(a), reflects mostly the time variation of the magnetic field within a phase 
factor. This situation changes dramatically, however, when the modulation amplitude 
matches the period of the radiation induced resistance oscillations, see Fig. 6(c), and Fig. 
7(ii)(a) and (b). Here, in Fig. 7(ii)(a), the time response of the specimen, i.e., SR^t), 
exhibits a strong 3rd harmonic component, which is evident both in the Fourier transform 
(inset, Fig. 7(ii)) and the 3rd harmonic band-pass filtered portion of SR^t) (see Fig. 
7(ii)(a)). A further increase in the modulation amplitude such that it corresponds to two 
periods of the radiation induced resistance oscillations (Figs. 6(d) and 7(iii)), leads to the 
disappearance of the 3rd hairnonic component, as a 5lh harmonic component takes its 
place, see inset Fig. 7(iii).

Numerical simulations of this model were carried out to lest expectations. The results 
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The figure 8 shows the amplitude of the detected signal at the 
third harmonic of the modulation frequency when the operating point corresponds to the 
second node, i.e., n = 2, and the B0 is selected for the detection of radiation in the vicinity 
of 400 GHz, which lies near the lower edge of the Terahertz band, where the device 
sensitivity to such radiation has been confirmed by our experiments, see Fig. 3, for 
example. As confirmed by the simulations, the 3rd harmonic sensing concept yields 
indeed a narrow band detector, with sensitivity between roughly 200 and 800 GHz, as
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indicated by the frequency dependence of the Fourier amplitude. For a center frequency 
of nearly 400 GHz, the full width at half-maximum of the detector bandwidth appears to 
be roughly 400 GHz, supporting the point that bandwidth is equal in magnitude to the 
center frequency, for third harmonic detection. However, as indicated earlier, in this 
sensor, the bandwidth becomes reduced as one shifts to higher harmonic detection. To 
make this point, we illustrate also the device sensitivity with 5lh harmonic detection in 
Fig. 9, when the operating point is once again the second fixed point, corresponding to a 
B0 = IT . The results shown in Fig. 9 confirm reduced bandwidth at the higher detection 
harmonic, in this case the device FWHM corresponds to roughly 200 GHz, about one- 
half the bandwidth for the 3rd harmonic detector. It appears worth reiterating here that the 
detector center frequency and the harmonic of detection are set by simply selecting the 
biasing static field B0, and adjusting the modulation field so that it corresponds to the 
appropriate number cycles of the radiation induced oscillations. Thus, one may change 
the center frequency of detection by simply changing B0. Then, the device response at the 
3rd and 5th harmonics will continue to reflect the results shown in Figs. 8 and 9, with the 
difference that the center frequency would reflect the new biasing static field, and the 
FWHM of the sensor would reflect the center frequency, similar to the case mentioned 
above in connection with Figs. 8 and 9.
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In this paper we explore the design o f microwave-based structures that can enhance the interaction 
of electromagnetic fields with cold-atom ensembles, leading to novel sensing modalities based on the 
quantum-mechanical behavior o f these systems In particular, we discuss electromagnetically- 
induced transparency in a single uncondensed cold-atom cloud, and a two-cloud version o f  a 
SQUID, where the clouds are BEC's and take (he place o f the weakly coupled superconductors.
These systems are both promising candidates for use in the high-precision detection o f chemical 
contaminants.

Keywords: Cold atoms, millimeter waves, terahertz, EIT, fmline, quadrupole trap.

1. Introduction

Rapid advances in the technology of cooling atomic vapors to ultralow temperatures have 
opened up new avenues for the exploitation of quantum-mechanical phenomena in 
communications, security, computation, and other areas of engineering. However, 
applications for these systems in the area of spectral sensing remain largely unexplored. 
In this paper we will discuss some promising and novel ways that the electromagnetic 
response of cold-atom systems can be used for spectral sensing at frequencies ranging 
from rf to far-infrared (teraherz).
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Our work at Army Research Laboratory in this area is presently centered on first- 
principles investigations of cold-atom systems. At normal temperatures, these atomic 
“clouds” behave like ordinary gases, because the atoms in them are free particles whose 
energies are primarily kinetic, or “thermal”. At temperatures approaching 10“ ^ degrees 
Kelvin, however, this kinetic energy is virtually zero, so that their behavior is dominated 
by potentials that localize or “trap” them. Under these conditions, we would expect 
ordinary gases to form condensed-matter systems, but that does not happen in cold-atom 
clouds because the number density of atoms in them is low and interactions between 
them are weak. What does happen is that the loss of thermal energy causes the atoms to 
behave like quantum-mechanical objects, despite their large mass. These conditions give 
rise to a variety of wave phenomena, much like the wave behavior of electrons in a 
single atom. Because these phenomena are spatially extended over macroscopic 
distances, they are much easier to observe that their microscopic counterparts. Recent 
advances in the technology indicate that even large molecules can be made to behave this 
way.1

As we explore the interaction of cold-atom systems with microwave and terahertz 
radiation, we find that they have some unique properties as detectors. A comparison with 
superconductor-based detectors such as SQUIDs is instructive. Because of the third law 
of thermodynamics, i.e., a system in a single quantum state has zero entropy, the response 
of a SQUID is almost free of thermal noise. But an additional property of SQUIDs is that 
they exhibit the phenomenon of coherence, i.e., wave interference, which leads to entirely 
new effects, e.g. the AC and DC Josephson effects. Cold atom clouds share this behavior, 
as we will discuss below.

2. Coherence

In this field, the notion of coherence has at least four distinct meanings:

• Intra-atomic coherence: it is clear that low temperatures can reduce Doppler 
broadening in an atomic vapor. However, because cooling also suppresses 
collisions between atoms, the conditions for the Golden Rules to hold are 
weakened, which greatly lengthens the dephasing times for various intrinsically 
quantum-mechanical phenomena, such as Rabi oscillations.2 This allows the 
underlying quantum-mechanical nature of atomic systems to come to the fore.

• Interatomic coherence: whereas the phenomena referred to in (1) are associated 
with the internal degrees of freedom of the atom, its translational motion is still 
classical at ordinary laboratory temperatures. However, in the nanokelvin 
regime even the translational degrees of freedom of a trapped atom are 
quantized, giving such atoms appreciable zero-point energies and extended wave 
functions within the trap.3
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• Electromagnetic coherence: because the dielectric and magnetic response of 
cold-atom clouds to electromagnetic fields differ profoundly from those of 
classical systems, novel propagating modes (polaritons) arise in coupled 
electromagnetic-atomic systems.2

• Many-body coherence: the quantum mechanical statistics of atoms leads either 
to Fermi statistics in a trapped-atom cloud, or to Bose statistics, the latter giving 
rise to the celebrated Bose-Einstein condensation discovered a decade or so 
ago.4

In this paper we will concentrate on the detector applications of cases (1) -  (3), while 
briefly discussing our preliminary work involving case (4).

3. Magnetic Trapping

Because the atoms in a vapor are electrically neutral, they cannot be manipulated by 
electric fields. However, because many of these atomic species have intrinsic angular 
momentum, they also have magnetic moments. Now, it is well known that a uniform 
magnetic field acting on an atom with magnetic moment Д cannot produce translational 
motion; however, a nonuniform field H (x ) can give rise to a force

F = -V V ( x)  (1)

where
V(x  ) = - Д # ( х )  (2)

is the familiar Zeeman potential.5 It is this classical force that makes the (semi-) classical 
Stem-Gerlach experiment possible.

At ultra-low temperatures, where we expect quantum dynamics to govern the 
translational motion of atoms, this magnetic potential should be included in some sort of 
Schroedinger equation for the translational motion. However, this inclusion is not trivial, 
since even the simplest description of such an atom must also include its internal angular- 
momentum degrees of freedom. For example, the wave function of an atom with angular 
momentum Vz obeys the following equation:

Note that the wave function is now a two-component object. At each point in space, this 
wave function specifies not only the probability that the atom is present but also the 
probability that its angular momentum points in a specific direction. The large values of
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angular momentum that are routinely encountered in neutral atomic systems require even 
larger systems of equations than this.

Fortunately, there is a semiclassical simplification to this problem, referred to in the 
literature as the “adiabatic approximation”.6 In this picture, a strong enough magnetic 
field forces the atomic moment to lie entirely along its lines of force, i.e., there is no 
quantum-mechanical precession. This causes the atom to have two distinct responses to 
the field: if its magnetic moment is parallel to the magnetic field (“up-spin”), the atom 
moves toward a low magnetic potential. This is the basis of magnetic trapping: a properly 
engineered magnetic field can cause the potential V (x ) to have a minimum, and atoms 
in the “up-spin” state experience a potential well. However, if the magnetic moment of 
the atom is antiparallel to the magnetic field (“down-spin”), the atom moves towards a 
high magnetic potential, and thus will be repelled by the trap. Hence, when a field is 
turned on in an atomic cloud, only the “up-spin” fraction of atoms are trapped. Moreover, 
after the trap is established, any interactions that flip the magnetic moment of an atom 
cause it to leave the trap.

The simplest type of nonuniform magnetic field that gives rise to a magnetic trap is the 
field around a current-carrying wire.7 Because this type of trap actually confines the atom 
in only two dimensions, leaving it free to move along the wire, it is classified as an 
“atomic waveguide,” and is referred to as a “Kepler guide” in the literature. 
Unfortunately, such traps require very high currents to generate the necessary fields, 
which heats the wires. In addition, they work “too well”, in the sense that the 1/r behavior 
of the potential causes an atom to fall into the wire and hit its surface, which usually flips 
its spin and causes it to be lost. To remedy this problem, a constant magnetic field 
pointing perpendicular to the wire is added to the wire field7, which pushes the minimum 
to one side. This kind of trap is shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Simplest type o f  magnetic waveguide/trap.
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An elaboration of the one-wire trap described above is shown in Fig. 2. This trap consists 
of a square array of four wires, carrying current in the directions shown. Since these 
currents are all in the z direction (out of the paper), the magnetic field generated by this 
current configuration is easily calculated.8 Near the center of the four-wire square this 
potential has the form

О  Я  A ^  8Bx -  dyAz ~ — -----тгу
4n Rfc

(4)
By—dgAgm-SLXx

*  4 л  д 2

where Rq is the distance from the center of the square to each wire, ц is the permeability

of free space, and /  is the magnitude of the wire currents. The corresponding potential has 
the form

(6)

where is the Bohr magneton and F is the angular momentum of the atom; the plus 
sign is for up-spin atoms, the minus for down-spin atoms. Only the former are trapped.

Our interest in this latter type of trap stems from its remarkable resemblance to a standard 
electromagnetic waveguide structure used in millimeter-wave technology, called 
“bilinear finline” 9 A bilinear-finline structure is shown in Fig. 3(a): it consists of four 
metal strips within a waveguide loaded by a dielectric slab at its center. This slab serves 
both to confine the wave fields to the center of the guide and to provide mechanical 
support for the four strips. Figure 3(b) shows a “modified” bilinear finline structure, with 
air and dielectric regions interchanged. This structure can now accommodate an atomic 
cloud in the central region, while the strips can carry the dc currents needed to form the 
trap. The change from wires to strips modifies the potential slightly, but it remains 
quadrupolar in form at the guide center.

Of course, an unmodified bilinear finline structure has multiple modes associated with it. 
Fortunately, there is a way to make the cavity favor modes that mimic the field structure 
of the trap. Fig. 4 shows how to do this by properly connecting (“strapping”) the four 
strips together. The resulting waveguide cavity will have eigenmodes that produce 
magnetic fields with the same structure as the dc current -  induced fields. This means that 
the cavity fields will modulate the trap, leading to strong high-frequency interactions with 
the atomic cloud.
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FIG. 3. Comparison o f  bilinear finline (a) with a four-strip magnetic waveguide/trap (b).

FIG. 4. Strapping pattern for a four-strip cavity designed to produce AC quadrupole trap Fields.

4. Detection of Low Gas Concentrations by Electromagnetic Transparency

Because it builds on the well-developed technology of atomic vapor filters, the 
phenomenon of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) is a promising 
mechanism for detector applications.2 This phenomenon makes use of a peculiar type of 
intra-atomic coherence that arises when a 3-level atom couples to two electromagnetic 
fields at different frequencies. Fig. 5 shows the energy level diagram of such an atom,
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Iе)
FIG. 5. Atomic 3-level energy diagram for EIT.

whose states are labeled |ar) , |&) , |c ) . The two transition energies Eab and Eac 

correspond to optical frequencies, while energy E^c is in the rf to terahertz frequency

range. This latter transition, which is between levels of a split ground state, is also 
characteristic of low lying molecular levels (vibrational or rotational levels).1 It is 
normally assumed that dipole transitions are not allowed between 16) and |c ) , a situation 
that often holds in atomic and molecular systems of this type. When the transition 
|л)<->|с) is strongly pumped by an optical field, the (complex) dielectric response o f a 

gas of these atoms to a second weak (probe) field T р ГОье at a frequency v close

to Eq  ̂is found to have the form [2]

1{'А + Усь) (7)
'°Ь {iA + yab ){ iA + 4cb) + \ n ac 

where Nq is the number density of atoms in the cloud, Д = EQ̂  -  v is the detuning of the 

probe field from EQ i and p ac are transition dipole moments for |я)<-»|&) and

|я)<->|с), CIqc = ^ ac^P umP is the Rabi frequency corresponding to the pump

transition |a)<->|c), Epump is the pump field amplitude, and у ̂  and yc  ̂are 

spontaneous decay rates from the excited states to the ground state |&). In general, yc  ̂

will be small for the same reasons that stimulated transitions |6)<-»|c) are forbidden; if 

we assume that yc  ̂ = 0 , the susceptibility becomes
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(8)

and it is clear that both the real and imaginary parts of this susceptibility vanish for a
probe field in exact resonance with the atomic transition | a) <-> |b), i.e., Д = 0. This 
phenomenon is called “electromagnetically induced transparency” because the probe 
field is neither absorbed nor refracted by the atomic medium.

How can we use this effect in a detector? Because the EIT effect is so sensitive, it can be

produce absorption losses. A simple photodetector tuned to the probe frequency will then 
register a drop in current when gas molecules are present in the chamber. We can make 
this happen by designing the optical path so that it intersects an “interrogation” chamber 
exposed to the outside air.

For the detector described above to work, the gas of interest must be the same as the 
working (cold-atom) gas. A technique that allows a variety of gases to be detected using a 
single working gas can be implemented by simultaneously detuning the pump laser from 
the EIT condition for the working cold-atom vapor and introducing a microwave field 
into the main chamber whose frequency equals the detuning. If the cold-atom gas has any 
nonlinear electromagnetic response, the microwave field will mix with the pump field to 
generate a sum frequency that satisfies the EIT condition. We are now free to choose the 
microwave field frequency and pump detuning so as to match an absorption line of the 
gas of interest. In the presence of this field, the EIT condition will now be satisfied by the 
sum frequency. If the interrogation chamber is in the microwave path, the presence of 
outside gases will spoil this condition by modifying the microwave field, either by phase 
shifting it or attenuating it.

What are the nonlinearities of the cold-atom gas? The standard field-atom equations are 
highly nonlinear; indeed, their nonlinearity is what gives rise to EIT in the first place. It 
is noteworthy that the creation of EIT also generates an oscillation in the density matrix 
component pc  ̂ at the difference frequency between the pump and the probe fields:

‘spoiled” by the presence of uncooled and unpumped atoms in the optical path, which



Note also that this density component is proportional to the product of Tpump a^d 

'Eprobe' ^  ^le êve  ̂ I е )  were P°Pulated, and if there was a small transition dipole

moment between the split ground state levels |&) and |c) , this would give rise to a 

microwave susceptibility

*cb = N0 ~ --------- " " У  I  ~  *  probe C°>
( 'A + r1)0 A + Y3) + 4 ac

It can be shown that the microwave and optical probe fields propagate simultaneously 
and are spatially coherent, in the sense that their amplitudes add -  the “polariton” effects 
alluded to in the Introduction. We are presently exploring the implications of this fact, 
especially the possibility of phase matching the two signals in the cavity.
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5. Detection Modalities based on the Josephson Effect

Because the first models of the physics of superconductivity were based on the 
phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation (ВЕС) 10, it is not surprising that the 
existence of the Josephson effect has also been postulated for cold-atom systems in the 
ВЕС state [11]. In both superconductors and ВЕС cold-atom systems, the Josephson 
effect arises from the approximation of non-conservation of particle number, which gives 
rise to a “phase” type of order parameter^(3c)and concomitant wave phenomena, 
described at T = 0 by the Gross-Pitaevski equation 11:

2
V2St' + r ( i ) 4 '  + X.St'3 =цЧ' (11)

2m

Despite its strong resemblance to the Schroedinger equation, this equation encompasses 
very different physics: the “wave function” XF (x ) does not describe a single-particle 
state in the usual sense, but is rather a building block for the (approximate) ground-state 
N-particle wave function
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Counterpropagating EM signals 

FIG. 6. Generic BEC-microwave interaction structure.

while ц is a chemical potential that contains the Bose statistics, and X is a scale factor that 
measures the strength of the attractive “pseudo-force” associated with Bose-Einstein 
condensation. Field interactions are included by the usual minimal-coupling substitution

V - » V - - ^ ( . t) (13)
С

where Л(х) is the vector potential of the electromagnetic field.

Of the various superconductivity-inspired phenomena, one of particular interest for 
detector applications is the AC Josephson effect. In order to create a “weak link” in the 
language of superconductivity, we need two BEC’s separated by a barrier, and some 
means to perturb them electromagnetically and observe the result. In Fig. 6 we show a 

.possible geometry for creating and observing this effect: the two atomic clouds are 
magnetically trapped by striplines, and the low-field region between them forms a barrier. 
Microwave excitations of this structure apply an AC magnetic field in the proper 
direction to drive a particle current through the barrier; the resulting oscillatory imbalance 
of particle density on the two sides can be observed optically through its effect on the 
dielectric constants of the gases, which are proportional to the atomic density. Again, the 
sensitivity of this effect to external disturbances, here of the microwave fields driving the 
Josephson currents, can act as a detection mode.



Our work on this aspect of cold-atom detector phenomenology is in its infancy, but 
already we have found some interesting differences between the operation of true 
SQUIDs and their BEC-based counterparts.11 Among them is the important fact that, 
unlike true superconducting systems, BECs have single-particle excitations that are 
phononlike, and hence their energy spectrum is gapless. This implies that dissipative 
processes that are forbidden in a superconductor are allowed in а ВЕС. We are now 
trying to evaluate the impact of this new physics on the capabilities of a BEC-based 
detector.

6. Conclusions

The preliminary nature of our work prevents us from being more specific about the 
usefulness of cold-atom-based detectors. However, the great variety of phenomena to 
exploit, coupled with the rapidly evolving technology for creation of cooled quantum- 
mechanical ensembles, suggests that they hold great promise. In particular, microwave- 
based techniques, once they have caught up with optical approaches to the detector 
problem, may hold the key to a new generation of spectral sensing systems.
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Detection o f gaseous effluent plumes from airborne platforms provides a unique challenge to the 
remote sensing community. The measured signatures are a complicated combination o f  
phenomenology including effects o f  the atmosphere, spectral characteristics o f the background 
material under the plume, temperature contrast between the gas and the surface, and the 
concentration o f the gas. All o f these quantities vary spatially further complicating the detection 
problem. In complex scenes simple estimation o f a ",residual ” spectrum may not be possible due to 
the variability in the scene background. A common detection scheme uses a matched filter 
formalism to compare laboratory-measured gas absorption spectra with measured pixel radiances. 
This methodology can not account for the variable signature strengths due to concentration path 
length and temperature contrast, nor does it take into account measured signatures that are 
observed in both absorption and emission in the same scene. We have developed a physics-based, 
forward model to predict in-scene signatures covering a wide range in gas /surface properties. This 
target space is reduced to a set of basis vectors using a geometrical model o f the space. 
Corresponding background basis vectors are derived to describe the non-plume pixels in the image. 
A Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test is then used to discriminate between plume and non-plume 
pixels. Several species can be tested for iteratively. The algorithm is applied to airborne LWIR 
hyperspectral imagery collected by the Airborne Hyperspectral Imager (AHI) over a chemical 
facility with some ground truth. When compared to results from a clutter matchedfilter the physics- 
based signature approach shows significantly improved performance for the data set considered 
here.

Keywords', hyperspectral; longwave infrared; gaseous effluent; detection
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1. Introduction

Airborne hyperspectral imagery in the longwave infrared (LWIR) provides a useful tool 
for interrogation of gaseous effluents in the atmosphere. Molecular gases typically 
exhibit unique spectral absorption features in this spectral regime ( 8 - 1 2  jam) allowing 
for both detection and species identification given a sensor with an appropriate spectral 
response. However, the physics underlying the at-sensor signature phenomenology is 
complicated and exploitation of such imagery to detect and characterize gaseous effluents 
is challenging. Under some circumstances a “residual spectrum” can be computed by 
measuring or estimating the background spectrum and simply removing this signature 
from the on-plume measurement. This methodology is not possible for many realistic 
scenarios such as measurements in a complex industrial facility where there are many 
materials in the background and the spatial/spectral variability of the background is high. 
Detection in these scenarios requires a target signature that is well matched to the at- 
sensor radiance measurement. Such a methodology is presented here.

Detection of plumes in hyperspectral imaging applications has been previously studied. 
Ifarraguerri (1998)1 describes a passive standoff chemical agent detection system in 
which Principle Components Analysis (PCA) and Convex Cone Analysis are used to 
detect plume pixels in the scene. The Projection Pursuit algorithm has been developed by 
Ifarraguerri & Chang (1998)2 for unsupervised detection of gaseous plumes. They show 
that in a LWIR hyperspectral imager, an SF6 plume is readily detectable in “early” 
projections. Matched filter detection of weak gas plumes was investigated by Funk, et al.
(2001)3 on synthetic data. They show that the signal-to-clutter ratio is increased using a 
modified &-means clustering algorithm that in turn improves the matched filter detection. 
Recently, Foy & Theiler (2004)4 considered Independent Component Analysis (ICA) as a 
method of detecting plumes in passive hyperspectral and active LIDAR imagery. They 
show that it can be effective for weak plumes in characterizing the background clutter 
and thus improves the ability of matched filters to detect the plume pixels. All of these 
methods rely on the statistical differences in the scene and do not account for the physics 
of the target signatures.

Gittins & Marinelli (1998)5 describe the AIRIS system used for standoff detection of 
chemical agents. The AIRIS sensor is typically deployed as a ground-based sensor 
staring across a field of regard allowing for an accurate estimate of the background 
radiance to be made. Thus, a residual spectrum can be estimated and matched to known 
gas target species laboratory-measured spectra6. Cosofret, et al. (2004)7 describe how the 
AIRIS system has been used successfully to detect methane leaks in a horizontal viewing 
geometry with a standoff of as much as 200 m.

The method presented here is based off previous research into the use of physics-based 
target signatures in a scheme where detection is performed in the native image radiance 
space. Healey & Slater (1999)8 and Thai & Healy (2002)9 first presented the method as a 
way to overcome deficiencies in atmospheric compensation of visible / near infrared / 
shortwave infrared (Vis / NIR / SWIR) hyperspectral imagery. In this case, variability in 
the at-sensor target signature manifestations is modeled through variability in properties
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of the atmosphere. The method was shown to provide improved detection results 
particularly for targets in difficult illumination conditions (i.e., in shadow). Ientilucci & 
Schott (2005)10 and Ientilucci (2005)11 extended this method to use a more realistic 
forward target model, a more tightly constrained set of input parameters to the forward 
model, and included the use of an “infeasibility” metric as a false alarm mitigation tool.

These methods were limited to the reflective portion of the electromagnetic spectrum, but 
have been extended to the LWIR by O’Donnell, et al. (2004, 2005)12,13. The variability 
in the target signatures was modeled with variations in the gas concentration and 
temperature state instead of the atmospheric contributions to the signal. This work used 
synthetic data over a range of gas temperatures and concentrations and considered both 
single-species and mixed-species plumes. The research presented here extends this work 
to application to real LWIR hyperspectral imagery of plumes in a complex, industrial 
facility.

This paper is presented in the following way. Section 2 describes the phenomenology 
underlying the at-sensor signature manifestations for pixels affected by the presence of a 
gas plume and the physics-based model used to predict the target signatures. Section 3 
presents the detection algorithm implemented. Section 4 describes the test data used and 
the detection methodology comparison investigated. Section 5 presents the results from 
the testing and the paper concludes with a brief summary of the work.

2. Physics-Based Target Model

Typical target detection in visible / near infrared / short-wave infrared (Vis / NIR / 
SWIR) hyperspectral imagery uses a matched filter formalism14 where the reflectance 
spectrum of the target of interest is matched to each pixel in an atmospherically 
compensated image. This provides good detection results if the image can be accurately 
transformed into the pixel reflectance space. Another methodology uses physics-based 
models to predict target signatures in the image radiance space8,9,10'11. Here, uncertainties . 
in the atmospheric and illumination conditions on a per-pixel basis are built into a 
forward model predicting not one, but several target manifestations in the image radiance 
space. In this manner, a target sub-space is built up describing the possible target 
signatures in the image. This space is reduced through either statistical or geometric 
methods15 to a set of basis vectors or end-member spectra. The background space of the 
image is similarly characterized and every pixel is tested as to whether it is more “like” 
the background space or more “like” the target space. In this manner, a likelihood map of 
target detections can be created.

This physics-based signature detection methodology has been applied here to the 
detection of gaseous effluents in longwave infrared (LWIR) imagery12,13. Here, the 
variability in the at-sensor signature is not based in illumination and atmospheric 
uncertainties, but rather in the gas concentration path length and temperature contrast 
with the surface. For any release, these physical parameters will vary spatially within the 
scene and thus, a matched filter detection scheme with a single target spectrum may not 
be optimal.
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The longwave infrared spectral regime is dominated by thermal emission from both solid 
surfaces and the atmosphere. Gas plumes can be detected through their unique spectral 
absorption and emission characteristics. The absorption spectrum of a gas can be 
measured in the laboratory16. Such signatures determine the “location” of the spectral 
signature of gases, but not the magnitude or “direction” (i.e., whether the gas feature is 
observed in emission of absorption). These are determined by the gas concentration path 
length and the temperature contrast between the column of gas and the surface beneath 
the column. For an observed pixel that does not contain the effects of a gas plume, the at- 
sensor radiance can be approximated as

L{X)  = e, {Л)В{Л,Т,)ття {X) + L„ (Л) (1)

where L(X) is the measured radiance as a function of wavelength Я, es(X) is the surface 
spectral emissivity, B(A,Ts) is the Planckian blackbody radiance for the surface at a 
temperature TSi та1т(Л) is the atmospheric transmission, and LU(X) is the atmospheric 
upwelling radiance. Atmospheric downwelling radiance that is reflected off the surface 
is ignored and the surface pixel is assumed to have only a single material at constant 
temperature.

The at-sensor signature of a pixel containing the effects of a layer of gaseous effluent 
containing a single species can be approximated in the following way. We write the at- 
sensor measured radiance as

L(X) = {st {X)B(X,Ts)rg (X) + sg (X)B(X,Te)}T„m(X) + Lu(X) (2)

where subscripts g  refer to the gas plume quantities. Further simplifications can be made. 
The gas emissivity can be related to the concentration path length of the gas and the 
absorption coefficient of the gas species by

eg( X)*ck{X) .  (3)

Here the units of с are parts-per-million-meter (ppm-m) and the units of k(X) are l/[ppm- 
m]. Additionally, for optically thin gas layers, the gas transmission can be approximated 
as
r ,(A ) = l - e g(X).  W
These simplifications lead to a radiance model of a pixel containing a layer of gas that 
can be written as

1(Я ) = {^(Л)5(Л,7;)(1-сЛ:(Я))+сА:(Я)5(Я,7;)}гв/т(Д) + 4 ( Я ) .  (5)

Re-arranging terms in this model demonstrates some signature phenomenology that leads 
to the physics-based signature detection approach for the gas detection problem. If the 
at-sensor radiance is written as

L(X) = {es {X)B{XJ, )  + ck(X)\_B(XJg) - e , { X) B( X, T , ) § r am{X)+Lu(X) (6)
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we see that the signature strength of the gas depends on several factors. First, there will 
only be unique signatures in spectral regions where the gas has absorption / emission 
features as measured in к(Л). Outside these spectral regions, the gas is transparent. 
Second, the magnitude of the signature is dependent on two factors. The concentration 
path length of the gas, c, scales the overall signature strength as long as the concentration 
is low enough that the gas is optically thin. Also, the temperature contrast between the 
layer of gas and the surface below the layer is of dramatic importance as it not only 
influences the “strength” of the feature, but also the “shape” of the feature. One can 
easily see from eq. 6 that for pixels where the gas temperature is greater than the effective 
temperature of the surface, the gas signature will be in emission. In pixels with a lower 
gas temperature than the surface effective temperature, the gas signature will be in 
absorption. This also gives rise to the phenomena that for optically thin plumes where 
the gas temperature is equal to the effective surface temperature, there is no signature due 
to the gas regardless of the concentration path length of the layer. This signature 
variability based on concentration path length and temperature contrast with the surface 
motivates a detection scheme that does not search for a single target signature, but many. 
Downwind from the release point, as the gas cools and diffuses, the signatures may be 
dramatically different from those near the stack where the concentration and temperature 
are the greatest.

The previously mentioned radiometric model of a pixel containing a layer of gas is 
implemented in the detection scheme described here with one further definition. The gas 
temperature is described explicitly in terms of a temperature contrast with the surface 
temperature by writing it as

Tg =TS+AT  (7)

where AT is the difference between the surface and gas temperatures. Of course, 
accurately estimating the surface temperature without knowledge of the surface material 
emissivity is a problem in and of itself, so an approximate method is used here. The goal 
in the physics-based signature prediction model is to generate a large number (several 
hundred) of target signature manifestations that describe (or bound) the possible ways in 
which the signature could appear in the scene. These manifestations are then searched 
for in the image and compared with a characterization of the background to contrast each 
pixel as more “target like” or more “background like”.

3. Detection Algorithm

The detection scheme implemented here uses the physics-based model shown in equation 
6 to generate a large number of target signature manifestations. The atmosphere is not 
varied (as was the case in the reflective implementation of this approach8,9,10,11). Instead, 
a single estimate of the atmospheric contributions to the at-sensor signal is used in the 
forward model. The surface temperature is estimated through the identification of a 
“background” region of interest assumed to be free of the effects of the gas layer, but 
representative of the materials in the scene. Over this region, the brightness temperature 
spectrum, ТЬ(Я) is computed for each pixel by inverting the Planck function for each 
wavelength in the pixel. The maximum brightness temperature in each pixel Tb,max is then
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compiled into a list, and the mean value of the set o f Tb mQX is computed over the region. 
This value is used as an estimate to the surface temperature in equation 6. The 
background material in the forward model is assumed to be a blackbody.

The variability in the predicted radiance signatures derives from computing the signatures 
over a range of concentration path lengths and AT. Typically, the concentration path 
length is varied from between 0.1 [ppm-m] and 100 [ppm-m], simulating cases of very 
high and relative low concentrations. AT is generally allowed to vary between -10K and 
+ 10K. The range of each parameter is subdivided into a fixed number of intervals (10 
were chosen in this study). Signatures are then predicted for every combination of 
concentration path length and temperature contrast. In this way, signatures are predicted 
for hot, dense portions of the plume as well as cool, diffuse portions of the plume and a 
range of possibilities in between.

Once the target space is created, it is reduced to a set of end member spectra using a 
geometric projection scheme. The Maximum Distance Method (MaxD)15 is used to 
determine the extrema spectra that define the convex hull enclosing the data in the space. 
For this work, the target space was reduced to eight end member spectra. The 
background is characterized in a similar way. The background region of interest 
described above is reduced to a set of background end member spectra using the same 
MaxD procedure as the target space. Here, the background was characterized with 15 
end member spectra. Efforts were not made to optimize the background or target space 
characterizations in terms of the number of end member spectra used to describe the 
space. Research into this topic is ongoing.

Given the background and target space characterizations, a test is applied to each pixel to 
determine the likelihood that it contains the effects of the target gas in question. The test 
used is the Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test, GLRT15 The GLRT as formulated here is 
based on the matched subspace detector, MSD, written as

М В Д - ? ! 1* - * ) ?  m
V '  x TP£x

where x  is the test pixel vector, and Py1 represents the projection matrix orthogonal to the 
subspace Y. The subscript Z  denotes the subspace matrix containing the background 
space basis vectors augmented with the target space basis vectors and the subscript В 
represents the background basis vectors. The GLRT is then written as

GLR(x) = [MSD (x) + 1] 2 (9)

where p  is the number of bands in the pixel spectrum. The use of other detectors within 
the physics-based signatures scheme is under investigation.

The detection scheme is run iteratively on several gas species of interest for a single 
scene. Separate target spaces are created for each species using the same input 
parameters to the signature model and the individual species’ laboratory absorption
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spectrum. As a result, individual detection planes are generated for each target species 
considered. Mixed plumes are not considered in the detection scheme (i.e., target 
signatures containing mixtures of gases are not generated and used in the detection 
process for this study).

4. Test Data

The data used in this study were collected with the Airborne Hyperspectral Imager (AHI) 
by the University of Hawaii as part of an experiment for the US Environmental 
Protection Agency. AHI is a longwave infrared (LWIR) pushbroom imager that collects 
256 cross-track pixels in 256 spectral channels ranging from 8-11.5 ц т 17. The data 
collection also used a color infrared (CIR) line scanner producing images for context. 
Imagery of an industrial facility with known release points was collected during April 
2004. Ground truth of the releases consists of the general locations of the releases and 
the list of species possibly contained in the plumes. No controlled release experiments 
were performed. All plumes in the imagery were live releases. As such, exact 
knowledge of the locations and constituent species is unknown making the declaration of 
“detections” relatively subjective.

Several flightlines were collected during the flight campaign, including both day and 
night flights, as well as flights at several altitudes. The data used here were collected 
during the day and were at an altitude of 5000 ft providing a ground sample distance 
(GSD) of approximately 2 m. Preprocessing of the data was required to remove known 
bad bands from the data (e.g., at the beginning and end of the spectral region covered) 
and image edge effects. The data were not spectrally binned for this application as is 
sometimes done with AHI data to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Here, the native 
spectral resolution of the sensor was used.
For comparison, a simple clutter matched filter was applied to the data as well as the 
physics-based signatures algorithm. The clutter-matched filter was implemented as

-y

CMF ( jt) = —— ■ (10)
d TZ~~d

where d is the target spectrum of interest, here taken to be the laboratory-measured gas 
absorption spectrum, x  is the de-meaned pixel under test, and Z  is the background 
covariance. Both the mean and covariance of the background were estimated from the 
same set of pixels used to characterize the background in the physics-based approach 
described above (i.e., the background region of interest).

5. Results

The physics-based signature detection scheme was applied to the dataset as described 
above.
Application of the physics-based signatures detection requires an estimate of the 
atmospheric contributions to the at-sensor signatures (see eq. 6). Here, the atmosphere 
used was the MODTRAN mid-latitude summer model18 for the appropriate sensor 
altitude, day of the year, and time of day. No attempt was made to optimize the



atmosphere for the data. Improvements in the match between the atmosphere used in the 
target space prediction and that actually contributing to the data should improve the 
detection results.

Target signatures used were taken from a commercially available database of laboratory- 
measured absorption spectra16 and were convolved with the spectral response of the 
sensor (as were the atmospheric contributions described previously). Target species were 
determined from the ground truth listing of potential releases provided with the dataset. 
Species in the target library used were methane, propane, butane, ethane, sulfur dioxide, 
ethylene, propylene, and benzene.

A region of the facility expected to contain methane and ethane releases was investigated 
as described above and the results are shown below. The physics-based signatures 
approach and the clutter-matched filter were applied to this image. Figure 1 shows the 
CIR image of the area and the corresponding 10.5 ц т  band from the AHI hyperspectral 
cube. The region is very cluttered containing several background materials: roads, soils, 
several structures, cooling towers, and extensive metal piping. The full detection images 
for both target species and both methods are also shown.
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Figure 1: (a) Color IR image o f  the facility investigated for propane and ethane releases, (b) 10.5 |im band o f  
the corresponding area from the AHI hyperspectral cube, (c) Physics-based signatures detection image for 
ethane, (d) Physics-based signatures detection for methane, (e) Clutter matched filter detection o f  ethane, (f) 
Clutter matched filter detection o f  methane. The physics-based signature detection images are thresholded to 
show the top 5% o f  detection in the image and the clutter matched filter results are thresholded to show the top 
1 0 % o f detections in the image.

In the full detection images, several features of note are apparent. The clutter matched 
filter results are highest on the very “bright” objects in the scene. This is a common 
source of false alarms for this method as it is essentially a projection operator and the test 
statistic can be large for pixels with a large vector magnitude regardless of spectral 
similarity to the target spectrum. The physics-based signatures method detects false 
alarms on two different types of pixels. The diagonal stripe through the center of the 
detection image corresponds to the surface feature seen in the image. This material may
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not have been correctly characterized in the background ROI and as such, the detection 
scheme has difficulty differentiating it from the target space. The vertical stripes 
correspond to sensor artifacts in the imagery itself. The physics-based method predicts 
signatures in the radiometric space of the sensor, but here, sensor artifacts or mis- 
calibrations were not included in the model. Consequently, the manifestations of the 
targets in these pixels were not correctly predicted and the detection scheme has 
difficulty distinguishing between target and background. Closer inspection of the 
physics-based signature detection results show three isolated regions of a high detection 
statistic outside these regions, described in more detail below (the detections are spatially 
small making them difficult to distinguish in the full-size images shown in Figure 1). 
The first is of an ethane release and the remaining two show methane releases. Of 
particular note is the observation that the physics-based detections are at approximately 
the same detection level as the false alarms making mitigation relatively simpler. No 
other species in the target library were detected at appreciable levels.

Figure 2 shows a region highlighting an ethane detection in the physics-based signatures 
method. The corresponding region in the clutter matched filter detection is also presented 
along with the higher resolution CIR image of the area providing scene context of the 
detection.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Zoom o f the region showing the ethane detection, (a) Physics-based signatures detection, (b) Clutter 
matched filter detection, (c) CIR image o f  region o f  detection for context. The detection images are perfectly 
registered (they are based on the same input LWIR image) but the CIR image is not and has a different spatial 
resolution. The detections are approximately in the center o f  the CIR image.

Here, the detection using the physics-based signatures algorithm produces a small, 
compact, plume-shaped object with a conical shape indicative of a source and diffusion 
downwind. The detection strength across the plume in the physics-based signature result 
is relatively uniform and continuous. This is in contrast to the clutter matched filter 
results which, while showing strong detections, are discontinuous and do not exhibit the 
same spatial characteristics.

Figure 3 shows one of the two methane releases detected in this region of the facility. 
Again, the clutter matched filter results are shown as well as the higher resolution CIR 
image to provide scene context. Here, the clutter matched filter results (thresholded to 
only show the top 10% of all detections) do not show any detection of methane. If the 
matched filter has detected the plume, it is so far below the highest detections in the 
image that it is not observable at this level. Similar to the ethane detection above, the 
plume detected in the physics-based signatures detection scheme is small, compact, and
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Zoom o f  the region showing the first methane detection, (a) Physics-based signatures detection, (b) 
Clutter matched filter detection, (c) CIR image o f  region o f  detection for context. The detection images are 
perfectly registered (they are based on the same input LWIR image) but the CIR image is not and has a different 
spatial resolution. The detections are approximately in the center o f  the CIR image.

has spatial characteristics indicative of a small release diffusing due to the effects of the 
local wind.

Figure 4 shows results for the second methane plume detection with the physics-based 
signatures detection algorithm. Again, the clutter-matched filter fails to detect any 
methane at this level while the physics-based signatures algorithm detects a spatially 
compact, well-defmed source.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Zoom o f  the region showing the second methane detection, (a) Physics-based signatures detection, 
(b) Clutter matched filler detection, (c) CIR image o f  region o f detection for context. The detection images are 
perfectly registered (they are based on the same input LWIR image) but the CIR image is not and has a different 
spatial resolution. The detections are approximately in the center o f  the CIR image.

6. Summary

An algorithm for the detection of gaseous effluents from airborne LWIR hyperspectral 
imagery of complex scenes has been developed based on the use of physics-based 
signature predictions. This method accounts for the complex phenomenology underlying 
the gas signatures manifested at the sensor including variations in the gas concentration 
path length and temperature contrast with the surface. Detection results for imagery of a 
facility collected with the AHI airborne LWIR hyperspectral sensor have been presented 
for both the physics-based signatures approach and the more common clutter matched 
filter. In the latter case, the target spectrum was the laboratory-measured gas absorption 
spectrum, a common approach used when a “residual” spectrum is easily estimated. 
Here, due to the complex nature of the scene such an approach is more difficult and the 
physics-based approach has been shown to outperform the simple matched filter.
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While the physics-based approach provides detections where the clutter matched filter 
does not, it is also important to note the nature of the false alarms generated by each 
method. The clutter-matched filter is essentially a projection operator and is susceptible 
to false alarms on pixels with large spectral magnitude {i.e., “bright” pixels). The 
physics-based approach tends to false alarm on background materials not well 
characterized and on sensor artifacts. The latter is because the detection is in the native 
radiance space of the image and in the presence of miscalibration or artifacts, the 
predicted signatures will not match well with the measurement.

Improvements to the algorithm are under investigation. Incorporation of real background 
materials in the target model (as opposed to the assumed blackbody used here) could 
improve performance. Additionally, target and background space characterization, as 
well as a detection scheme, that uses a geometric model has not been sufficiently proven 
to be the optimal method for detection of gas plume in LWIR imagery. Other methods, 
such as unstructured detection schemes will be tested to characterize performance. 
Finally, no efforts were made here to optimally estimate the atmospheric contributions to 
the at-sensor target signature predictions. Use of more accurate estimates of these 
quantities will better match the target signatures to the measured signatures and should 
improve performance over that presented here.
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In this paper, we compare several detection algorithms that are based on spectral matched 
(subspace) filters. Nonlinear (kernel) versions o f these spectral matched (subspace) 
detectors are also discussed and their performance is compared with the linear versions. 
These kernel-based detectors exploit the nonlinear correlations between the spectral 
bands that are ignored by the conventional detectors. Several well-known matched 
detectors, such as matched subspace detector, orthogonal subspace detector, spectral 
matched filter and adaptive subspace detector (adaptive cosine estimator) are extended to 
their corresponding kernel versions by using the idea o f kernel-based learning theory. In 
kernel-based detection algorithms the data is implicitly mapped into a high dimensional 
kernel feature space by a nonlinear mapping which is associated with a kernel function.
The detection algorithm is then derived in the feature space which is kernelized in terms 
of the kernel functions in order to avoid explicit computation in the high dimensional 
feature space. Experimental results based on simulated toy-examples and real 
hyperspectral imagery shows that the kernel versions o f these detectors outperform the 
conventional linear detectors.

Keywords: Matched signal detectors, nonlinear subspace matched filters, kernel-based 
matched subspace detectors

1. Introduction

Detecting signals of interest, particularly with wide signal variability, in noisy 
environments has long been a challenging issue in various fields of signal processing. 
Among a number of previously developed detectors, the well-known matched subspace 
detector (MSD),1 orthogonal subspace detector (OSD),2 spectral matched filter (SMF),3,4 
and adaptive subspace detectors (ASD) also known as adaptive cosine estimator 
(ACE),5,6 have been widely used to detect a desired signal (target).

Matched signal detectors, such as spectral matched filter and matched subspace 
detectors (whether adaptive or non-adaptive), only exploit second order correlations, thus 
completely ignoring nonlinear (higher order) spectral inter-band correlations that could 
be crucial to discriminate between target and background. In this paper, our aim is to 
introduce nonlinear versions of MSD, OSD, SMF and ASD detectors which effectively 
exploit the higher order spectral inter-band correlations in a high (possibly infinite)
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dimensional feature space associated with a certain nonlinear mapping via kernel-based 
learning methods.7 A nonlinear mapping of the input data into a high dimensional feature 
space is often expected to increase the data separability and reduce the complexity of the 
corresponding data structure. The nonlinear versions o f a number of signal processing 
techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA),8 Fisher discriminant analysis,9 
linear classifiers,10 kernel matched subspace detectors for target detection11,12 and kernel- 
based anomaly detection13 have already been defined in a kernel space.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 provides the background to the kernel- 
based learning methods and kernel trick. Sec. 3 introduces a linear matched subspace and 
its kernel version. The orthogonal subspace detector is defined in Sec. 4 as well as its 
kernel version. In Sec. 5 we describe the conventional spectral matched filter ad its kernel 
version in the feature space and reformulate the expression in terms of the kernel function 
using the kernel trick. Finally, in Sec. 6 the adaptive subspace detector and its kernel 
version are introduced. Performance comparison between the conventional and the kernel 
versions of these algorithms is provided in Sec. 7 and conclusions are given in Sec. 8.

2. Kernel-based Learning and Kernel Trick

Suppose that the input hyperspectral data is represented by the data space ( / c ^ )  and
is a feature space associated with x  by a nonlinear mapping function Ф

Ф I X  —► , X  Ф(х) (1 )

where x is an input vector in x  which is mapped into a potentially much higher — (could 
be infinite) — dimensional feature space. Due to the high dimensionality of the feature 
space, it is computationally not feasible to implement any algorithm directly in feature 
space. However, kernel-based learning algorithms use an effective kernel trick given by 
Eq. 2 to implement dot products in feature space by employing kernel functions.7 The 
idea in kernel-based techniques is to obtain a nonlinear version of an algorithm defined in 
the input space by implicitly redefining it in the feature space and then converting it in 
terms of dot products. The kernel trick is then used to implicitly compute the dot products 
in without mapping the input vectors into 'F ; therefore, in the kernel methods, the 
mapping Ф does not need to be identified.

The kernel representation for the dot products in *F is expressed as

k ( X i , X j )  = <  ф (х /) ,ф (х у) > =  Ф(Х/) ■ Ф(х j )  (2)

where к is a kernel function in terms of the original data. There are a large number of 
Mercer kernels that have the kernel trick property, see7 for detailed information about the 
properties of different kernels and kernel-based learning. Our choice of kernel in this 
paper is the Gaussian RBF kernel and the associated nonlinear function Ф with this 
kernel generates a feature space of infinite dimensionality.
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3. Linear MSD and Kernel MSD

3.1. Linear MSD

In this model the target pixel vectors are expressed as a linear combination of target 
spectral signature and background spectral signature, which are represented by subspace 
target spectra and subspace background spectra, respectively. The hyperspectral target 
detection problem in a ^-dimensional input space is expressed as two competing

hypotheses Щ  and Щ

Но : У = + n, Target absent (3)

Hf : у = T0 + + n =  [T B] J+ n, Target present

where T and В represent orthogonal matrices whose /7-dimensional column vectors span 
the target and background subspaces, respectively; 0 and £ are unknown vectors whose 
entries are coefficients that account for the abundances of the corresponding column

p
vectors of T and B, respectively; n represents Gaussian random noise (ne<£ ) 
distributed as^(0,CT2i) ; and [T B] is a concatenated matrix of T and B. The numbers of 
the column vectors of T and B, N, and Nb, respectively, are usually smaller than p (N„Nb 
<P)-

The generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) for the model 3 was derived in,1 given
as

L 2(y)=z ™ L H>1,  (4)
У (1-Ртв)У H0

whereРв = В (В ГВ)"'ВГ =BBr is a projection matrix associated with the Nb 

dimensional background subspace < В >; Ртв is a projection matrix associated 

with the (Nbt = Nb + N,)-dimensional target-and-background subspace < ТВ >:

Р ТВ = [Т В ][[Т В ]Г[ Т В ] ] - 1[Т В ]Г (5)

3.2. Linear MSD in the Feature Space and its Kernel Version

The hyperspectral detection problem based on the target and background subspaces can 
be described in the feature space *F as

Н0ф :ф (у)=вф^ф +пф, Target absent (6)

н1ф ;ф(у)= ТфЭф + Вф£ф + Пф = [ТфВф]^  j + ПФ> Т Present
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ТфТф ТфВф
-I Гт7”!т ф

ВфТф ВфВф Вф.

where Тф and Вф represent full-rank matrices whose column vectors span target and 
background subspaces < Вф > and < Тф > in«F, respectively; 0Ф and £ф are unknown 
vectors whose entries are coefficients that account for the abundances of the 
corresponding column vectors of Тф and Вф, respectively; пф represents Gaussian 
random noise; and [ТФВФ] is a concatenated matrix of Тф and Вф. In general, any sets of 
basis vectors that span the corresponding subspace can be used as the column vectors of 
Тф and Вф. Using a similar reasoning as described in the previous subsection, the GLRT 
of the hyperspectral detection problem depicted by the model in (6) is given by

K rfW tt-  Ф̂ (Р'» - Р*«)Ф<У) ■ (7)
ф(у)7> 1ф-РтЛ ,)ф(у)

where P| represents an identity projection operator in F  ; РВф = Вф(ВфВф)_ |Вф = ВфВф 
is a background projection matrix; and Ртфвф is a joint target-and-background projection 
matrix in <f

Ртфвф = [Тф Вф ] [[Тф ВфГ [Тф Вф]]-' [ т ф вф Г (8)

= [тф Вф ]

То kemelize (7) we will separately kemelize the numerator and the denominator. 
First consider its numerator,

ф(у)Г(р!Ф - рвф)Ф(У) = Ф(У)ГР1фФ(У)- Ф(У)ГВфВ^Ф(у). (9)

Each column of Вф and Тф can be written in terms of its corresponding data space7 as

ВФ=[еь1еь2 ...еь^ ]  = Ф2в^  ( 10)

Т ф =[е11е12 ...е1м ] = Ф2тЛ  ( Ш

where e'b and e /  are the significant eigenvectors of С Вф and С Тф, respectively; 
фгв =[ф(У1)ф(У2) •••Ф(Ул/)]’У/е 2 в ап<1Фгт =[ф(У1)ф(У2) —ф(Уя)]» y /eZT; column 
vectors of (В and Г represent only the significant normalized eigenvectors 
(Р1,Р2’-‘»РЛГ») and (а1(а 2,...,адгг) of the background centered kernel 
matrixK(ZB,z B) = (K),y =А(у/,уу), y/#y;-eZB and the target centered kernel matrix 
к  (ZT,z T) = (K),y =/с(у/,уу),у,-,уу eZT , respectively. Using (10) the projection of Ф(у) onto 
Вф becomes в5,Ф(у) = Ф7К (г в ,у) and, similarly, using (11) the projection onto Тф is
ТфФ(у) = Гг К (гт ,у) w here K(ZB,y) and K(ZT,y) are referred to as the em pirical kernel
maps in the machine learning literature,7 are column vectors whose entries are k(xh y) for 
x/ € ZB and x/ e Zt , respectively. Now we can write
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Ф(У)ГВфв5ф(у) = K(ZB,y)r ®8r K(ZB,y) (12)

The projection onto the identity operator Ф(у)г Р]фФ(у) also needs to be kemelized which 
is given by

Ф(У)Г1*1фФ(У) = <1>(У)7'Ф2твДАТЧ>2твФ(>')= K ^TB .y/^K fZjB .y), (13)

where Ф 2т8 =  Ф 2т ^  Ф 2в and 4 is a matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors 
(к|,к2,...,кдг^) of the centered kernel matrix given by the expression: 
K(ZTB,z TB) = (K),y =£(у/,уу), у,-,у j € Zy о  ZB with nonzero eigenvalues, normalized by the 
square root of their associated eigenvalues, normalized bt the square root of their 
associated eigenvalues and K(ZTB,y) is a concatenated vector [K(ZT,y)r K(ZB,y)r ]r . To 
complete the kemelization process the denominator of (7) is given by

ф(у)Гртфвфф(у)=ф(у)7'[тФ Вф]
ТфТф ТфВф

-1
Тф’

ВфТф ВфВф Вф_
Ф(у) (14)

r TK ( Z T ,ZT ) r r rK(ZT,ZB)(B
-1

> r K(ZT,y)
<BrK(ZB,ZT)r ( B ^ Z b . Z b )® <8rK(zB,y)

=[K(ZT,y)7' r  Ш ъ . У ) т Щ  

Finally, substituting (12), (13), and (14) into (7) the kemelized GLRT is given by

L2K
К У т в , } ' )7\ A TK ( Z TB, y ) - K ( Z B ,y)T WBTK ( Z B,y)

K(ZTB,y)7'AAr K(ZTB,y)-[K (Z TB,y)r /'K (Z TB,y)7'« ]A r1
Г 1 K(ZT,y) 
<Br K(ZB,y)

(15)

where л ,= Г  ^ K (ZT,Z)r r " K (zT,z B)«
[_<B K(zB,zT) f  о k(zb,zb)<b

In the above derivation (15) we assumed that the mapped input data was centered in 
the feature space by removing the sample mean. However, the original data is usually not 
centered and the estimated mean in the feature space can not be explicitly computed, 
therefore, the kernel matrices have to be properly centered. The resulting centered к is 
shown in7 to be given by

K ^K -ltfK -K ltf+ ly v K l^  (16)

where the N xN  matrix (*n)ij= ~ -  The empirical kernel maps K(ZT,y)r ,K (Z B,y)r  and 

K(ZTB,y) have also to be centered by removing their corresponding empirical kernel map
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4. OSP and Kernel OSP Algorithms

4.1. Linear spectral mixture model

The OSP algorithm2 is based on maximizing the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) in the 
subspace orthogonal to the background subspace and only depends on the noise second- 
order statistics. It also does not provide any estimate of the abundance measure for the 
desired end member in the mixed pixel. A linear mixture model for pixel у consisting of 
p  spectral bands is described by

у =  M a + n, (17)
where the p * l  matrix M  represent / endmembers spectra, a  is a /x l column vector 
whose elements are the coefficients that account for the proportions (abundances) of each 
endmember spectrum contributing to the mixed pixel, and n is an p *  1 vector 
representing an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance matrix a 2I and I is 
the p * p  identity matrix.

Assuming now we want to identify one particular signature (e.g. a military target) 
with a given spectral signature d and a corresponding abundance measure clp , we can 
represent M  and a  in partition form as M  = (B : d) and a  = [a7 ] then model (17) can 
be rewritten as

у = da/? + By + n, (18)

where the columns of В represent the undesired spectral signatures (background 
signatures or eigenvectors) and the column vector У is the abundance measures for the 
undesired spectral signatures. The OSP operator that maximizes the signal to noise ratio 
is given by

q ^ = d r ( I - B B # ) (19)

which consists of a background signature rejecter followed by a matched filter. The 
output of the OSP classifier is now given by

^ = q L / > y = d T (I - B B #) y . (20)

4.2. OSP in feature space and its kernel version

The mixture model in the high dimensional feature space <f is given by

Ф(у) = М фа + пф , (21)

where М ф  is a matrix whose columns are the endmember’s spectra in the feature space 
and п ф is an additive zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance matrix а  1ф and 1ф 
is the identity matrix in the feature space. The model (21) can also be rewritten as

Ф(у) = ®(d)a/, + Вфуф + Пф, (22)
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where Ф(<1) represent the spectral signature of the desired target in the feature space and 
the columns of Вф represent the undesired background signatures in the feature space.

The output of the OSP classifier in the feature space is given by

D ospo=<\To s p 4 y )  =  Ф(с1)Г(1ф -®ф<4)Ф(у). (23)

This output (23) is very similar to the numerator of (7). It can easily be shown that the 
kemelized version of (23) is given by

VkOSP = K(ZBd,d)r AAr K(ZBd>d )-K (Z B>d)r S<8r K(ZB>d) (24)

where ZB = [х , ,х 2 ,...,хдг] correspond to N input background spectral signatures and 
® = (pbp2>--->p/vft)are the significant eigenvectors o f  the centered kernel matrix 
(Gram matrix) K(ZB,Z B) normalized by the square root o f  their corresponding 
eigenvalues.8 K(ZB,y) and K(ZB,d)are colum n vectors w hose entries are Jt(x/5y)and  
A'(x,,d)for x, e z bi respectively. z Bd= z B u d  and Д is a matrix w hose colum ns are the 
^ e ig e n v e c t o r s  o f  the centered kernel matrix K(ZBd, z Bd) = (K),y =k(xitxj),  xh xj  e Z Bd 

w ith nonzero eigenvalues, normalized by the square root o f  their associated eigenvalues. 
A lso  K(ZBd,y) is the concatenated vector [K(ZB,y)r K(d,y)r f  and K(ZBd,d )is  the 
concatenated vector [K(ZB,d)r K(d,d)r ]r . In the above derivation (24) w e assum ed that 
the mapped input data was centered in the feature space. The kernel matrices and the 
empirical kernel maps have to be properly centered as was show n in subsection 3.2.

5. Linear SMF and Kernel Spectral Matched Filter

5.1. Linear Spectral Matched Filter

In this section, we introduce the concept of linear SMF. The constrained least squares 
approach is used to derive the linear SMF. Let the input spectral signal x be 
x = [л-j лг2 ... xp] consisting of p spectral bands. We can model each spectral observation 
as a linear combination of the target spectral signature and noise

x = as + n (25)

where a is an attenuation constant (target abundance measure). When a=0 no target is 
present and when a>0 target is present, vector $ = [si,s2,...,sp]r  contains the spectral 
signature of the target and vector n contains the added background clutter noise.

Let us define X to be a p*N matrix of the N mean-removed background reference 
pixels (centered) obtained from the input image. Let each centered observation spectral 
pixel to be represented as a column in the sample matrix X
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X = (x, x2 ... xp ). (26)

We can design a linear matched filter such that the desired target signal s is passed 
through while the average filter output energy is minimized. The solution to this 
minimization problem was shown in14 and was called Constrained Energy Minimization 
(CEM) filter. The output of the linear matched filter for a test input r , given the 
estimated covariance matrix is given by

т sTC'lryr = w r  = ■ . (27)
s С s

where с  is the estimated covariance matrix. In4,5 it was shown that using the GLRT the 
same expression for the linear matched filter (27) can be obtained.

5.2. SMF in Feature Space and its Kernel Version

Consider the linear model of the input data in a kernel feature space which is equivalent 
to a non-linear model in the input space

Ф(г) =  Оф Ф(8) + Пф, (28)

where Ф is the non-linear mapping that maps the input data into a kernel feature space, 
аф is an attenuation constant (abundance measure), the high dimensional vector Ф(в) 
contains the spectral signature of the target in the feature space, and vector пф contains 
the added noise in the feature space.

Using the constrained least squares approach it can easily be shown that the output of 
the desired matched filter for the input ф (г ) is given by

<D(s)r C j!0(r) (2o)
Уф(г) ~ т - * >  ̂ *

where Сф is the estim ated covariance o f  p ixels in the feature space.

We now show how to kemelize the matched filter expression (29) where the resulting 
non-linear matched filter is called the kernel matched filter. The pseudoinverse (inverse) 
of the estimated background covariance matrix can be written in terms of its eigenvector 
decomposition as10

Сф = хфФл-1®^Хф, (30)

where х ф =[Ф(х!)Ф(х2)...Ф(х^)] is a matrix whose columns are the mapped background 
reference data in the feature space and «  = [р1р2...рл̂ ] are the nonzero eigenvectors of the
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centered kernel matrix (Gram matrix) K(X,X) normalized by the square root of their 
corresponding eigenvalues.

Inserting Eq. (30) into (29) it can be rewritten as

v Ф(5)ГХфФЛ~1(ВГХ^Ф(г) n n
Уф (г) f  i t  т ' v ^ /

0 (sV Хф<ВЛ_ 1Фг Х^Ф(5)

Also using the properties of the Kernel PCA,7 we have the relationship 
к -1 =(1/Л0<8Л-1рг . We denote K (X ,X ) = (K),y anN x N  Gram kernel matrix whose entries 
are the dot products <Ф (хДФ (ху ) ) . Finally, the kemelized version of SMF is now given 
by

K(x,s)r K_1K(x,r) к Г к-1к г
У к г 7~ — I — T  — 1 v /

r K (X ,s) К K (X ,s) k [ k  *Ks

where the empirical kernel maps k s = k(X ,s) and k r = k(X ,r) .As in the previous section 
the kernel matrix k as well as the empirical kernel maps need to be properly centered.

6. Adaptive Subspace Detector and Kernel Adaptive Subspace Detector

6.1. Linear ASD

In this section, the GLRT under the two competing hypotheses Hq an(j H] for a certain 
mixture model is described. The subpixel detection model for a measurement x (a pixel 
vector) is expressed as

Hq : x = n, Target absent (33)

H j : x =  U0 + a  n Target present

where U represents an orthogonal matrix whose column vectors are the eigenvectors 
that span the target subspace (U );0  is an unknown vector whose entries are coefficients 
that account for the abundances of the corresponding column vectors of U; n represents 
Gaussian random noise distributed as лг(0,С).

In the model, x is assumed to be a background noise under Hq and a linear 
combination of a target subspace signal and a scaled background noise, distributed as 
^(U0,o2C) under H j . The background noise under the two hypotheses is represented by 
the same covariance but different variances because of the existence of subpixel targets 
under , The GLRT for the subpixel problem as described in5 (so called ASD) is given 
by

л _  x^C‘IU(U7C“1U r1U3rC'1x
Ол5£>(х) = ----------------- r^ T -----------------  < П,

x С x H0

where С is the MLE (maximum likelihood estimate) of the covariance С and n 
represents a threshold.
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6.2. ASD in the Feature Space and its Kernel Version

We define a new subpixel model by assuming that the input data has been implicitly 
mapped by a nonlinear function Ф into a high dimensional feature space <f . The model 
in <f is then given by

Н 0ф : Ф (х)= П ф , Target absent (35)

Hifl) • Ф(х) = и ф б ф  + Оф Пф, Target present

where и ф represents a full-rank matrix whose M\ column vectors are the eigenvectors 
that span target subspace ( ^ ф )  in <F;e0 is unknown vectors whose entries are 
coefficients that account for the abundances of the corresponding column vectors of 
и ф ; пф represents Gaussian random noise distributed by яг(0,Сф) ; and Сф is the noise 

variance under ^ 1 ф . The GLRT for the model (35) in ‘F is now given by

Р<цр w ,)) -  « Х Ю ^ Ц ф С Ц ф ^ Ц ф Г 1 и&С-'ФМ (36)
Ф(х)г С > ( х )

where с ф is the MLE of с ф .
The kemelized expression of (36) is given by12

о ? )
k(x ,X ) K (X , X )' k(x, X)

where K x = k (x ,X ) 7'K (X ,X )'1 K ( X ,Y ) r , background spectral signatures is denoted by 
X = [x j  x 2 ...хдг] ,target spectral signatures are denoted by Y = [y j  y 2 -.-Ул/] an(  ̂
r= [ai a 2 . . .a ^ ]  , Mj < M, is a matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of the kernel 
matrix K (X ,Y ) . As in the previous section, all the kernel matrices as well as the empirical 
kernel maps need to be properly centered.7

7. Experimental Results

In this section, the kernel-based matched signal detectors, such as the kernel MSD 
(KMSD), kernel ASD (KASD), kernel OSP (KOSP) and kernel SMF (KSMF) as well as 
the corresponding conventional detectors are implemented based on two different types 
of data sets — illustrative toy data sets and a real hyperspectral image that contains 
military targets. The Gaussian RBF kernel, k(x,y) = exp- 
the kernel-based detectors, с represents the width of tfie 
value of с was chosen such that the overall data variations can be fully exploited by the 
Gaussian RBF function. In this paper, the values of с were determined experimentally.

x -  y | 2 j c , was used to implement 
e Gaussian distribution and the

7.1. Illustrative Toy Examples

Figs. land 2 show contour and surface plots of the conventional detectors and the kernel- 
based detectors, on two different types of two-dimensional toy data sets: a Gaussian 
mixture in Fig. 1 and nonlinearly mapped data in Fig. 2. In the contour and surface plots,
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data points for the desired target were represented by the star-shaped symbol and the 
background points were represented by the circles. In Fig. 2 the two-dimensional data 
points x = (дг,>») for each class were obtained by nonlinearly mapping the original 
Gaussian mixture data points х0  = (.г0 ,>>0) in Fig. 1. All the data points in Fig. 2 were 
nonlinearly mapped by x0 = (*,.>') = (*o>*o +Уо) • I*1 the new data set the second component 
of each data point is nonlinearly related to its first component.

..........■
(h) KSMF(b) KMSD (d) KASD (f) KOSP

Fig.l. Contour and surface plots of the conventional matched signal detectors and their 
kernel versions on a toy dataset (a mixture of Gaussian).

(b) KMSD (d) KASD (f) KOSP (h) KSMF

Fig.2. Contour and surface plots of the conventional matched signal detectors and Лей- 
кеше! versions on a toy dataset: in this toy example, the Gaussian mixture data shown in 
Fig. 1 was modified to generate nonlinearly mixed data.
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For both data sets, the contours generated by the kernel-based detectors are highly 
nonlinear and naturally following the dispersion of the data and thus successfully 
separating the two classes, as opposed to the linear contours obtained by the conventional 
detectors. Therefore, the kernel-based detectors clearly provided significantly improved 
discrimination over the conventional detectors for both the Gaussian mixture and 
nonlinearly mapped data. Among the kernel-based detectors, KMSD and KASD 
outperform KOSP and KSMF mainly because targets in KMSD and KASD are better 
represented by the associated target subspace than by a single spectral signature used in 
KOSP and KSMF. Note that the contour plots for MSD (Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a)) represent 
only the numerator of Eq. 4 because the denominator becomes unstable for the two- 
dimensional cases: i.e., for the two-dimensional data (I -  Рув) becomes zero.

7.2. Hyperspectral Images

In this section, a HYDICE (HYperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment) image 
from the Desert Radiance II data collection (DR-II) was used to compare detection 
performance between the kernel-based and conventional methods. The HYDICE 
imaging sensor generates 210 bands across the whole spectral range (0.4 — 2.5Dm) 
which includes the visible and short-wave infrared (SWIR) bands. But we only use 150 
bands by discarding water absorption and low signal to noise ratio (SNR) bands; the 
spectral bands used are the 23rd—101st, 109th— 136th, and 152nd--194th for the HYDICE 
images. The DR-II image includes 6 military targets along the road, as shown in the 
sample band images in Fig. 3. The detection performance of the DR-II image was 
provided in both the qualitative and quantitative ~  the receiver operating characteristics 
(ROC) curves — forms. The spectral signatures of the desired target and undesired 
background signatures were directly collected from the given hyperspectral data to 
implement both the kernel-based and conventional detectors.

All pixel vectors in a test image are first normalized by a constant, which is a 
maximum value obtained from all the spectral components of the spectral vectors in the 
corresponding test image, so that the entries of the normalized pixel vectors fit into the 
interval of spectral values between zero and one. The rescaling of pixel vectors was 
mainly performed to effectively utilize the dynamic range of Gaussian RBF kernel.

Figs. 4-5 show the detection results including the ROC curves generated by applying 
the kernel-based and conventional detectors to the DR-II image. In general, the detected 
targets by the kernel-based detectors are much more evident than the ones detected by the 
conventional detectors, as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the ROC curve plots for the 
kernel-based and conventional detectors; the kernel-based detectors clearly outperformed 
the conventional detectors. In particular, KMSD performed the best of all the kernel- 
based detectors detecting all the targets and significantly suppressing the background. 
The performance superiority of KMSD is mainly attributed to the utilization of both the 
target and background kernel subspaces representing the target and background signals in 
the feature space, respectively.
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Fig. 3. A sample band from DR-II data.

(b) KMSD (d) KASD (f) KOSP (h) KSMF
Fig.4. Detection results for the DR-II image using the conventional detectors and the 
corresponding kernel versions.

Fig.5. ROC curves obtained by conventional detectors and the corresponding kernel 
versions for the DR-II image.
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8. Conclusions

In this paper, nonlinear versions of several matched signal detectors, such as KMSD, 
KOSP, KSMF and KASD have been implemented using the kernel-based learning 
theory. Performance comparison between the matched signal detectors and their 
corresponding nonlinear versions was conducted based on two-dimensional toy-examples 
as well as a real hyperspectral image. It is shown that the kernel-based nonlinear versions 
of these detectors outperform the linear versions.
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This paper focuses on the measurement o f spectroscopic signatures o f  Chemical Warfare Agent 
Simulants (CWAS), degradation products o f  chemical agents and Toxic Industrial Compounds (TIC) 
using vibrational spectroscopy. Raman Microscopy, Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy in 

liquid and gas phase and Fiber Optics Coupled-Grazing Angle Probe-FTIR were used to characterize 

the spectroscopic information of target threat agents. Ab initio chemical calculations o f  energy 

minimization and FTIR spectra o f  Chemical Warfare Agents were accompanied by Cluster Analysis 

to correlate spectral information o f real agents and simulants.

Keywords: Chemical Warfare Agents Simulants, degradation compounds, Toxic Industrial 
Compounds, Cluster Analysis

1. Introduction

Since September 11, 2001 the world focuses its attention to the possibility of use of 
chemical and biological threat agents by terrorist organizations directed against troops 
and/or civilians. Countering future attacks requires a wide array of detection capabilities 
for a range of potential deployment scenarios1,2. The Chemical Warfare Agents (CWA) 
most likely to be used as terrorist weapons, according to terrorism experts include nerve 
agents, blister agents, choking agents, and blood agents. The nerve agents are a group of 
particularly toxic chemical warfare agents3*4. They were developed just before and during
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World War II and are related chemically to the organophosphorus insecticides. The 
principle agents in this group are: GA (Tabun), GB (Sarin), GD (Soman), GF and VX 
(methylphosphonothioic acid). Table 1 lists the most well known chemical agents. 
Although it is expected that chemical agents will be used mainly against personnel, food 
and water supplies may easily become contaminated and may be contaminated 
deliberately. This may occur from contact with chemical agents in the form of vapor, 
aerosol, drops or splashes of liquid or particulate smokes5. The characterization of 
hydrolysis and or degradation products of CWA provides the capability to detect possible 
attacks to water systems2,3.

Various chemicals with potential terrorist groups usage have been identified as Toxic 
Industrial Compounds. TIC’s are chemicals toxic to humans that are widely used in 
manufacturing or primary material processing. They have received more attention in 
recent years due to ease of accessibility of large quantities by potential terrorists1. 
Chemical agents (CWA) differ from TIC’s in that they are intended to immediately 
incapacitate as many soldiers as possible when released against an enemy in war. To do 
this, the CWA must be toxic enough to cause an instant response when it is inhaled or 
comes into contact with the skin.

Table 1. Chemical Warfare Agents: structure and Chemical Abstracts Service registry number.

CW A STRUCTURE CAS NO.

Sarin, GB

o  CH3

11h 3c —  fj>— о — 6 н  — c h 3

F

107-44-8

Mustard Gas, HD CICH2C H — S — C H 2C H 2CI 505-60-2

Soman, GD

0  CH3 CH3

11 ^ 1 1  H3c -----P— о — с н — 6 ------CH,

1  1F CH3

96-64-0

Tabun, GA

о
II

CH3CH2----- О ----- lj>------C = N

CH3— N — CH3

77-81-6

VX

о
II

CH3CH2— О ----- j>— CH3

(Isopropyl )2NCH2CH2— S

5078269-9



Several techniques have been employed to detect and identify chemical agents including 
HPLC/MS6, GC/MS7'8, IMS9'10, Infrared Spectroscopy, Raman Spectroscopy2*11, among 
others. Vibrational spectroscopy has the advantage of providing chemical information 
and has the potential for remote sensing. Chemical Point Detection, although limited in 
spatial coverage, provides the sensitivity and selectivity required for CWA detection. 
Technology could vastly improve by coupling with wide area, early detection standoff 
and near field proximity detectors such as infrared detectors that could be used to 
continuously monitor air in orthogonal sensor modality. Basic research is required in 
detection technology using vibrational spectroscopy as Point/Proximity Detectors. This 
promises to open new sensing avenues of CWA in situ with added bonuses of 
identification and quantification in real-time frames. Vehicle borne and possibly, man 
portable systems could soon be within the reach of Defense and Security Organizations 
and in particular, to the soldier. Raman spectroscopy, in all its forms, is a vibrational 
spectroscopic method that has the inherent ability to distinguish between molecules with 
high degrees of similarity.

In this paper several Chemical Warfare Agents Simulants (CWAS), some of their 
hydrolysis and degradation products, and Toxic Industrial Compounds (TIC’s) were 
analyzed using vibrational spectroscopy. The objective of this work is to characterize the 
spectroscopic signatures of these threat compounds and to demonstrate, at laboratory 
scale, the capability of Infrared and Raman spectroscopy for generating methodologies 
for detection of CWA and TIC’s.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and Reagents

Due to the high toxicity of chemical agents, structural analogs with less toxicity were 
used for spectroscopic simulation of the real CWA. Various chemical warfare agent 
simulants and TIC’s were analyzed to establish the analytical response to Raman and 
Infrared spectroscopy. A total of six CWA, six CWA degradation products and seven 
TIC were studied. Table 1-4 summarizes the list of the compounds studied. The first six 
compounds are considered CWA simulants: TEP, DMMP and DIMP are GB simulants; 
2-CEES and 1,6-DCH are HD simulants and 2-BAET is a VX simulant. 98% 1,4- 
thioxane, 98% cyclohexylamine, 99% cycloheptylamine, 99% dipropylamine, 97% 
dihexylamine, 98% 2-chloroethyI sulfide, thiodiglycol sulfoxide and 2-(butylamino)- 
ethanethiol were obtained from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO. 
Dichloromethane, chloroform, ethylene glycol, carbon disulfide, dimethyl sulfoxide, N,N- 
dimethylformamide and dimethylmethyl phosphonate were purchased from Fisher 
Scientific International, Chicago, IL. Triethylphosphate and acetone were obtained from 
Across Organics, Fisher Scientific International, Chicago, IL. 1,6-dichlorohexane, di
isopropyl methylphosphonate were purchased from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA

2.2. Raman Experiments

For Raman Vibrational Analysis a Renishaw Raman Microscope RM2000 was used. This 
system was equipped with CCD viewing camera aligned with the microscope that
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allowed capturing images of the sample with visible light and used to focus the laser on 
the sample. The monochromatic excitation sources used were a Coherent INNOVA 310-8 
Ar+ laser that produced a beam of a 514 nm (green), 488 nm (Blue), a Coherent 899 
RING titanium-sapphire laser that produced a beam of 785 nm (Red) and a Coherent 
diode laser Verdi-V6 (532 nm, green). For the deep ultraviolet excitation (DUV) a 
frequency doubled 488 nm Coherent FRED laser system operating at 244 nm was used. 
A Jobin-Ybon LABRAM HR-UV was employed for the UV measurements. Samples of 
standards of CWA’s and TIC’s were placed in a capillary glass tube for VIS and N1R 
Raman excitation and a quartz capillary tube was used for UV experiments. Spectra were 
recorded in the Raman Shift range of 100-3600 cm'1 at the same laser power for all the 
excitation lines. The laser beams were focused onto the samples through objective with 
lOx magnifications. An integration time of 10 seconds was used. Two acquisitions were 
averaged per scan in order to improve the signal to noise ratio.

2.3. Infrared Experiments

2.3.1. KBr Cells Analysis

Samples were prepared by using a KBr cell. Salt plates were cleaned before the 
experiments using Acetone. Using a micropipette, a drop o f the CWA was place on one 
salt plate. Then the second plate was put over it and the liquid was spread into a thin film. 
Samples were analyzed in a Bruker Vector 22 FTIR with a DTGS detector. The Infrared 
experimental conditions were 20 scans and a 4 cm'1 resolution. A scanned background 
spectrum was acquired before each measurement session using a clean test salt plate at 
the same instrumental conditions used for sample spectra acquisition. All spectra were 
recorded in absorbance mode.

2.3.2. IR Surface Analysis

Threat compounds were analyzed as traces deposited on surfaces. To carry out these 
experiments, samples were deposited on thin stainless steel plates by applying a known 
amount of the compound to the surface. Taking into account the surface area covered by 
the target analyte, the amount of the compound was weighted and diluted in order to 
have loading concentrations of 5 jig/cm2 and 10 jig/cm2. Samples were diluted with 
Methanol. Aliquots of 20 |iL were deposited on one end of the plate. Methanol was used 
as the solvent. Using a Teflon sheet, the samples were smeared from one plate end to the 
other12, l3. Finally, the samples were allowed to dry for a few seconds before continuing 
on with the spectroscopic measurements.

Measurements of IR spectra were done using a Remspec grazing angle probe (GAP)1416 
interfaced to a Bruker VECTOR-22 Fourier Transform Infrared interferometer and 
equipped with external, liquid nitrogen cooled, Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride (MCT) 
infrared detector. The IR beam was steered from the interferometer to the GAP using a 
high IR transmission Mid-IR fiber bundle composed of a 19-fiber chalcogenide glass 
optical bundle of the As-Se-Te system and was focused on the surface at approximately 
80° from the surface normal. The software used for IR data acquisition was Bruker 
Optics OPUS™, Version 4.2. The wavenumber range measured in the experiments was
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1000-4000 cm'1 at a 4 cm'1 resolution. A total of 10 scans were acquired for each 
spectrum.

2.3.3. Gas Phase IR A nalysis

Gas phase experiments of the six CWAS were performed in a Bruker Optics FTIR model 
IFS 66v/S spectrometer equipped with a DTGS detector and a potassium bromide (KJBr) 
beamsplitter. A gas cell was placed in the macro compartment and adapted to a micro 
pump that removed background air and transferred the sample to the cell. DMMP and 
DIMP were used for these analyses. One gram of the CWAS was deposited on an 
Erlenmeyer. A typical spectroscopic measurement averaged 20 scans at a resolution of 4 
cm'1 in the range of 400 -  7500 cm'1. Gas phase IR spectra were also acquired using 
Bruker Optics OPUS™, Version 4.2. A background of air in the cell was recorded before 
each run of the CWAS experiments.

3. Results

The tables that follow contain information on the Chemical Warfare Agents Simulants 
(Table 2), degradation products of actual chemical agents (Table 3) and on the Toxic 
Industrial Compounds (Table 4) studied. Raman Spectroscopy and Fourier Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy were used for the vibrational analysis. Spectra were compared to 
data obtained from ab initio calculations using Gaussian 03 platform17.

Table 2. Chemical structures and CAS number o f the CAWS studied.

Chemical W arfare Agents Simulants

Compound Chemical Structure CAS number

2 -chloroethyl ethyl sulfide 

(2-CEES)
CICH2CH2SCH2CH3

693-07-2

О
II

MeO-------P --------Me

OMe

dimethyl methyl phosphonate 

(DMMP)

756-79-6

О
и

triethylphosphate
(TEP)

II
с н 3с н 2о ------ P------- OCH2CH3

OCH2CH3

78-40-0

1,6 -dichlorohexane 

(1,6-DCH) С  k / W ^ c i
2163-00-0

2 -(butylamino)ethanethiol
(2-BAET)

CH3CH2CH2CH2NHCH2CH2SH 5842-00-2
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О
ll

CH3o --------p ---------oc3H7
O C 3 H7

di-isopropylmethyphosphonate
(D1MP) 1445-75-6

Table 3. Chemical structures and CAS numbers for degradation products o f  CWS studied.

Degradation Products o f Chemical W arfare Agents

Compound Chemical Structure CAS number

1,4- thioxane (l,4-TO)-HD

0

15980-15-1

thiodiglycol sulfoxide -H D  

(TDS) OHCH2CH2— S— CH2CH2OH
3085-45-8

dihexylamine
(DHA)

CH3(CH2)4CH.
NH

c h z(c h 2)4c h /

143-16-8

dipropylamine
(DPA)

CH3CH2ChL
NH

о н ъс н 2о н /

142-84-7

cyclohexylamine
(CHA)

n h 2

6

108-91-8

cycloheptylamine
(CHPA)

NH2
I 2О 5452-35-7
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3.1. Raman Spectroscopy Measurements

Normal or spontaneous vibrational Raman spectra were obtained for all of the 
compounds reported in this study. Excitation wavelengths spanned from the Near IR 
(NIR) at 785 nm to the VIS at 532, 514.5 and 488 nm and even the deep ultraviolet 
region at 244 nm. These discrete lines were used to collect Raman shift spectra from 100 
to 3600 cm'1. By varying the excitation line, at a same laser power, it was possible to 
determine which incident source produced the best Raman signatures of the threat 
compounds studied. Typical Raman Shift spectra are shown in Figure 1 for 1,6- 
dichlorohexane (1,6-DHC). For this CWAS the optimum excitation lines were 488 nm 
and 532 nm with a laser power of 25 mW. The most prominent bands were at these 
incident wavelengths were located at 652 and 1444 cm'1.

Table 4. Chemical structures and CAS numbers for degradation products o f  TIC studied.

Toxic Industrial Compounds

Compound Chemical Structure CAS number

dichloromethane CH2C12 75-09-2

0

II
CH3— с  — с н 3

acetone 67-64-1

chloroform CHCh 67-66-3

н н
ethylene glycol 1 1

н — о — с — с  — о — н

А А

107-21-1

carbon disulfide c s 2 75-15-0

О
dimethyl sulfoxide II

СНз------- S -------- СН3 67-68-5

A'.A'-dimethylformamide

о
II

Н ------- С ------- N --------СН3

1
СН,

68-12-2
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The Raman signature located at 652 cm"1 represents the dominant spectroscopic feature at 
244 and 785 nm excitation and appears intense in all excitation lines studied. This band 
has been tentatively assigned to C-Cl stretching that also appears in the structure of CWA 
HD. All vibrational signatures of the chemical agent (HD) are present in the simulant, 
with the exception of C-S-C group vibration. The vibrational band at ca. 1444 cm '1 is the 
dominant figure under visible excitation (532 and 488 nm). Most signatures are also 
prominent at DUV (244 nm) excitation. The same analysis was done for the remaining 
CWAS, CWA degradation products and TIC and is summarized in Table 5.

Raman Shift /cm*1

Figure l. Raman spectra o f  1,6-dichlorohexane obtained at different excitation lines.

3.2. Infrared

Infrared spectra were recorded for all threat compounds using a KBr cell. In all the cases, 
well defined IR signatures were obtained. Figure 2 shows the comparison of the spectra 
in gas phase (air) and liquid phase for DMMP and DIMP. According to the infrared 
spectra the region between 600-900 cm'1 can be use for analysis of these compounds in 
air. Besides the interferences present in air, the chemical agent’s simulants could be 
easily detected in the vapor phase. For DIMP two predominant bands were observed, 796 
cm '1 and 916 cm'1. For DMMP bands at 775 cm*1, 815 cm*1 and 912 cm*1 were detected.

When the theoretical and experimental spectra of DMMP and DIMP were compared, a 
good prediction was found in the infrared region for wavenumbers lower than 2000 cm* 
and acceptable agreement was obtained in the C-H region, as expected (see Figure 3). By
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taking into account this result, we can extrapolate than between theoretical and 
experimental spectra of GB (Sarin) the result can also be found. Due the fact that the IR 
spectrum of Sarin was not recorded, the theoretical spectrum was used to do the cluster 
analysis together with the experimental spectra of the simulants and CWA degradation 
products. In addition, the theoretical spectra of GB and DMMP and DIMP were 
compared (Figure 4).

Tabic 5. Optimal conditions and Raman Bands for the CWA and TIC

Compound
Excitation

line
(nm)

Laser
power
(mW)

Most intense bands (cm'1)

1,4- thioxane (1,4-TO) 785 5 663 (a), 825 (a, b, c); 2957 (b)

2 -chloroethyl ethyl sulfide 

(2-CEES)
785,532 8

699 (a) 
2934 (a, b)

dipropyl amine (DPA) 785, 532 8 1454 (a, b); 2936 (b)

dihcxyl amine (DHA) 785,532 8 1726 (a); 2905 (a, b)

cyclohexyl amine (CHA) 785,532 8 1446 (a, b); 780 (a, b); 1029 (a, b)

cycloheptyl amine (CHPA) 785, 532 8 1446 (a, b); 722 (a, b); 1010 (a, b)

2 -(butylamino)-ethanethiol
(2-BAET)

785,532 8
1444 (a, b); 664 (a, b) 

2574 (a, b); 2934 (a, b)

dimethyl methyl phosphonate 

(DMMP)
785,532, 

488
2 0

715 (a, c); 1421 (b ,c) 

2900 (b, c)

triethylphosphate (TEP) 532,488 2 0
734 (b); 1100 (b) 
1458 (b); 2936(c)

1 ,6 -dichlorohexane 

(1,6-DCH)
785,532  

488, 244
25 1444 (b,c); 652 (a, b, c, d)

di-isopropylmethyphosphoante
(DIMP)

785, 532 

488, 244

2 0

721 (a, b, c, d); 881 (a ,b ,c , d) 
1357 (a, b, c, d); 1455 (b, c) 

2936 (b, c)

thiodiglycol sulfoxide (TDS)
785
514

2 0
1043 (a, e); 1460 (a, e) 
2835 (a, e); 2951 (a, e)

acetone 785,514 2 0 792 (e); 1452 (e); 1720 (e); 2928 (e)

chloroform 785,514 2 0 258 (a); 363 (a); 664 (a)

ethylene glycol 785,514 2 0 874 (e); 1102 (e), 2945 (e)

carbon disulfide 785,514 2 0 659(e); 801 (e)
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dichloromethane 785 ,514 2 0 288 (e); 709 (e); 2992 (e); '

dimethyl sulfoxide
785
514

2 0
1678(e); 1415 (e); 1100(e); 
872 (e); 6 6 6  (e); 2939 (e);

N.N-dimethylformamide 7 85 ,514 2 0 1403 (e); 862(e); 656(e); 402(e)

a = 785 nm; b = 532 nm; с = 488 nm; d = 244 nm; e = 514 nm

500 700 900 1100 1300 1500 1700 1900

Wavenumber (cm’1)

Figure 2. Infrared spectra o f  D1MP and DMMP in air (gas cell) and liquid (KBr cell)
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Figure 3. Comparison o f  theoretical and experimental spectra o f  DMMP and DIMP

It can be seen that the spectra are very similar. This was also observed within the 
experimental spectra. For HD and VX theoretical spectra were also used for the cluster 
analysis. The Cluster Analysis was done by making the assumption that the theoretical 
spectra of GB, HD and VX are more closely related to the real spectra of GB, HD and 
VX than the experimental spectra of the simulants and degradation products. This 
assumption is based on the comparisons that were done before and on the fact that this is 
the procedure used by most researchers where the theoretical and experimental spectra 
are compared using DFT20.

------DMMP-B3LYP/6-31G*

------DMMP-experimental

------- D IM P -B 3L Y P /6 -31G *

D IM P -ex  peri m enta lЛ J". 1 1| -------D IM P -exp eri

U P H ”
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500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

Wavenumber (cm 1)

Figure 4. Comparison o f  theoretical spectra o f  DMMP and DIMP with Sarin (GB).

3.2.1. Comparison o f Theoretical IR spectra o f CWA with CWA simulants, CWAs 
degradation products

Theoretical IR spectra for Chemical Agents GB, HD and VX and for Simulants DMMP 
and DIMP were calculated using the Density Functional Theory (DFT) with the B3LYP 
method17' 19. Target chemicals’ geometries and frequencies were optimized and calculated 
using B3LYP/6-31G* basis set of Gaussian 03l7. First, the theoretical IR spectra of 
DMMP and DIMP were compared with experimental IR spectra and then the theoretical 
IR spectra of GB were compared with theoretical IR spectra of its simulant. Second, the 
theoretical IR spectra of CWA and experimental IR spectra of CWA simulants were 
analyzed by cluster analysis in order to find similarities.

Cluster analysis.
The Spectral data were normalized (Min/Max normalization) and the spectra were shifted 
so that the minimum occurring y-value was set to zero. The spectra were then expanded 
in the у-direction so that the maximum occurring у-value was placed at 2 absorbance 
units. This data preprocessing was needed for all spectra (experimental and theoretical) in 
the same range at the y- axis. Next, the cluster analysis was generated for OPUS program 
for the Factorization Method21'22. This method of calculating the spectral distances by 
cluster analysis differs from methods based on calculating by the identity test. 
Overlapping frequency ranges will not be merged when using cluster analysis. An 
artificial spectrum is derived from the selected spectral ranges of the measured spectrum. 
The artificial spectrum is used for the calculation of the spectral distances (and the data 
preprocessing) and includes numerous data points of the overlapping frequency regions.
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Figure 5. Cluster Analysis Dendogram o f CWA and CWAS and CWA degradation products studied.

The cluster analysis provides a graph which is called Dendogram, where the у axis gives 
the distance that measures the similarity of the things tested. In this study, Infrared 
spectra were analyzed. The spectral distance indicates the degree of spectral similarity. 
Two spectra with a spectral distance of 0 are entirely identical (within the frequency 
ranges tested). The higher the distance between two spectra, the lower the similarity 
between spectra.

Figure 5 shows the high spectroscopic similarity that exists between GB and its simulant 
DIMP and also a very high similarity between TEP and DMMP. This fact can be 
explained from the Dendogram distances observed. This indicates that the best simulant 
for the infrared detection for GB is DIMP. Simulant DIMP was found to be closely 
related to the TEP, another simulant and less related to GB, VX and HD. A high 
similarity was obtained between 2-CEES and HD. VX and HD are shown to be 
spectroscopically closely related to 2-CEES. This can be explained by the presence of the 
-S- group these compounds. Model compounds 2-BAET, DPA and DHA are highly 
similar to each other. This similarity arises from the fact that they are secondary amines. 
Although 2-BAET is typically used as a VX simulant, their spectroscopic similarity is not 
good. This is due to the fact that VX is a tertiary amine. CHA and CHPA have a high 
similarity for being cyclic amines and 1,4-TO is closely related to them because it is also 
a cyclic compound.

3.2.2. Surface detection

In this work the first method for detection and quantification of a chemical agent’s 
simulants on metallic surfaces using sample smearing on surface as transfer method was 
evaluated as a proof of concept experiment. Spectroscopic characterization of thin layer 
deposits was achieved using the powerful technique of Grazing Angle Probe-Fiber Optic 
Coupled-FTIR developed for surface analysis12'16. This methodology relies on
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Reflection-Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIS) operating at the grazing-angle 
which is one of the most powerful resonance absorption phenomenon and is the most 
sensitive optical absorption technique available for measuring low concentrations of 
chemical compounds adhered to surfaces and even allows for the non-destructive mono 
layer chemical analysis on the surface. Figure 6 shows the FOC-GAP-FTIR spectra 5 and 
10 ug/cm2 2-CEES deposited as a trace residue on stainless steel surface. It is clear from 
the spectra shown that low limits of detection (LOD) achievable could be as low as 
nanograms/cm2 (milligrams/m2).

W ave num bers / cm"

Figure 6 . Fiber optic coupled-FTIR o f  2-CEES on stainless steel surface.

Comparing the Fiber Coupled-GAP-FTIR spectra obtained with KBr cell spectra 
measured in a bench instrument, it can be concluded that they are identical. This 
methodology can be applied for detecting CWA on surfaces such as metals, plastics, 
glass, wood and others12'13. Other applications of the technique in the arena of chemical 
agents and TIC are in decontamination and cleaning validation of these highly toxic and 
polluting compounds. Fiber coupling allows working in the far field at a 2-5 m from the 
source, providing safe management for the operator. Figure 7 shows the FOC-GAP-FTIR 
spectra of TIC: acetone, chloroform and dimethylformamide. The only practical 
limitation of this spectroscopic analysis is the residence time of analytes on surfaces. Foe 
threat compounds with high vapor pressures (liquids) or high sublimation rates (solids) 
are subject to low surface residence time which will downgrade the excellent sensitivity 
and robustness of the methodology.
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Figure 7. Fiber optic coupled-FTLR o f  several TIC on stainless steel surface.

4. Conclusions

The contributed work represents the continuation of a Chemical Point Detection Program 
at the Center for Chemical Sensors Development of the University of Puerto Rico -  
MayagUez. The focal point of the program is detection of chemical treat agents such as 
explosives, chemical and biological agents and toxic industrial compounds for Defense 
and security applications. Vibrational signatures of simulants of Chemical Warfare 
Agents, degradation products of CWA and Toxic Industrial Compounds have been 
measured using Raman Microscopy, FTIR in the liquid and gas phases and Fiber 
Coupled-Grazing Angle Probe-FTIR in the case of liquids deposited on metal surfaces as 
trace residues. Raman excitation in the NIR (785 nm), in the VIS (532, 514 and 488 nm) 
and in the DUV (244 nm) provided clear and strong signatures that can be used for 
Chemical Detection in the near or far field. FTIR measurements in gas phase were 
correlated with liquid phase measurements and with ab initio computed IR vibrational 
spectra of simulants. Similar computations were performed on chemical agents that could 
not be measured experimentally. Cluster Analysis of IR vibrational signatures were 
performed on all threat agents measured and of calculated real chemical agents. The best 
simulant found for GB was DIMP. Simulant DIMP was found to be closely related to the 
TEP, another simulant, and less related to GB, VX and HD. A high similarity was 
obtained between 2-CEES and HD.

In this work the first method for detection and quantification of the chemical agent’s 
simulants on metallic surfaces using sample smearing on the surface as the transfer 
method was evaluated as a proof of concept experiment. Comparison of the Fiber 
Coupled-GAP-FTIR spectra obtained with KBr cell spectra measured in a bench
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instrument concluded that they are identical. This methodology can be applied for 
detecting CWA on surfaces such as metals, plastics, glass, wood and others. Other 
applications of the technique in the arena of chemical agents and TIC are in surface 
decontamination and cleaning validation of these highly toxic and polluting compounds
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HYPERSPECTRAL AND POLARIZATION IMAGING WITH DOUBLE
TRANSDUCER AOTFS FOR WIDER SPECTRAL COVERAGE
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We have developed a number o f  programmable hyperspectral imagers operating from the ultraviolet 
to the longwave infrared using an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) in conjunction with a suitable 
camera. Each o f  these AOTFs is fabricated with a single transducer to operate over only one octave 
in wavelength. Recently, we have developed two separate tellurium dioxide (ТеСЬ) noncollinear 
AOTF cells that operate over two octave range. Each cell has an aperture o f  1. 5 x 1.5 cm2 with a 
field-of-view o f 4.2°, and two thin-plate lithium niobate transducers are bonded on i t  The tuning 
range o f  the first cell is 0.43-2.1 pm, and 0.69-4.0 pm for the second cell. We have used each o f  
these cells to carry out spectral imaging experiments with CCD, InGaAs, and InSb cameras to cover 
the spectral region from the visible to the midwave infrared. We image the two orthogonally 
polarized diffracted beams to get spectropolarimetric information from the scene, as well as a 
broadband image by using one o f  the undiffracted beams. In this paper, we discuss the two AOTF 
cells, the imaging experiments, and present the results obtained.

Keywords: Hyperspectral imaging; spectropolarimetric imaging; acousto-optic tunable filter; AOTF; 
T e 0 2; double-transducers.

1. Introduction

The U.S. Army Research Laboratory has developed a family of random access 
wavelength agile hyperspectral imagers using electronically tunable acousto-optic tunable 
filters (AOTFs) as programmable dispersive elements in combination with a camera and 
optics appropriate for the spectral region of operation covering wavelengths from the 
ultraviolet (UV) to the longwave infrared (LWIR).1"9 Such imagers can be used for a 
variety of applications including chemical/biological agent detection, target detection, 
medical diagnostics, atmospheric monitoring, and in astronomy to study galaxies, stars, 
and planets. In general, an AOTF-based hyperspectral imager operates over one octave in 
wavelength due to the operational limits of the piezoelectric transducer bonded on the 
crystal. Such AOTFs can be used with either two cameras to image the two diffracted 
beams to obtain both spectral and polarization information, as well as a third camera to 
image one of the two undiffracted beams to obtain a broadband image,4 or with only one
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camera to image only one diffracted beam (by blocking the second diffracted beam and 
the two undiffracted beams) and placing an electronically tunable liquid crystal variable 
retarder (LCVR) before the AOTF in the optical train to obtain spectropolarimeric 
images.1

Recently, we have designed hyperspectral imagers with more than two octave 
coverage in wavelength.4 To achieve such an operation, a novel noncollinear AOTF cell 
using а ТеОз crystal had to be designed with two transducers bonded on the crystal.9 Two 
such AOTF cells were fabricated. Each AOTF cell was fabricated in a single crystal of 
T e02 with a square aperture of 1.5 x 1.5 cm2 and an angular aperture of 4.2°. Each cell 
has two thin-plate lithium niobate transducers bonded on it. Each transducer has a 
separate radio-frequency (rf) connector, and the frequency and power of the applied rf 
signal to each transducer are independently controlled. Each of the transducer is designed 
with carefully matched electrical and acoustic impedances such that almost all applied 
electric power is converted to acoustic power. The first cell covers 0.43-2.1 ц т , 
corresponding to an rf frequency range from 123 to 18 MHz and the second cell has a 
tuning range 0.69-4.0 ц т  with a corresponding rf frequency range from 61 to 10 MHz. 
We used these cells in a number of different imaging experiments with CCD, InGaAs, 
and InSb cameras to cover the spectral region from the visible to the midwave IR. The 
tuning of the applied frequency, and the image acquisition and storage was carried out 
under full computer control. We obtained excellent spectropolarimetric images during 
these imaging experiments. In this paper, we will first give a short background and 
operational principles for an AOTF, then describe the imaging experiments carried out in 
our laboratory and present the results obtained.

2. Background

An AOTF is fabricated by bonding a piezoelectric transducer to a specially cut 
birefringent crystal.10-13 When an rf signal is applied to the transducer, it produces an 
ultrasonic wave that travels through the crystal with an acoustic frequency matching the 
applied rf. This sets up a moving diffraction grating in the crystal with the acoustic 
velocity specific to the material, and the grating period equal to the acoustic wavelength 
in the material. An acoustic absorber absorbs the sound wave after it traverses the crystal. 
When polarized light is incident on such a crystal, it is diffracted by the traveling acoustic 
wave, and produces an orthogonally polarized diffracted beam with a Doppler shift for a 
particular wavelength based on the phase-matching condition. The diffracted wavelength 
is inversely proportional to the acoustic frequency. There are two main types of AOTFs: 
collinear and noncollinear. In a collinear AOTF, the incident, diffracted, and undiffracted 
optical beams, as well as the sound wave travel in the same direction while in a 
noncollinear design the diffracted beams and the sound wave travel in different directions 
relative to the incident and the undiffracted optical beams. Most of the filters used in 
imaging applications are noncollinear and filter unpolarized broadband light into three 
spatially separated beams: a frequency upshifted beam, a frequency downshifted beam, 
and undiffracted incident light at all wavelengths except the diffracted wavelength that
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contains two separate beams with orthogonal polarizations corresponding to the ordinary 
and the extraordinary beam propagation in the birefringent crystal. The two frequency 
shifted beams have orthogonal polarizations, and they are spatially separated from each 
other on either side of the incident beam direction. In general, an AOTF has a single 
transducer bonded to it and due to transducer limitations; it operates over a frequency 
range of one octave or less. If more than one transducer is bonded to the crystal, the 
operating frequency range can be expanded to more than one octave. With a careful 
design of a transducer having matching acoustic and electrical impedances, an imaging 
AOTF cell can be fabricated with two transducers to operate over greater than two-octave 
range.14 In general, AOTF cells for hyperspectral imaging applications are designed with 
a large linear, as well as angular aperture and a relatively broad bandpass to be able to 
collect enough photons in each narrow spectral band to obtain high quality spectral 
images with good signal-to-noise-ratio.

We show the spectral filtering operation of a noncollinear AOTF cell with two 
transducers in figure 1. As shown in this drawing, the first transducer works for the 
higher rf frequency input and the second one for the lower rf frequency. Both diffracted 
beams cover a narrow spectral band defined by the applied rf and are polarized 
orthogonal to each other. Since the zero order diffracted light consists of two 
orthogonally polarized beams as explained earlier, a linear polarizer can be used to pass 
through only one of these beams to obtain a broadband polarized image of the scene on a 
CCD camera.
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3. Theory of operation

The tuning relationship for a noncollinear filter can be derived based on the conservation 
of momentum in a photon-phonon interaction given by the following expression

k,0 - K  = k a t , (1)

where the lengths of the wavevectors of the ordinary polarized incident and the 
extraordinary polarized diffracted light are given by ь _ and a. _ , as shown

Л  * Л
in the wavevector diagram for the wide-angle acousto-optic (AO) interaction geometry in 
T e02 in figure 2. The length of the ultrasound wavevector with frequency / i s  given by
X = —̂  • Here, y\0 is the refractive index for the ordinary beam and nd is the refractive

V
index for the extraordinary beam as shown in figure 2. Л0 is the center wavelength of the 
diffracted light, and V is the acoustic velocity in the material, rid is equal to ne on the
[110] axis, n0 on the [001] axis, and at other points it is given by the equation for the 
index ellipse as follows

____________ "Л>____________  , P )nd\yd) “  ;---- ;-------------- ;---- ;----------
y]ne cos~(0j + a )  + n; sir\-(0d + a)

where a  is the angle the acoustic wavevector makes with the [110] axis and the diffracted 
wavevector is at an angle f t  relative to a direction normal to K.

Figure 2. The vector diagram for noncollinear AO interaction in ТеОг.



The acoustic phase velocity in the direction defined by the tilt angle a  in the crystal is 
given by
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v (a) = V*iiio cos2 a  + sin2 a  , (3)

where Vlw and V0oi are the acoustic velocities in the [110] and [001] directions. The 
spectral tuning relationship for the filter is given by the following expression

AnVsm2(Od +a)  (4)
/  sin 0,

where An is the birefringence (difference of the two refractive indices). The angle 6d is 
related to the Bragg angle of incidence 0as follows

"d

and the expression for nd can be further simplified to give

nd =n0[\ + — sln2(Od +a)\  • (6)
По

Since the angle в  is known, the value of 9d can be obtained by solving Eqs. (4) and (5). 
The angular field of view (the angular separation between the incident and the diffracted 
beams), А0 = 6 -  0d, in the crystal for small values of AO is given by the following 
expression

AG = (AnIna) sin2(6d + a ) cot0d • (7)

The optical passband АЛ with an acoustic walk-off angle ^ is  given by

АЛ< — — (l + tan^tan^) » (®)
AnLsin2(0d + a)

where

y/= artan[( / l^l0) Jtana ] - a , (9)

and L is the length of the transducer. The AO figure-of-merit M2 is given as follows

0 ° )
2  p V 3

and the diffraction efficiency rj of the filter is expressed as

' ■ И я >
where p  is the effective photoelastic coefficient, p  is the density of the crystal material, Pa 
is the applied rf power, and H is the height of the transducer plate.
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4. Filter parameters

The two AOTFs were fabricated with a =  6°, 9 — 6.2°, a field-of-view of 4.2° in air, and 
with an aperture of 1.5 x 1.5 cm2. They were characterized for wide spectral imaging 
coverage in the combined spectral range from the visible to the midwave IR. The tuning 
range of the first cell is 0.43-2.1 jam, corresponding to an rf frequency range from 123 to 
18 MHz, with transducer 1 operating over 45-123 MHz and transducer 2 operating over 
18-46 MHz. The second cell can be tuned over 0.69-4.0 ц т  with corresponding rf 
frequency range from 61 to 10 MHz, with transducer 1 operating from 24 to 61 MHz and 
transducer 2 operating from 10 to 25 MHz. The bandpass for each transducer is different 
for both these cells— for the first cell with transducer I it is 225 cm '1, and with transducer 
2 it is 70 cm*1, while for the second cell, it is 125 cm '1 for transducer 1, and 68 cm'1 for 
transducer 2. The first cell operates with close to 96% efficiency for applied rf power of 
less than 1 W to either of the two transducers. The second cell has similarly high 
efficiency with transducer 1 in the shortwave IR region for 1.5 W of applied rf power but 
only half as much efficiency with 3.6 W rf power in the longer wavelength region 
because the applied rf power increases as the square of wavelength, because the AO 
figure-of-merit is smaller in this region, and because the transducer length used was 
shorter than what was required in the design due to the size of the available ТеОг crystal. 
The operational parameters of the two AOTFs are listed in table 1. A schematic drawing 
of the cell design is shown in figure 3 and a photograph of the filter is shown in figure 4. 
Tuning curves showing the applied rf  frequency dependence of the diffracted wavelength 
for both the filters were obtained by using both theoretical and measurement results, and 
are shown in figures 5 (a) and (b).

Table 1. AOTF parameters.

Parameters AOTF1 AOTF2

Material T e 0 2 T e 0 2

Linear aperture (cm2) 1.5 x 1.5 1.5x1 .5

Angular aperture (°) 4.2 4.2

Transducer 1 Transducer 2 Transducer 1 Transducer 2

Spectral range (pm) 0.43-2.1 0.69^4.0

0.43-0.93 0.88-2.1 0.69-1.67 1.62-4.0

RF (MHz) 1 8 -1 2 3 10-61

43-123 18-46 24-61 10-25

Spectral resolution 225 70 125 6 8

(cm-1)
RF drive power (W) 0.7@0.63 ц т  0.95@  1.15 pm 1.5@1.15 pm 3.6@ 3.39 pm

Diffraction 95@0.63 pm 96@ 1.15pm 96@1.15 pm 50@ 3.39 pm
efficiency (%)

mailto:0.7@0.63
mailto:1.5@1.15
mailto:3.6@3.39
mailto:95@0.63
mailto:96@1.15
mailto:50@3.39
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Figure 4. A two transducer AOTF.

X, цт X, цт

Figure 5. Tuning curves for the two AOTFs— (a) the first cell and (b) the second cell.
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Three different imaging experiments were carried out using these filters. In one of the 
imaging experiments, we used three separate CCD cameras with AOTF1 operating from 
the visible to the shortwave IR—the middle camera images one of the undiffracted zero- 
order beams with a linear polarizer in the incidence direction, and the cameras on either 
side of it image the upshifted and the downshifted diffracted beams propagating at an 
angle relative to the incident optical beam. These two diffracted beams have orthogonal 
polarizations. This way we obtained both the spectral and the polarization information 
from the scene using the two side cameras and a broadband image of the scene by the 
middle camera. The wavelength of the diffracted beams was changed by changing the rf 
frequency applied to transducer 1. A schematic drawing of this experiment is shown in 
figure 6. The imaged object was a U.S. Air Force (AF) resolution chart on a glass plate. 
Four of the polarized spectral images at 500, 540, 580 and 620 nm obtained in this 
experiment are included in figure 7. In the second experiment we used both transducers 
of AOTF1 with three cameras. One InGaAs camera was used to image one of the 
diffracted beams corresponding to transducer 2, while the other diffracted beam due to 
transducer 1, and one of the undiffracted beams, was imaged using two separate CCD 
cameras. Again the AF resolution chart on glass was imaged, and a couple of polarized 
spectral images obtained in this experiment from the InGaAs camera are shown in figure
8. In the third experiment, we used an InSb camera with a Ge window cooled to 77K with 
AOTF2 operating from the near IR to midwave IR, and applied rf power to transducer 2 
to image both the diffracted beams and subtracted out the undiffracted beams. The object 
imaged was a different resolution chart on a ZeSe plate. One of the polarized spectral 
images obtained in this experiment is shown in figure 9. The magnification in these three 
different sets of images is different due to use of different camera lenses.

5. Imaging experiments and results

Camera 1

Figure 6 . Schematic drawing o f the spectral and polarization imaging experiment using one o f  the two- 
transducer AOTFs with three cameras to image the two diffracted and one o f  the undiffracted beams. The two 
cameras on the side, image orthogonally polarized spectral images from the two diffracted beams and the 
middle camera with a linear polarization filter in front, acquires a broadband image from one o f  the zero order 
beams.
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Figure 7. Polarized spectral images o f  a resolution chart using transducer 1 on AOTF 1.

Figure 8 . Polarized spectral images o f  a resolution chart using transducer 2 on AOTF 1.

Figure 9. Polarized spectral image o f  a resolution chart using transducer 2 on AOTF 2.
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AOTFs designed for spectral imaging applications need to have large linear and angular 
apertures as well as a relatively wider bandpass to provide good signal-to-noise-ratio in 
remote sensing applications. Many .spectral imaging applications require the use of 
AOTFs that cover spectral regions wider than one octave. In general, an AOTF cell with 
a single transducer covers only one octave or less in wavelength. We developed two 
double-transducer noncollinear AOTF cells, each with a 1.5 * 1.5 cm2 aperture and a 4.2° 
field-of-view, to operate over a more than two-octave spectral region. The first cell 
operates over 0.43-2.1 |im, corresponding to an rf frequency range from 123 to 18 MHz, 
43-123 MHz with transducer 1 and 18—46 MHz with transducer 2. The second cell 
covers 0.69^4.0 ц т , corresponding to an rf frequency range from 61 to 10 MHz, 24 to 61 
MHz with transducer 1 and 10 to 25 MHz with transducer 2. The bandpass of the first 
cell is 225 cm‘‘with transducer 1 and 70 cm'1 with transducer 2, and for the second cell, it 
is 125 cm '1 for transducer 1 and 68 cm'1 for transducer 2. Both cells operate with 96% 
efficiency from visible to shortwave IR for an applied rf power of less than 1.5 W, while 
the efficiency in the midwave IR is only 50% with 3.6 W due to the fact that applied 
power increases as the square of the wavelength. The unique feature of the AOTFs 
fabricated for this research is that both the electrical and acoustic impedances of the 
transducers were matched well such that most of the applied rf power coupled well to 
generate acoustic field inside the crystal.

We carried out three separate imaging experiments using CCD, InGaAs and cooled 
InSb cameras to collect polarized spectral images over the full range of coverage of the 
two cells. We obtained high quality images. The zero-order broadband image can be 
obtained with high spatial resolution. We had to use three separate cameras since each 
available camera has a limited spectral coverage. We could use a single cooled InSb 
camera with either a MgF2 or CaF2 window to cover the entire spectral range of 
operation.
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SENSING APPLICATIONS
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In this paper, recent progress made in the development o f quartz and KDP crystal based acousto- 
optic tunable filters (AOTF) are presented. These AOTFs are developed for operation over deep-UV 
to near-UV wavelengths o f 190 nm to 400 nm. Preliminary output performance measurements o f  
quartz AOTF and design specifications o f KDP AOTF are presented. At 355 nm, the quartz AOTF 
device offered -15%  diffraction efficiency with a passband full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) o f  
less than 0.0625 nm. Further characterization o f quartz AOTF devices at deep-UV wavelengths is 
progressing. The hermetic packaging o f KDP AOTF is nearing completion. The solid-state optical 
sources being used for excitation include nonlinear optics based high-energy tunable UV transmitters 
that operate around 320 nm and 308 nm wavelengths, and a tunable deep-UV laser operating over 
193 nm to 210 nm. These AOTF devices have been developed as turn-key devices for primarily for 
space-based chemical and biological sensing applications using laser induced Fluorescence and 
resonance Raman techniques.

Keywords: Deep-UV wavelengths; AOTF; chem-bio sensing

1. Introduction

NASA began Laser Risk Reduction Program (LRRP) in 2002 to develop reliable, 
robust, and compact laser technologies for Iidar applications from space based platforms. 
The goal is to advance 1 micron and 2 micron lasers and associated wavelength 
conversion technologies for reliable operation in space environments. LRRP is a joint 
operation of Langley Research Center and Goddard Space Flight Center. The LRRP 
effort focuses on four Lidar techniques namely altimetry, Doppler, Differential 
Absorption Lidar (DIAL), and backscatter lidar. The emphasis is on six priority Earth 
Science measurements: (i) surface and ice mapping, (ii) horizontal vector wind profiling,
(iii) carbon dioxide (C02) profiling, (iv) ozone (0 3) profiling, (v) aerosol/clouds, and (vi) 
river current monitoring.

To explore ozone profiling using DIAL technique from space based platforms, an 
highly efficient, all-solid-state, diode pumped, conductively cooled, single longitudinal 
mode and high-energy 1-micron to UV wavelength conversion technology to primarily 
generate UV wavelengths of 308 nm and 320 nm has been developed. This effort is a 
collaborative effort among Sandia National Labs, Fibertek, Inc. and NASA Langley
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Research Center1. This tunable UV transmitter technology has chem-bio sensing 
applications for NASA, defense, and Homeland Security Agency (HSA) missions. In the 
case of NASA, this UV converter technology provides a path for the development of 
compact, electrically controllable, and rugged chem-bio sensors specifically designed for 
investigating geological and mineralogical compositions as well as exploring precursors 
of life signature on various bodies of our Solar system. Besides NASA applications, this 
technology is suited for several HSA applications. For e.g., Tryptophan (amino acid 
generated by protein digestion), absorbs at 280 nm and emits over a range of 300-400 nm 
wavelengths with a resonance peak at 330 nm.

Besides ozone related wavelengths, the LRRP UV transmitter technology is capable 
of generating tunable wavelengths ranging from <200 nm to 400 nm spanning over deep- 
UV to near-UV spectral region using nonlinear optical techniques such as three-wave 
mixing. Among these wavelengths, deep-UV wavelength band is considered to play an 
important role in characterizing chem-bio species for space exploration missions. The 
tunable deep-UV wavelengths can serve as excitation wavelengths for Laser Induced 
Fluorescence (LIF) and Raman schemes including resonant Raman, and surface enhanced 
Raman effects. On the basis of this technology, a tunable deep-UV based chem-bio 
sensor technology has been being conceived primarily for space exploration purposes. 
Both, imaging and direct detection schemes corresponding to Laser Induced Fluorescence 
(LIF) and Raman techniques are being explored.

Various elements required for developing a robust, high resolution and electronically 
controllable chem-bio sensor are being investigated. One of the critical elements of this 
proposed tunable chem-bio sensor scheme is a narrow band tunable filter required to 
analyze spectral signatures emanating from targets of interest. For our initial studies, the 
acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) for analyzing Raman emissions due to deep-UV 
excitations has been selected. Besides effectively blocking background fluorescence, 
use of a deep-UV AOTF will allow electronic tuning of the peak passband to a desired 
emission wavelength. In this paper, the development of AOTFs appropriate for deep-UV 
wavelength operation is discussed. In Section 2, a brief description of excitation at deep- 
UV wavelengths is discussed. In Section 3, a brief overview on the ongoing development 
of UV transmitters as excitation sources is presented. In Section 4, the proposed chem- 
bio scheme is illustrated. In Section 5, design and fabrication of quartz crystal based 
AOTF is presented. In Section 6, initial performance measurements of the quartz AOTF 
are discussed. Summary and Conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Excitation at Deep-UV wavelengths

The excitation in the deep-UV results in more intense Raman scattering. D eep -U V  
laser excitation has the ability to avoid fluorescence background in the Raman spectra. 
Tunability of the UV source could allow exploitation of resonance Raman effect. 
Resonance Raman Effect enhances the intensity of Raman lines. Deep-UV LIF is
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exceptionally sensitive to the presence of large biological molecules, bacteria, and 
organics. Recent work using UV LIF technique has shown that under suitable conditions, 
it is possible to detect as few as 5 to 10 bacteria on a surface, and zepta molar {10‘21 
mole} of poly-aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). The specificity of Raman spectral 
molecular finger-prints has made the technique of great value in a number of areas 
including biochemistry and biophysics, early detection of cancers, chem-bio agents and 
for identifying minerals on planetary surfaces. LIF and laser Raman spectroscopy are 
considered sensitive techniques for providing reliable information on characteristics of 
organic molecules and the molecules of life. Use of excitation wavelengths below 250 
nm, endogenous and Raman emission of target molecules can be measured without 
mutual interference.

Abundant polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons discovered in the fresh fracture surfaces 
of the Martian meteorite have stimulated new interest in the search for past life on Mars. 
These polyaromatic chains present in a Martian meteorite indicating probable past life 
signature. Deep-UV excitation of precursors such as kerogens and lignins could provide 
insight into biological precursors2. These are insoluble macromolecular hydrocarbons 
with low hydrogen content containing aromatic and polyaromatic components and are 
considered precursors for origins of life. Efforts are underway to devise sensitive 
techniques for the detection of lignins and kerogens.

3. The UV Laser Transmitter

The performance specifications of the single mode, conductively cooled, all-solid- 
state UV transmitter built under LRRP effort for ozone sensing applications include (i) 
nominal wavelength of 320 nm and 308 nm, pulse energy of greater than 200 mJ, 
pulsewidth around 25 ns, and repetition frequency of 50 Hz. For ozone sensing, the need 
for high pulse energy is to obtain enhanced performance during strong day light 
conditions. The basic scheme of this UV transmitter consists of a Nd:YAG laser 
operating at 1064 nm that pumps a nonlinear optics arrangement consisting of an Optical 
Parametric Oscillator (OPO) and a Sum Frequency Generator (SFG). The pump laser 
consists of a Nd:YAG gain medium based ring oscillator and four zig-zag Brewster angle 
slab amplifiers. Greater than 1 J/pulse at 1064 nm wavelength is obtained by amplifying 
the oscillator pulse energy of -30 J with four zig-zag slab amplifiers. Using the Second 
Harmonic Generation (SHG), the 532 nm wavelength is generated from 1064 nm 
wavelength. With KTP as a SHG crystal, up to 80% conversion efficiency has been 
demonstrated. The general scheme to generate UV wavelengths involves splitting the 532 
nm wavelength energy almost equally using a beam splitter. One portion pumps a seeded 
KTP crystal based OPO to generate near-IR signal wavelength of 803 nm. The other 
portion of 532 nm wavelength energy is mixed with 803 nm using a SFG crystal to 
generate 320 nm wavelength. In the case of 308 nm, the OPO is designed to generate 
731.5 nm.
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The OPO used for 532 nm pumped IR generation is known as Rotated Image Singly 
Resonant Twisted rectangle (RISTRA) type. The RISTRA OPO is a Four-mirror image- 
rotating non-planar ring resonator in a compact arrangement. The advantages of RISTA 
OPO include no alignment, long term stability, and good beam quality. The wall plug 
efficiency of the Nd:YAG pump laser is equal to 7% and the optical slope efficiency is 
equal to 11%. The UV converter arrangement with 532 nm pump provides near-IR to 
UV wavelengths conversion efficiency of up to 24% conversion efficiency with extra 
cavity sum frequency generator arrangement. The semiconductor diode-pumped 
Nd:YAG pump laser with zigzag slab amplifiers allow robust and efficient design for use 
in space. The conduction cooled operation eliminates circulating liquids with in laser 
cavity. Finally, space-qualifiable component designs establish a path to space missions. 
The details of this setup are given in reference 1.

The LRRP UV transmitter is a dual use technology that is suitable for many chem-bio 
applications. Besides ozone sensing, our objective is to develop an all solid-state deep 
(200-300 nm) UV laser transmitter and matched receiver unit that will be suitable for LIF 
and remote Raman techniques. The current tunable UV transmitter technology is 
anticipated to allow the generation of UV wavelengths ranging from <200 nm to 400 nm 
with pulse energies of greater than 50 mJ. The availability of large pump energy 
>lJ/pulse at 1064 nm allows generation of sufficient energy at deep UV wavelengths for 
in-situ laser induced fluorescence experiments. The wavelength tunability of the UV 
source allows exploitation of resonance Raman effect that could enhance the intensity of 
Raman lines by 3 to 6 order of magnitude of aromatic amino acids, nucleic acids, and a 
variety of bacterial pigments. One of the methodologies to obtain wide range of UV 
wavelengths is by angle tuning one or more OPO and SFG crystals with appropriate seed 
wavelengths. Other efficient design possibilities are being explored. For our current 
experimental purposes, a deep-UV laser providing wavelengths from 193 nm to 210 nm 
has been procured and characterized from Coherent, Inc. The specifications of this deep- 
UV laser include PRF of 5 kHz, pulsewidth of -20  ns and spatial mode of TEM0o- Deep 
UV wavelengths are obtained by fourth harmonic generation technique from a Nd:YLF 
laser pumped Ti:Sapphire laser arrangement. The modified transmitter coupled with a 
tunable filter is anticipated to be suitable for the following remote sensing techniques.

4. The Chem-Bio Sensing Scheme

The experimental arrangement for analyzing responses from chem-bio species due to 
deep-UV excitation under development is illustrated in Figure 1. In this scheme, a 
tunable deep UV laser transmitter is used for excitation. An acousto-optic tunable filter 
(AOTF) is utilized for UV LIF and resonance Raman Spectroscopic techniques. The 
fluorescence and Raman signals emanated from target species is collected using a 
telescope and selectively routed into an imaging spectrograph or an AOTF. The 
spectrally selective filtering is succeeded by detection and data processing tools that are 
commercially available. The proposed experimental scheme will be utilized for
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investigating mineralogical samples and/or simulants pertaining to extraterrestrial 
environments and for nondestructive detection of biologically important organisms and 
molecules. A secondary objective is to examine potential experimental schemes for 
planetary sample acquisition and habitability assessment as well as for human protection.

The experimental set-up has the flexibility to be adapted for both in-situ (dotted lines) 
and short-to-medium range (up to few km) remote sensing. Furthermore, the proposed 
scheme allows for direct detection as well as imaging. Direct detection followed by 
imaging experiments based on LIF and resonance Raman provides species distribution 
features. In this setup, the digital CCD camera system is PIXIS 400B from Princeton 
Instruments and the UV detector is from Hamamatsu Corporation. A custom designed 
Cassegrain telescope for operation over deep-UV to visible region has been fabricated. 
For looking at visible returns, a commercially available AOTF operating in the visible 
region such as that made of Te02 win be utilized. Characterization of critical components 
of this arrangement is progressing. In the following section, the characterization of 
AOTF devices is discussed.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for conducting chem.-bio sensing using single pixel detection as well as imaging 
schemes.

5. The Deep-UV AOTF device: Fabrication and Testing

Acousto-optic (AO) effect is the diffraction of light by sound generated phase grating
via photo elastic effect (change of refractive index with stress). AO effect provides a 
convenient way of controlling the frequency, intensity and direction of an optical 
radiation3'7. The basic principle of an AOTF device is illustrated in Figure 2. The 
dependence of optical passband on RF drive frequency gives rise to spectral filtering. In
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the case of an AOTF, an electronic tunable phase grating is established in an acousto- 
optic crystal due to the propagating ultrasonic wave8' 10. Tuning is obtained by varying 
the RF drive frequency. AOTF devices are compact, solid-state devices with no moving 
parts. They provide good resolution (< 0.1 nm) wavelength agility and rapid tunability 
via electronic means. Another aspect is programmability and random wavelength 
selection that allows remote operation. Other attractive features include low repeatability 
errors (< ± 0.05 nm), high signal to noise ratio, reliability, and repeatability. AOTF 
devices allow spectral imaging over a wide spectral band. As such, AOTFs are becoming 
attractive for a wide range of applications including sensing and imaging applications in 
place of conventional gratings. If power consumption of few watts of RF power required 
to operate these devices is not an issue in a given operational environment, then AOTF 
devices could play a significant role. This is particularly true in the case of space 
missions.

Incident beam

0

Piezoelectric transducer

Diffracted beam

e,'B
Dynamic Phase Grating

Л  —j-
Acoustic

Wavelength,

Transmitted beam

Bragg Cell Acoustic Termination

Fig. 2. The basic AOTF operational principle.

An AO device can be operated either in Bragg or Raman-Nath regime. Bragg 
condition generates only one diffraction order. As such, Bragg cells are widely used in 
various applications. AOTFs can be constructed using collinear or non-collinear type of 
interactions in an anisotropic medium. Non collinear interactions allow operational 
flexibility as well as the diffracted order is well separated from the zero-order beams. 
Collinear interactions provide large apertures. However, one of the main disadvantages 
of collinear case is that the diffracted and zero-order beams are very close to each other 
and hence need a polarizing beam splitter to separate them. AOTFs generally use shear
mode interactions to optimize diffraction efficiency and passband characteristics.

AOTFs operating in the visible and Near-IR spectral regions have been well 
established. Practical deep-UV, mid-wave IR (3-5 microns) and long wave IR (8-12 
microns) AOTFs are under development. Materials growth concerns are hampering their 
progress. However, steady progress is made in the case of long-wave IR materials for
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AOTF applications11. Recently, a near-UV AOTF operation using KDP crystal was 
reported12. In the following section, the design and measurements of a deep-UV AOTF is 
discussed.

For deep-UV operation, design configuration using quartz and KDP materials were 
carefully studied. The AOTF units were fabricated by Brimrose Corporation. In this 
paper, the preliminary results of the quartz AOTF is presented while the KDP AOTF 
characteristics that are being hermetically packaged will be presented soon. Hermetical 
packaging is being done to prevent degradation. Both collinear and non-collinear device 
configurations were theoretically investigated. Generally, non-collinear configuration is 
preferred for AOTF operation due to relatively high diffraction efficiency and the

Fig. 3. Left: The collinear phasematching condition in relation to refractive indexe ellipsoids. Right: The 
collinear AOTF arrangement.

Figure 4. Experimental arrangement using a 355 nm wavelength obtained from a tripled Nd:YAG laser system.
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Figure 5. The AOTF control electronics box: Left: Graphical user interface. Right: Control system, 
specifications. (Courtesy o f  Brimrose Corporation).

Table 1. Design specifications o f  fabricated quartz and KDP AOTF devices.

Parameter Units S Specifications
Substrate NA Quartz KDP
Spectral Range nm 200-400 190-450
RF Frequency Range MHz 82-164 75-185
Optical Aperture mm 5.0 x 5.0 5.0 x 5.0
Acceptance Angle Deg. 5.4-7.6 5.4-7.6 j
Separation Angle Deg. -0.5 -0.5 I
Drive Power Watts 15 15 i

Spectral Resolution nm
0.4 @ 300 nm 
0.8 @ 400 nm < 0 . 1

Didffraction Eff. At the peak % 15-20 15-20
Polarization NA Linear Linear
RF Connector NA SMA SMA

Packaging 1 NA Water Cooled
Hermetically I 

sealed

advantage of having sufficiently separated output beams. In the case of non-collinear 
configuration design analysis, the angle between the zero-order and diffracted beam for 
quartz crystal was found to be around 0.5°. Since, no significant advantages with non
collinear design configuration was evident, collinear configuration was selected for 
quartz AOTF. The cut angle of the quartz AOTF crystal was 10°. Table 1 shows the test 
results along with design specifications. Although, the deep-UV laser was available for 
testing, no polarizers were available at the time of testing. Quartz AOTF characterization 
was carried out at 355nm due to the availability of a quarter wave plate for separation of 
orthogonally polarized zero order and the diffracted beams. Hence, tripled Nd:YAG laser 
providing 355 nm was utilized for our initial characterization. The PRF of the Nd:YAG 
laser was 10 Hz and the pulsewidth was less than 10 ns. A camera with spectral response 
ranging from 300 nm to 1 microns was utilized to capture output radiation from the 
AOTF device.
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The AOTF was water-cooled for safety purposes. The first and zero order beams are 
almost collinear. Hence, a polarizer and an analyzer comprising of linear polarizers 
placed at right angles relative to each other, one before and one after the AOTF are 
required for beam separation. In the above table, spectral resolution is measured with 
collimated output. Diffraction efficiency refers to the laser line. The expected efficiency 
at the edges is around 10% of the peak value. Further characterization of this AOTF is 
planned with deep-UV wavelengths in coming days

6. Experimental Results

Measurements of AOTF performance were carried out at 355 nm. The throughput of 
the quartz AOTF device was >99%. Up to 400 images per wavelength were collected, 
processed, and analyzed. From the image response, the passband characteristics were 
determined. In the best case, full width at half maximum (FWHM) less than 0.0625 nm 
was achieved. From the second set of measurements, a FWHM of 0.125 nm obtained. 
These passband characteristics are shown in Figure 4 along with the RF drive frequency 
in the top axis. The measured diffraction efficiency of the device was ~ 15%.

Fig. 6. Measured passband characteristics. Left Graph: Images per wavelength = 400 and FWHM passband = 
0.0625 nm. Right Graph: Images per wavelength = 400 and resolution = 0.125 nm.

7. Summary and Conclusions

An all-solid-state Nd:YAG Pump laser has been developed with > U/pulse at 50 Hz 
PRF and a pulsewidth of 22 ns. Using this pump laser, efficient high-pulse-energy, 
tunable UV wavelength generation technology has been demonstrated. This pump laser 
has the potential to generate deep-UV wavelengths. A chem-bio sensor scheme is being 
developed around this UV transmitter technology. Among several critical components, 
quartz and KDP based AOTFs have been designed and fabricated. Quartz AOTF has 
provided a passband of less than 0.0625 nm (FWHM) with ~15% diffraction efficiency. 
Currently, KDP AOTF is being hermetically packaged. In-situ and remote chem-bio 
sensing experiments are planned in the near future. Potential NASA applications include 
mineralogical investigations on the Moon, asteroids and planets.
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This paper describes a remotely operable miniature spectrometer for the detection o f Toxic Industrial 
Chemicals (TIC) using Near Infra-Red (NIR) spectroscopy. The spectrometer discussed here is 
compact, rugged and capable o f  operating on either as a handheld unit or on robotic platforms. The 
packaged unit consists o f  two modules: an optical head unit and an electronics unit. The optical 
head contains an infra-red light source, an Acousto-Optical Tunable Filter (AOTF) spectrometer, and 
associated electronics. The other module is contains the associated electronics assembly and cables 
connecting it with the optical head. This unit has fiber optic and free space detection capabilities and 
can be operated using 24 V battery power packs. We have developed a method to detect unknown 
chemical threat using measured signatures o f  known chemicals and chemometric techniques. At this 
time the system can detect chemicals in solid and liquid forms. We are currently optimizing the 
system for detection o f  chemicals in gaseous/vapor forms.

Keywords: Toxic Industrial Chemicals; AOTF spectrometer.

1. Introduction and Background

The threat of an accidental or intentional release of a toxic industrial chemical (TIC) is a 
serious concern. Chemical plants, pipelines, storage facilities, railroads, and trucks are all 
possible sources from which toxic industrial chemicals could be released. In the event 
such an incident occurs, there will be an immediate analytical need to determine the 
nature of the release, establish perimeters to ensure public safety, monitor 
decontamination efforts, and confirm effective remediation of the agent. It has therefore 
been a subject of great interest to scientists and engineers over the years to develop 
methods to detect such threats accurately. Although no single measurement technique is 
available to analyze for all known TICs, several technologies such as near and mid- 
infrared (NIR and MIR) spectroscopy,1,2 gas chromatography/mass spectrometry
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(GC/MS)3, liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS)4, and inductively coupled 
plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)5 evolved to address TICs of various forms and 
characteristics. We present an all optical single sensing instrument, based on NIR and 
MIR spectroscopy, which can be used for the detection and concentration measurement 
of a large number of TICs in either liquid or solid phases.

One of the more robust optical strategies to be employed for TIC sensing is absorption 
spectroscopy. However, most of the previous work based on the NIR and MIR absorption 
spectroscopy employed discrete optical sources such as laser diodes.1,2 Using a typical 
tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy system for species concentration 
measurements, a large number of optical and electronic components are required for each 
wavelength, e.g. laser housings, controllers, fiber couplers, and a complex de
multiplexing system. The integration of these components is a major obstacle in keeping 
multi-species sensing from being utilized in practical situations, as these systems are 
difficult to package and move when the number of wavelengths increases. In contrast we 
present a single optical instrument that is light weight, compact, and has a small size 
without bulky electronics for the detection and measurement of a variety of toxic 
industrial chemicals. This system utilizes a widely tunable near- and mid-infrared light 
source to make absorption measurements of the species of interest. The light is able to 
continuously tune from 0.8 to 2.7 microns while maintaining a narrow bandwidth of a 
few nm. The rapid tunability of this light source obviates the need for discrete optical 
sources at various absorption wavelengths of measurement species of interest. The 
instrument effectively operates as an ultra-miniature spectrometer, capable of quantifying 
species concentration, in situ, with a very small installation footprint that can be 
conveniently mounted on robots. Furthermore, the wide spectral bandwidth allows for 
the selection of the optimum absorption transition bands, without regard for the diode 
lasers at wavelengths difficult to find commercially. The instrumentation is 
environmentally rugged, with the ability to withstand extreme ranges of temperature, 
humidity, vibration and shock conditions.

The design and construction of the complete instrumentation is based on proprietary 
acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) technology platform. AOTF spectrometers have 
several advantages over traditional spectrometers. Traditional spectrometers require 
careful handling and frequent calibration. They also suffer lower scan speed and lower 
reliability. An AOTF is an all solid-state tunable filter with no moving parts and is 
therefore immune to orientation changes or even severe mechanical shock and vibrations. 
Moreover, the AOTF is a high throughput and high-speed programmable device capable 
of accessing wavelengths at rates of 100 kHz, making it an excellent tool for in-situ NIR 
spectroscopy. Some of the key advantages of the AOTF technology are summarized 
below:

• Fast speed. The AOTF wavelength can be electronically changed. The overall 
speed limit is the time needed for acoustic wave to fulfill the optical aperture,
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which can be as fast as several microseconds ( îs). This means that the 
wavelength can be modulated at > 100 kHz.

• Broad tuning range (0.4-5цт). This results from the dynamic grating formed by 
the acoustic wave in the acousto-optic medium.

• High optical throughput. As a result of a high diffraction efficiency (>90%).
• Large field of view angle (FOV). AOTFs, unlike conventional Bragg Cells, are 

capable of a large FOV (as large as a several degrees).
• Electronically programmable center wavelength. The center wavelength of the 

passband of an AOTF can be electronically programmed and tuned.
• Increased reliability and ruggedness. As a result of the AOTF being a compact 

solid-state device (5cm3) without moving parts, it is insensitive to mechanical 
vibration and shock, and can be batteiy powered. Temperature change induced 
shift of wavelength can be virtually eliminated by adjusting the acoustic 
frequency accordingly, and thus the device can operate over extreme 
temperature ranges.

2. AOTF Spectrometer

The fiber optic AOTF spectrometer is divided into several subsystems -  collection optics, 
optical fiber, collimating optics, AOTF, detector system, driving electronics, and data 
acquisition.

Collection Optics: The AOTF spectrometer is an active detection system. The collection 
optics couples reflected source light by the surface materials into an optical fiber or fiber 
bundle, which convey the optical signal to the AOTF.
Optical Fiber: The optical fiber or fiber bundle is transparent across the wavelength range 
of from 0.5fim to 4.0jim for the NIR and MWIR systems. The widely used silica based 
fiber can only be used for wavelengths up to 2.5|im. One has to use chalcogenide fiber 
for MWIR detection. Since the reflected sunlight by the surface material is non-coherent 
and can have any distribution, multimode fiber is preferred, which also improves the 
efficiency of collection optics.
Collimating Optics: Collimating optics is used to reduce the size of the beam inside the 
AOTF so that the diffraction efficiency of AOTF can be higher and the size of AOTF can 
be smaller.
AOTF: The AOTF operates in the wavelength range of 400nm -  2500nm. It is fabricated 
using Te02 crystal with 13.5°cut. This is the angle between the transducer surface and 
(001) direction of the crystal. This design provides high efficiency with moderate (1 to 
1.5 watt) RF power and acceptable resolution.
Detector System: Because the spectrometer covers a very wide wavelength range (400nm 
-  2500nm for NIR and 2 ц т  to 4|um for MWIR), different types of detectors are required 
such as Si, InGaAs, and InSb. This coincides with the multi-transducer approach of the 
AOTF.
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The AOTF has two 1st order diffracted beams with orthogonal polarizations when 
unpolarized light is the input. Conventional AOTF uses only one o f them by blocking the 
other one or by putting a polarizer at the input of the AOTF. In our AOTF spectrometer 
however, we use both of the diffracted outputs to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. 
Driving Electronics: Operation of the AOTF requires an RF driver. In the spectrometer, 
more than one detector will be used to convert optical signals of different wavelength 
ranges to electrical ones. Therefore it is possible to allow more than one transducer to 
operate at the same time without interfering with each other, and the time required to 
obtain a whole spectrum can be reduced.
Data Acquisition: A multi-channel A/D converter to acquire the optical spectrum from 
detectors and combine the spectrum from each individual detector to a single spectrum 
was used. Simultaneous multi-channel A/D converters operating at high data rates allow 
multiple sampling at each detector for every data point. This allows us to modulate the 
RF driving signal in order to increase the effective SNR of the system.

3. Detection of Solids and Liquids

In this work, we developed two separate spectrometer designs, one design for solids and 
liquids and the other for addressing gases. The unit for the detection of solids and liquids 
mounted onto the robot is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Electronics and optical head o f the spectrometer for the detection o f  toxics in solid/liquid forms.
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Using the solid/liquid unit we were able to successfully differentiate between eight 
different fragrant oils. In this study, a drop of oil was placed on a glass plate with a 
standard spectralon tile in the background. A wavelength range of 1100 nm to 2300 nm 
was used in increments of 2 nm. Two hundred scans were taken at a gain level of two 
and averaged into one spectrum. Three spectra per oil were taken and then processed into 
absorbance and first derivative. Figure 2 shows an expanded view of the first derivative 
spectra from 1600 to 1800 nm, which clearly indicates the separation between the 
different oils.

Next, we performed experimental testing of TIC’s on the following liquids: carbon 
disulfide, acrylonitrile, acrolein, nitric acid, propylene oxide, allyl alcohol, and 
phosphorus trichloride. The measurements were taken in vials containing three milliliters 
of liquid. Five spectra from 1100 to 2300 nm were taken of each liquid with 200 scans 
per spectra. The gain setting was two. The first derivative spectral graph for all of the 
liquids is shown in Figure 3.

The first derivative spectral data for each liquid was compiled into a prediction profile. 
The resulting spectra were compared to the compilation of the liquid spectra. A statistical 
analysis was performed using the Unscrambler 9.0 program, and is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Statistical analysis using Unscrambler 9.0.

Following this first set of measurements, the liquids were then analyzed on butyl rubber 
gloves. Approximately 1 drop of liquid was placed on a section of the glove and the gain 
was increased from two to four so as to increase the signal. Five scans per liquid were 
performed using the cone attachment in direct contact with the glove and there was an 
average of 200 scans per spectra. The statistical analysis is shown in Figure 5.

Overall we determined that the prediction results obtained using the probes were better 
when compared to those obtained using the cone attachment. We found that it was 
difficult to distinguish between the carbon disulfide and the phosphorus trichloride, but 
the other five liquids were easily distinguishable.
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Figure 5. Statistical analysis o f  liquids on butyl rubber gloves.

4. Detection of Gases

We have also fabricated a spectrometer unit for the detection of gases. We designed 
both a one-stage and a three-stage gas cell for the collection of the gas samples and ran 
experiments using water vapor, carbon dioxide and duster gas as samples. Our results 
indicated that a one-stage gas cell had similar performance in revealing the presence of 
different gases. A photograph of the one-stage cell is shown in Figure 6. The unit that 
was fabricated for the detection of gases is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. A l-stage Gas Cell.
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Figure 7. Photograph o f  spectrometer unit for detection o f  gases.

Using the spectrometer unit for the detection of gases, we measured the absorbance of six 
different gases: sulfur dioxide, arsine, bromomethane, chlorine, ethylene oxide, hydrogen 
chloride and ammonia. The absorbance and its first derivative spectra are shown in 
Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Absorbance spectra o f  sulfur dioxide, arsine, bromomethane, chlorine, ethylene oxide, hydrogen 
chloride and ammonia.
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Figure 9. First derivative spectra o f  sulfur dioxide, arsine, bromomethane, chlorine, ethylene oxide, hydrogen 
chloride and ammonia.

5. Conclusions

We have successfully demonstrated a remotely operable miniature spectrometer for the 
detection of TICs using NIR spectroscopy. The spectrometer is compact, rugged and 
capable of working in manned as well unmanned operations on robotic platforms. This 
unit has fiber optic and free space detection capabilities and can be operated using 24 V 
battery power packs. Using measured signatures of known chemicals and chemometric 
techniques we have developed a method to detect unknown chemical threats. At this time 
this system can detect chemicals in solid and liquid forms. We are currently optimizing 
the detection of chemicals in gaseous/vapor form.
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Two terminal devices have traditionally provided band-structure based high frequency operation.
Third terminal control often involves hybrid design approaches. The presence o f  diluted magnetic 
semiconductor layers in device fabrication should permit the magnetic field to function as a pseudo- 
third terminal. This is discussed for single barrier, double barrier and superlattice structures, where 
control is demonstrated. The limits o f  high frequency operation are discussed in general terms with 
application to barrier devices and superlattices containing DMS layers.

Keywords'. Diluted magnetic semiconductors; RTDs, superlattices, Wigner functions, spin.

1. Introduction

Two terminal devices have traditionally provided band-structure based high fre
quency operation. For example, Gunn diodes are dependent upon electron transfer from 
high to low mobility portions of the conduction band [1] and resonant tunneling devices 
are dependent upon the tunneling characteristics at the interface of materials with differ
ent band edges. There has also been significant interest in exploiting two terminal char
acteristics in three terminal configurations, which in the case of Gunn diodes has resulted 
in gate triggered logic devices, and in the case of resonant tunneling diode, the presence 
of a third terminal to alter the IV NDR switching characteristics. But each of these con
figurations requires the presence of a physical third terminal contact. The introduction of 
diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS) into the growth of semiconductor devices has 
the potential of creating a device technology that plays the role of a third terminal without 
the presence of a physical contact, and does so by altering, as a function of magnetic 
field, the band structure of the semiconductor device. This phenomenon arises from an 
exchange interaction of carriers with spin <r and magnetic atoms with spin S, leading to a 
splitting of the energy band with different spin up and spin down energies [2].

There are two significant consequences of the energy band splitting: First the popula
tions of spin up and spin down carriers are different. Second if the ‘g’ factor of the mate
rials is sufficiently high, then in modest magnetic fields there will be significant differ
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ences in the band edges seen by the carriers with different spin. Thus in the presence of a 
magnetic field, spin up carriers might see a quantum well, whereas spin down carriers 
would respond to a barrier. These differences form the basis for the types of device con
figurations one could conceive, which, while not limitless are broader than anything we 
have at the present time. For example, a double barrier diode with magnetic ions within 
one barrier could have its IV characteristic tuned by an external magnetic field [3]. A 
single barrier structure with an interior region containing magnetic atoms could be mag
netically tuned to a double barrier structure for carriers with a specific spin [4]. Local 
regions of magnetic ions near one of the device boundaries could serve a magnetic field 
dependent nucleation sites for propagating space charge layers in, e.g. Gunn diodes, or 
superlattice structures [5]. It may be anticipated that interband tunneling phenomena 
would be impacted by the presence of magnetic ions.

While the origin of the magnetic field dependent transport is quantum mechanical for 
devices in which the magnetic ions are introduced with gradual spatial variations, “classi
cal’ devices can be envisioned where: gradients in the ‘g factor can lead to current flow; 
spin-“up-down-up” transistors as well as spin-“up-down” junctions diodes can be de
signed. The types of materials that have been discussed within the framework of mag
netic atom dependent structures include Gd2S3, EuO, CdCr2Se4 which are both ferromag
netic and semiconducting, CdKxMnxTe, which is antiferromagnetic, Gaj.xMnxAs which is 
ferromagnetic and semiconducting.

There are a number of existing models for the observed ferromagnetism in semicon
ductors. Near-field models consider ferromagnetism to be mediated by free holes in the 
p-type materials. The magnetic Mn ion provides a localized spin and acts as an acceptor 
in most III-V semiconductors. Ferromagnetism has also been observed in samples with 
very low hole concentrations and in n-type material. Models or these observations are 
starting to appear [6]. Much of the early work on DMS focused on GaAs and InAs sys
tems doped with Mn. While this work is confined to p-type material a recent demonstra
tion of room temperature hysteresis in n-GaMnN was reported, along with the 
effect of the total Mn concentration on the Mvs. Я  and M vs. Г behavior, suggesting the 
possibility of n-type DMS structures [7].

The discussion that follows uses Wigner function numerical simulations to illustrate 
the behavior of barrier type devices. We examine double barrier, single barrier, hetero- 
interfaces and superlattices, making the case for a DMS technology. We first present 
some background material, on the spin splitting, the development of the spin dependent 
transport, then illustrate with calculations, with one case devoted to increased functional
ity of the device.

2. Background

To describe this phenomenon, following Haas, we assume that the semiconductor 
contains one type of magnetic ion. We designate, respectively, the coordinates and spin
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of the magnetic atoms as R; and Sj, and their magnetic moments by -g/^Sj. The interac
tion of an electron at position r, with spin a , with the spins Sj is:

where J  is the exchange interaction. If an electron is in an unperturbed band state /* (r) 
with energy enk, then for an energy sufficiently small to be treated by perturbation theory, 
the first order change in energy is given by:

where Xa is the electron spin function. For collinear spins the average val- 
ues2 ewa < a  | S. | a  > all parallel to a common direction, the ‘z’ axis. This makes it 
possible to choose spin functions X+ and X- with the spin of the electron parallel and anti 
parallel to the z axis. Because all magnetic atoms are equivalent we can write:

that the relative populations of spin (+) and spin (-) electrons are different.
In 1982 Ortenberg [8] pointed out that spin doping, achieved by substituting a small 

amount of crystal constituents with paramagnetic ions, affects the semiconductor elec
tronic g  factor. For the semiconductor A\.XMXB, with M indicating the paramagnetic 
substance, the effective g  factor is of the form [9]: g = g0 + xJ (s  ) / ц В  . Here <S^> is the

thermal average of the localized spins of the paramagnetic dopant along the magnetic 
field axis. This leads to a modification of the effective Hamiltonian for motion parallel to 
the magnetic field given by

(1)

=  E .  < a .  O K  I н ' \ фл ( О * .  > (2)

(3)

E

where N  represents the number of magnetic 
atoms per unit volume. If only one band is 
considered the energy change of electrons 
with spin parallel (+) and antiparallel (-) to 
the z axis is:

where magnetization

Figure 1. Splitting o f  the conduction band into 
sub-bands for spin (+) and spin (-).

к
due to the ions, and M0 , it’s value at T =
0.0K. The result of equation (4) is sketched 
in figure 1, where the band splits into a spin 
(+) band parallel and (-) antiparallel to the 
magnetization. A consequence of this split is

Н' = ;иш8и )сгВ (5)
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While the Hamiltonian discussed in [8] included Landau contributions for energy 
contributions perpendicular to the magnetic field, the heightened interest in the magnetic 
semiconductors lies, not necessarily in their modulation of the Landau energy levels, but 
in those materials displaying room temperature ferromagnetism [ 10] with very high g.

3. The spin dependent quantum transport equations

The Wigner spin dependent quantum transport equations are dependent upon the 
Hamiltonian and the model for dissipation. As discussed below, these equations are 
placed in a form separating the spin up, spin down and mixed components, which are 
coupled through scattering but most importantly through Poisson’s equation. These equa
tions may be developed from a set of symmetrized quantum distribution functions [11], 
from the density matrix in the coordinate representation, from nonequilibrium Greens 
functions, etc. We concentrate on the density matrix [12], from which we obtain the spin 
dependent Wigner functions and the corresponding Wigner integro-differential equation 
of motion. We begin with the spinless transport equations; introduce the necessary defi
nitions and the reduced coordinate system.

Schrodinger’s equations for conduction (ignoring the spatial dependence of the effec
tive mass) is:

The time dependence of the mixed state density matrix for conduction band carri- 

e r s ,p U * r) = £ " , Р Г , (*■ ')« /  (V . ' ) .  with, j p ( x ,x , t )dx  = l , is governed by 
Schrodinger’s equation:

;h dpc (x ,x \ t ) [  h2

dt I 2m .
—  - — -  + (£ c( x , / ) - B c (* ’, / ) )  [■/»с (л,л’. 0  (7)

\d x * dx' 1 1

In the reduced coordinate system: rj = (x + x ')/2 \ ^ = (x -  x') / 2 , and equation (7) be
comes:

(8)
V & \  dt J J  [  2 mc dTjd£ \ - E c ( r j - £ j y )

In equation (8) we have included a conceptual dissipation term. We will discuss this 
later. For now we consider the spin dependent density matrix.

For pure states with i  representing (0, X, V, Z,)

p ( x , x \ \ )  = (у /  * ( х ' Л ) , у  * ( * ,,40)<7(Of  , v l ^
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where cr( *, denotes the Pauli matrices in whose basis the ‘z’ component is diagonal. 
There are four components to the pure state spin density matrix, of which only two are of 
interest for the present discussion:

p ( x ,x \0) = p(x , jc'.TT) + p { x , x \ i i )

p {x ,x ',Z )  = р (* ,* ',Т Т )- p (x ,x ' ,U )  ^

In the above: p ( x ,x \? t)=  i//(x ,i)y / * (д:',t ) ,  with a similar definition for the spin

down component. For mixed states p(x, x \ t t )  ■ p t T y/( (*, t )  y/t * (jc \ t ) . The 

term N T in the sum represents the number of spin up states.

The Hamiltonian of the system governs the time dependent behavior of the spin de
pendent density matrix, and while we have already discussed this briefly, we revisit it 
below. As discussed in [13], when manganese ions Mn2+ are introduced into II-VI or III- 
V semiconductors a huge Zeeman splitting is observed for conduction and valence band 
electrons with g*~100; and as a lowest order approximation Landau level splitting can be 
ignored. The enhanced Zeeman splitting stems, as discussed earlier, from the exchange 
interaction between the extended electronic states in the conduction and valence bands 
and the magnetic moments of the localized Mn 3d5 electrons. The interaction is de
scribed as earlier, equation (1), where the sum runs over all Mn atoms л, and Sn is the 
operator for the total spin of an Mn 3d shell at position Rn. Within the framework of first 
order perturbation theory the matrix elements of H' must be evaluated with respect to the 
band edge wave functions. These wave functions extend over the whole crystal so that 
we assume they feel the mean magnetic moment of all Mn 3d shells (the mean-field ap
proximation) oriented parallel to the magnetic field. The intraband matrix elements are 
given approximately by, < v | J | v > N0x < S x  a  \ a  | <r' > . In this expression the 
exchange integral is material specific, No is the number of cells per unit volume, and x is 
the mole fraction of Mn2+ ions. The expectation value <S> of the spin of the Mn 3d 
shells is described by a modified Brillouin function for spin j=5/2:

< S >  = eS0Bsl2(Sg0M.B/2k'T)  (11)

In the above g0 = 2, e is a unit vector parallel to 
the external magnetic field B. The effective spin S0 
and the effective temperature Teir = T+To take into 
account the anti-ferromagnetic interaction between 
the Mn2+ ions. In the limit in which the argument of 
the Brillouin function much is less than unity 
< S >« (175 / 6) x (jubB /  kBT^)

Furdyna [14], in discussing the exchange 
contribution to the Iй1 Landau level, writes the 
energies of the two spin sub-states as a combination

B=0 B>0 mj

ti 4-----  +1/2-Tt --- J------  -1/2

Figure 2. Conduction band Zeeman 
splitting for a typical diluted magnetic 
semiconductor
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of the ‘band’ g  factor of the electrons, and that arising from an exchange interaction. 
Within this framework there is an effective g  factor given by

Set = Sc 0  + N0x < v  I /  \ v  > (175 /  6X x.fi / w ) ( 12)

For the material selected by Furdyna [14], the exchange integral was negative and so 
the (+) states sustain increases in energy with increasing magnetic field. As discussed in 
[15] this leads to the picture shown in figure 2 for Zeeman splitting in a typical dilute 
magnetic semiconductor.

With minor modifications to the exchange en- 
Ви0 ergy expression of equation (18), Chang, et al., [ 16]

examined DMS superlattices. A schematic of this 
structure is shown in figure 3. Lee, et al., [17] ex-

L T L T L T U
Spin up B>0

(a)

(b)

Spin down 8>0

(c)

amined Zni_x_yCdxMnySe/ZnSe multiple quantum 
well structures. Egues [18] examined perpendicu
lar transport through a ZnMnSe heterostructure, 
again with the exchange energy expressed as 
above.

The contributions of the spatial variations in the 
‘g’ factor to the Hamiltonian are expressed as in 
Eq. (5) with

Figure 3. Sketch o f  a section o f  a DMS 
superlattice subject to a В field oriented 
parallel to the growth direction. Part (a) is 
for B=0. Parts (b) and (c) are for B>0

H' = Mg(z)<T В
1 0 

0 -
( 0 (13)

In the above фс ( г )  = /Jg(z)B  / 2 . With this defi
nition the time dependent equation of motion of the 
density matrix for the component p (* ,x ',0 ) ,  ex

pressed in reduced coordinates, is that given by Eq. (8) with the addition, to the right 
hand side, of the term (фс (rj + ( ) -  фс (rj -  f ) ) /? c ( 77, Z ,t) . Thus there is coupling of 
the two spin contributions. Rather than deal with the coupled components we introduce:

p(n. £  ±) = ( р {ъ  C,0)±p(rj,<Z,z))/2 (14)

In light of the above discussion we express the Hamiltonian governing the time de
pendence of the density matrix, in terms of an effective position dependent g  factor:

■r +  j

£ с (т7 + <Г) ( E c0?-<Г)

2mc dr/d( v±  фс (п  + ( у

(15)

Additionally for the simulations presented below, a simple relaxation time approximation 
was used for the spin up and spin down carriers.
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The spin dependent Wigner functions can be obtained either from the spin density 
matrix or directly from a spin constructed Wigner function as discussed in [10], which we 
have used in the past. We deal with a modified version of the Wyle [19] transformation:

P (!J>C, )=  \d 'k  f(k ,7 j,t)e lik< (16)

The inverse transformation coupled to the density matrix equations yield the time de
pendent Wigner equations, shown below, which are solved self-consistently with Pois- 
son’s equation using procedures outlined in [8].

сУ(г,к,+) [ / ( г , к ,+ ) - / „ ( г , к ,± )  | hk. f f f c k , ± ) _ 
dt т m dz

A  U (,»r ,  ,  »' } j  (l7)
■ m K  -  ”  - Ч - i x

In the Wigner spin dependent simulations we deal with a simple relaxation time ap
proximation and treat transport only by electrons.

Spin up 

-•-Spin Down

4 6 8 10
Potential Energy (In multiples o f  the Boltzmann energy)

Figure 4. Spin up and spin down IV characteristics for an RTD with DMS emitter barriers.

4. The results

The simulations are designed to demonstrate that the magnetic field coupled to the 
DMS layers can provide effective third terminal control of an otherwise two terminal 
structure. In doing so it is direct develop two terminal devices with increased functional
ity. The devices require the presence of high ‘g’ factor materials. But as we are looking 
for devices that sustain negative differential resistance, tunneling times will constrain the 
upper frequency of operation of these devices. In practice negative differential resistance
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is a dynamic phenomenon, as we have discussed in the past, and revisit below. As may 
be expected the presence of DMS layers in one or both of the barriers, and in the quantum 
well of a resonant tunneling device will alter the IV characteristics of the device in finite 
В fields. This is illustrated in figure 4 for a 70 nm structure, with a nominal donor doping 
concentration of 1024/m3, a central undoped region 30 nm wide and 300 meV-5nm barri
ers separated by a 5nm. The emitter barrier contains DMS material and combination of g 
factor and magnetic field decrease (increase) the barrier seen by the spin up (down) carri
ers by 100 meV. The resulting IV characteristics of each are shown in figure 4. The 
modest change seen in the figure becomes more pronounced for increased magnetic field. 
For the simple case of coupling the net IV characteristic with a dc load line, modest 
changes in magnetic field will alter the switching states of the structure.

Perhaps the most dramatic illustration of this is shown in figure 5 which displays the 
IV characteristic of a broad 15nm-300 meV barrier embedded again in a 70nm- 1024/m , a 
central undoped region 30 nm wide. In this case a central 5nm, with a combined g factor 
and magnetic field yielding a change in magnetic energy of 300 meV, provides an RTD 
configuration for the spin up carriers, and an enhanced barrier for the spin down carriers. 
The result is an IV characteristic that displays negative differential resistance for one spe
cies of carrier and a nonlinear positive resistance for the other specie. Thus there is a 
prospect for designing a device, which in the absence of a magnetic field does not sustain 
any switching characteristics, to one that can sustain switching and perhaps gain as a 
function of magnetic field.
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Figure 4. Equilibrium spin up and spin down density distribution for a six barrier -  five well superlattice 
structure with a DMS second barrier.

Oscillations in superlattices are often accompanied by negative differential resistance 
IV curves, and propagating high field domains. While the device structures discussed in 
this paper are too small to sustain propagating domains, one of the characteristics of these 
propagating domains is that they lead to transit time oscillation, and these domains are 
commonly triggered at a nucleation site either deliberately incorporated into the design of 
the device, or is randomly triggered at a nonuniformity that occurs during device fabrica
tion. We are proposing that such nonuniformity can be provided by a DMS barrier con
figuration, and if length dependent transit time oscillations is a sought-after feature, that 
the DMS barrier configuration be confined to one end of the superlattice device structure. 
To display some of the features we might expect to find in such a structure, we examined 
a 100 nm structure, again smaller than those of standard superlattice structures. For this 
structure there were six barriers and five quantum wells. The barriers were each 3nm 
wide, 300 meV high and separated by 3 nm quantum wells. The second barrier was a 
DMS barrier, where the, spin up carrier band edge increased with increasing magnetic 
field, which is the reverse of the first two studies. The combination of g factor and mag
netic field yields a 100 meV band edge shift. Figure 6 displays the distribution of spin up 
and spin down carriers, with an expected population enhancement of the spin down carri
ers in the vicinity of the DMS barrier. The space charge modulation downstream of the 
DMS barrier is a consequence of the modulation provided by the superlattice. Small bar
rier heights do not provide such a dramatic modulation. In the absence of a magnetic 
field the spin up and spin down populations are equal; here the inequality, which origi
nates at the second barrier spreads to the adjacent two barriers. Figure 7 displays the spin 
down distribution as a function of bias. There is an increased presence of charge in the 
vicinity of the DMS barrier. While the decrease in charge for multiple barrier devices, in 
going from the emitter side quantum well to the collector side quantum well is not un
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common in multiple barrier devices, the enhanced charge distribution in the vicinity of 
the emitter boundary has as a consequence nonuniformity in the potential energy distribu
tion that could yield a space charge oscillation.

Figure 5. Bias dependent spin down density distribution for a six barrier -  five well superlattice structure with a 
DMS second barrier. Bias is in multiples o f  kBT.

5. Transient behavior

As indicated earlier there are two parts of device design that we have examined. One 
is the role of the magnetic field as a controlling pseudo-third terminal, and the second is 
the ability of the device to sustain negative conductance. Traditional IV curves of nega
tive conductance devices are steady state curves, in which the time scale of the transient 
calculation is long (effectively infinite) compared to the tunneling times. When the tran
sient time scale is of the order of the tunneling times, the IV curves, which are necessarily 
dynamic, should differ from the steady state, and we may anticipate the absence of NDR 
for sufficiently short oscillation periods. There are several ways to examine this. One is 
to treat the negative differential conductance device as a relaxation oscillator with van der 
Pol oscillator characteristics. In this case, as long as the device retains some negative 
conductance characteristics, it will oscillate. In this case we have obtained sustained os
cillations for frequencies near 120 GHz, above which the oscillations damped as the 
negative differential conductance curve softens. An alternative approach subjects the 
device to a sinusoidal bias at a given frequency. While the transients associated with the 
sinusoidal oscillator are not the same as that associated with the relaxation oscillator, for 
in the latter there is usually a very slow rise in potential energy followed by a sharp drop 
in potential energy, we have found that the steady state IV characteristic is not compro
mised at frequencies near 1 GHz as displayed in figure 8, but is compromised at frequen
cies in excess of 40 GHz, when operated in this configuration. This latter frequency be-
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big approximately thirty percent of the maximum frequency associated with relaxation 
oscillations. Calculations have also been performed with DMS RTD structures. One 
calculation with a period of 125 ps showed a net particle current density intermediate 
between the results. At least for the calculations we have performed, the transient charac
ter of DMS structures is qualitatively similar to that of non-DMS structures.

Figure 8. The steady state IV for a double barrier RTD without any DMS layers. The insets are computations 
for particle current density subject to an ac signal o f indicated period, varying from 7.5 kBT to 9.5 kBT.

6. Conclusion

We have demonstrated, at least for n type material DMS layers embedded in barrier 
devices, that magnetic field control of two terminal devices with increased functionality 
is possible. Transient appear to be governed by constraints similar to devices that do not 
contain these layers, indicating that design constraints for the DMS based devices; i.e., 
frequency limitations, power considerations, can properly evolve from non DMS studies. 
The band structure richness of the DMS device is only beginning to evolve. Important 
issues that need to be addressed include the role of the DMS layer for interband devices. 
How will p-type Mn delta doping affect the operation of n-type devices. But of course, an 
n-type device technology requires room temperature n-type material. Here we are en
couraged by the recent studies of [7] and [6].
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Indium nitride (InN) is identified as a promising terahertz (THz) emitter based on the optical and 
electronic properties o f high quality In- and N-face samples. Time domain THz spectroscopy has 
been employed to measure the pump wavelength and background carrier concentration dependence 
o f  THz emission from InN. There is no discemable difference between the In- and N-face InN 
samples, as expected for the improved crystalline quality and concomitant low background electron 
density and high mobility for both polarities. While there is only a weak dependence o f  THz signal 
on pump wavelength from 800 nm to 1500 nm, there is a strong dependence on background electron 
density. Modeling shows that the dominant mechanism for THz generation in bulk InN is the current 
associated with the diffusion o f the photo-generated electrons at elevated electron temperature 
(photo-Dember effect) and the redistribution o f the background electrons under drift, with larger 
screening from the higher mobility electrons as compared to holes. Compensation or p-type doping 
in conjunction with manipulation o f  the large internal electric fields in InN/InGaN nanostructures 
should lead to significant improvements in THz emitters.

Keywords: InN; terahertz; femtosecond; wavelength dependence; photo-Dember effect.

1. Introduction

The terahertz region of the electromagnetic spectrum, lying between microwave 
frequencies (100 GHz) and photonic frequencies (30 THz), is a potentially important 
region for chemical and biological detection1'7. In spite of its potential, the THz regime 
remains one of the least explored portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, in part 
because of the difficulty in efficiently generating and detecting terahertz radiation. There 
are two approaches to generating terahertz radiation that have found some success. One 
approach uses optical pulses of ~ 100 fs duration to produce broadband radiation from 
semiconductors via acceleration of photogenerated charge, dynamic field screening, 
optical rectification, or photo-Dember effect8'10. Narrow band radiation can also be
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created through the mixing of quasi-CW lasers separated in frequency by the desired 
terahertz difference frequency in a semiconductor photomixer11. Traditionally, optically 
generated THz systems utilize femtosecond mode-locked Ti-sapphire lasers or CW lasers 
with a wavelength near 800 nm. Significant advantages associated with the use of 
telecommunications grade optoelectronics and compact fiber lasers could be gained in 
cost, size, weight, efficiency, and field deployability by shifting the wavelength to 1550 
nm if an appropriate narrow bandgap semiconductor THz source were available.

With a bandgap below 0.7 eV12, InN is an attractive material amenable to 1550 nm 
phtoexcitation that has not been extensively explored for THz applications. Manipulation 
of the large internal electric fields in InN/InGaN nanostructures may enable one to far 
surpass the state-of-the-art in THz emitters. Unlike conventional I1I-V semiconductor 
compounds, III-V nitride semiconductors have a wurtzite crystal structure. Wurtzite is a 
polar structure that can support a significant spontaneous polarization even in the absence 
of any external field or strain. In InN/GalnN multiple quantum wells (MQWs), the 
termination of the spontaneous polarization at the well/barrier interfaces can lead to a 
large built-in electric field in InN that points in the growth direction. This internal field 
can be further enhanced by the piezoelectric field in the strained heterostructure, and the 
combination of these effects is predicted to create fields about an order of magnitude 
larger than conventional III-V materials13. For example, we have calculated that an 
InN/GaooIno.eN MQW with 2 nm well width will have a field greater than 2 MV/cm. 
While the THz radiation field is proportional to the number of photoexcited carriers 
under low excitation conditions, one can readily gauge the importance of the enhanced 
internal electric field by considering the MQW structure as a nanoscale capacitor, with 
the energy transfer from the excitation pulse to the THz pulse mediated by the partial or 
complete discharge of the nanocapacitor. Therefore the maximum THz pulse energy is 
limited by the electrostatic energy stored in the nanocapacitor, £/=1/2 евоAdF~, where eeo 
is the static permittivity, A is the area, d  is the effective width of the capacitor, and F  is 
the electric field inside the capacitor. This simple relation therefore shows that the large 
internal electric field in InN/GalnN MQWs should yield a significant enhancement in the 
efficiency of THz generation when the sample is excited by short optical pulses in the fs 
fiber laser spectral region (1550 nm, 1050 nm). In addition, for CW THz generation 
obtained from the mixing of two frequency offset CW lasers, 1550 nm operation is 
advantageous because the photomixing conversion factor (e/hv)2 is about four times 
higher than it is at GaAs wavelengths (Я. <850 nm). This result combined with the high 
saturation velocity (> 1.5 X 107cm/s)14, large intervalley spacing (2.7 eV) to confine 
carriers within the high mobility gamma valley, short carrier lifetime, and potentially 
high breakdown voltage in InN should lead to up to an order of magnitude higher 
efficiency InN-based sources compared with the commonly employed arsenides.

In this paper, we report on the development of InN as a potential narrow bandgap 
semiconductor source of THz radiation under 1550 nm fs or CW laser excitation. The
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growth, optical, and electronic properties of optimized In- and N-face InN are presented. 
Femtosecond pulses tunable between 800 nm and 1500 nm are used to generate THz 
radiation from this optimized InN. These results are evaluated within the context of p- 
InAs, the best known THz surface emitter, using drift-diffusion equations incorporating 
momentum conservation and relaxation.

2. Growth and Properties of High Quality InN

High quality In-face and N-face InN samples have been grown by plasma-assisted 
molecular beam epitaxy. The In-face InN samples were grown on Ga-polar GaN 
templates using GaN buffer layers grown in the Ga droplet regime, which significantly 
improved the surface morphology of the 
InN layers15. The N-face InN samples 
were grown on free-standing N-face GaN 
or С-face 6H-SiC substrates16. Growth on 
the N-face exhibits higher thermal 
stability, with growth temperatures up to 
~ 100° С higher than for In-face growth17.

Unintentionally doped In-polar InN films 
have been realized with room temperature 
electron mobilities as high as 2900 
cm2/Vs and free electron concentrations 
as low as 2.3 x 1017 cm'3. Figure I shows 
the optical properties of an unintentionally 
doped InN thickness series evaluated at 
room temperature by CW reflectance, 
transmission, and photoluminescence 
(PL) measurements. The absorption 
coefficient was calculated from the 
reflectance and transmission data, and its 
square is plotted versus photon energy to 
determine the direct bandgap of the InN. 
Figure la shows representative results for 
a 2.7 |im thick sample. The intercept of 
the linear fit with the energy axis provides 
a bandgap of 0.654 ± 0.002 eV. The PL 
peak was Stokes-shifted by 20 meV to
0.634 eV, implying that the emission 
emanates substantially from the bandtail 
states. Figure lb compares the bandgap 
obtained from the fit described above, the 
PL peak energy, and the residual

Ъ
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Fig. 1. (a) PL spectra and bandgap from fit to 
absorption data in InN; (b) Comparison o f bandgap 
energy, peak PL emission energy and residual 
compressive strain as a function o f InN thickness; (c) 
Extrapolation o f bandgap to zero strain.
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compressive strain (as measured by HRXRD) for the InN film thickness series. The 
bandgap decreased from 0.662 ± 0.004 eV to 0.648 ± 0.01 eV as the film thickness 
increased from 0.68 to 5.45 jj.m, most likely due to the reduction in residual compressive 
strain. A similar shift in PL peak energy, from 0.64 eV to -  0.635 eV, is observed with 
increasing thickness. This shift may be less pronounced because the absorption depth of 
the 900 nm excitation laser is much smaller (~200-300 nm) than the thickness of most of 
the InN films. Figure lc shows a linear fit to the relation between the bandgap and the 
strain. Extrapolation of the bandgap data to zero strain using the deformation potential for 
InN (4.1 eV) obtained from the slope of the line provides an unstrained bandgap of ~0.63 
eV. Similar data has also been obtained on optimized N-face InN films. The electron 
mobility as high as 2370 cm2/Vs is almost a factor of two higher and the corresponding 
bulk carrier concentration of 2.8х 1017 cm'3 is nearly one order of magnitude lower than 
those reported for the best MBE grown N-face InN17. Optical measurements provide a 
bandgap of 0.651 eV, with PL peak emission at 0.626 eV, both among the lowest 
reported values for N-face InN.

3. THz Emission from High Quality 
InN

The measurements were performed 
using a Coherent regenerative amplifier 
(RegA) system. The output of the RegA 
at 800 nm is split into two beams. The 
stronger beam is frequency doubled to 
serve as the pump source for an optical 
parametric amplifier, which generates a 
tunable infrared pulse (0.9-2.6 |im) in 
the idler beam. The infrared beam, after 
compression with a prism pair to typical 
pulse widths of approximately 150 fs, is 
then incident on the InN sample at 45° to 
the surface normal. The subsequent 
terahertz emission is collected with a 
pair of parabolic mirrors onto a ZnTe 
crystal for electro-optic sampling. The 
weaker RegA split-off beam is used to 
probe the terahertz emission for all 
excitation wavelengths, as well as to 
pump the InN samples at 800nm.

Preliminary measurements of terahertz 
emission from InN thin films deposited 
on GaN buffers on sapphire using fs

InN data 
—  InN calculations

---*■-*•  —-

(c)
I I I I I ' I

800 1000 1200 1400 
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2. (a) Time-domain THz signal from InN excited 
by 800 nm and 1500 nm fs pulses; (b) amplitude 
spectrum after FFT o f  the temporal waveform using 
800 nm pulses; (c) Pump wavelength dependence of 
THz amplitude.
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pulse excitation at 800 nm have been performed18. The THz signal from the InN surface 
was of the same order of magnitude as that from p-type InAs, one of the strongest 
semiconductor surface emitters of THz radiation. We have extended these measurements 
to include wavelength- (800 to 1500 nm) and background carrier-dependent studies of the 
THz emission from InN thin films. Figure 2a shows the typical time-domain waveforms 
of the THz emission normalized to pump and probe power for bulk «-InN excited with 
800 nm and 1500 nm fs pulses. The amplitude spectrum in Fig. 2b corresponds to the 
temporal waveform using 800 nm in Fig. 2a. The spectrum peaks at ~ 1 THz, with sharp 
dips due to atmospheric water vapor. A plot of systematic measurements of THz emission 
from и-InN at excitation wavelengths from 800 nm to 1500 nm is displayed in Fig. 2c. 
Only a weak dependence on pump wavelength is observed, with the signal dropping by 
less than a factor of 4 over this spectral range.

Further insight into this data can be obtained by modeling using a one-dimensional 
momentum conservation and relaxation equation

dJ„— ^ =  е  
dt

eE kT dn>
n -----+ ----------

^ m * m * dx J

with a ^-dependent effective mass19 m* is used to simulate the sub-ps electron current 
density J„. The parameters e, n, E, 7, and r  are the elementary electric charge, carrier 
concentration, electric field, carrier temperature, and momentum relaxation time, 
respectively. Photo-generated and background electron currents are calculated separately 
due to their different carrier temperatures. Both the photo-generated and background hole 
currents are calculated using drift-diffusion equations assuming their temperatures are 
invariant at room temperature. The emitted THz signal is then calculated as the volume 
integration of the time derivative of the total current density.

From this model we have determined that the dominant mechanism for THz generation in 
bulk InN is the current associated with the diffusion of the photo-generated electrons at 
elevated electron temperature (photo-Dember effect) and the redistribution of the 
background electrons under drift. As the excitation wavelength increases, the 
photoexcited electron temperature decreases by a factor of 5, thereby lowering the THz 
amplitude. However, the photon number increases by a factor of 1.9 as the excitation 
wavelength increases, enhancing the THz amplitude. The combination of these effects 
leads to the weak dependence on excitation wavelength observed in Fig. 2. In addition, 
the measured THz amplitude from л-InN is smaller than that from р -InAs due to larger 
screening from the higher mobility electrons as compared to holes. For example, at the 
fixed bulk carrier concentration of 1018 cm'3, the calculations in Fig. 3 show that the THz 
amplitude from ;?-InN would be more than an order of magnitude larger than from и-InN. 
Moreover, the measured normalized THz amplitude from InN shown in Fig. 3 decreases 
by about one order of magnitude as the bulk carrier concentration n buik increases by one
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order of magnitude. Although there are 
several other effects which contribute to 
the THz amplitude, including photo
excited electron temperature, mobility, 
absorption, and carrier lifetime, 
screening from carriers appears to be the 
dominant effect. There is no discemable 
difference between the In- and N-face 
InN samples, as expected for the 
improved crystalline quality and 
concomitant low background electron 
density and high mobility for both 
polarities.

4. Conclusions

InN and InN/InGaN nanostructures are promising materials for THz sources pumped by 
low cost 1550 nm fs fiber and CW lasers because of their combination of small bandgap, 
large saturation velocity and intervalley spacing, and ability to support MV internal 
electric fields based on spontaneous polarization. Time domain THz spectroscopy shows 
only a weak dependence of the THz signal on pump wavelength, dropping by less than a 
factor of 4 in moving from 800 nm to 1500 nm excitation. Modeling shows that the 
dominant mechanism for THz generation in bulk InN is the current associated with the 
diffusion of the photo-generated electrons at elevated electron temperature (photo- 
Dember effect) and the redistribution of the background electrons under drift, with larger 
screening from the higher mobility electrons as compared to holes. While these studies 
indicate that InN can approach the performance of the best bulk semiconductor THz 
emitter, p-InAs, through compensation/p-type doping, manipulation of the large internal 
electric fields in InN/InGaN nanostructures should enable significant improvements in 
THz emitters.
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Both selectivity and sensitivity o f chemical sensors can be significantly improved by exploiting the 
information contained in microfluctuations present in the sensor system. We call our collection of 
methods to extract information from these microfluctuations Fluctuation-Enhanced Sensing (FES). 
In this review paper we discuss general FES principles and two types o f applications; gas sensing 
with commercial solid state sensors and the Sensing o f Phage-Triggered Ion Cascde (SEPTIC) 
technique to detect and identify bacteria.

Keywords: Fluctuation-Enhanced, gas sensing, FES, noise, phage-triggered, ion cascade, SEPTIC.

1. Introduction

The interaction between a chemical sensor and the molecules it detects is a dynamic 
stochastic process. The resultant fluctuations carry a “stochastic fingerprint”. 
Conventional sensing methods measure average values and thereby ignore the stochastic 
component of the signal; these sensors are several orders of magnitude less sensitive than 
the nose of a canine or even a human.

Why do biological noses perform so much better? They contain a large array of 
olfactory neurons which communicate stochastic voltage spikes to the brain. When odor 
molecules are adsorbed by a number of neurons, the statistical properties of these 
stochastic spikes change. The brain decodes the changes in statistics and matches the 
result with an odor database in memory.
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Recently, a new method, Fluctuation-Enhanced Sensing1' 12 (FES) has been 
discovered and developed which mimics the biological way of smelling.

2. Fluctuation-Enhanced Chemical Sensing (FES)

The first step is similar to the classical sensing method: the value of a physical quantity in 
the sensing medium is measured, for example the output voltage of a chemical sensor. 
Then the microscopic spontaneous fluctuations of these measurements are strongly 
amplified (typically 1-100 million times) and the statistical properties of these 
fluctuations are analyzed. These fluctuations are due to the dynamically changing 
molecular-level interactions between the odor molecules and the sensing media, thus they 
contain the chemical signature of the odor. The results are compared with a statistical 
pattern database to identify the odor.

Fluctuation-enhanced sensing has outstanding properties compared to traditional 
methods:

(i) It provides significantly more chemical information about the odor. Even a single 
sensor produces a complete pattern corresponding to the chemical and its 
concentration (Fig. 1). It is important to note that these results were obtained by a 
Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) sensor designed for Nitric Oxide detection. These 
patterns can be stored in a pattern database and may be used to identify the chemicals 
belonging to subsequently measured patterns.

(ii) The relative mean-square fluctuations scale inversely with the active surface area of 
the sensor. Therefore, the smaller the sensor, the greater the sensitivity of this 
method. Fig. 1 was obtained by a large sensor with an active surface of a few mm“. 
Using the same kind of sensor material with a submicron size, the estimated 
sensitivity is in the sub-ppb concentration range.

Figure 1. Bi-spectra signatures recorded with a commercial nitric-oxide sensor o f surface area o f  the order o f  
square millimeters. Because the fluctuations scale linearly with the surface area, a micron-sized sensor would 
allow sub parts-per-billion sensitivity.
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Molecule Counting

The amplitude density function of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) resonators or 
MOSFET sensor signals contains information about the number of adsorbed molecules. 
By measuring the amplitude density function and comparing it with the theoretical form, 
the concentration of the detected gas can be estimated. If sensor size is in the nanometer 
range, then the exact number of adsorbed molecules can be determined. Figure 2 shows 
the result of computer simulations of the output signal of a nanoscale MOSFET sensor.

Voltage
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2. Fluctuation-enhanced sensing (molecular counting) simulation results by using the amplitude density 
function

Though fluctuation-enhanced sensing has been proven to be superior to classical 
methods many important questions have to be solved before the method can be 
industrialized, such as signal separation of simultaneously present chemicals, selection of 
the most appropriate sensor materials and optimal sensor geometries, etc.

3. FES by using Power Spectra

There are various ways of characterizing the statistical properties of the underlying 
stochastic processes, such as amplitude density, power spectra, higher order cummulants 
etc. In this section we illustrate the use of power spectra to extract information from the 
underlying stochastic processes by utilizing a simple mathematical model. Let us suppose 
a resistive sensor exposed to a chemical environment, and then use the stochastic 
resistance fluctuation (noise) dR(t) of the sensor resistance R instead of using the induced 
static change dR of its mean value. The phenomenological origin of agent-induced noise 
in chemical sensors is obvious, as the noise is due to the chemical fragments which 
originate from an absorbed ambient gas or liquid. After equilibration of the sensor with 
its environment, the capturing and releasing of molecules becomes a stationary stochastic 
process. Hence, dR(t) is also a stationary stochastic process.

Three important noise sources exist in the systems of present interest14: dynamic 
adsorption-desorption, dynamical percolation12 of the chemical molecules, and charge
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carrier trapping noise10. These effects provide a noise spectrum characteristic of the 
chemical species, the applied sensor material, and its microstructure. It is well known that 
5(/), the power spectrum of the noise, or its higher-order version the bispectrum, is a 
much more sensitive indicator of changes in the material structure and in the environment 
than the change of the mean resistance.

Figure 3. Fluctuation-Enhanced Sensing using power density spectra.

We consider a system with M  sensors and N  different chemical species. The 
resistance response of the sensors can be described by a system of equations according to

= A i ^ i  +  A a  Q  +••■+ \ Nc N

i ( i)  

d R y  — |C | +  AM 2 C 2 + . . .  +  Am n C n

where dRt is the change of the resistance of the /-th sensor, Cy is the concentration of the 
y'-th chemical species, and A,j is a set of calibration functions. The task is to determine the 
concentrations С/, CN by the measurement of dRu dRN. Generally, the equations 
are nonlinear, and the Лу quantities are functions of all of the concentrations, i.e., Afj  — 
Aij{Cu CN). This non-linearity is the reason why practical sensor systems need a 
neural network that “learns” these functions during a calibration process.

In order to illustrate the technical problem with the help of the simplest mathematical 
formalism, and for the sake of simplicity, we first assume that the sensors are linear and 
that their responses are independent for each investigated chemical species. Therefore the 
Ац quantities are only calibration constants. From the basic algebra of linear equation 
systems, it then follows that one needs N independent equations to solve the equation 
system (1). Therefore, the number M of different sensors has to be larger than or equal to 
the number N of chemical species, i.e.,
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M > N  (2)

In a practical case, when the equations are nonlinear, the limit given by Rel. (2) still 
holds. However, the situation becomes much more complex, with several possible 
solutions being allowed, and the application of a neural network is required. The validity 
of Rel. (2) makes electronic noses and tongues cumbersome and expensive because all of 
the sensors have to exhibit different natures of their response.

We now turn to the case of noise spectroscopy and in particular consider the 
important issue of the number of sensors needed to analyze a mixture of different 
chemical species. It is first assumed that only one sensor is present. If the power density 
spectrum of the resistance fluctuations in this sensor has К  different frequency ranges, in 
which the dependence of the response on the concentration of the chemical species is 
different from the response in the other ranges, one can write

dS(fi) = B\t\ Cj +  ^1,2 ^2  +  ••• +  B\,n ^n

i (3)

) =  В/С,\С\ + В К,2^2 +  • ■ • +  ^M,N^N

where dS(fi) is the change of the power density spectrum of resistance fluctuations at the 
i-th characteristic frequency (or frequency range), and the B,j quantities are calibration 
constants analogous to the Ajj quantities in the linear response limit. Thus, a single sensor 
is able to provide a set of independent equations to determine the gas composition around 
the sensor. Considerations corresponding to those that led to Rel. (2) then imply that the 
number К  of different applicable frequency ranges has to be greater than or equal to the 
number N of chemical species, i.e.,

K > N  (4)

In principle, even one sensor can be enough to analyze the composition of a number of 
different gases. If we have P different detectors, and if we can use the same characteristic 
frequency ranges for all detectors, then we have

dSm( f t) =  2?(l)i,iС, + В{\ г С 2 + . . .+  B(%  CN

dS{P\ f K) = S (/,V.C, + BiP)K,2C2 + . ..+ BiP)M,»CN
(5)
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where d&k)(fi) is the change of the power density spectrum of resistance fluctuations at 
the /'-th characteristic frequency range in the /г-th sensor. In the best case, the number of 
independent equations is PK, so the relation

P K  > N  (6)

holds.
One should note that the mean resistance variation dR^ of the different sensors can 

also be used for detection, and it can provide an additional independent equation. The 
relevant relation is then

P (K  + \ ) > N  (7)

4. Fluctuation-Enhanced Biological Sensing: SEPTIC

Fluctuation-Enhanced methods can be used to detect biological agents. Existing methods 
are slow; require culturing, laborious assaying by trained personnel and bulky equipment 
(except some special narrowly applicable methods for quick tests which can identify only 
certain types of bacteria).

On the other hand, the revolutionary SEPTIC (SEnsing of Phage-Triggered Ion 
Cascade) technique13-15, if fully developed, has the following outstanding characteristics:

• Can test a library of bacteria within 5 minutes
• Can detect a wide variety of bacteria
• Detection limit without extra concentrator: 10 bacteria/microliter
• No false alarms
• Easily used by non-technical personnel, portable, ready for cycle testing and field 

applications
• Small, lightweight, expandable to automatic mode
• Ten years shelf lifetime of bio sensing agent in the sensor
• Superior to other methods because utilizing identification technique by the natural 

enemy (bacteriophages) of the bacterium

The SEPTIC method is a combination of virology and microelectronics, it is a technique 
for identifying small quantities of bacteria in minutes.13'15 Phages are viruses that attack 
bacteria with the same verve that some other viral species attack people. But phages are 
very specific about their prey. Most species can parasitize only a single sort of bacterium. 
Phages start their attack by injecting DNA into their victims. When this happens, there is 
a short-lived flow of ions (electrically charged atoms and molecules) out of the 
bacterium. This phenomenon, whimsically described as the bacterium "bleeding" or 
' screaming , is the first indication that the phage has found its target. By detecting the
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“scream”, the exact type of bacteria can be determined. The microelectronics is doing the 
"hearing" the scream which is picked up by two microscopic antennas on the biochip. 
Initial tests of SEPTIC with E. coli showed excellent. SEPTIC is applicable to detect a 
wide variety of bacteria, such as anthrax, plague, botulism and shigella.
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Figure 4. SEPTIC results. Red: positive experiments with E. coli and relevant phages at different waiting times. 
Blue: control experiments with E. coli and irrelevant phages and different waiting times.

The SEPTIC method has the potential of applications in biological agent detection 
and medicine. For example, an industrialized SEPTIC sensor would be able to identify 
the presence of anthrax in minutes.

5. Conclusion

We have introduced the basic principles of Fluctuation Enhanced Sensing and 
demonstrated its superior sensitivity and selectivity for gases and bacteria detection. It is 
clear from the presented results that Fluctuation Enhanced Sensing (FES) and the 
SPETIC method in particular, offer significant advantages when compared with 
traditional methods.
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Conventional munitions emit intense radiation upon detonation which spans much o f  the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The phenomenology o f  time-resolved visible, near- and mid-lR spectra 
from these fast transient events is poorly understood. The observed spectrum is driven by many 
factors including the type, size and age o f  the chemical explosive, method o f  detonation, interaction 
with the environment, and the casing used to enclose the explosive. Midwave infrared emissions 
(1800-6000 cm'1, 1.67-5.56 pm) from a variety o f conventional military munitions were collected 
with a Fourier transform spectrometer (16 cm'1, 21 Hz) to assess the possibility o f  event 
classification via remotely sensed spectra. Conventional munitions fireballs appear to be graybodies 
in the midwave. Modeling the spectra as a single-temperature Planckian (appropriately modified by 
atmospheric transmittance) provided key features for classification and substantially reduced the 
dimensionality o f  the data. The temperature cools from ~ 1800 К to ambient conditions in 3 -5  s, 
often following an exponential decay with a rate near 1 s*1 second. A systematic, large residual 
spanning 2050-2250 cm*1 was consistently observed shortly after detonation and may be attributable 
to hot COi emission at the periphery o f the fireball. For two different explosive types detonated 
under similar conditions, features based on the temperature, area and fit residuals could be used to 
distinguish between them. This paper will present the phenomenology o f  detonation fireballs and 
explore the utility o f  physics-based features for explosive classification.

Keywords', bomb phenomenology, detonation fireball spectra, Fourier-transform spectroscopy, 
classification, feature extraction.

1. Introduction

Most commercial remote sensing endeavors focus on the observation of gradual change 
(hours, days or months) to enhance meteorological predictions, understand climate 
change, and improve crop management. To effectively characterize the battle space, the 
military is often interested in dynamic events occurring on much shorter timescales, from
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minutes to sub-seconds. Time-resolved infrared profiles collected from a variety of 
platforms have been studied for rocket plumes,M missile and aircraft emissions,5'6 muzzle 
flashes,7'8 and to a limited extent detonation fireballs.9"14 The temporal response of band 
integrated intensity contains information useful in distinguishing broad classes of events. 
However, the munitions classification problem is particularly challenging for several 
reasons: (1) several factors complicate and decrease the reproducibility of detonation 
signatures, e.g. casing and mixture tolerances, detonation method, target interaction, and 
atmospheric conditions; (2) the variability in band-integrated temporal signatures within a 
munitions class is comparable to the variability between different classes; (3) the 
available data is sparse and spans multiple degrees-of-freedom with limited repetitions. 
To date, we are unaware of features derived from infrared temporal signatures being 
successfully used to discriminate between different explosives. Capturing spectral 
variations in the infrared may provide the information needed to distinguish one 
explosive type from another since absorption and emission features in this wavelength 
regime can often be associated with molecular species. However, the transient nature of 
detonation fireballs poses instrumentation challenges and trade-offs between temporal, 
spectral and spatial resolution common to hyperspectral platforms must be carefully 
considered. Moreover, extracting reproducible yet distinguishing features from time- 
resolved spectral data requires an understanding of the physics governing the infrared 
emission from high-explosives detonations. Although bomb detonation pressure waves 
and condensed matter detonation and shock kinetics are well studied,16'20 the conversion 
of reaction exothermicity to infrared and visible emissions is poorly documented. This 
research group is developing a phenomenological model for infrared emission from the 
detonation of high explosives to assist the munitions classification problem. We are also 
exploring the challenges associated with collecting time-resolved spectra of rapid infrared 
events via interferometry. To aid this effort, a collection of spectrometers, radiometers, 
and visible and infrared imagers have been deployed in several field tests to collect 
optical signatures from the detonation of conventional military munitions (CMMs), 
enhanced novel explosives, and improvised explosive devices. The model currently 
reproduces the CMM spectral and radiometric data with high fidelity, substantially 
reduces data dimensionality, provides key features for classification, and offers physical 
insight. Distilling the time-resolved hyperspectral data to a minimal collection of 
descriptive features enables pattern recognition techniques to be applied to the 
classification problem. The physical insight gained aids the discovery of key features that 
are reproducible for a munitions class and distinct from other munitions classes. This 
paper summarizes our spectral modeling of CMMs and the utility of derived features in 
discriminating two classes of ordnance.

2. Methodology

In the Fall of 1999, a set of field tests were conducted at Fallon Naval Air Station to 
study the optical infrared signatures arising from the detonation of conventional 
munitions. Three types of explosives (A, В and C) spanning several weights (extra small,
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small, medium, and large) were used for a total of 56 events. About half the events were 
air delivered by an F-18 aircraft and the rest were statically detonated on the ground. The 
detonation fireballs were observed using a Fourier-transform spectrometer (FTS) 
operating a 16 cm'1 resolution. Multiple spectra were collected for each event at a rate of 
21 Hz. The FTS was equipped with an InSb (1800-6000 cm'1) and HgCdTe (500-6000 
cm'1) detector for coverage of the mid-wave infrared (MWIR) spectrum. The background 
noise level for the InSb detector was about five times smaller than that of the HgCdTe 
detector. Calibration was performed with a blackbody at multiple temperatures resulting 
in data collected in intensity units (W/sr-cm'1). Absolute radiometry was verified with 
four 200 Hz radiometers, each with a different MWIR bandpass filter. The test range, 
Bravo 20, was a dry lakebed about 4000 ft above sea level. The geographical layout is 
detailed in Fig 1. Further details about the test setup and calibration procedure can be 
found in Orson’s thesis.13

Longitude (°W)

Fig 1. Layout o f  the Radiant Brass set o f  field experiments conducted at the Bravo 20 test range, Fallon Naval 
Air Station, Nevada. An F-18 delivered munitions along three different approach vectors. Static detonations 
occurred at Clay Craters, Hard Sand and Rock/Rubble.

A simple phenomenological description of the fireball was developed to reduce the 
dimensionality of the data and extract features for classification. The observed fireball 
intensity I0bS was modeled by a Planckian distribution, modified by the transmittance of 
the atmosphere (t), with temperature T and emissive area sA as the fit parameters, i.e.

2hc~v3
/ * ( v , 0  = r ( v M ( t ) eteT /w ,) _ 1 (1)
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Since the Planckian source is a slowly-varying function of frequency, the sharp 
atmospheric absorption features in the observed data reveal information about the 
concentration of the absorbers. An iterative method based on the on-resonance off- 
resonance ratio of intensities at many absorption features was used to compute the 
concentration of atmospheric H20 , C 02, N20 , and CH4. This method does not require a 
model for the source intensity term and only assumes that its spectral variation with 
frequency is slow relative to most atmospheric absorption features. Accurate 
meteorological data was not available for the field test; however, reasonable agreement 
was found between the calculated H20  concentration and that reported by the nearest 
weather station. Experimental C 02, N20  and CH4 concentrations were not available, but 
calculated values were consistent with historical averages. Atmospheric transmission 
modeling was performed using the Line-by-Line Radiative-Transfer-Model.21

Fourier-transform spectroscopy is based on the Michelson interferometer and assumes the 
scene under analysis does not change appreciably during each mirror scan. Spectral 
resolution improves with total distance traveled by the mirror, but at the expense of 
temporal resolution. The transient nature of detonation fireballs requires that a judicious 
choice of spectral and temporal resolution be made to avoid corrupting the data with 
temporal aliasing artifacts. Assuming the Planckian fireball model above, we quantified 
the error associated with the Fourier transform of an interferogram acquired when the 
temperature decayed exponentially with a varying rate kr. The spectrum computed from 
an interferometer scanning at rate (k,) was compared to the true spectrum2 at zero-path 
difference and defined the temporal aliasing error E. The largest error at any frequency 
was computed for several values of kJkT and is presented in Fig 2. As discussed below, 
the choice of 16 cm'1 resolution provided an acquisition rate of 21 Hz and minimized the 
effects of temporal aliasing.

A classification technique based on Fisher linear discrimination (FLD) was applied to 
features extracted from the phenomenological model just described. To illustrate how 
this method works, Fig 3 presents a scatter plot of two features (F2 versus FI) for several 
fictional events, each a member from one of three distinct classes (A, В and C). While 
neither feature alone provides ample separation between all three classes, a combination 
of these features can be found which clearly separates all classes. FLD finds the line in 
this feature space that maximizes between-class scatter and minimizes within-class 
scatter upon projection. The mean and standard deviation of each class projected onto 
this Fisher line can be used to define a probability distribution function (PDF). When 
projecting a new event onto the Fisher line, the PDF assigns a probability that it belongs 
to a particular class. Feature saliency and PDF stability are critical in assessing the 
confidence level associated with a prediction, and are thoroughly examined in 
Dills’dissertation.22
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k i l k T

Fig 2. Maximum spectral error (E) attributed to temporal aliasing for an interferogram scanned at a rate k; that 
collects an atmospheric-attenuated Planckian source that changes in time according to an exponentially 
decaying temperature (kT).

Fig 3. Example data consisting o f  three classes (А, В & С) with two descriptors (FI & F2) illustrates the Fisher 
linear discrimination technique. When the data is projected onto the Fisher line, between-class scatter (dashed 
arrows) is maximized and within-class scatter (solid arrows) is minimized. Gaussian curvcs for each class, 
defined by the mean and standard deviation upon projection onto the Fisher line, are also provided.
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3. Results and Discussion

A typical fireball spectrum from the InSb detector is provided in Fig 4. In regions where 
the atmosphere is transparent, the spectra of detonation fireballs arising from both the 
airdropped and statically-detonated ordnance were fairly broadband in nature. Absorption 
from atmospheric gases such as H20  and C 02 is readily identified by characteristic 
spectral features. Modeling the observed spectra Iobs by a single-temperature Planckian 
distribution modified by the atmospheric transmittance profile accounted for most of the 
variation in the data. This fit is presented with the data in Fig 4 along with the residual AI 
(data minus the fit) at two different time steps. In the transmission bands (x > 0.4), the 
average relative error is less than 5%. The small residuals indicate that the fireball is 
well-described by a single temperature and that our estimation of the atmospheric 
transmittance function was successful. However, a systematic underestimation of the 
intensity was observed near 2000-2200 cm*1 shortly after detonation and changes with 
time. The cause is currently being investigated and could be the result of emission from 
hot C 02 in the fireball. Accurate removal of the atmospheric effects is critical to interpret 
the fit residuals as non-Planckian behavior of the fireball. The time-dependent nature of 
the residual at 2152 cm'1 indicates that it is a feature of the dynamic fireball and not an 
artifact of incorrectly modeling atmospheric transmission.

v(cm-1)

Fig 4. Typical fit results for the static detonation o f a small Type A bomb. In the top plot, the third spectrum 
after detonation (t = 0.14 s) is compared with the attenuation-modified Planckian fit. The difference between the 
observed data and model Д1 is shown at both t = 0.14 s (— ) and t = 0.62 s (— ) in the bottom plot.
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Fitting the data to this simple phenomenological model affords a substantial 
dimensionality reduction while preserving most of the original fidelity. Each data matrix 
(intensity vs. frequency and time) is reduced to two vectors, namely temperature and area 
versus time. A representative example of the temperature and area curves are presented in 
Fig 5. The standard error in the area was about ten times greater than temperature, and is 
periodically displayed in Fig 5. Initial temperatures were 1700-2000 К and often 
followed an exponential decay with rates between 0.91-1.24 s*1. Examining Fig 2, we 
note that errors in the residuals due to temporal aliasing contribute less than 0.5% since 
the interferometer scanned at least 16 times faster than the temperature decay rate.

Fig 5. Temperature and area curves extracted from time-resolved spectra o f  statically-detonated Type A Small 
munitions. The periodic error bars reflect the standard error in the fit parameter.

Features based on these fit parameters and residuals can now be explored for their 
potential use in classifying munitions type. The most useful feature for graphically 
separating the events into their respective classes was the time dependent fit residual at 
2152 cm*1. Figure 6a compares this feature for a set of Type A Small (AS) explosives 
with a set of Type В Large (BL) explosives. Both sets of munitions were air-delivered. 
The temperature and area curves provided a more subtle but still discernible separation 
between these two classes. A variety of features based on the temperature, area and fit 
residuals were subject to Fisher linear discrimination. The most salient features were 
consistently based on the fit residuals, i.e., the non-Planckian character of the fireball 
emissions. As an example, applying FLD to the AS, BL subset using three values taken 
from the 2152 cm'1 residual—the initial, maximal, and t = 0.5 s values of AI —indicates 
its utility to the classification problem. The PDFs shown in Fig 6b are well separated for 
the two classes. The limited number of repetitions available in the Radiant Brass field 
data makes assessing confidence in the PDFs’ predictive capability difficult. Dills’ work 
addresses this issue using bootstrapping and cross-validation techniques.14 It was found
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that the initial and maximum values of AI were salient features, and were also useful 
indiscriminating static detonations from dynamic ones and identifying the explosive 
weight if the type was known.

t (  s)

•aс
Q

я
-Q©s-
eu

x (Fisher Line)
Fig 6 (a) The temporal evolution o f the fit residual at 2152 cm'1 o f  (— ) air dropped Type A Small and ( — ) 
Type В large ordnance, (b) Probability density functions generated using FLD using three features taken from 
residual, namely the initial, maximal and t = 0.5 values o f Д1, with weights 0.522, 0.548, and 0.654, 
respectively.

4. Conclusions

Our efforts to collect, characterize, model, and derive classifiers from time-resolved 
infrared spectra of conventional explosives was summarized in this document. Detailed
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accounts of this research can be found in the References and in several forthcoming 
publications. We now conclude with several important findings of these efforts.

Fourier-transform spectroscopy can be used to study fast infrared events provided the 
selection of temporal resolution is commensurate with event timescales. For an 
exponentially cooling Planckian radiator, temporal aliasing of the spectra introduces a 
maximum error of less than 0.5% when the FTS scan rate is at least twice the temperature 
decay rate. Cased munitions are broadband across most of the MWIR and are well- 
described by a single-temperature Planckian distribution. A systematic underestimation 
of the observed intensity by the Planckian model is found between 2000-2200 cm'1 and is 
likely the result of hot C 02 emissions in the fireball. The phenomenological model 
provides high fidelity dimensionality reduction and offers several key, discriminating 
features. The time-dependent fit residual at 2152 cm'1 was the best feature for graphically 
separating two different explosive types, suggesting that the non-Planckian nature of 
detonation fireball is key to the classification problem. Accurately capturing the non- 
Planckian features by the fit residuals requires an accurate atmospheric transmission 
function. With even moderate spectral resolution (16 cm'1), the sharp absorption features 
in the MWIR due to atmospheric water and carbon dioxide can be used to estimate their 
respective concentrations assuming only that the source emission is broadband in nature. 
Inverting concentrations of other trace gases, namely N20  and CH4, is also possible. The 
substantial dimensionality reduction afforded by the current fireball model enables 
pattem-recognition methodologies to be applied to the classification problem. Probability 
density functions based on FLD were developed using non-Planckian fireball emission 
features and indicate strong classification potential. Additional field tests that both 
expand the diversity and number of repetitions will help define this potential and reduce 
the amount of a priori information needed to classify events. These pattern recognition 
techniques have also been applied to features derived from fireball imagery with 
promising results.10'11

A synergistic relationship exists between the modeling and classification efforts. The 
development of a reasonably accurate model is essential to uncovering good classifiers 
since the parameters offer physical interpretation and are more likely to capture real 
fireball characteristics. (Although dimensionality reduction is possible with an arbitrary 
parametric representation, the loss of feature interpretability is often accompanied by 
degraded classification potential.) On the other hand, the Fisher discrimination techniques 
unveil the most salient features and thereby guide our efforts in improving the model. We 
will soon include a C 02 emission term to directly model the non-Planckian behavior 
observed near 2150 cm*1. Physical models capable of explaining the temperature and area 
dynamics are also being developed, and the empirical model12 to describe time-resolved 
intensity curves seems well-suited to this problem. With these developments, a faithful 
representation of the spectral data cube will soon be expressed by a collection of 10-15 
physically-interpretable fit parameters.
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We have developed a new broadband Chirped-Pulse Fourier Transform Microwave (CP-FTMW) 
spectrometer that allows the microwave spectrum in the 7.5-18.5 GHz range to be measured in a 
single data event. This technique produces a pure rotational spectrum that can be used for 
unambiguous identification o f any species having a permanent electric dipole moment. CP-FTMW 
is a gas phase technique that is ideally suited for the detection o f  airborne chemical warfare agents 
(CWA) which must be detected in trace amounts (< 10 ppm in air). The high resolution o f  the 
technique allows the identification o f  complex mixtures without the need for a preliminary 
separation step, such as gas chromatography, which significantly reduces analysis time. The 
technique is “blind” to major atmospheric components (N2, 0 2, C 0 2, H20 )  as they either do not 
posses a permanent dipole moment or do not absorb in the range o f  the spectrometer, thereby 
eliminating large background signals. In this paper we will present preliminary results that are 
focuscd on early detection o f airborne CWA, including acquisition time, sensitivity limits, and 
sample handling requirements for several o f  these species.

Keywords: microwave spectroscopy; chemical warfare agent detection; spectral sensing; molecular 
fingerprint.

1. Introduction

Detection of airborne chemical warfare agents (CWA’s) places stringent requirements on 
the techniques used for positive identification of these species. The high toxicity of these 
agents requires highly sensitive methodologies that can detect trace species at jimol/mol 
(part per million, ppm) levels or lower to minimize human casualties.1 In addition, the 
technique must be able to discriminate against atmospheric background species of 
reduced toxicity, such as fuels and pesticides, and minimize false positives and negative 
identification of target species. Furthermore, sensing devices that can maintain remote 
surveillance as stand-alone devices that are operational for weeks or months before 
routine service is needed are desirable for early warning systems. Ideally these remote 
devices would continuously monitor for airborne contaminants with sampling times of 
minutes or less to allow for immediate transmission to first responders. Traditional 
techniques such as GC/MS may excel in sensitivity and selectivity, but are hindered by 
other operational aspects such as long analysis times and maintenance intensive 
operation." More recently microwave based techniques have been investigated which 
have distinct advantages over more conventional methods.3' 12

Microwave technology is robust. Highly stable solid state devices are commercially 
available that operate from 1-18 GHz. These devices can be locked to atomic clocks or 
global positioning systems to achieve frequency stability that far exceeds the natural 
linewidth of the measured rotational transitions. The result is a frequency generation 
system that requires little to no maintenance over long time periods (months to years), a 
feature that is currently impossible to achieve with broadly tunable laser systems. These 
stand-alone microwave systems, which can be remotely controlled, are technically 
feasible and can be operated with push-button control.13*16

Rotational spectroscopy in the microwave frequency region provides precise 
determination of molecular structure. The power of the technique lies in its ability to 
discriminate between distinct molecular shapes, allowing easy differentiation between 
isomeric species of the same mass. The introduction of high finesse Fabry-Perot
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cavities17,18 and phase sensitive detection19 pushed the detection limits of the technique to 
nmol/mol (part per billion, ppb) levels or lower. The spectrometer design by Balle and 
Flygare in 1981 (referred to as the Balle-Flygare design, BF) incorporated a pulsed 
molecular beam source that improved the sensitivity of the technique by cooling the 
sample in a free jet source.18 The BF spectrometer has been applied to the detection of 
exotic molecular species such as large biomolecules20, weakly bound clusters21, and 
radicals ~ Furthermore, it is a general method, requiring only that the species of interest 
have a permanent dipole moment for detection.23,24

Despite the general sensing capabilities and high sensitivity of the BF design, the 
spectrometer suffers from a technical limitation, restricting its use as a high-throughput 
analytical sensing device. Although the Fabry-Perot cavity acts as a passive amplifier for 
the incident microwave field and the detected molecular emission, it limits the active 
bandwidth of the spectrometer by the following way:

Where f is the frequency of the incident microwave radiation and Q is the dimensionless 
cavity quality factor. Thus for a typical cavity Q of 20,000 at 10 GHz the operational 
bandwidth is on the order of 0.5 MHz. Therefore a typical rotational spectrum that 
covers 7.5-18.5 GHz must be stepped in 500 kHz step sizes over that spectral range. The 
result is a recording device that must take 22,000 steps to record an 11 GHz spectral 
region leading to data acquisition times that can take upwards of 14 hours. This analysis 
time can be reduced to minutes if “spot checks” are performed by tuning the cavity only 
to the rotational transition of a known species, however, in this mode of operation, only 
the species of interest will be detected, i.e., molecular species with transitions outside the 
spectral window being monitored will not be detected.

We have developed a spectrometer that significantly reduces the data acquisition time 
over the BF design.15,16 By removing the Fabry-Perot cavity (thereby removing the 
passive bandwidth filter) our operational bandwidth is limited by the digital electronics 
used in frequency generation and detection, as well as the bandwidth of our amplification 
sources. In the past few years, technical advances in microwave technology have 
developed digital frequency generation and detection devices that span into the 
microwave regime. Our ultrabroadband spectrometer design can record 11 GHz of 
rotational spectrum in a single shot. In this paper we demonstrate the analytical 
capabilities of the ultrabroadband spectrometer, and the inherent strengths towards using 
rotational spectroscopy for CWA detection and identification.

2. Experimental

The details of spectrometer operation and performance are given in separate publications
and only relevant details will be given here.15,16 The chirped-pulse, Fourier transform
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microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrometer consists of three basic components: 1) chirped 
microwave pulse generation, 2) molecular beam chamber (which includes the horn 
antennas used to couple the microwave radiation), and 3) free induction decay (FID) 
detection. These three components are generalized in Figure 1. The spectrometer design 
has no moving parts or frequency components that require active tuning (e.g. 
synthesizers). The result is a spectrometer with a push-button operation that can be 
operated remotely for weeks before routine maintenance is performed.

Arbitrary
Waveform
Generator

4 GS/s

2 GHz Bandwidth

Chirped 
Frequency

Nozzle Sample Feed

18 99 GHz PDRO

FID acquisition and 
Fourier transform

Pulse Monitor
Free Induction Decay

0 .5 -  11.5 GHz 
12 GHz Oscilloscope (40 GsJs)

Figure 1: Diagram o f the chirped-pulse, Fourier transform microwave spectrometer showing the generation o f  
the the linear frequency sweep which is bandwidth multiplied and amplified. The inset shows the pulse in both 
time and frequency space. The pulse is broadcast into the chamber through a double-ridge microwave hom and 
the free induction decay (FID) is collected with another microwave hom . The FID is downconverted to the 
0.5 -11 .5  GHz range before being recorded by the oscilloscope.

2.1 Chirped microwave pulse generation

To perform broadband FTMW spectroscopy we require a microwave source that can 
produce phase-locked linear frequency sweeps over an 11 GHz frequency range in times 
ranging from 100 ns to 1 ps (sweep rates of Ю10 -  1011 MHz/s). The short sweep 
durations are required so that the sample is polarized on a time scale faster than the pure 
dephasing of the rotational free induction decay (FID). Traditional microwave 
synthesized sweepers are typically limited to sweep rates of about 106 MHz/s. We have 
developed a microwave source based on a 4 Gs/s arbitrary waveform generator that can 
produce the required excitation pulses. A schematic of the microwave source is shown in 
Figure 1.
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The base linear sweep chirped pulse is created using the arbitrary waveform generator 
(AWG, Tektronix AWG 71 OB). However, the frequency sweep from this source only 
produces frequencies from DC to 2 GHz. A microwave circuit is used to convert the 
arbitrary waveform generator sweep in two ways: expand the sweep bandwidth by a 
factor of eight and to up convert the frequencies into the 7.5 -  18.5 GHz frequency range. 
Bandwidth extension is performed using active frequency multipliers. These devices 
linearly increase the bandwidth when a single frequency linear sweep in supplied to the 
input. Frequency up conversion is accomplished using a phase-locked dielectric 
resonator oscillator (PDRO) source and a broadband microwave mixer. The microwave 
circuit is designed to use only a single external microwave frequency (the 9.9 GHz 
PDRO) and to permit simple filtering of the output of the frequency multipliers to 
improve the spectral purity of the final chirped pulse output. The details of this design 
are described in a separate publication.15

All frequency sources in the experiment are phase locked to a Rb-disciplined crystal 
oscillator operating at 10 MHz (Stanford Research Systems FS 725). The specified 
frequency accuracy of the 10 MHz reference is +/- 5><1010 and ultimately determines the 
accuracy of our microwave frequency measurements. An important feature of this 
reference source is the low phase noise (<-130 dBc/Hz at 10 Hz). The ability to average 
FID signal in the time domain requires high phase stability of the microwave source. In 
practice, we can average 10,000 successive FID measurements in the time domain while 
retaining 90% of the single measurement signal amplitude.

Chirped pulse amplification is achieved using a pulsed traveling wave tube amplifier 
(TWTA, Amplifier Research 1000TP8G18) with peak power or 2 kW (7 -1 8  GHz). The 
final pulse is shown as an inset in Figure 1. The spurious signals in the pulses we create 
using this technique are at least 20 dB lower in power than the instantaneous sweep 
frequency across the full 11 GHz range of the pulse.

2.2 Molecular beam chamber

The molecular beam chamber contains the pulsed valve source and two horn antennas to 
broadcast the linear sweep polarizing pulse and to receive the rotational FID. The 
chamber consists of a 13.25” conflat flange six-way cross and a tee. Two 10” diffusion 
pumps (Varian VHS 10), backed by a mechanical pump -  roots blower combination 
(Edwards E2M40 and E2H250) are used to maintain vacuum in the chamber. The pulsed 
valve (General Valve Series 9) is mounted to the top flange of the six way cross and its 
height relative to the microwave interaction region can be manually adjusted. Samples 
are approximately 0.1% in first run neon (70% Ne/30% He) in a gas cylinder unless 
otherwise stated. The samples are expanded into the vacuum chamber with 1 -  2 bar 
backing pressure, which causes the molecules to cool in the resulting supersonic 
expansion to approximately 1 K.

The high peak power polarizing pulse is coupled into the chamber using double-ridge 
waveguide with a Kapton window to maintain vacuum. The polarizing pulse is broadcast 
into the chamber using a double-ridge standard gain horn (20 dB gain over isotropic). A
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second double ridge rectangular horn is used to collect the rotational FID signal. The 
microwave power collected by the receiver horn is coupled out of the molecular beam 
chamber using a SMA coupler and flexible microwave power cables. All interior 
surfaces of the molecular beam chamber are covered by microwave foam absorber that is 
secured to metal foil backing. The microwave absorber is needed to prevent long lived 
resonances in the molecular beam chamber that produce spurious microwave 
contributions to the collected microwave signal.

2.3 FID detection

The first two components in the detection assembly, a high-power PIN diode and a 
single-pole switch are required to protect later circuit elements from the high-power 
microwave polarizing pulse. The leakage peak power from the diode is still too high for 
the low noise amplifier used to amplify the rotational FID, so the microwave switch is 
placed after the diode. This switch is controlled by the same pulse that activates the 
TWTA pulse output.

The rotational FID signal that is collected in the spectrometer chamber using a horn 
antenna is amplified by a high gain (38 dB), broadband (8-18 GHz), low noise amplifier 
(noise figure 1.4 dB, Miteq AMF-5F-0800-1800-4-1 OP-1). The amplified FID signal is 
subsequently down converted to the 500 MHz -  11500 MHz frequency range using an 
ultra broadband triple balanced mixer. The local oscillator in this stage is a single 
frequency PDRO source at 18.990 MHz. The down converted FID signal passes through 
a low pass filter (12.2 GHz cut off) that removes the local oscillator signal that leaks 
through the mixer. A DC block (250 MHz -  18.5 GHz pass band) follows the low pass 
filter to remove the low frequency (1/f) noise prior to digitization.

The FID is digitized using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS6124C) operating 
with a 40 GS/s sample rate. The hardware bandwidth limit (-3 dB) of the oscilloscope is 
12 GHz. The record length of the FID can be set independently. Signal averaging long 
record lengths is computationally intensive and, therefore, the repetition rate of the signal 
collection depends on chosen gate length. For a 4 [is gate the spectrometer can acquire 
and signal average the signal at 10 Hz. For higher spectral resolution we use a 20 jis gate 
(800,000 points) which reduces the experiment repetition rate to about 3.5 Hz.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Pure rotational spectra

We have chosen four molecules that are either simulants or pre-cursors of CWA’s in 
order to characterize the capabilities of the CP-FTMW spectrometer for the detection of 
airborne CWA’s. The rotational spectrum of each compound serves as a basis for 
molecular recognition allowing positive identification of the species of interest. The 
resulting spectrum contains both frequency and intensity information that can be used to 
discriminate against other CWA or background pollutants.
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Figure 2: Pure rotational spectra for the chemical weapon simulants pinacolone (A), pinacolyl alcohol (B), 2- 
chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (C), and dimethyl methylphosphonate (D).

Table 1: Rotational constants and electric dipole moments o f  the chemical weapon simulants pinacolone, 
pinacolyl alcohol, 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide, and dimethyl methylphosphonate.

A (MHz) В (MHz) С (MHz) M D ) M D ) M D )
Pinacolone" 3210 2333 1935 -1.1 2.4 0.0
Pinacolyl alcohol6 3095 2251 1874 0.9 1.2 -0.7
2-Chloroethyl ethyl sulfide0

Trans-gauche-trans conformer 6762.821 798.253 747.993 1.8* 1.1' 0.2'
Gauche-gauche-trans conformer 4550.833 925.748 835.201 1.6J l . l ' 0 .7'

Dimethyl methylphosphonate' 2828.753 1972.359 1614.268
0.5 0.7 2.2

Conformer i ' 1.5 1.6 0.0
Conformer II' 1.5 2.7 3.5
Conformer III'

"Calculated at MP2/cc-pVTZ 
^Calculated at MP2/6-311++G(d,p) 
cFrom reference 27 
'Calculated at MP2/6-311++G** 
'From reference 28 
'Calculated at HF 6-31G*
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The rotational spectra of the four CWA simulants are shown in Figure 2. The upper 
two panels show the rotational spectrum of pinacolone (PC) and pinacolyl alcohol (PCA), 
respectively and are precursors to the nerve agent soman. The rotational constants, 
distortion terms, and dipole moment components (determined by ab initio calculations25) 
have been reported elsewhere.26 The rotational constants and projection of the permanent 
dipole moment onto the inertial axes are reported in Table 1.

Each of the spectra shown in Figure 2 was recorded by signal averaging 10,000 time 
domain spectra and performing a fast Fourier transform to recover the frequency domain 
spectrum. The acquisition gate of the Fourier transform function digitized 4 fis of the 
FID, setting the resolution of the frequency domain spectrum. We also employ a digital 
filter to the time domain signal prior to fast Fourier transform for side lobe suppression. 
We have chosen a Kaiser-Bessel type windowing function (69 dB side-lobe suppression) 
as a compromise between increased resolution and decrease in signal intensity. The 
frequency resolution (FWHM) is approximately 420 kHz using a 4 [is gate. These 
conditions were chosen as a trade-off between acquisition speed and resolution. The time 
to acquire 10,000 time domain spectra at 4ps resolution is approximately 22 min. 
resulting in 10,000 S/N for the strongest transition in the PC spectrum (Fig. 2A).

Although the molecular structure of the two pinacolone and pinacolyl alcohol differs 
only by the addition of two hydrogen atoms to convert the ketone (PC) to the alcohol 
(PCA), the qualitative appearance of the rotational spectra is quite different. The addition 
of hydrogen atoms to PC shifts the center of mass of the molecule serving to reorient the 
inertia frame of PCA relative to PC. Although this reorientation is small, it effectively 
shifts the rotational energy levels and, therefore, the measured transition frequencies. 
The addition of the hydrogen atoms serves to reorient the direction of the permanent 
dipole moment of PCA relative to PC. PC belongs (approximately) to the low symmetry 
Cs point group having a plane of reflection that bisects the t-butyl group along the C- 
C(=0)-CH3 tail group. The result is that there is no projection of the permanent dipole 
moment along the c-inertial axis. The addition of the hydrogen atom in PCA breaks this 
symmetry resulting in a projection of the permanent dipole moment along the c-inertial 
axis (fic). Since the intensity of an allowed rotational transition is proportional to the 
dipole moment component,23,24 new transitions appear in the PCA spectrum that were 
absent in the PC spectrum.

The third panel of Figure 2 shows the rotational spectrum of 2-chloroethyl ethyl 
sulfide (2CEES) a mustard gas simulant. The rotational constants and inertial projection 
of the permanent dipole moment have been previously reported and are reproduced in 
Table l.27 The rotational spectrum of 2CEES is highly congested by the addition of the 
chlorine atom. The 2CEES spectrum is fragmented by the appearance of two nuclear 
isotopes (35C1 and 37C1) and their associated nuclear hyperfine splitting (1=3/2).24 In 
addition, the 2CEES molecule has two conformational isomers (same atom connectivity) 
with significant population yielding two sets of independent rotational spectra. Finally, 
the bottom panel of Figure 2 shows the rotational spectrum of dimethyl 
methylphosphonate (DMMP). The rotational constant and projections of the permanent
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dipole moment on the inertial axes have been reported previously and are reproduced in 
Table l.28

3.2 Data acquisition

The real advantage of adopting a broadband spectrometer is demonstrated in Figure 3. 
The pure rotational spectrum of PC is shown after different numbers of averages. A few 
of the transitions attributed to PC are marked with an asterisk, the strong lines in the 
spectrum are due to acetone seeded into the sample reservoir. The first panel shows the 
single-shot rotational spectrum recorded without any signal averaging. PC peaks are 
clearly discemable in the spectrum with signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 3:1 (50 
ppm). For strong molecular signals, such as acetone, the signal-to-noise ratio is 100:1 
(-2000 ppm). The acquisition time under single shot conditions is limited only by the 
digitization time of the FID, 4 |is in this case.
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Figure 3: Signal-to-noise comparison for a single shot (A) versus 100 averages (B) and 10,000 averages (C) on 
the spectrum o f a mixture o f  pinacolone and acetone. The peaks labeled with an asterisk indicate the pinacolone 
transitions. The remaining peaks are from acetone.

The signal-to-noise ratio can be improved by signal averaging. The middle panel of 
Figure 3 shows the same spectrum after 100 time domain averages. The signal-to-noise 
ratio has improved to better 30:1 and the molecular fingerprint of PC is now apparent in 
the rotational spectrum. The acquisition time is now limited by the repetition rate of the 
experiment (~ 10 Hz), which is limited by data manipulation of the FID. The spectrum in 
Figure 3B was acquired in 13 seconds. The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the 
rotational spectrum after 10,000 averages in the time domain where the signal-to-noise 
ratio is about 300:1 on the PC transitions. The acquisition time is 22 minutes.
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There are two important advantages that an ultrabroadband spectrometer has over the 
BF design. The performance characteristics of sensitivity and resolution (available data 
channels, set by the gate duration) can be matched to the specific need of the experiment. 
This versatility makes the ultrabroadband spectrometer ideal for analytical applications. 
By choosing the degree of signal averaging and resolution, the experimentalist can 
minimize the analysis time required by the spectrometer to positively identify trace 
chemical species. We have recently published a detailed comparison of CP-FTMW to 
the BF spectrometer and have found that 10,000 time domain averages of the CP-FTMW 
spectrometer is equivalent to a 10 shot average of the BF machine. However, the 
equivalent spectrum would require over 14 hours to record using the BF design, 
compared to the 22 minutes required by the CP-FTMW spectrometer.15,16

3.3 Sensitivity

The sensitivity limits of the CP-FTMW spectrometer have been determined using PC as a 
prototypical molecule. The following procedure was used to prepare successive dilutions 
of PC. A mixture of 2.275 mL of PC and 4.859 mL of acetone was prepared. A small 
amount (200 цЬ) of this liquid sample was directly injected into an evacuated 5.9 L gas 
cylinder. The sample was diluted with a buffer gas of 30% He and 70% Ne to achieve 
500 ppm PC. To achieve a 250 ppm PC sample, 5 mL of the original liquid sample was 
diluted with acetone to a total volume of 10 mL in a volumetric flask and directly injected 
into a 5.9 L gas cylinder which was then diluted to the desired concentration with the 
same buffer gas. Samples of 100 ppm, 50 ppm, 25 ppm, 10 ppm, 5 ppm, and 1 ppm PC 
were all similarly prepared by diluting the liquid samples with acetone prior to direct 
injection of 200 ^L into a 5.9 L gas cylinder and diluting with buffer gas to the desired 
concentration. This method allowed the PC to be diluted while the concentration of 
acetone was relatively constant for all samples.

Three rotational transitions were monitored as a function of concentration to 
determine the linear response and detection limit of the spectrometer. The three lines are 
marked with asterisks in Figure 3 and correspond to 22|-1оь 220-1п> 4о4-3|з, all b-type 
rotational transitions (JkcKc notation24). The resulting plot of intensity vs. concentration 
in ppm is shown in Figure 4 for all three transitions.

As Figure 4 shows, the intensity response is linear across two orders of magnitude 
from 5 ppm (pmol/mol) up to 500 ppm. The intensities shown are after 10,000 averages 
with a gate duration of 4 \xs. The error bars represent 95% confidence limits on the data 
points. This graph shows that quantitative determination of gas-phase concentrations is 
possible using the CP-FTMW technique down to a level of 5 ppm under the current 
spectrometer configuration. At concentrations above 500 ppm the response becomes 
non-linear. We attribute this to cluster formation in the supersonic expansion.

The detection limit of PC under the current spectrometer configuration was 
determined to be 5 ppm after 10,000 averages (22 min.). This sensitivity can be 
increased in two ways. Increasing the number of averages will increase the sensitivity by 
VN where N is the number of averages. When the repetition rate of the experiment can
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Concentration (ppm)

Figure 4: Graphs o f  signal intensity versus concentration for pinacolone in the CP-FTMW for three transitions: 
2 i i - l |0 at 11503 MHz (A), 2:o- ln  at 11960 MHz (B). and 4o4-3l3 at 12685 MHz (C). The solid lines represent 
best-fit lines with R2 values o f  0.9967 for (A), 0.9889 for (B), and 0.9942 for (C). The dashed lines represent 
the 95% confidence interval.

be increased as outlined above this becomes an attractive option. A second way to 
increase the sensitivity of the spectrometer is to pre-concentrate the sample. From the 
above concentration study, approximately 8 nmol of sample are required to be detected in 
a single shot. The rotational signal is proportional to the total number of molecules in a 
shot, so the number of averages (and therefore time) required to achieve a high enough 
S/N to detect analyte decreases linearly as a function of increasing number of molecules 
in each shot. Pre-concentration could be achieved by trapping the gas-phase molecules 
with a cold finger and releasing the adsorbed molecules by shock-heating or laser 
desorption techniques. In this way the same amount of sample detected after 22 minutes 
of signal averaging could be detected just over the time it takes to concentrate the sample, 
if released in a single shot.

3.4 Component analysis

In order to function as a CWA detector under real-world conditions, this technique must 
be able to discriminate between multiple species in a sample. At the current resolution of 
420 kHz, there are approximately 22,000 data channels available. The four CWA
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simulants used in this study had 3320 unique lines in the library, occupying only 12% of 
the available data channels. As data handling times decrease spectral resolution could 
approach 4 kHz (100 jis gate duration), pushing the number of data channels available 
close to 3xl06. This level of resolving power competes with ultra-high resolution 
techniques such as FT-ICR.29 It is possible to extract the spectrum of a single component 
from the spectrum of a complex mixture. As an example, we extracted the spectrum of 
2CEES from a mixture of PC, PCA, 2CEES, and DMMP.

To obtain the complex spectrum, the following method was followed. A 1 mL 
syringe was used to directly inject 200 jaL each of PC, PCA, 2CEES, and DMMP into an 
evacuated 5.9 L gas cylinder. The cylinder was then filled with 7 atmospheres of first run 
He/Ne buffer gas. The analysis was performed at the vapor pressure within the gas 
cylinder at room temperature (no external heating). The resulting microwave signal was 
digitized and averaged 10,000 times (22 min acquisition time) in the time domain. The 
resulting frequency spectrum was recovered by fast Fourier transform of the first 4 [is of 
the FID. This spectrum is shown as Figure 5.

Frequency (M-tz)
Figure 5: Pure rotational spectrum (10,000 averages) o f  a mixture o f  four chemical weapon simulants: 
pinacolone, pinacolyl alcohol, 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide, and dimethyl methylphosphonate.

Figure 6 shows the complex mixture spectrum versus the 2CEES library spectrum on 
an expanded scale. The more intense transitions in the library are seen in the mixture 
spectrum. It is evident that the resolution of this technique makes it possible to extract 
single components analytically from a complex mixture as is necessary for this technique 
to be applied to the detection of chemical weapons in real (non-laboratory) settings.
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Frequency (MHz)
Figure 6: Comparison o f  the pure rotational spectrum (10,000 averages) o f  the CWA mixture o f  the four 
simulants combined into one sample cylinder (A) with the 2CEES library spectrum (B).

4. Summary

We have developed an ultra-broadband spectrometer that operates in the 7.5-18.5 GHz 
range. The CP-FTMW spectrometer can record 11 GHz of spectrum in 20 [is plus 
processing time for fast Fourier transform with repetition rates of about 10 Hz, making it 
an ideal candidate for high throughput analytical applications. The high resolution 
resulting from the large number of data channels combined with the uniqueness of the 
rotational spectrum of a molecule makes the need for pre-separation techniques such as 
gas chromatography unnecessary. This discrimination permits the unique identification 
o f isomeric species of the same mass, complementing mass-spectrometry detection 
methods. The fast analysis time, sensitivity, and selectivity are demonstrated on four 
chemical warfare agent simulants. The technique is able to positively identify all four 
species in a mixture without any pre-separation at the ppm level. The linear response of 
the spectrometer at concentration lower than 500 ppm illustrates the ability to 
quantitatively identify airborne species including chemical warfare agents even in a 
complex mixture.
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The interactions o f charges in DNA with the vibrational modes in DNA depend on the spectra o f  
these vibrational modes. Using (a) the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) Hamiltonian approach, (b) 
integrated structures o f  DNA and manmade nanostructures, and (c) gel electrophoresis techniques,1 
the interaction between charges in DNA and the vibrational modes o f  DNA are investigated. As is 
well-known, DNA has a rich spectrum o f modes in the THz spectral regime. The use o f  manmade 
nanostructures integrated with DNA facilitates the engineering o f  nanoscale systems useful in 
studying the role o f environmental effects on the vibrational modes o f  DNA as well as the 
interaction o f these modes with charge carriers in DNA. Among the DNA-based structures 
considered in this account are: B-DNA and Z-DNA strands related by a conformational change; and 
DNA molecules bound on one terminal to indirect bandgap semiconductor quantum dots. Gel 
electrophoresis is used as a tool for the analysis o f  carrier interactions in novel integrated DNA- 
manmade-nanostructure complexes, and models based on the SSH Hamiltonian2 are employed as a 
means o f  analyzing the interactions between the vibrational modes o f DNA and charge carriers in 
DNA.W

Keywords: THz phonons; DNA; polarons; polaron-phonon scattering; quantum wire; quantum dots; 
polaron trapping; polaron detrapping; optical excitation.

1. Introduction and Background

The research reported in this account deals with environmental effects influencing the 
vibrational modes of DNA and relates these effects to underlying THz-frequency 
vibrational modes in DNA as well as their interactions with charge carriers in DNA. To 
provide a unifying framework for considering environmental effects on the vibrational 
spectrum of DNA, this account emphasizes the understanding of polaron transport 
phenomena in DNA in terms of polaron emission and absorption of THz vibrational 
modes in DNA. In previous works, polaron transport is studies using theoretical 
calculations of the effects of THz-frequency phonon emission5' 10 by propagating carriers, 
and THz-frequency phonon absorption by propagating and trapped carriers. Moreover, 
previous investigators have considered the role of THz-phonon-mediated charge trapping 
and detrapping effects near guanine-rich regions of the DNA.1,2,5'7 Recently, THz spectra 
have been determined over a range of frequencies,11 and these observations facilitate the 
analyses presented in this account. In considering environmental effects on the phonon 
spectra in DNA-nanostructure complexes, the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger Hamiltonian will 
serve as a basis for treating the phonon-carrier coupling through an optical deformation 
potential.12 In related work, the environmental effect of surrounding the acoustic modes 
of a quantum dot with another elastic material have been considered previously,13 and 
substantial shifts in the phonon frequencies were predicted. In the case of DNA, the 
interaction of polarons with the phonon modes in DNA have been modeled theoretically 
and compared with results of gel electrophoresis analyses of DNA fragments resulting 
when DNA-quantum-dot complexes are exposed to UV radiation.14 Moreover, DNA 
coupled to both quantum dots as well as acceptor and donor molecules have revealed 
similar DNA cleaving phenomena in electrolytic environments.16'19 With the growing 
body of information in the THz spectra of DNA,11,20,21 an attempt to understand the role 
of environmental influences on these spectra becomes feasible. In this account, 
theoretical results on the phonon-mediated charge transport are reported and gel 
electrophoresis studies of B-DNA and Z-DNA are reported for the case where the
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specific B-DNA and Z-DNA molecules are related by a conformational change that is 
caused by changing the electrolytic properties of the electrolytic environment of the 
DNA. In studying these environmental effects on DNA linked to manmade 
nanostructures, it is essential to consider such effects on these manmade nanostructures 
as well. Accordingly, this account also presents current-voltage characteristics of T i02 
quantum dots assembled on Au substrates as measured using current-sensing atomic 
force microscopy; these results are compared with available models for the current- 
voltage curves for such structures.22 In particular, current-voltage measurements for 
Ti02-nanocrystal layers on Au substrates are analyzed theoretically22 in order to better 
understand the electrical properties of T i02 quantum dots. The study of the role of 
environmental effects on semiconductor quantum dots bound to biomolecules is further 
motivated23'30 by a range of studies of semiconductor quantum dots including: the 
chemical self-assembly of quantum dots into networks using conducting biomolecules as 
linking structures; the theoretical study of the mechanical, electrical, and optical 
properties of quantum dots; and in related disciplines, to the use of luminescent quantum 
dots as biotags of biological structures including cellular and subcellular structures. 
Similarly, the recent prediction of phonon bottleneck effects in short carbon nanotubes,31" 
32 implies that such phonon bottleneck effects may occur in short DNA molecules due to 
the boundary conditions on the phonons at the ends of the finite-length DNA molecules. 
The focus of the research presented in this account is on understanding the role of both 
carrier-phonon interactions on carrier transport interactions in DNA and related 
environmental effects. As has been discussed in the literature, phenomena such as base 
pairing,33,34 structural fluctuations,35 я-bonding,36 mode of carrier excitation,37 and 
effective bandgap variations,38*39 may play important role in carrier transport in 
biomolecules.

2. Energetics of Hole Injection from Semiconductor Quantum Dots to DNA

In a number of studies of carrier injection and transport in DNA, optical excitation of 
T i02 quantum dots has been used to inject carriers into d n A..1-4-6*7-9’14-16-19 In many of 
these cases, the subsequent transport of charge in DNA wires has been studied using gel 
electrophoresis.1,6,9,14,16,19 In this account, theoretical results on the phonon-mediated 
charge transport are reported and gel electrophoresis studied of B-DNA and Z-DNA are 
reported for the case where the specific B-DNA and Z-DNA molecules are related by a 
conformational change that is caused by changing the electrolytic properties of the 
electrolytic environment of the DNA.

In these studies, indirect-bandgap T i02 quantum dots are used to facilitate the 
optoelectronic excitation of charges as a source of charges for injection into DNA. As 
explained in this account, the optical excitation of the T i02-nanocrystal-DNA complexes 
with UV radiation is shown to result in charge transfer into the DNA. The energetics of 
these transfer processes are depicted in Fig. 1 where the semiconductor conduction band 
energy, Ec, the semiconductor valence band energy, Ey, the DNA highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO), and the DNA lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
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are displayed. From the energy alignments in Fig. 1, it is clear that a hole in the valence 
band of Ti02 quantum dots has an energy that is equal to an energy in the HOMO band of 
bases, and it follows that the HOMO energy for guanine is the closest to the vacuum 
energy level; hence, the HOMO energy for guanine is higher than those of the other three 
DNA bases, adenine (A), cytosine (C), and thymine (T). As Saito et al. have 
demonstrated using quantum chemistry calculations,40 the local ionization potential of a 
DNA base depends on its neighboring bases in the sequence of DNA bases, and that of 
the ionization potentials vary depending of the length of the local sequence of DNA 
under consideration. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 1 along with the energy 
alignments discussed previously.

g Ionization Potentials of Semiconductor-DNA complexes

ш ял Valence Band 
i ) Band Gap 
e b  Conduction Band
--------- 5 T A G C T G G T T G T T C G G T C G T T G G G T C G A T T G G T C G C T A G G T A G T T G G T 3

Fig. 1. Conduction and valence bands energies o f  TiCh quantum dots compared with the HOMO energy for two 
selected DNA sequences: (A) The energies o f  the ionization potential, IP, for sequence A are represented in 
terms o f HOMO energies calculated for groups o f two bases; and (B) the energies o f  the IP for sequence В are 
represented in terms o f HOMO energies calculated for groups o f five bases.40

From the results of Fig. 1, it is clear that irradiation of ТЮ2 nanocrystals with UV 
light with a wavelength of 365 nm will result in the production of electron-hole pairs in 
these ТЮ2 quantum dots. Moreover, for the case of Ti02-nanocrystal-DNA complexes 
where nanocrystals of T i02 are bound to DNA molecules, the energies of these holes are 
matched with states in the HOMO band of DNA and have a scattering channel that will 
lead to hole injection into the HOMO band of the DNA.
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3. Phonon Scattering of Carriers Injected into DNA

If these holes emit phonons, they will move to the edge of the HOMO band edge, and if 
they absorb phonons, they will move away from the HOMO band edge. Each hole will 
experience a different sequence of phonon absorption and emission events that have 
probabilities given by the carrier-phonon scattering rate, &са,(Е), as a function of carrier 
energy, E, which is given by,2,9

£> 2op n
p 2 hco

D 2op К
p I 2 .

ti CO 1

-  £

-  ~  £

2

( 1)

where

£ =
+1 for emission 

-1 for absorption

In Eq. (1), the superscript “e” denotes emission of a phonon of angular frequency, <dl0 , 
and the superscript “a” denotes absorption of a phonon of angular frequency coLo- To

Fig. 2. Phonon absorption rate as a function o f  phonon energy.
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Fig. 3. Phonon emission rate as a function o f  phonon energy.

determine the phonon scattering rate, values of the optical deformation potential and the 
density are required. Dop is assumed to be 0.6 eV/A which is based on the calculated 
energy change as a function of the distance between bases. The masses of the DNA 
bases are almost the same, 4.35 x 10-22 gm, thus, p is assumed to be uniform along the 
wire using the distance between bases « 0.34 nm and its value is, p  = 13.05 x 10*16 kg/m. 
Fig. 2 and 3 are the absorption and emission rates as functions of the phonon energy for 
several carrier energies. As shown in Fig. 2, the absorption rates are almost the same for 
different carrier energies. Also, for the emission rates as shown in Fig. 3, the emission 
rates are of the same order before the threshold for different carrier energies, although 
each of the plots looks different because of the different threshold in the emission 
process. From Fig. 2, phonons with lower energies are dominant over those with higher 
energies. It is also clear from these results that phonon scattering is an important 
scattering mechanism in DNA. For Ephonon > 50 meV, the emission rate becomes clearly 
larger than the absorption rate. Accordingly, phonon scattering processes remain a likely 
source of carrier energy loss with the resultant trapping at local maxima in the HOMO 
band. The cleavage of DNA -  both linear and T-shaped DNA -  has been reported when 
T i02-nanocrystal-DNA complex are irradiated with radiation above the band gap of ТЮ2; 
these experiments have relied heavily on the use of gel electrophoresis to determine the 
distribution of DNA mass fragments. In this account, these past results will be 
supplemented with results on the study of the UV irradiation of T i02-nanocrystal-DNA 
where the DNA has both B-DNA and Z-DNA confirmations.
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4. UV Irradiation of T i0 2-nanocrystal-DNA Complexes for both B- and Z-DNA

B-DNA is the most commonly existing form of DNA inside cells of living organisms; it 
is the classical Watson-Crick structure. Z-DNA is not as common as the other two forms 
of DNA — namely A- and B- forms of DNA. Moreover, B-DNA formed out of 
repeating GC bases (e.g., GCGCGCGC) can form Z-DNA under low salt concentrations 
at physiological conditions of 370 C; this conformational change results in a change of 
the helicity of the DNA and is reversible. Thus, probing or studying charge transport 
phenomena under such transient, unstable conditions and low salt conditions can give us 
insights on not only their transition in vivo but also their switching behavior under non 
equilibrium conditions.

The DNA-Ti02-nanocrystal complexes were prepared by techniques discussed by a 
number of authors.1,7,14,16,19 First, T i02 quantum dots with a diameter distribution of 3-5 
nm (Applied Nanoworks) were suspended in a solution of water at a pH of 3-4, and these 
T i02 nanoparticles were dialyzed against 10 mM NaH2P04 until a pH of 6.5 was 
obtained. Second, DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized with the 5’ terminal carboxyl 
group (Synthegen Co.) and kept as а 10-цМ solution in 10-40 mM phosphate buffer at a 
pH of 6.5. Third, TiCb-nanocrystal-DNA complexes were then formed by a 
condensation reaction through an intermediate N-hydroxy-succinimide ester was used to 
bind the carboxyl group of the oligonucleotide to the amino group of dopamine by an 
amide bond. [The DNA terminal carboxyl group is bound to O-N-succinimidyl-NNNN- 
tetramethyluronium tetrafluoroborate in the presence of N, N-diisopropylethylenamine in 
dimethyl formamide (DMF).] Next, the succinimidyl group is replaced with dopamine 
through its terminal amino group in the presence of dioxane. In the next step, the 
resulting solution was dialyzed thoroughly against water to remove free dopamine 
unbound to oligonucleotides; T i02 particles modified by glycidil isopropyl ether were 
then bound to dopamine end-labeled oligonucleotides. As has been discussed by a 
number of authors,7,16,19 when dopamine (free or bound to oligonucleotides) is added to 
T i02 colloidal solutions at 8 > pH > 2.5, the immediate development of a red color 
indicates instantaneous formation of a charge-transfer complex between dopamine and 
T i02.

In the gel electrophoresis experiments on B-DNA and Z-DNA, the sequences used
are:

Sequence 1 :5 ’- COOH TCGCGCGGGCGCGCG 3’ (sense)

Sequence 2: 5’- CGCGCGCCCGCGCG 3’ (antisense)

Charge transport was studied through photo-oxidation of the natural В-form duplex 
attached to a T i02/Dopamine complex at the 5’ terminal of the sense strand. This B-form 
was converted to Z-form DNA by adding a solution of high salt concentration — 20 mM 
Co(NH3)6Cl3 — which stabilizes the DNA in the Z-form, The experiments were
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conducted at physiological pH conditions and temperatures of 37° C. Other salts such as 
NaCl can be used to bring about this transition; however, multivalent cations are more 
effective in stabilizing the Z-form than the mono-valent cations. Both the B- and the Z- 
forms of DNA were excited with UV light for 15 minutes and electrophoresed in a 2.5 % 
Agarose gel. The bands from the gel are shown in the Fig. 4.

r
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Fig. 4. Lane 1 (on the left) depicts Z-DNA illuminated with UV for 15 minutes, and lane 2 (on the right) B- 
DNA illuminated with UV for 15 minutes.

It appears from the gel that lane 2 which has the B-DNA - or natural form - has a brighter 
and wider band than the band for the Z-DNA in lane 1. A possible explanation for this 
result is that the DNA cleaves in the natural В-form and the cleaved strand being close in 
molecular weight to the original strand, is fused to form a larger band. For Z-DNA, no 
obvious cleavage is apparent. This may be attributed to the fact that Z-form of DNA is 
highly unstable and as a result tends to form coiled or supercoiled structures in order to 
attain B-Z equilibrium. Moreover, prolonged exposure to high energy UV during 
photoexcitation of the ТЮг-DNA complex, could alter the thermal stability o f the Z- 
DNA. However, earlier studies have shown that lowering the dielectric constant of the 
water surrounding the DNA, with agents such as ethanol and methanol, can help stabilize 
the Z-form. It is evident from the gels, that the mass distributions are not identical for Z- 
DNA and B-DNA; it is possible that these observations are related to differences in 
charge transport and charge-induced cleavage of the Z-DNA and the B-DNA and these 
differences may relate to the stability of the different conformations of DNA. Extensions 
of these studies will, perhaps, facilitate the understanding of switching phenomenon in 
self-assembling biomolecules such as B- and Z-forms of DNA and facilitate the design of 
biomolecular switches based on these transitions. The facts that this transition is also 
reversible and that it is possible to destabilize the Z-form back into В-form with
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intermediate salt concentrations, may facilitate the design of reversible switches based on 
conformational changes of the bases in DNA.

5. Electronic Properties of the ТЮ2 Quantum Dots

To probe the electronic properties of quantum dots, T i02 nanocrystals assembled on Au 
substrates are characterized using current-sensing atomic force microscopy; these results 
are compared with available models for the current-voltage curves for such structures.22 
In particular, current-voltage measurements for Ti02-nanocrystaI layers on Au substrates 
are analyzed theoretically22 in order to better understand the electrical properties of T i02 
quantum dots. The current-voltage characteristics of T i02 quantum dots assembled on 
Au substrates are measured using current-sensing atomic force microscopy (AFM) and 
these results are compared with theory. The current-sensing AFM used in these 
experiment is a Molecular Imaging AFM. Colloidal T i02 nanocrystals were obtained 
from the Center for Nanoscale Materials with a size distribution of 3-5 nm and were 
deposited on Au-coated glass substrates at the Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM) at 
the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) at the ANL CNM User Facility. Briefly, the 
procedure for coating the substrate is as follows:

Step 1. The sample is immersed in a solution containing 0.12 M T i02, so that the sample 
is covered to half the height with solution. Following immersion for two minutes, the 
sample was heated in an oven for 30 minutes at 150° C.

Step 2. The second stage involved immersion of the same sample pulled slightly up from 
the bottom of the solution. The sample was heated in the oven again for 30 minutes, 
following immersion for 5 minutes.

Step 3. The final stage involved repeating step 2 with the sample pulled further up from 
the bottom of the solution.

This process helps create stepped monolayers of T i02 on a sample. A Au tip was used on 
the current sensing AFM at the University of Illinois at Chicago to measure the I-V 
characteristics of these structures. The measured conductance gap is about 6 V wide, 
extending from approximately -  2.5 V to + 3.5 V when the I-V characteristics are 
measured in the dark. The I-V characteristics of these Au-Ti02-Au structures are 
modeled using the formalism of Paulson et al.20 to describe a metal-quantum dot-metal 
system. In modeling the I-V characteristics of this system, the Fermi level in the T i02 is 
varied over a range of values and the I-V curve for each of these values is compared with 
the measured I-V.
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10 nA

Fig. 5. Current-voltage curve for A u-Ti02(quantum dot)-Au structure described in the text.

When the Fermi level in the T i02 quantum dot is taken to be at -4.2, -4.6, -5.0, -5.4, -5.8, 
-6.2, - 6.6 eV, and -7.4 eV relative to the vacuum. The valence band edge of the T i02 
quantum dot was taken to be at - 7.4 eV and the conduction band edge was taken to be at 
- 4.2 eV. The chemical potential of the Au is taken as - 5.1 eV relative to vacuum. When 
the Fermi level in the quantum dot is varied in this manner the conductance gap varies 
over the range of 0 to 9 V. In the particular case when the Fermi level is taken to be at 
-6.6 eV, the conductance gap extends from approximately - 3 V to + 3 V and is 
approximately as wide as that measured and displayed in Fig. 5. The calculated 
conductance curves are depicted in Figs. 6-9.
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Fig. 6. Conductance curve when the Fermi energy is taken to be - 5.8 eV.

Fig. 7. Conductance curve when the Fermi energy is taken to be - 6.2 eV.
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Fig. 8. Conductance curve when the Fermi energy is taken to be - 6.6 eV.

Fig. 9. Conductance curvc when the Fermi energy is taken to be - 7.0 eV.

From these results, the calculated and measured values of the I-V curves are in good 
agreement for a Fermi level in the T i02 quantum dot of about - 6.6 eV. This corresponds 
to a slightly p-type semiconductor since the mid-point between the conduction and 
valence bands falls at about -5.8 eV.
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6. Discussion

This account has focused on the role of environmental -  or proximity -  effects on the 
THz vibrational spectra of DNA as well as on the vibrational spectra of manmade 
nanostructures used in the study of the vibrational, electronic, and optical properties of 
DNA. Based on the results presented in this account, many factors are responsible for 
such effects; these include: electrolytic concentrations, materials in the proximity of the 
nanostructures under consideration, and the sequence of DNA bases.
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Detection and identification o f  chemical warfare simulants based on multidimensional phase shaped 
femtosecond laser pulses coupled to mass spectrometry (MS) is demonstrated. The presented 
approach is based on binary phase shaping (BPS) and aims to improve the accuracy and precision 
required for security applications. It is based on multiphoton intrapulse interference o f femtosecond 
laser pulses. Spectra retrieved by applying n-differently shaped pulses represent n-dimensions o f  the 
analysis. We present a multidimensional technique for detection and identification o f  analogues to 
chemical agents and mixtures in real-time. Experimental results for dimethyl phosphate, pyridine, 
and three isomers o f nitrotoluene are presented.

Keywords: pulse shaping; chemical detection.

1. Introduction

One of the main concerns for the detection of chemical warfare agents is the reliability 
and confidence in the measurement. Minimizing or potentially eliminating false positive 
and negative alarms is of utmost importance. The usual approach for increased reliability 
is to combine two or more different type of measurements or methods (dimensions), for 
example, gas chromatography-mass spectrometry GC-MS. We have developed an 
ultrashort laser-based method capable of fast (one second), accurate (even in a chemically 
complex environment), robust (stand alone, closed-loop, and portable), and reproducible 
molecular identification that works even when the molecules have the same chemical 
formula (isomers, stereoisomers and enantiomers).1,2 The method, BPS-MS, utilizes 
binary pulse shaping technology and relies on Multiphoton Intrapulse Interference (Mil) 
that has been shown to be an invaluable tool for a range of applications.1*7 Our approach 
is to increase the number of measurement dimensions in mass spectrometry using a
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number of precisely defined shaped femtosecond pulses to control the fragmentation and 
ionization processes. The resulting fragmentation patterns are highly sensitive to the 
quantum mechanical interaction between the analyte molecule and the shaped laser pulse. 
Therefore, each shaped pulse produces a different fragmentation pattern, or ‘fingerprint.’ 
The use of two or more shaped pulses on a given analyte, increases the certainty of the 
molecular identification. The method is intended to be used for a selected number of 
otherwise difficult to identify chemical agents.

Finding the best shaped pulses (optimum field) to identify a compound can be a time 
consuming task given the almost infinite number of possibilities that a pulse-shaper 
provides. Using 100 pixels and only 100 phase values with 10 different amplitudes results 
in 10300 possible laser fields (pulse shapes). Such a staggering number of experiments

FPR(1-specificity)

Figure 1. Simulated ROC curve for identification o f chemical agent where lines 1-4 represent and increasing 
number o f dimensions (distinct laser fields) used in the identification procedure. TL-transform limited pulse, 
BPS x -  different binary shaped pulses.

that explore this enormous search space can not be performed, and there are several 
different approaches to investigate and search for the optimum fields. One of the most 
applied methods is closed-loop (feedback) genetic algorithm-based search or 
optimization, where a computer program that controls the pulse shaper starts from the 
random values and tries to mimic the natural selection by keeping the favorable solutions
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(fields) and discarding the unfavorable ones.8'9 The results from this approach are rarely 
applicable outside the facility they were performed, therefore lacking universality. 
However, this method is easily implemented and requires minimal understanding of the 
process that is being optimized.

MIIPS pulse shaper 

Binary Shaped Pulse
Figure 2. Schematic o f  the experimental set-up. Pulse shaper can be placed either inside the laser system or after 
the amplification.

The aim of BPS-MS approach presented here can be summarized by comparing the 
simulated receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves shown in Figure 1. Each 
additional dimension of analysis (a distinct pulse shape, that yields distinct mass 
spectrum) enlarges the area under the curve and therefore the confidence of the 
measurement.

2. Experimental

The experiments were performed using 0.8 mJ/pulse amplified titanium-sapphire 
femtosecond laser (1 kHz repetition rate) that were 35 fs in duration when compressed 
using MIIPS method,5 and centered at 800 nm with full-width at the half maximum of 25 
nm. The output of the seed laser (5 nJ, 50 nm full-width at the half maximum) was 
directed through a folded 2f pulse shaper. The pulse-shaper is based on the dual-mask 
liquid crystal spatial-light modulator (SLM) where each mask consists of 128 pixels.10 
The SLM is positioned in the Fourier plane of the pulse shaper. Applying different 
voltages by computer controlled interface to the individual pixels in the SLM will alter 
the spectral phase of the femtosecond pulses and therefore their shape. After the pulse 
shaper and amplification in the standard regenerative amplifier, the beam was attenuated 
to 0.2 mJ/pulse and directed into the vacuum chamber connected to the time-of-flight 
(TOF) mass spectrometer. Samples (simulants of the chemical agents) were introduced in 
the vacuum system at the constant pressure in the range of 0.5* 10-5 to 1*10-5 Torn Mass 
spectra were recorded with 256 laser shouts per applied binary phase. Computer 
controlled MHPS-enabled pulse shaper was introducing the sequence of well-defined
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spectral phase shapes and the mass spectrum was recorded for each of those laser fields. 
If the loss of the laser intensity is not an issue, it is possible to place the pulse shaper after 
the amplifier (see the schematic set-up in Figure 2). Results were processed on the 
computer and formed a database, which was subsequently used to identify presence or 
absence of the set of chemical agent simulants in the real time.

Figure 3. Controlled molecular fragmentation achieved by three different shaped femtosecond pulses yielding 
the three-dimensional analysis. The sample, dimethylphosphite (a nerve agent simulant), was irradiated with 
transform-limited (inner octagon) and binary-shaped femtosecond pulses BP 211 and BP 64. Numerals 
correspond to the sequence number in which the different BP were introduced. Intensities o f  mass spectra peaks 
shown here are normalized to intensities recorded for TL pulses. The spider plot clearly indicates significant 
changes in the fragment ion intensities. This allows enough variation to positively identify the presence o f  the 
chemical.
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3. Results

In order to limit the search space we have developed a highly efficient method based on 
binary phase shaping3 which optimizes multiphoton intrapulse interference. Typically, we 
evaluate all 10-bit binary phase functions, which result in 1024 distinct fields. The results 
from these experiments are mapped based on criteria that can be used to identify 
particular chemical warfare agents. A subset of 3-10 shaped pulses are then selected for 
multidimensional identification purposes. In the field, the selected pulses are applied as a 
sequence achieving sub-second multidimensional analysis.

Experimental results shown in Figure 3 are collected on dimethyl phosphite (DMP), a 
nerve agent analogue. Two binary phases showed the largest changes on ion peak (m/z) 
intensities, most profoundly at m/z at molecular ion (110) and m/z of 95, 79 and 47. 
Three dimensional analysis shown in the Figure 3 contains MS obtained with TL pulses 
(octagon in Figure 3) and two binary phase functions to establish presence or absence of 
DMP. In principle, the larger the number of BP that yield results obtained with more 
complex and distinctive fragmentation patterns, the better the confidence level that a 
particular agent is present in a mixture containing interfering compounds. In practice we 
discovered that a small subset of distinct binary phases (3-10) is sufficient for successful 
identification. Absolute presence or absence of a given chemical is then determined by 
the detection algorithm, which takes into account the presence of the various 
fragmentation patterns. The minimal set of distinct phases needed for identification is 
illustrated in spider plot in Figure 3 containing the normalized mass spectra of dimethyl 
phosphite.

Molecular identification using mass spectrometry can be complicated when complex 
chemical mixtures are involved because of extensive overlap between fragment ions. 
When isomers are involved fragment-ion overlap is maximum, and typical electron- 
impact ionization mass spectrometry cannot provide absolute identification. We have 
tested our multidimensional identification method with a number of isomers and 
stereoisomers. Detailed results are presented elsewhere.2,11 An absolute identification was 
demonstrated on ortho-, meta- and para- isomers of nitrotoluene. The results (Figure 4) 
for o-nitrotoluene show the essential requirement for success of the identification 
procedure; a substantial difference in MS depending on excitation pulse shape. The 
method is also capable of providing quantitative concentration results.2

It is important to note that the spectrum of the excitation pulses does not change 
regardless of the binary phase applied, nor does the intensity of the laser beam. The 
changes to the laser field applied are ultimately very subtle, but provide enough 
difference in the response to positively identify the molecule of interest. An interesting 
effect can be observed when data in Figure 3 and 4 are analyzed; the largest suppression 
is usually achieved on the heaviest fragments. Deeper investigation of this effect is 
discussed elsewhere.12
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C7H6NO+ 

C7H70 + 

c 6h 7n +s

CO

£ n o +

Figure 4. BPS-MS results for ortho-nitro toluene. The changes in the relative yields o f  a number o f  fragment 
ions wit corresponding m/z and chemical formula) as a result o f  binary phase shaping. Concentric circles that 
represent the relative intensity are on the logarithmic scale. Results for TL pulses are normalized in such a way 
t at all fragments are assigned a relative yield o f unity and shown by the dashed circle. The solid line that 
encompasses the blue-shaded area represents yields for binary phase function that minimized the ion with

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated chemical agent detection using accurately binary phase-shaped 
femtosecond pulses in the laboratory environment. Increase in multidimensionality has 
shown to improve the reliability of method. Future efforts will be focused on ambient 
sampling and expansion of database. Graphical user interface of the detection software is 
shown here (Figure 5) for a set of chemical agent simulants currently in the database.
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SURFACE-PLASMON-RESONANCE BASED OPTICAL SENSING
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Over the past twenty years, surface plasmon resonance has been developed as an effective technique 
for use in real-time biotechnological measurements o f  the kinetics o f  label-free biomolecular 
interactions with high sensitivity.1"16 On a fundamental level, it is the dielectric-imaging involvement 
o f  the adsorbed biomolecular layer (DNA for example) in shifting the surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR) frequency by means o f  electrostatic coupling at the interface with the metal film substrate that 
facilitates SPR-bascd optical sensing. O f course, there are various factors that can influence surface 
plasmon resonance, including plasma nonlocality, phonons, multiplicity o f layers, all o f which 
should be carefully examined. Moreover, tunable SPR phenomenology based on the role o f  a 
magnetic field (both classically and quantum mechanically) merits consideration in regard to the 
field's effects on both the substrate17 and the adsorbed layer(s).18 This paper is focused on the 
establishment o f  the basic equations governing surface plasmon resonance, incorporating all the 
features cited above. In it, we present the formulation and closed-form analytical solution for the 
dynamic, nonlocal screening function o f a thick substrate material with a thin external adsorbed 
layer, which can be extended to multiple layers. The result involves solution o f  the random phase 
approximation (RPA) integral equation for the spatially inhomogeneous system o f the substrate and 
adsorbed layer,19"25 given the individual polarizabilities o f the thick substrate and the layer. (This is 
tantamount to the space-time matrix inversion o f the inhomogeneous joint dielectric function o f  the 
system.) The frequency poles o f  the resulting screening function determine the shifted surface (and 
bulk) plasmon resonances and the associated residues at the resonance frequencies provide their 
relative excitation amplitudes. The latter represent the response strengths o f  the surface plasmon 
resonances (oscillator strengths), and will be o f  interest in optimizing the materials to be employed.

Keywords: Surface Plasmon Resonance; Optical Sensing.

1. Introduction

Surface plasmon resonance has become an important optical technique employed in 
chemical sensing and biotechnological measurements.1-16 As a surface phenomenon, 
surface plasmons sensitively reflect upon the boundary conditions at the interface of a 
plasma-like medium. In this regard, they react to the introduction of adsorbate material

329
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just outside the substrate, probing the properties of the adsorbate in conjunction with 
those of the substrate as they modify the joint optical response and reflectivity o f the 
combined system.4-7 Central to such optical variations of the system is the concept of a 
dynamic, nonlocal and spatially inhomogeneous joint screening function 
£ ( l ,2 ) [ l  = rj,/i;2 = r2,/2,etc.], which is the space-time matrix inverse of the combined

dielectric function e (1,2) of the composite system:

^ 43£(1,3)Л:(3,2) = £<4>(1-2). (1)

Its physical significance is that of an electric field propagator in the sense that it 
propagates an impressed potential field U(2) at space-time point 2 into the actual,
effective field F (l) at space-time point 1 through the (linear) relation

V(l)= fr 2 K ( l ,2 )U (2 ) .  (2)

It is closely related to the concept of a longitudinal photon Green's function.
In this paper we describe in some detail the changes of the screening function of a 

thick substrate brought about by introducing a thin two dimensional (2D) adsorbate layer, 
illustrating the adsorbate layer as a planar 2D electron gas parallel to the substrate 
interface. As this system is translationally invariant in the 2D x - y  plane as well as
translationally invariant in time, we have

£(1,2) = K{xx - x 2\ y { - y 2\ zu z2\tx - / 2), (3)

and employing a 2D spatial Fourier transform [(я, - x 2, yx - y 2) -> {Ях,ЯУ) = Я~\ in the 

plane of translational invariance and со -frequency transform [(/j - 12) —> , we may 

rewrite Eq. (1) as

jrfz3 * ( z i ,z 3;0,fi>)A :(z3,z 2;?,fl>) = £ ( z ,  - z 2). (4)

It is apparent from Eq. (2) that the frequency poles of the screening function К  describe 
resonant oscillations of the system which are longitudinal potential/density collective 
mode oscillations, i.e.: plasmons. While there is some difficulty in coupling transverse 
electromagnetic waves to longitudinal plasmons, there are methods by which this can be 
accomplished. A grating coupler can be used, also resonant Raman scattering and 
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), but the method preferred experimentally in 
coupling to surface plasmons seems to be the use of a prism producing an evanescent 
wave from total internal reflection using TM (transverse magnetic) polarized light, which 
can excite surface plasmons -  resulting in a sharp decrease of reflected light intensity
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under appropriate conditions of energy and momentum conservation. In our analysis of 
the joint screening function carried out below, we arbitrarily take the region outside the 
substrate to be vacuum, but this can easily be adjusted to account for any other external 
medium.

2. Formulation of Dielectric Response of a Dynamic Plasma-Like Substrate 
Coupled to a Thin Adsorbed Layer

Considering a thick substrate medium to be modeled as a local semi-infinite plasma-like 
medium of dielectric function e = s [со), and taking its boundary with vacuum to be at 
the plane z = 0 , we have shown19 that the direct dielectric function of this semi-infinite 
system is ( 0 + (z) is the Heaviside unit step function)

Here, q is the 2D Fourier transform wavevector conjugate to r = (*,y) and reference to 
it and to со -frequency will be suppressed when possible. The associated semi-infinite 
screening function, Ksemi (z,,z2), which satisfies the inversion relation

£ s o m (z i,z 2 )  =  0 .  ( ~ z , ) [ ^ ( z i  - z 2 ) + S ( z 2) { e - \ ) e ^ :4 2 ^  

+  0 t ( z , ) ^ ( z ,  - z 1)+S(z1){ \ -e )e Ĵ :42^.
(5)

(6)

in the absence of an adsorbate, is given by20,21

(7)

where Г is the image strength factor

\ + e
(B)

and

7- (z) = 0 ,  ( z ) -0 *  ( -z )  ; 7. (*) = *© .(*)+  © . ( - 4 (9)
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We characterize the adsorbed layer by a density perturbation response function20,21

R2D(zu z2) = S{zx- z 0)£ (z 2- z 0)/?2D (<?,<*>), (10)

which is completely localized onto a 2D sheet at z = z0 by the 5  -functions, and with 

describing the dynamic, nonlocal density perturbation response on the 2D 

sheet. This yields the polarizability of the 2D sheet as

4;ra2D {z\ ,z2) = 4n a lD (z2 -  z0). ( П )

Here, 4n a lD is the 2D polarizability on the 2D sheet in q,co -representation. For 
example, in the case of a cold, local 2D plasma, it is given by 
4n a lD —» -2 np1De2 |g|/m<w2, where p 2D is the 2D electron sheet density.

The determination of the screening function, /C(z,,z2), of the combined system 

involves solution of the inversion relation

Jc/ z £t( z 1, z ) a : ( z , z 2)  =  ^ ( z 1 z 2)  (1 2 )

where f (z ,,z 2) is determined for the combined system of the adsorbate sheet and the 

thick substrate by summing their polarizabilities so that

£‘(z1,z2) = f seroi(zb z2) + 4 ^a2D(z1,z2). (13)

in z -position space matrix notation,

£ = £scmi+4 ш 20, ( 14)

and, thus

e К = 1 = e ^ K  + 4 m 2DK. (15) 

Applying Ким; from the left, and also noting that ni£scmi = 1, we have

K  = K iCm ~  ̂ scmi (4^«2D )K > (16)

which is the integral equation

К  (z,,z2) = К^  (z,,z2) jrfz jrfz (z,, z) 4 ш 20 (z ,z j К  |z , z2 j . (17)
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Recalling the <5(7- z 0) -structure of 4na1D (z>zj> we have

К  (z ,, z2) = Kxmi (z ,, z2) -  4яа0го ( Jrfz AT,OTi (z, ,г )е -й-"-"°1 j AT (z0, z2). (18)

To solve this, we need К (z0,z2) on the right hand side, so we set z, = z0 on the left and 

algebraically obtain

K (z0>z2) = (l + 4;ra“ > (zoJ)*-flH >l)"  ^  (z0>z2). (19)

With this, the full solution for the screening function o f the combined system is given by

4яа02г> ( jdz ( z , ,z ) e 'R I -" - '° l ) ( z 0, z , )
^ ( z „ z 2) = A:scml(z1>z2) ------------------------Д  , _ /  nr ,-------- . (20)

1 + 4nalD jdz (z0.z )  е"Я °l

The final integration involved is

t / z  ( z , z V H M  =  — — T -  —(--1 e"Hl-~lg~Fll-ol>
J V 7 7+(z) 7+W

and the final result for AT(z, , z2 ) is obtained as

K{z„z2) = (гь г2)-4лаго° |— -— - e“RI-v-'ol _ r ^ - i f L le H(l-.l-l-o|)
17. (г,) >7.(z,)

£(z„ - г 2)-<?(г2) Г ^ Ы е-ЙЫ

(21)

(22)
n+{z°) n , ( z°)

1 + 4nalD i  - Г ^ 4 ~ 4 е~ * 01
[7+ (zo) М го)

3. Dispersion Relation for Coupling of Surface and Adsorbed Layer 2D
Plasmons; Coupling of Surface and Quantum Well Plasmons; Conclusions

Plasmons of the combined system may be identified in terms o f the frequency poles of  
the screening function K[ z uz2), i.e.: vanishing o f its denominator,
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We characterize the adsorbed layer by a density perturbation response function20,21

Rid(zu z2) = S ( zx - z o )£ (z 2-zo )/?20(#,*y), (10)

which is completely localized onto a 2D sheet at z = z0 by the S -functions, and with 

R2D[p,o)j describing the dynamic, nonlocal density perturbation response on the 2D 

sheet. This yields the polarizability of the 2D sheet as

4na2D (z,, z2) = 4n a lD "s°lS (z2 -  z0). (11)

Here, is the 2D polarizability on the 2D sheet in -representation. For

example, in the case of a cold, local 2D plasma, it is given by 
-> -2пр10ег |^|/m^y2, where p 2D is the 2D electron sheet density.

The determination of the screening function, K [ z u z2), of the combined system 

involves solution of the inversion relation

pz£-(zb z)A:(z,z2) = <5(z,-z2) (12)

where e ( z u z2) is determined for the combined system of the adsorbate sheet and the 

thick substrate by summing their polarizabilities so that

e ( ^ , ^ )  = e«m(^,z2)+ 4 a a 2D(z , ,z2). O 3)

In z -position space matrix notation,

£ = £*™+4 naw , ( 14)

and, thus

eK  = \ = esaiK + 4 m 2DK. (15)

Applying from the left, and also noting that Ksemissemi = 1, we have

К  ~  ^semi — ^semi (̂ ТГОС2D )К , ( j

which is the integral equation

K ( z [tz2)=  Ksemi(zlfz2) -  \dz \dz Ksemi(zliz )4 na2D( z , z ) K [ z iz2\. O 7)
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Recalling the £ ( z - z 0) -structure of 4;ra2D|z ,z j ,  we have

K ( z i , z 2) = Kxmi (z , , z2) -  4 n a l D ( f y z  K ^i (z , , z )  j AT (z0, z2). (18)

To solve this, we need (z0,z2) on the right hand side, so we set z, = z0 on the left and 
algebraically obtain

^ (z o ,z2) = (l + 4^a02DJc/zAr!mi(z0,z )e ‘RI"-'°l) (z0,z2). (19)

With this, the full solution for the screening function of the combined system is given by

4/ra0w  ( \dz (z, ,z)<f (z0,z2)
K ( z „ z 2) = K „ m(zu z2) -----------— ------- Д - / -7—  i - g , -,------- . (20)

l + 4xa$D jdz K^m (z0,z )e"°r °l

The final integration involved is

t i ~ z (z,z)е'№"г°1 = — L _e“l«l-'-'ol _ г Ь Ё 1 е* в-й-о| (2 1 )
1 v ’ 7*(z) 7*(z)

and the final result for К  (z, ,z2) is obtained as

K ( z , , z 2) = Kxmi (z,, z2) - 4 ю 0!» {— -ol - Г Ь 1 Ц е-Н(1-->Н=о|)
I7 f(z i) 7*(z,)

+ 4 ^ 4 — i — - r ^ |
lM * o )  ^ ( z°)

-2 M --

(22)

3. Dispersion Relation for Coupling of Surface and Adsorbed Layer 2D
Plasmons; Coupling of Surface and Quantum Well Plasmons; Conclusions

Plasmons of the combined system may be identified in terms of the frequency poles of 
the screening function AT(z,,z2), i.e.: vanishing of its denominator,
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rj+(z0) + 4n a lD j l - 7 _ (z0) Ге"2№°1 J = 0. (23)

Taking the 2D sheet outside the surface, z0 < 0, we have

1 + 4m „D {l + Г j = 0, (24)

and using the polarizabilities of a local bulk plasma ( s  = s(co) = 1---- —, where cop is the
со2

classical bulk plasma frequency and the background dielectric constant is taken as unity) 
and of a local 2D electron plasma sheet, (4 n a\D -  - 2 лргое2 \q\hnco2, where p 2D is the

2D electron sheet density)

1 — {1 + Гe 'w ° l ) = 0, (25)
met)2 I J

we find (set co\D =27rp2De2\q\/m for the 2D plasmon and со; = со2/2 for the surface 
plasmon)

а)1 (со2 -со}) = colD(a 2 -  co}[ 1 - e‘2|5|l--ol]). (26)

The plasmon roots of Eq.(26) are given by

col = [-  +2^ o] + [ 1 _ e-%1|--ol ]. (27)

Clearly, the mode spectrum depends on z0. In the limit z0 —» -oo , we obtain col ~ 0)2 
and col -  co\D, where co+ describes the decoupled surface plasmon ( z0 -> -oo ), and, 
separately, со_ describes the far-removed decoupled 2D plasmon. However, in the limit 
z0 —у 0 , we have col ~ со] + co\D ,where co+ is now the hybridized surface plasmon and 
2D plasmon. ( col = 0 for z0 = 0 is spurious.) For finite, nonvanishing z0, these 
hybridized plasmon modes are admixed as given by Eq.(27).

Incidentally, it is also of interest to consider the case of a 2D sheet representing a 2D 
plasma in a quantum well within the semi-infinite bulk, z0 > 0 . In this case Eq. (23) 
becomes

e + 4nalD {1 — Г е-2И2°1} = 0, (28)
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whence

J <K 2 яр20ег |g|
1_Ш{1 _ г е-2й1г«1} = о,I2 (29)

a?2 mco2

and we find

<y2 = co\ +
 ̂ й?2е"2Н-'°1 

led1 ~C02p
(30)

The plasmon roots of Eq.(30) are given by

4 wl = (3a>- + 2 co\D) + V(3a>J + 2 ̂ D)J -8a»| + ^ D̂ ( l  + e-:|,1-'»l). (31)

Again, the mode spectrum depends on z0. In the limit z0 ->  oo, we obtain 
<у2 = 6>2 + co\D and col = co2p!2 , where co+ describes the coupling of the 3D bulk and 2D 
plasmons deep in the medium ( z0 -> oo), and, separately, *y_ describes the decoupled, 
distant surface plasmon. However, in the limit z0 -> 0 , we have col = co2p and 
col = col/2 + = <y2 + co\D where co+ is now the decoupled bulk plasmon deep in the 
medium, and, separately, со. describes the coupling of the surface plasmon with the 2D 
plasmon. For finite, nonvanishing z0 these hybridized plasmon modes are admixed as 
given by Eq.(31).

It is clear from the foregoing considerations that the surface plasmon is shifted by 
interaction with the oscillatory modes of the adsorbed layer, and new coupled modes are 
introduced. In fact, the adsorbed layer substantially changes all the dielectric response 
properties of the substrate in accordance with Eq.(22). In consequence of this, its optical 
properties are modified, in particular in surface plasmon resonance experiments (as well 
as in all other probes). Analysis of such modifications reflect on the nature of the 
oscillatory modes of the adsorbate, which can identify it for sensing purposes. It should 
be noted that the determination of the screening function К  (Eq.(22), for example) not 
only provides the shifted coupled mode spectrum in terms of its frequency poles, but it 
also provides the relative oscillator strengths of the various modes in terms of the 
residues at the poles. The analytic technique employed here for the adsorbate layer (in 
interaction with the substrate) can be extended to multiple layers, wire- and dot-lLke 
structures, lattices of such, as well as to the case of a few localized molecular oscillators. 
It can also take account of spatial nonlocality, phonons, etc., and the frequencies of the 
shifted surface (and other) plasmon resonances can be tuned by the application of a 
magnetic field.
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ALTAIR Center develops long-wave infrared (LWIR) and terahertz-frequency (THz) lasers 
operating at room temperature employing intraband luminescence in colloidal semiconductor 
nanocrystals, in which the optical transition frequencies can be easily tuned to the desired values by 
an appropriate choice o f  the semiconductor material and radius o f the nanocrystals.

KeyH'ords: Semiconductor nanocrystals, Terahertz lasers, Long-wave infrared lasers.

1. basing on Intraband Optical Transitions in Semiconductor Nanocrystals

The Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR) and terahertz (THz) frequency windows are of great 
scientific, commercial, and military interest for a variety of applications, ranging from 
fundamental research in solid-state physics to molecular detection in chemistry and 
biology, medical imaging and biological sensing, including military radar and 
spectroscopic sensing for homeland security.

A concept of THz optical emission source based on self-assembled quantum dots in 
GaAs/AlGaAs semiconductor structures has been proposed recently by Solomon et al1. A 
GaAs/AlGaAs microdisc also plays a role in the high quality of an optical cavity, in 
which the quantum dot emitters are coupled to so-called whispering gallery modes. 
However, implementation of this concept requires a very complicated and expensive 
technology for fabrication, which is available only in few laboratories and could hardly 
be commercialized in the near future.

We propose the concept of the Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR) and THz-frequency 
lasing employing the intraband optical transitions in colloidal semiconductor 
nanocrystals, which can be fabricated using simple and cost-efficient methods of 
colloidal chemistry. The inversion population of the intraband transitions in the 
semiconductor nanocrystals can be created as a result of transfer of only one electron 
from the valence band to the conduction band. That completely prevents the Auger 
losses, which are presently the main obstacle for lasing on interband transitions in 
nanocrystals. The semiconductor nanociystals placed in a high quality optical cavity 
should enable development of very efficient lasers having low threshold and power 
consumption.
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Pump

Fig. 1. Schematic o f  lasing on intraband transitions.

In the simplest model of a semiconductor nanocrystal (particle-in-a-box), the 
quantized energy levels are determined by the equation2:

Here, fi is the Plank constant, p. = e, h stands for the conduction and valence bands, 
respectively, /wM are the effective masses of electron (p. = e) and holes (ц = h), and фп,| is 
the w-th zero of the spherical Bessel functions of the order /, gi (фП1|) = 0, and R is the 
nanocrystal radius. Two lowest energy levels in the conduction band and two highest 
energy levels in the valence band are shown in Figure 1, where letters S and P  stand for 
the levels with the angular momenta 1=0  and / = 1, respectively.

Figure 1 illustrates how a pump laser radiation resonance to the transition 1 —> 4 (Ръ 
—» Pc) transfers an electron from state Ph in the valence band to state Pe in the conduction 
band. The electron transfer creates the inversion population for both intraband transition
4 -> 3 in the conduction band and intraband transition 2 —> 1 in the valence band. 
Although the number of electrons on Ph level is bigger then that on level, we use the 
term “inversion population” because absorption of photons on the transition 1 —> 2 is 
absent since all states on the level Sh are occupied.

Because most semiconductors have a sufficiently large energy gap, temperature 
population of conduction levels and depletion of valence levels are negligibly small. That 
makes the proposed intraband lasing temperature insensitive.

2. Radiative Decay Rate

The rate of radiative spontaneous decay, Го, of a dipole transition of frequency со and 
dipole momentum d  in a point-like emitter, such an atom or a molecule, embedded into a 
dielectric host of permittivity £host, is described by well-known expression3 (speed o f light 
c = \ ) :

(1)
2 m , R 2
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г . - з ® 5Л / £ Г - (2)

However, in the case of colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals experiments show an 
essential depression of the decay compared to the value determined by Eq. (2). To 
explain this depression, Wehrenberg, Wang, and Guyot-Sionnest4 noted that the above 
expression, derived for point-like emitters, does not take into account the local field 
effect, or screening of the radiation field inside a nanocrystal of finite size. If a spherical 
nanocrystal of permittivity eNc is embedded into a dielectric host of permittivity €hosx and 
£ n c  > £  h o st, then the internal electric field (inside the nanocrystal) £ im is weaker in 
comparison with the external field Ecxl in the host, £;т = S Eext, where the screening factor
S is found to be:

^ + ^NCI6h
(3)

Therefore, the expression (2) should be replaced by:

S 2T0 = - a ) 3d 2 
0 3 2 + еж/е.host У

(4)

The estimates of radiative lifetime performed using Eq. (4) for lead selenide (PbSe) and 
cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanocrystals show a good agreement with experimental data4. 
Although, expressions (3) and (4) are derived under assumption that the field variation is 
small on the nanocrystal size scale, while the radiation field exhibits a strong angular 
dependence, more accurate computations5 give the same result. It is clear also that Eq. (4) 
should be essentially modified in the case of so called core-shell nanocrystals with the 
dielectric permittivity e(r)= ecore (0 < r < /?i), esheii №  < r < R2), where R\ is the core 
radius, and R2 is the external radius of the shell.

Solution of the Maxwell equations with appropriate boundary conditions on the core- 
shell and shell-host interfaces shows5 that the radiative decay rate of the dipole transition 
in the core is still given by the expression Г = W2 Г0, where the screening factor W is 
found to be:

W (5)

2 -j- ^core
shell

2 +
'host /

+ 21 1—faa-
'shell

1 — 'shell

'host If
3. Nonradiative Relaxation

Fast nonradiative relaxation of intraband transitions in semiconductor nanocrystals with 
the relaxation times shorter than 1 picosecond is obviously the major obstacle of lasing 
on these optical transitions. Although, at present time mechanism of the nonradiative 
relaxation is not clear, it has been recently demonstrated experimentally6 that fast 
nonradiative relaxation of intraband transitions is mainly determined by their strong
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coupling to optical vibrations in organic ligands on the nanocrystal surface. An 
appropriate choice of ligands has resulted in depression of the nonradiative relaxation by
2 orders of magnitude. In core-shell nanocrystals, the shell increases the distance between 
an intraband optical transition localized in the core and optical vibrations in ligands on 
the external surface of the shell. That should obviously result in the further essential 
depression of the nonradiative relaxation.

4. Enhancement of Radiative Decay

For efficient lasing on intraband transitions one need not only to depress nonradiative 
relaxation but also to enhance the radiative decay rate of the transitions.

4.1. Bare nanocrystals

If the nanocrystal permittivity is greater than the host permittivity, Snc > ehost, the 
screening factor 5 describes depression of the decay due to screening of the radiation 
field inside the nanocrystal. Frohlich was the first to note7,8 that for a metal nanocrystal 
with the complex frequency-dependent dielectric function

*NC (®) = Re s NC (®) ■+' Im«NC (<y)

the system metal nanocrystal plus dielectric host exhibits a resonance at the frequency со 
= Q when real part of the denominator in expression (3) vanishes:

n c  ( ^ )  =  hosi • ^

At the resonance frequency, the screening factor is found to be:

s ( n ) = - RegNCH  ■ <8)
2 Im£-NC(0 )

If Re Snc >> Ini eNC, the above expression results in a huge resonance enhancement of the 
radiation field inside metal nanocrystals.

In our case of semiconductor nanocrystals, the real part of the dielectric function 
becomes negative in the vicinity of the transverse-longitudinal splitting, i. e. in the 
frequency range between the transverse, QT, and longitudinal, O l » frequencies of an 
optical phonon, QT < co < QL. In this frequency range, the dielectric function is well 
modeled by the expression:

/ ч со2 -C12l +icoy (9) 
co - Q T + icoy

where e® is the high-frequency permittivity (at co »  Q L)> and у is the relaxation 
parameter. Separating the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function, we find 
from Eq. (7) the following equation for the Frohlich resonance frequency:
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If frequency of an optical transition in the nanocrystal О* equals to the resonance 
frequency П, Qtr = Q, then the radiative decay rate of the transition is enhanced by the 
gain factor G(O), Г(П)МЗ(П)Г0, where

approximately 10 microns to submillimeters. For example, in silicon carbide (SiC) QT = 
23.8 THz and QL = 29.1 THz, while in lead selenide (PbSe), QT = 1.96 THz and QL = 
6.14 THz9. That obviously enables one to design high-efficiency optical media operating 
from mid-IR to terahertz-frequency ranges.

As an example, we estimate the resonance enhancement of an intraband optical 
transition in silicon carbide (SiC) nanocrystals. The dielectric function of SiC is well 
modeled by the expressions (7) with10 e* = 6.52, f2T = 793.9 cm"1 (and the wavelength 
AT = 12.6 (am), C1L = 970.1 cm'1 (AL = 10.3 |nm), and у = 4:763 cm'1. Note that the 
relaxation parameter у is much less than the optical phonon frequencies, y/QT = 0.006 
and y/QL = 0.005. The solution of the resonance condition (6) results in Cl« 902cm'1 and 
the corresponding resonance wavelength A « 11 ц т . Here and hereafter, in all our 
numerical estimates we accept the permittivity of a host matrix ehost = 2.25, because this 
value is typical for many solvents, glasses, and polymers. Then, the gain factor G(O) is 
estimated to be approximately 3.6 x 102.

4.2. Core-shell nanocrystals

For optical transitions localized in the core of core-shell nanocrystals, the screening 
factor is given by Eq. (5). If in this expression the real part of the complex dielectric 
function of the shell

is negative, Re eshcn (со) < 0, then the real part of denominator in Eq. (5) vanishes at two 
resonance frequencies Qi and П2-

To avoid simple but more tedious computations, we restrict our further analysis to the 
case of a relatively thick shell of the thickness Д = R2 -  R\ ^  R\- Is such core-shell 
nanocrystals, the geometry factor a  = (R\/R2 )3 is much less than 1, a  «  1. Therefore, 
computing zeroes of the real part of denominator in Eq. (5), we can omit the term 
proportional to a. Then, the resonance frequencies are determined by the equations:

G (n) = |5 ( n |2 =
2 _ 3/ RegNC(Q) ( 1 1 )

2 Im^NC(n)

Frequencies of optical vibrations in different semiconductor materials range from

«ЛЛ M  = Re (®)+1 1т£,ш (®) (12)

R®̂sbell (^1 ) — »

R efshdl (^ )  = ' (14)

(13)

Note that at ecore = 4 eh0s, we deal with the degenerate case when Q, = f i2-
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In core-shell nanocrystals we still have one free parameter - the geometry factor a. 
An appropriate choice of the geometry factor enables increasing one of the magnitudes: 
W(Cl{) or W(Q2)- If £core < 4 6h0st, then at a  = CTj, where

o’. = ^̂ hosl ĉore 
2{£ core + “̂ hosl

we find:

That results in the gain factor:

G ( n , ; a , ) = H n , ;C7 ,)]2 =

(15)

(16)

(17)

The expression in square brackets in the above formula is nothing but the screening factor 
at the Frohlich resonance frequency, and hence, the gain factor in core-shell nanocrystals 
is equal to the square of the Frohlich gain factor, Gcorc-seii= [^Frohlich]2-

For nanocrystals with the CdSe core of permittivity еС0Ге = 6.2 in a host matrix of 
permittivity ehost = 2.25, the required geometry factor <j\ = 0.08, and we find A « 1.3 R\.

If Score > 4 ehost, then at a  = a 2, where

4s host

2(2£core + ĥost

we derive analogous expressions for the magnitude:

T

W (n 2, a 2) = - ^ M  3£host

2  I m £ > shell ( ^ 2  )  I m ^ sh c ll ( ^ 2  )

and the gain factor:

G(Q2;<t2) = 3  R -e g shcll ( ^ 2  )

2 Im^shcll(^2).

3£*,host

Ira^hCii(n 2).

(IB)

(19)

(20)

For nanocrystals with PbSe core of permittivity score = 22.9 in a host matrix of 
permittivity £host = 2.25, the required geometry factor ct2 = 0.14, and we find Д « Ri-

Thus, core-shell nanocrystals exhibit a huge enhancement of an optical transition 
localized in the core provided that the geometry factor is chosen to maximize the gam 
factor either at the frequency or at the frequency П2- An appropriate choice of 
materials, including host material, and sizes of core-shell nanocrystals enables the 
development of extremely efficient optical media operating in an extremely wide spectral 
range - from mid-IR to terahertz.

To demonstrate high efficiency of core-shell nanostructures we estimate the gam 
factor in the core-shell nanocrystals with the shell made of SiC, focusing on the
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resonance frequency Qj that is controlled by host permittivity only. As in the case of bare 
SiC nanocrystals in a host of permittivity Ehost = 2.25, the resonance frequency П] = 902 
cm* (Aj = 11 pm). The core of the structure can be made out of any semiconductor 
material providing an intraband optical transition with the transition frequency П* = ft,. 
However, permittivities of the core and host control the required geometry factor а ь For 
CdSe core of radius R\ the shell thickness Д = 1.3 R\.

In the case of bare nanocrystals the Frohlich gain factor is given by Eq. (11), and was 
estimated to be GFr0|ich = 3.6 x 102. Therefore, for core-shell nanocrystals with the SiC 
shell, we immediately fmd:

^ c o r c -sh c ! l IJ ( J \ )  =  [^ F r o lic h  ]  = 1 - 3 x 1 0  ( 2 1 )

Thus, semiconductor core-shell nanocrystals can exhibit a huge enhancement of optical 
transitions lying in the spectral range from 10 microns to submillimeters.

5. Conclusion

Core-shell nanocrystals exhibit a huge enhancement (up to 105) of an optical transition 
localized in the core provided that the geometry factor is chosen to maximize the gain 
factor either at the resonance frequency ftt or at the frequency f t2. In addition, an 
appropriate choice of ligands could result in the depression of the nonradiative relaxation 
of intraband transitions by 2 orders of magnitude. Thus, a proper selection of materials, 
including the host material, sizes of core-shell nanocrystals, and ligands enables the 
development of efficient and cost-effective laser media operating in an extremely wide 
spectral range - from mid-IR to terahertz.
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A novel concept o f  a compact mm/submm integrated spectrometers for environmental monitoring 
for hazardous materials o f  chemical and biological origin as well as for remote monitoring of the 
Earth atmosphere is discussed. The agents will be exactly identified by their unique spectral 
signatures. The assembled on a multi-chip module, cryocooler-mounted Superconducting Integrated 
SPectromer (SISP) exploits the superior performance of superconducting Josephson junction 
technology and unique on-chip integration o f  analog components, analog-to-digital converter, and 
digital components. Analog components include a superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) 
mixer with integrated quasioptical antenna, mm-wave local oscillator, and SQUID amplifier for the 
down-converted (IF) signals. Upon amplification, the IF signal is digitized using a bandpass delta- 
sigma modulator, followed by real time processing with rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) circuitry. 
Experimental results showing both operation of spectrometer components and the way to their 
successful integration are presented.

Keywords: Biological and chemical agents, remote detection, sensing and imaging, millimeter and 
submillimeter wave, THz spectrometer, superconductor, RSFQ.

1. Introduction

Lightweight and compact ultra-sensitive submm integrated spectrometer is very 
attractive for environmental monitoring for hazardous materials of chemical and 
biological origin, radio-astronomical research and remote monitoring of the Earth 
atmosphere. The Superconducting Integrated SPectrometer (SISP) offers a unique on- 
chip integration of different planar components such as a SIS (superconductor-insulator- 
superconductor) mixer with quasioptical antenna, a superconducting local oscillator 
(LO), an intermediate frequency (IF) SQUID amplifier and the circuits for digitizing of 
down converted signals and their real time processing.

Over the past years, the proliferation of chemical and biological agents as instruments 
of warfare and terrorism has become a major national security issue. The threat of 
chemical/biological terrorist attack after the September 11th 2001 and the 1995 nerve gas 
attack in Tokyo underscore the need for reliable instruments capable of detecting 
dangerous or potentially lethal chemical and biological agents. The new ambitious radio- 
astronomy multi-dish projects would gain considerably by using a single-chip SISP due
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to their low price and better serviceability as compared to conventional approaches. 
Finally, a remote study of atmospheric pollution is possible by using air or satellite borne 
SISP in order to detect the spectrum lines of elements.

A lot of activities recently arise in both the technology and scientific arenas 
associated with the THz frequencies—i.e., usually defined as the portion of the 
submillimeter-wavelength electromagnetic spectrum between approximately 1 mm (300 
GHz) and 100 um (3 THz). The THz regime inherently offers important technical 
advantages such as component compactness, wider bandwidths and improved spatial 
resolutions when compared to RF electronics and holds the promise for new and novel 
sensing applications (e.g., chemical and biological agent detection, inspection of sealed 
packages, concealed weapons detection, medical diagnostics, etc.). However, the same 
THz regime presents significant challenges such as extreme atmospheric attenuation, 
weak interaction signatures and standing wave interference to name few for practical 
implementation within traditional scenarios. There are also scientific and engineering 
problems that have to date either prohibited or severely limited the implementation of 
conventional electronics within this regime where wavelength is on the order of 
component size. In addition, there are the strong scientific payoffs of the THz regime, 
which is the most richly populated portion of the spectrum in terms of spectral signature 
information. As an example, interstellar dust (which contains an array of light to heavy 
molecules) was predicted long ago to contain literally tens of thousands of individual 
spectral lines. However, only a few thousands have been resolved and many have not yet 
even been identified1.

In this paper, we propose to use the same proven spectroscopic approach further 
advanced by unsurpassed speed of superconductor digital electronics for the real
time DSP for identification of chemical and biological agents. These same spectral 
signatures, which are so interesting for interstellar and intragalactic science, are also 
present in planetary atmospheres and therefore have relevance for atmospheric 
monitoring applications. The unique physical properties associated with how THz 
radiation interacts with matter (i.e., molecular resonances) have fueled a long term focus 
on laboratory-based molecular spectral analysis and on astronomical and atmospheric 
remote sensing.

The SIS mixer itself is undoubtedly the device of choice for a low noise front-end 
detector at THz frequencies. Since the noise temperature of an SIS mixer is ultimately 
limited only by the fundamental quantum value hfTk2, SIS heterodyne spectrometers have 
been successfully used in radio astronomy for observation of spectra with the lowest 
possible noise temperature in the mm and sub-mm wave range. Many applications lack a 
compact and easily tunable submm LO. At frequencies above 30 GHz there is a steep 
increase in the cost and complexity of solid state radiation sources. Gunn diodes are 
widely used as LOs. They have highest fundamental frequency of operation between 
commercially available mm wave sources up to 110 GHz. Extension to higher 
frequencies requires low efficiency harmonic generators. Moreover, Gunn diode sources 
are voltage tunable over a range typically less than ± 10% of the resonant frequency of 
the oscillator. This tuning range is inadequate for many applications. We propose to use 
unidirectional fluxon (flux quantum Oo=h/2e) propagation in a long Josephson tunnel 
junction (LJJ) as a way to achieve practical and compact on-chip LO. This is Flux-Flow 
Oscillators (FFOs) that satisfy the following important requirements: they deliver enough 
power to pump a mixer and have high frequency tunability. For standard 
superconducting technology when Nb is used to fabricate the FFO, such an oscillator can
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be tuned from 0 to 700 GHz. For other superconducting materials (such as NbN) the 
upper frequency can be increased to over 1 THz. As the result of this tunability, the same 
integrated spectrometer can be used for chemical/biological agent detection in extremely 
wide (from 0 to 1 THz) frequency range.

The characteristics of two Bacillus globigii (BG) signatures (see review by Woolard 
et al3) prove real viability of the proposed SISP approach. BG has signatures at -260 
GHz and -420 GHz with signature width depending from BG form (dense, diluted and 
aerosol) from 6 GHz to 30 GHz3. These characteristics are very good match for proposed 
SISP approach. Harmless to humans, BG is ubiquitous and found easily in samplings of 
wind-borne dust. BG is safely used in biological studies as a stand-in for pathogenic 
bacteria. BG is used as a biological tracer for anthrax because its particle size and 
dispersal characteristics are similar to those of anthrax. A household bleach-and-water 
solution easily kills BG.

Digital low-temperature superconductor (LTS) technology, using rapid single flux 
quantum (RSFQ) logic, is the fastest integrated circuit (IC) technology today. Individual 
logic gates operating at 750 GHz have been demonstrated in this technology4. Large- 
scale integrated circuits with thousands of gates are being routinely manufactured at the 
HYPRES superconductor electronics (SCE) facility. These complex circuits exhibit 
synchronous operation with clock rates of 20 GHz5 and are expected to increase up to 40 
GHz with on-going fabrication enhancements. Such performance is well beyond any 
other IC technology. SCE is also an extremely low-energy digital technology. Switching 
energy of only 1018 J/gate results in negligible power dissipation (-100 nW) even at 
clock rates of 100 GHz. Moreover, the fundamental quantum mechanical nature of RSFQ 
logic ensures high-fidelity data conversion between analog and digital formats, resulting 
in very high linearity analog-to-digital converters.

The specific benefits of superconducting integrated spectrometer technology for 
chemical and biological agent detection are:
• Precise Agent Identification -  The chemical and biological agents will be exactly 

identified by their unique fingerprint - their spectral signaftires.
• Enhanced Sensitivity -  The noise temperature of the wideband cryogenic 

spectrometer is dramatically smaller (from a factor of 4 to as much as a factor of 25 
depending on the bandwidth) than a conventional spectrometer, with the advantage of 
being greater for wider bandwidths. This makes possible detection of lower 
concentration of chemical and biological agents.

• Both Passive and Active Spectrometer -  The spectrometer may employ both the 
passive and active architecture. In former case it would provide spectra excited by 
ambient conditions (sun light, normal temperature...) and not require powerful 
excitation source. In later case external excitation (e.g. by GaAs Schottky diode) may 
be provided.

•  Ultra-wideband Agent Detection -  Use of long Josephson junctions as continually 
tunable LOs will allow dc-to-sub THz spectrometry.

• Compactness -  The whole spectrometer will be implemented on a few 10X10 mm 
and 5 X 5  mm2 chips mounted on the multi-chip module.

•  Low Cost and High Reliability -  All components of the spectrometer are fabricated 
using standard low-cost, thin film, all Nb fabrication process. The final product is 
packaged in an ultra-reliable cryocooler with a Mean-Time-Between-Failures 
(MTBF) exceeding 99 years. Superconductor circuits are extremely radiation-hard, 
which make them attractive for space applications.
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The concept of an integrated spectrometer is not new. It was first suggested by 
Koshelets and Shitov6 (see also references therein) and further developed by us7. The 
efforts in its development targeted the successful on-chip integration of such analog 
components as LO and SIS mixer with quasioptical antenna6. In this paper we propose a 
real breakthrough with the integration of superconducting thin film analog components 
(LO with phase-lock loop, mixer, and IF amplifier) with superconducting digital RSFQ 
circuitry on a multi-chip module (MCM). This spectrometer MCM will be packaged on 
cryocooler.

2. Integrated Digital Spectrometer

Fig. 1. The block diagram o f integrated spectrometer mounted on MCM module. See text for more details.

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the integrated spectrometer under development. 
The superconducting part of the receiver consists of two chips mounted on a multi-chip 
module (MCM).

This chip die sizes are 5 X 5 and 10 X 10 mm2. The first chip ( 5 X 5  mm2) of the 
spectrometer, the “front-end” chip, has the local oscillator together with the SIS mixer 
and impedance matching structure for better power delivery and to tune out the SIS 
junction capacitance. The frequency resolution of SISP determined by both the instant 
linewidth of the LO and its long-time stability along with the noise temperature is one of 
the major parameters in spectral measurements. The phase-lock loop consisted both on- 
chip circuitry and room-temperature electronics is employed.8

The first part of digital circuitry consists of a simple, fast ADC that takes the IF 
analog output and generates a one-bit digital pulse code at a clock rate of the order of 20 
GHz or greater. The typical noise temperature of the 1-bit digitizer is of the order of few 
hundred K. This is significantly higher than the noise temperature of about 40 К at 475 
GHz for a reference SIS mixer pumped by an external local oscillator6. Therefore, an IF 
amplifier with a power gain GA of about 10 dB and a noise temperature TNof  about 100 К 
necessary to achieve the best possible overall noise temperature is designed on the same 
front-end chip. An IF amplifier is attached to an IF port of SIS mixer, since it helps to 
avoid losses of the long cable. A semiconducting IF amplifier ‘integrated’ with SIS mixer 
has a drawback of significant heat load (typically 20mW per stage). This makes an RF 
amplifier based on a SQUID that has an ultra-low power consumption, small size and
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“natural” compatibility with any SIS based structure a natural choice for integration with 
SIS mixer.

The second chip (10 X 10 mm2) has a digital-signal processing circuit - the digital 
autocorrelator. We have selected the correlator circuit as the core component of our 
digital signal processor. One classic way to obtain the frequency spectrum of a time- 
domain signal f(t) is to take the correlation between f(t) and a time-delayed version of the 
same function f(t-x). The autocorrelation function is then given by
/?(r)=-i ^f( t) f{ t -z )dt , where the integral is over a long time period T. That will

selectively increase coherent frequency components that are periodic with time x; other 
components will exhibit a random walk. The power spectral density function S(f) 
(or simply the spectrum of the signal) is then the Fourier transform of R(t). If the signal 
is first digitized, then both the autocorrelation and the Fourier transform can be obtained 
in the discrete digital domain. The resolutions in the time and frequency domains are 
similar.

For a rapidly changing signal, this correlation function must be computed in real
time, by using a large number of correlators and accumulators in parallel. These parallel 
channels with distinct delays are generally known as “lags”. However, for radiometric 
imaging, the spectrum of the signal is relatively stable and changes only very slowly. In 
this case, one can compute R(x) serially for various discrete values of t, and then Fourier 
transform to obtain the spectrum. This is particularly true for RSFQ electronics, where 
the serial computations are so fast. This approach has the advantage of minimizing the 
circuit area, total power consumption, and the number of input/output (I/O) lines.

As an example, a 128-channel autocorrelator formed by 16-lag autocorrelator and a 
112-bit programmable delay shift register (PRSR) was designed, fabricated and 
successfully tested. The PRSR acts as programmable (in increments of 16) delay line; 
data flow from a 16-lag autocorrelator to the PRSR and then come back.

The experimental results pertinent to front-end chip and digital autocorrelator follow 
in next paper sections.

Front-End Chip

out circuitry

mixer

amplifier 

modulator

Fig. 2. The photo o f front-end chip. See text for details.
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For easy testability we are developing a self-contained spectrometer, e.g. no actual 
outside signal is investigated and this outside signal is modeled by an on-chip oscillator, 
very similar to the LO only with weaker coupling to mixer.

Unidirectional fluxon (flux quantum O0=h/2e) propagation in a long Josephson tunnel 
junction (LJJ) is used as a way to achieve a practical and compact on-chip LO. A 
Josephson junction is defined as “long” when its physical length L»A,j and the width 
W«A,j, where Josephson penetration depth A.j is the characteristic dimension of an 
unperturbed fluxon. A fluxon in a long Josephson junction (LJJ) carries a magnetic flux 
equal to one flux quantum Ф0. A dc magnetic field H is applied in the plane of the 
junction. With increasing the external magnetic field, the screening current at the junction 
edge becomes unstable and forms a closed loop, which enters the interior of the junction. 
Fluxons are continuously generated at one junction end, and accelerated by the bias 
current toward the other end. Here the reflections generate a regular standing wave 
pattern resulting in emitted radiation. The oscillation frequency is described by the 
formula: f=Vdc/<Po=i<d/JoH/<Po, where d  is the magnetic thickness of the junction and ju0 is 
the permeability free space. The average velocity и of fluxons is proportional to the 
bias current.

The oscillation frequency can be tuned over the wide range by changing the applied 
field, by varying the fluxon density in the junction, and by changing the bias current.

All circuits in this paper are fabricated using the standard HYPRES 3 |Lim 1 kA/cm 
process9. Fig. 2 shows the layout of the chip that incorporates all front-end structures. 
The chip consisted of the following major parts: the LO in the form of long Josephson 
junction, SIS mixer, weakly coupled LJJ to model external signal, various transformers 
for better impedance matching of SIS mixer to LJJs, SQUID amplifier, and digital 
circuitry with bandpass delta-sigma modulator to test this structure as a whole. The 
LJJs/mixer circuitry is designed for better matching for the frequency of 350 GHz. The IF 
SQUID amplifier has been designed for the 1 GHz bandwidth. LO LJJ and weakly 
coupled LJJ have to be adjusted within 1 GHz difference around 350 GHz.

All components of the front-end chip have been tested. For the LO/SIS mixer 
strucure, the current-voltage characteristic (I-V curve) of the LO, when a 7 mA current is 
applied through the control line, exhibited a pronounced flux-flow step at 0.75 mV. At 
the same time, the I-V curve of the SIS mixer irradiated by the LO, while its Josephson 
current is suppressed by current through control line and when LO is biased at flux-flow 
step, exhibits the photo-assisted tunneling step at hfuf/e below the gap.

The main purpose for the SQUID amplifier on the front-end chip is to match low 
input impedance of bandpass modulator (Zin« l Q )  and high output impedance of SIS 
mixer (ZOUt«50 Q) with simultaneous filtering of all out of IF band signals. The realized 
amplifier consists of a front end and a power amplifier. The front-end is a simple two- 
junction voltage-mode SQUID to transform the input signal current into the stream of 
SFQ pulses. The pulses are amplified in power by passing over the Josephson 
transmission line (JTL) with exponentially increasing critical and bias currents of the 
Josephson junctions. The final stage of JTL and resistive-inductive network provide both 
the power gain and low-pass filtering in order to suppress the SQUID’s Josephson 
oscillations and to refine the amplified signal.

The output signal is the current through a load inductor, which is inductively coupled 
to the modulator. The single Josephson junction connected in series with the load acts as 
the signal limiter.
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The resonance frequency of mixer-amplifier tank circuit is measured to be 1.5 GHz. 
The SQUID amplifier has the following experimentally measured parameters: critical 
current and normal state resistance per junction of front end SQUID are 10=40 цА and 
Rn=4 П, SQUID inductance is 40 pH, mutual input inductance is 400 pH and input 
inductance is 5 nH providing the amplifier noise temperature TN=90 K.

Fig. 3. Spectrum from bandpass delta-sigma modulator (1-bit digitizer) with clock signal at 800 MHz and input 
signal at 1020 MHz.

A first-order bandpass delta-sigma modulator with a center frequency of 1 GHz that 
used a lumped-element LC resonator is designed and fabricated on the front-end chip. 
The modulator uses implicit feedback -  the switching of the clocked comparator 
automatically feeds -Ф0 back to the resonator -  which is a fundamental advantage of 
superconductor delta-sigma modulators. In order to be able to verify performance of 
stand-alone front-end chip, the modulator is connected to read out digital circuitry, e.g., a 
high-speed output driver. The data from the modulator’s output are converted to non- 
retum-to-zero voltage-potential form, amplified and transferred to room temperature for 
additional amplification and processing.

Fig. 3 shows the measured spectrum of bandpass modulator when -20 dBm (-3 dB 
full scale) 1020 MHz input signal is sampled with 800 MHz clock. The undersampled 
spectrum clearly shows tone corresponding to 1020 MHz and expected noise shaping 
with dip of 15 dB in vicinity of 1 GHz.

4. Digital Signal Processing

The correlator circuit as the core component of our digital signal processor has been 
selected. The 128-channel autocorrelator that gives 8 MHz frequency resolution, e.g. 
appropriate for space-borne application has been designed and its correct operation has 
been verified. Our approach in design of 128-channel autocorrelator is to compose it from 
a 16-channel autocorrelator and 112-stage PRSR. The shift register should have number



of switches. By closing these switches data can be directed through or bypassing different 
digital delay lines, obtaining the data delay in increments of 16.
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Fig. 4. The block diagram o f  16-channel digital autocorrelator.

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of 16-channel digital autocorrelator. The digital 16- 
channel autocorrelator forms a linear array with two main parts: digital delay lines with 
multipliers and an array of binary counters. The binary counters are composed of T flip- 
flop gates, outputting only the most significant bits. The individual components of the 
design - the circular shift register, XORs and T flip-flop gates are well known and have 
been reported to have very wide operating margins in many studies. Straightforward 
integration of these gates into an operational subsystem is possible only for the T flip-flop 
counters, due to their asynchronous mode of operation and unusually wide parameter 
margins. Integration of the XOR gates into the circular shift register is a much less trivial 
task, mostly due to numerous timing requirements.

Fig. 5. The photo o f  16-channel digital autocorrelator chip.
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The main part of the autocorrelator is the digital delay line, which is based on a 
circular shift register with XOR multipliers built into every stage. The digital test at low 
speed is performed to verify the correct operation of a 32-stage circular shift register. The 
total number of D flip-flops in the shift register is 34:2 D flip-flops per each regular stage 
plus 2 in the “0-th” stage, where data makes a U-tum.

The 16-channel autocorrelator has been fabricated (the layout is shown in Fig. 5) and 
successfully tested using OCTOPUX test system capable of performing exhaustive low 
speed (500 Hz) tests of large digital and analog circuits.
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Fig. 6. Low-frequency testing o f  the 16 channel autoccorelator. For the data and clock inputs each rectangular 
pulse corresponds to an SFQ pulse.

Fig. 6 shows the correct operation of the 16 channel autocorrelator without 
accumulator bank for the test sequence when a train of 2X16+2=34 ‘ 1 ’s (signal “DATA” 
in Fig. 6) is loaded into the circular shift register. High as digital ‘Г and low as digital ‘0’ 
are interpreted. The correct operation of all 16 XOR gates (outputs 01-016) for all 
possible combinations of inputs (“00”, “ 10”, “01”, “ 11”), as well as correct operation of 
the circular shift register under full load is demonstrated.

SO S1 16 S2 S3 3 2  S4 S5

j j .  j _ t ' — * — -  j - t
DATA и

CLK

64
Fig. 7. The block diagram o f programmable delay 112-stage shift register.

Fig. 7 shows the block diagram 112-bit PRSR. This shift register includes 112 stages 
divided into three chunks of 16, 32 and 64 stages together with 6 switches S0-S5. t 
employs more robust counter-flow design10, e.g. the stream of data and clock pulses ow 
in opposite directions. By applying DC current to different combination of the switc es
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we are able to choose any delay from 0 to 112 in increments of 16. The 112-stage PRSR 
has been fabricated and a photo of the chip is presented in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. The photo o f 112-bit programmable shift register chip.

The operation of the shift register has been successfully verified by using 
OCTOPUX. As an example, fig. 9 presents test results for the 112-bit PRSR with correct 
operation of the shift register with switches SO, S3 and S5 closed while switches SI, S2 
and S4 are opened, showing the delay of data at the output for 16 clock cycles. Fig. 9 
shows the following three groups of data traces: data and clock inputs -  inputs that have 
been generated by OCTOPUX and sent to the chip, data and clock monitors -  traces 
experimentally measured immediately after appropriate entrances to the chip, and clock 
and data outputs- traces measured after clock and data propagated through all 112 stages 
of shift register. The data output exhibits the correct 16-clock cycles delay.
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Fig. 9. Test results for the 112-bit PRSR with 16 clock cycles delay.
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The correct performance of 16-lag autocorrelartor and 112-lag PRSR has been 
verified. Their high-speed operation has been already realized before: autocorrelator at 11 
GHz11 and more complex shift register at 19 GHz10. After integration, our DSP circuit is 
expected to operate at slightly lower speed, still sufficient for intended applications -  to 
acquire spectra of slow changing signals.

5. Packaging

A key element of the spectrometer package is the cryocooler -  a cryogenic 
refrigerator needed to maintain the superconducting circuits at these low operating 
temperatures. Historically, superconducting systems required cooling with liquid helium, 
rendering its use expensive and inconvenient in terms of cryogen logistics. Recently, 
reliable closed cycle refrigerators (cryocoolers) have become commercially available. 
These are turnkey electrical machines with no liquid cryogens, analogous to home 
freezers and air-conditioning units, requiring only standard electrical power to deliver 
continuous operation for years. HYPRES has sold commercial SCE systems mounted on 
a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) cryocooler, which have exhibited extended 
performance superior to their liquid-He cooled counterparts. The technology for 
producing these cryocoolers has evolved over several decades, and recent developments 
now enable reliable products of unprecedented efficiency and reliability. Products 
utilizing superconductor materials for analog signal processing are commercially 
deployed and several hundred units have demonstrated over 3.5 Million hours of 
operation with mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) exceeding 99 years. Fig. 10 shows a 
concept sketch of a two-channel (capable of screening for the presence of chemical and 
biological agents at two different locations) spectrometer in a cryocooler fit for a standard 
19” rack. The number of channels can be extended to as many as ten.

Fig. 10. The concept sketch o f a two-channel spectrometer packaged in the cryocooler.
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6. Conclusions

A compact ultrasensitive wideband superconducting mm/submm integrated digital 
spectrometer for chemical and biological agent detection is being developed. In addition, 
this spectrometer may be used in radio-astronomical research and remote monitoring of 
the Earth atmosphere. Correct performance of all integrated spectrometer analog and 
digital components, such as local oscillator/SIS mixer structure, IF SQUID amplifier, 
bandpass delta-sigma modulator, autocorrelator and programmable delay shift register 
have been successfully verified.

Assembled on a multi-chip module and packaged on COTS cryocooler the complete 
spectrometer offers integration of thin film analog components such as a quasioptical 
antenna with mixer, superconducting local oscillator and an IF SQUID amplifier together 
with superconducting digital circuitry.
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An optical characterization unit based on fluorescence spectroscopy-on-a-chip is described. It 
comprises a compact fluidic platform that is integrated onto a chip-size spectrometer. The analyte is 
continuously excited within a novel waveguide. Fluorescence spectra are recorded as the analyte 
traverse the detection area.
In order to achieve a strong interaction between excitation light and analyte we use an anti-resonant 
waveguide, in which the light is guided within the target-containing medium, thereby enabling a 
continuous excitation o f a large volume. The excitation light is guided in the lower-refractive-index 
fluid when the light is coupled into the waveguide at an appropriate angle.
Compact spectrometers can be integrated along the fluidic channel. The spectrometers arc composed 
o f  a detector array which is coated with a linear variable band-pass filter. The filter converts the 
spectral fluorescence information into a spatially dependent signal that is analyzed by the detector 
array. These chip-size spectrometers are especially applicable for characterization o f  moving 
analytes.

Keywords: spectroscopy-on-a-chip; chip-size spectrometer; optofluidics.

1. Introduction

Many applications require fast, sensitive, and specific detection methods to identify 
nanoparticles, micro-organisms, bio agents, and toxins in water, blood, food, aerosols and 
other specimens. This generally involves a laboratory procedure that is expensive, time 
consuming, and requires skilled personnel. Yet many applications actually require a 
compact, fast and automated detection system for point-of-care detection. It is generally a 
necessity to detect the analyte of interest “on-the-fly”, that is, as it is being transported in 
order to allow for continuous and real-time detection. Optical detection methods offer 
high sensitivity, but current approaches capture only a “snapshot” of the moving particle 
which yields limited information. Furthermore, most detection schemes have limited 
performance due to weak interaction between the excitation light and analyte, as well as 
the high cost and large size of the typical optical instruments (e.g., commercial 
spectrometers).
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Fig. I. Compact identification platform based on orthogonal optical methods. The analyte is characterized step 
by step during the movement through the characterization unit

The ultimate goal of our research is a compact identification platform based on 
orthogonal optical methods. As sketched in Fig. 1, various chip-size wavelength detectors 
designed for different wavelength ranges and enabling different optical characterization 
methods will be aligned along a fluidic channel that is acting as an anti-resonant 
waveguide. This will allow real-time analysis of analytes (e.g., bio molecules) during 
their passage through the fluidic system. One advantage of this system is the possibility 
of interactive detection schemes. With fast data acquisition, the result of a prior 
characterization can trigger or influence a certain subsequent measurement. For example, 
the light scattering and fluorescence experiment may indicate the presence of a certain 
analyte. This could trigger a more specific investigation for this species by using, for 
example, multi-wavelength fluorescence, Raman or IR spectroscopy. This might be 
particularly useful for systems with an integrated switch or sorter, which is triggered by 
previous results and allows for purging or accumulation of the analyte in a certain 
investigation channel (as indicated in Fig. 1). This feature is especially interesting for 
refined investigations like Raman and Far-IR spectroscopy, which are known to provide 
molecular fingerprints of the target but usually provide only very weak signals. For these 
methods an enhanced photonic interaction and larger integration times are highly 
desirable features.

This paper describes an optical subsystem that is able to record fluorescence spectra 
of an unknown analyte in water “on the flow” and can be assembled into an extremely 
compact system. Our approach integrates a method for enhanced light-target interaction 
with a chip-size wavelength detector for spectral characterization of a moving analyte. 
Unlike most other approaches for detecting and identifying an analyte, ours does not 
require concentrating or immobilizing suspect particles for interrogation. Rather, it takes 
advantage of the general necessity to detect such particles in real time as they are moving.
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chip-size wavelength detector

\  \  .top view,
analyte inlet epoxy with spacer beads

Г -----------------------------------1

Fig- 2. a) Schematic cross section o f  our characterization platform comprising a chip-size wavelength detector 
and a fluidic channel that incorporates an anti-resonant waveguide, b) Top view o f the fluidic chamber 
illustrating the key features o f  the unit and the fabrication process c) Photograph o f  the fluidic chamber: the 
channel is emitting fluorescence light from an Alexa dye which is anti-resonantly excited along the channel.

Our concept permits warning (triggering) of suspicious particles and class identification 
simultaneously. This information can be used to initiate further processing in a second 
stage, such as identification, removal, disinfection, capturing or sorting of agents.

2. Fabrication of the Characterization Platform

The compact optical characterization platform is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a. The 
main building blocks of the fluidic platform are an anti-resonant waveguide to enhance 
light-target interaction and a chip-size spectrometer. These components are discussed in 
the sections below. The fabrication of the fluidic platform can be performed with various 
technologies including injection molding, hot embossing or laser micromachining. It 
requires only conventional, readily available technology which should enable a cost 
effective manufacturing process.

Here we briefly describe the fabrication of the prototype shown in Fig. 2a. The 
chamber is composed of two 25x75mm2 plastic (acrylic) slides each with a thickness of 
1.5mm. The distance between the slides is defined by glass micro-spheres with a 
diameter of ЮОцт. A blend of micro-spheres and UV curable epoxy has been used to 
assemble the chamber and enable a precise spacing of the slides. The channel structure on 
the slides was defined by creating 50цт grooves with a laser cutter (see Fig. 2b). In a 
second glue-step UV epoxy with a low viscosity was been sucked in from the side of the 
chamber by capillary forces. The epoxy penetration stopped at the provided grooves and
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thereby defined and sealed the fluidic channel. The channel of the example shown in Fig.
2 is 5mm wide and 70mm long. In order to provide an inlet and outlet for the analyte 
pinholes through the cover slides were thrilled with the laser cutter. One facet of the 
cover slides was polished for an angle of 45°. This enabled efficient light coupling into 
the fluidic channel that represents an anti-resonant waveguide, as discussed in the next 
section. In a final step the fluidic chamber has been mounted on top of the chip-size 
spectrometer.

For many of the measurements presented in the next sections the fluidic chamber was 
imaged onto the chip-size spectrometer rather than mounted in order to enable more 
flexibility in changing the measuring parameters. Fig 2c shows a photograph of the 
fluidic chamber. The fluidic channel emits fluorescence light from a dye-containing fluid. 
The dye was excited within a large volume by anti-resonant waveguide excitation, as 
explained in Sect. 4.

3. Chip-size spectrometer

Compact spectrometers which can be integrated along the fluidic channel are crucial 
components for the spectroscopy-on-a-chip concept explained above. Most presently 
used spectrometers are bulky and expensive systems in which the incident wavelength 
spectrum is split into its components with gratings or prisms in order to determine the 
intensity of the various wavelength fractions. Many approaches for miniaturization exist, 
based on various technologies, e.g., MEMS, but they are still very expensive, not 
compact enough and most importantly not suited for integration into small systems as 
required in our case. We have identified concepts that enable the realization of a compact 
and low-cost spectrometer that is especially well suited for the spectral characterization 
of moving particles. The size of the spectrometer can be only slightly larger than that of 
the detector array itself, and fabrication requires only conventional, readily available 
processing technology which should enable a cost effective manufacturing process.

The concepts are based on light sensitive elements, that are usually used to provide 
spatial information (e.g., detector array, CCD chip, CMOS detector array or avalanche 
photo-diode array), in combination with mirrors or cavities with inhomogeneous 
(spatially-dependent) transmission/reflection properties. The laterally varying 
transmission/reflection properties of the coating on top of the light-sensing element 
define a correlation between position and wavelength. Therefore, the spatially dependent 
signal of the detector contains information about the incident spectrum. For instance, the 
output signal of a coated detector array will provide the wavelength spectrum of the 
incident light. One can select from a large variety of light sensing elements and coatings 
covering the whole spectral range from the deep UV to the Far-IR. Systems demanding 
very high wavelength resolution (e.g., absorption spectroscopy or Raman spectroscopy) 
as well as system for broadband application (e.g., fluorescence spectroscopy) can be 
realized by choosing the appropriate coating.
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Fig. 3. (a) Filter with laterally varying transmission properties transforms spectral into spatial information. A 
photodetector records the intensity distribution behind the filter, (b) Transmission properties o f  a multiple 
dielectric Fabry-Perot-Cavity at 6 different positions o f  the filter. A position change o f  2.5 mm induces a 10 nm 
transmission shift, resulting in a 4 nm/mm gradient.

To illustrate, a detector array was covered with a laterally-graded Fabry-Perot 
structure (Fig 3a). In this case the coating was deposited onto a thin substrate and 
afterwards packaged together with the detector array; it can also be directly deposited on 
the light sensing elements during the fabrication process of the detector array. Each 
detector pixel is sensitive only to a narrow spectral range. As indicated in Fig. 3b 
adjacent pixels of the array are sensitive to a slightly shifted spectral range. A parallel 
read-out of the array provides the spectrum of the incident light. In order to prevent errors 
due to inhomogeneous illumination certain rows of the detector array remain uncovered 
and thus serve to determine the spatial distribution of the light intensity (reference 
spectrum).

Figure 4 illustrates the spectrometer concept. For this demonstration we have covered 
a CCD camera with a linear variable filter which spans the spectral range from 400 to 
700nm. The filter has a spectral gradient of about 32nm/mm. This means that the 
transmission maximum shifts by 32nm between two locations which are I mm apart. The 
FWHM of the transmission peak of the filter is about lOnm. This linear variable filter 
was attached on top of a CCD chip. We illuminated the coated CCD chip with a tunable 
monochromatic light source (halogen lamp spectrally filtered by a monochromator). 
After calibration the usual read-out of the CCD chip can be displayed directly as a 
wavelength spectrum. The spectral resolution (FWHM) in this example was about 4nm. 
Figure 4b shows a logarithmic plot of the 540nm curve in order to illustrate the excellent 
stray light suppression. Even for this configuration, which was not optimized, the stray 
light is suppressed by almost two orders of magnitude.

800 820 840 860 880 
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Fig. 4. (a) Various wavelength spectra taken with a CCD chip coated with a laterally inhomogeneous Fabry- 
Perot coating. As a light source we have used a halogen lamp spectrally filtered by a monochromator, (b) 
Logarithmic plot o f the 540nm spectra in order to illustrate the stray light suppression.

The most convincing advantage of the spectrometers described here is their 
compactness and their multi-functional use in systems. Different rows of a 2D array can 
be provided with different coatings addressing different wavelength ranges. This way the 
data obtained from a single CCD chip can provide a detailed analysis of the incident light 
over a broad spectral range. In addition, uncoated rows within the CCD chip can be used 
to provide a spatially resolved real-time reference signal.1 The compactness of the 
detectors in combination with the fast data acquisition allows for an interactive detection 
scheme. Subsequent or adjacent detector arrays can exchange information or trigger 
events.

4. Large-area fluorescence excitation

The fluorescence detection concept described in Sect. 1 requires a continuous excitation 
of the analyte as it moves across the detection area. In order to enable fluorescence 
excitation over an extended area, conventionally evanescent field excitation is used. In 
this case the light is guided within a traditional optical waveguide within a layer of high 
refractive index adjacent to the fluidic analyte. As a consequence the interaction between 
light and analyte is typically very weak because the evanescent field of a guided mode 
carries only a small fraction of the intensity. In order to improve this interaction we are 
using an anti-resonant waveguide, in which the core region has a lower refractive index 
than the cladding layers. With this concept the light can be guided within the target- 
containing medium, thereby enabling an extended interaction length. Anti-resonant 
waveguides are especially compatible with a fluidic biosensor because the fluidic channel 
itself can be used as the core of the anti-resonant waveguide. Of course, this approach can 
also be used in various other configurations, e.g., aerosols in glass capillary or liquid 
films between glass slides. The anti-resonant waveguide concept is particularly well
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Fig. 5. Schematic illustration o f  light rays propagating through the waveguide structure at different coupling 
angles (a) below and (b) above the critical angle. Figure (a) also indicates the position o f  the rotary axis o f  
measurement setup, (b) From the path length o f  light in water and glass the confinement factor can be 
calculated, (c) Coupling mechanism for excitation o f anti-resonant waveguide modes for tilted entry facet.

suited for a multi-signal analysis approach, since the performance is relatively unaffected 
by changes in both wavelength and film thickness.

Figure 5 shows the structure of an anti-resonant waveguide which consists of a liquid 
film which is sandwiched between two plastic slides that have a higher refractive index 
than the liquid film. Understanding light propagation in waveguides is commonly 
achieved by examining the optical modes that are obtained by solving the Helmholtz 
equation. From this analysis the intensity distribution over the cross section of the 
waveguide can be obtained, and the confinement factor of the light within a given layer 
of the structure can be determined. Calculating the optical modes yields a number of 
conventional and anti-resonant modes, the latter revealing very high light confinement in 
the liquid compared to the conventional modes (e.g., up to 90%). The anti-resonant 
modes can be excited by coupling light under a certain angle into the structure. For 
simplicity, this is explained in the following within the ray picture of light.

Figure 5a and b shows light entering the structure through the entry facet and its 
propagation at different coupling angles. For angles below a critical angle yc”, light is 
guided in the upper glass slide by total internal reflection (TIR) as in a conventional 
waveguide (see Fig. 5a). No light is coupled into anti-resonant waveguide modes and no 
light is guided within the water. The quantity yc” is determined by Snell’s law as follows:
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siny ' = “ 7 sinyf " (1)
n

At the critical angle light at the glass/liquid interface is no longer blocked by TIR and 
anti-resonant guided optical modes in the liquid are excited. Note that the critical angle is 
independent of the layer thickness.

The light is nearly parallel to the channel if the coupling angle is close to the critical 
angle. For this case we obtain the largest interaction because the ray propagates a long 
distance through the water layer before coupling into the opposite glass slide. The length 
inside the water layer becomes shorter with increasing coupling angle. The ratio between 
the horizontal distance that the beam travels through the water and distance it travels 
through the entire stack from A to В (see Fig. 5b) can be interpreted as the confinement 
factor:

Г ------ (2)
d\y + d(7

The confinement factors obtained from this simple ray picture are in good agreement 
with the experimentally determined values. A more detailed discussion of anti-resonant 
waveguides was published by Schmidt et al.2’3.

Light coupling through a regular end facet as shown in Figs. 5a and b is not very 
practical. For the case of a water film sandwiched between two acrylic slides, the critical 
coupling angle is about 41°. Coupling through the end facet at such a large angle would 
result in considerable reflection loss. The problem is overcome by tilting the entrance 
facet as shown in Fig. 3c. Maximum coupling efficiency is achieved with an incident 
beam perpendicular to the entrance facet. Thus, the facet is tilted by about 26°.

As discussed in Sect. 2, we have designed our fluidic chamber as an anti-resonant 
waveguide with a tilted end facet. Figure 2c shows a picture of the fluidic chamber filled 
with Alexa Fluor 594 fluorescent dyes (maximum emission at 620nm) dissolved in water. 
The 532nm emission from a frequency-doubled Nd:Yg laser was coupled into the anti- 
resonant waveguide structure through the polished entry facet. The coupling angle was 
just above the critical coupling angle in order to achieve a large overlap (confinement 
factor) between excitation light and the dyes in the fluidic channel. As shown in Fig. 2c, 
the dyes are homogeneously excited over the entire 7 cm length of the fluidic channel, 
which demonstrates the large volume fluorescence excitation afforded by using an anti- 
resonant waveguide.

5. Fluorescence spectroscopy-on-a-chip

We have measured the fluorescence spectrum emitted from the anti-resonantly excited 
Alexa dye in the fluidic channel with a chip-size spectrometer as discussed above and 
with a conventional spectrometer (see Fig.6). The spectra are normalized to their 633nm 
intensity in order to ease comparison. Both show a sharp peak at 532nm caused by 
scattered excitation light and a broad peak around 633nm from the Alexa fluorescence. In
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Fig. 6. Comparison o f the fluorescence spectra from Alexa dye obtained measured with conventional 
spectrometer and a chip-size wavelength detector

these measurements no filters have been used in order to block the scattered excitation 
light. This result confirms the inherently great stray light suppression of the anti-resonant 
waveguide geometry. The excitation light is guided within the fluidic channel and 
significant stray light only originates from fabrication imperfections and impurities 
within the fluidic channel. This can be seen from the distributed green spots within the 
red emission in the picture from the fluidic chamber (see inset in Fig. 6). In addition 
significant scattered light from the green excitation is observed at the entrance facet, the 
epoxy-stop grooves (see also Fig. 2b) and around the inlet and outlet.

Overall, the spectra recorded with the chip-size spectrometer and the conventional 
spectrometer are in good accordance. The minor differences will be discussed in the 
following. In the spectrum recorded by the chip-size spectrometer, the laser line appears 
slightly broader and weaker. This is due to the lower spectral resolution of the chip-size 
spectrometer which is defined by the transmission function of linear variable filter. The 
spectra measured with the chip-size spectrometer also show a shoulder on the long 
wavelength side of each peak. Since the incident light is not collimated, the angle 
dependence of the filter transmission affects the spectrum asymmetrically. Simulations 
for this setup resulted in a red shift of about lOnm which is in good agreement with the 
measurement. If correction is necessary for particular applications, appropriate optics 
(e.g., micro optics) between fluorescence chamber and filter can be introduced to 
collimate the light. However, for the application we have in mind (“class identification of 
analyte based on multicolor fluorescence spectroscopy”) there is not even a need for 
correction since all analytes are affected equally and a spectral resolution of about 15nm 
seems to be sufficient for class identification.4
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As a last feature we will discuss the slight oscillations added to the spectrum 
measured with the chip-size spectrometer. These are caused by Fabry-Perot oscillations 
within the protection layer on top of the CMOS chip in the camera. An appropriate anti- 
reflection coating on top of the protection layer will efficiently remove this artifact. 
Moreover, for a real device the protection layer will be replaced by depositing the graded 
filter directly on top of the CMOS chip.

6. Summary

We have described a spectroscopy-on-a-chip platform that is comprised of a chip-size 
spectrometer and fluidic chamber that incorporates an anti-resonant waveguide. The 
waveguide enables guiding light within the fluid containing the analyte. Therefore, the 
particles can be continuously excited as they traverse the chip size spectrometer. The 
system is capable of recording the fluorescence spectrum of an analyte while it is moving 
along the detector chip. The measured fluorescence spectra are in good agreement with 
reference spectra taken with a conventional spectrometer. The concept will enable a 
compact characterization platform for point-of-care detection and analysis of pathogens.
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The experimental and computational study o f bacterial thioredoxin, an E. coli protein, at THz 
frequencies is presented. The absorption spectrum o f the entire protein in water was studied 
numerically in the terahertz range (0.1 -  2 THz). In our work, the initial X-ray molecular structure 
o f  thioredoxin was optimized using the molecular dynamical (MD) simulations at room temperature 
and atmospheric pressure. The effect o f  a liquid content o f  a bacterial cell was taken into account 
explicitly via the simulation o f  water molecules using the TIP3P water model. Using atomic 
trajectories from the room-temperature MD simulations, thioredoxin’s THz vibrational spectrum and 
the absorption coefficient were calculated in a quasi harmonic approximation.
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For our terahertz transmission measurements, we used solutions o f  thioredoxin in distilled water 
obtained from Sigma. The experimental and simulated signatures are correlated and dominant peaks 
are close in frequencies. The results o f  this study demonstrate that terahertz spectroscopy is a 
promising tool in generating spectral data for cellular components o f  bio agents such as bacterial 
cells and spores.

Keywords: THz, absorption, thioredoxin, E. coli.

1. Introduction

A systematic approach to the THz fingerprinting of biological (bio) warfare agents 
and their simulants requires a detailed experimental and theoretical study of cellular 
components. Therefore, contributions from significant components into whole cell THz 
spectra have to be analyzed. Recently, we reported our experimental and theoretical THz 
spectra studies of genetic components of bio warfare agents and their simulants1,2. In 
particular, THz signatures of bacterial chromosomal DNAs from E. coli, B. subtilis  and В 
anthracis were studied1, as well as transfer RNA specific for tyrosine and valine from E. 
coli2. The developed modeling and simulation approach has enabled us to accurately 
predict the important THz absorption features of the nucleic acids in 10-25 cm '1 range 
from the studied bio warfare agents and their simulants.

Proteins contribute ~ 50% dry weight of E. coli compared to -25%  contribution from 
nucleic acids (DNA and RNA)3. In this work, we report the results of our studies of the 
THz signature for a bacterial thioredoxin, a widespread protein from inside the cell of a 
potential bio warfare agent E. coli. The results of our modeling and simulations are 
compared to our experimental spectra of thioredoxin from E. coli.

2. Model Description

Thioredoxin from E. coli has been studied extensively using biochemical, 
spectroscopic and X-ray diffraction techniques. The protein consists of a single 
polypeptide chain of 108 amino acid residues of known sequence. The protein has been 
cloned and expressed. Thioredoxin of E. coli is a compact molecule with 90% of its 
residues in helices, beta-strands or reverse turns. This protein transports electrons via an 
oxidation-reduction active disulfide4. The oxidized form thioredoxin-(S2) is reduced to 
thioredoxin-(SH)2. In particular, this protein was found to participate in the reduction of 
ribonucleotides to deoxyribonucleotides. In Fig. 1, the optimized structure is shown with 
a carbon backbone for clarity only. The molecule consists of two conformational 
domains, connected by two helices. The beta-sheet forms the core of the molecule packed 
on either side by clusters of hydrophobic residues. Helices form the external surface. We 
used a crystal structure of the oxidized form of thioredoxin from Escherichia coli that has 
been refined by the stereochemically restrained least-squares procedure at 1.68 A 
resolution4.

We developed two models for the THz spectra simulation of thioredoxin. Amber’s 
Generalized Bom approximation5 was selected for our initial draft model. This 
approximation takes into account the effects of solvation in water implicitly, using a
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dielectric model. In this model, an analytical interpolation formula for the dielectric 
function of a macromolecule in a solution is used. The covalent bond energy, covalent 
angle energy, proper and improper torsions, non-bonded interactions including 
electrostatic, and Van der Waals interactions were taken into account using AMBER 03 
protein force field. Molecular dynamical simulations and quasi harmonic analysis were 
performed to extract normal vibrations and polarization vectors from the calculated 
atomic trajectories.

It has been noted that water molecules are involved in establishing intramolecular 
hydrogen-bonding interactions between protein atoms and thus serves as an integral part 
of the folded protein structure. The effect of the water molecules on simulated THz 
spectra of the thioredoxin was investigated, since water can substantially affect the 
dynamics of the thioredoxin. To do this, an explicit simulation of water molecules was 
also conducted using a more advanced model which is described below.

The molecular structure was optimized using the molecular dynamical (MD) 
simulations at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Again, the covalent bond 
energy, covalent angle energy, proper and improper torsions, non-bonded interactions 
including electrostatic, and Van der Waals interactions were taken into account using the 
AMBER 03 protein force field. In contrast with our initial model, the effect of the liquid 
content of the bacterial cell was taken into account explicitly via the simulation of water 
molecules using the TIP3P water model5,6. This water model represents a rigid water

Fig. 1. The structure o f  thioredoxin. Ribbon represents the carbon backbone. ZY plane (left), ZX plane 
(middle), XY plane (right). The asymmetry o f the molecule is clearly seen.

monomer with three interaction sites6. Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potentials are taken 
into account in the TIP3P model. A TIP3P water monomer geometry is represented by 
O-H distance of 0.09572 nm and HOH angle 104.52 deg. Pre-equilibrated box of water 
provided in Amber was used to build initial atomic coordinates for the simulated system. 
In order to use the constant pressure simulations, the periodic boundary conditions were 
imposed.

In Fig. 2, the initial X-ray structure (left) is compared with the structure optimized 
using the generalized Bom model (middle) and the explicit water model (right). The
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Fig. 2. Initial X-ray carbon backbone structure o f  the thioredoxin (left). The end structure for generalized Bom  
-based MD simulations (middle). The end structure for explicit water MD simulations (right). All structures 
are shown at the same orientation.

carbon backbone of the thioredoxin is shown for clarity only. All structures in Fig. 2 are 
in the same orientation. The conformational domains and the backbone structure remain 
essentially unchanged during optimization. Since conformations of bio molecules are 
linked to their bio function, the stability of the conformation during the simulations 
confirms that the optimization procedures were correct and the biologically valid 
conformation of the thioredoxin was well preserved.

For both models, we used atomic trajectories from our room-temperature MD 
simulations to calculate thioredoxin’s THz spectra in a quasi harmonic approximation. 
The absorption coefficient was calculated for different orientations of the molecule with 
respect to the electric field polarization.

3. Results of Simulations

The results for the calculated absorption coefficient averaged over all orientations are 
plotted in Fig. 3 both for the generalized Bom implicit water model and the explicit water 
model. There is a substantial difference between the two models, especially at 15 cm '1, 
pointing to the significance of the effect of water molecules on THz dynamics. 
Significant decreases in the absorption peak intensities for the explicit water model can 
probably be attributed to the damping of vibrations in the liquid environment. Still, 
multiple absorption peaks at approximately 12.8 cm*1, 14.4 cm*1, 15.3 cm'1, and 22.5 cm*1 
are predicted in the 10-25 cm*1 frequency band by this more realistic model. We will 
discuss the results obtained using this model in more detail, including the effect of 
orientation. Fig. 4 shows our calculated absorption coefficient spectra for x- and y- 
polarized light, and Fig. 5 shows the results for (x+y) and z-polarized light. According to 
our simulations, there is a substantial orientation effect in the absorption of thioredoxin. 
As it is shown in Fig. 5, we can expect very distinguishable spectra for z-polarized light 
compared to x+y polarization. The peak at 22.5 cm*1 mostly comes from z-component 
(Fig. 5). The x-polarized light does not show any contribution into 11 cm*1 peak (Fig. 4).
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Frequency, cm'1

Fig. 3. Thioredoxin o f  E. coli’s averaged spectrum calculated using Amber, quasi harmonic analysis. Dashed 
line- generalized Born approximation, solid line- MD with explicit water.

Frequency, c m '1

Fig. 4. The absorption coefficient for X- polarized light (solid line) and Y-poIarized light (dashed line). 
Thioredoxin, Amber. MD with explicit water.

Frequency, cm"’

Fig. 5. The absoiption coefficient for (X+Y)- polarized light (dashed line) and Z- polarized light (solid line). 
Thioredoxin, Amber. MD with explicit water.
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On the other hand, z-polarized light has a distinct contribution into a peak at 11 cm'1 (Fig. 
5). These results are important, since the orientation seems to affect the experimental 
transmission spectra as well. The molecule is not symmetric (see Figs. 1 -  2). The 
direction of z-axis (in blue) is somewhat more closely associated with directions of 
carbon atoms’ backbones. Therefore, an anisotropy in distribution of biological 
molecules can be detected using the THz spectroscopy.

4. Terahertz Transmission Measurements

For our THz transmission measurements, we used solutions of thioredoxin in distilled 
water obtained from Sigma. The sample preparation technique and experimental 
procedure has been described in Ref. 7. Samples of diluted water solutions with the 
concentrations between 0.1 mg/ml and 3 mg/ml of proteins were measured. Several 
samples were made from each solution. Samples are in the form of a cell assembled from 
two polycarbonate films and a spacer (12 (am thick) placed between them, with -10  |il 
solution inside the spacer. Each sample was measured several times and the resulting 
spectra were calculated against the background of similar cells made from pure de
ionized water between two PC films.

Figure 6 shows resulting spectra for 3 different samples of the thioredoxin in water 
with the same concentration, and the averaged result. We have a rather good 
reproducibility in the position of almost all resonance modes. In current measurements, 
we tried to avoid orientation effects. Since there was no preferable direction for the 
solution to flow during the preparation procedure, we expected to get the results averaged 
over all orientations of the molecules in the plane of the supporting film. However, some 
orientation effects are present. One of the possibilities to obtain reliable data is to 
average results from many samples and from different concentrations.

1.000

o.97o — .— ;— .— ;— .— ;— ,— ,— .— ,—.— ,— .— ■—
10 12 14 16 18 20  22 24

Frequency cm '1

Fig. 6. Spectra o f  3 samples o f  thioredoxin water solution with the concentration 3 mg/ml (between 2 PC films 
against the background o f water between 2 PC).
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Frequency, cm*1

Fig. 7. Comparison o f  spectra o f  samples o f  thioredoxin water solutions with 3 different concentrations 
(between 2 PC films against the background o f  water between 2 PC).

Frequency, cm'1 

Fig. 8. Averaged spectrum o f  thioredoxin water solution.

Figure 7 demonstrates that there is the reproducibility of resonance features in the 
spectra of samples from 3 different concentrations. At last, the averaged results for 
thioredoxin at all concentrations are demonstrated in Fig. 8. The transmission spectra 
presented in Fig. 8 was recalculated for absorption which was compared with the 
modeling and simulation results (see the next Section).

5. Comparison Between the Modeling and Experimental Results

In Fig. 9, the absorption coefficient (blue dotted line) is plotted for the experiment 
(dotted line), the MD simulation with explicit water for non-polarized or averaged over 
all polarizations (solid line) and z-polarized light (dashed line). The damping coefficient 
o f 0.5 cm'1 was used to account for dissipation processes in our simulations, which
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Frequency, cm'1

Fig. 9. Experimental absorption coefficient (blue dotted line) v averaged (green) MD simulation with explicit 
water and results for z-polarized light (dark red). Z-axis direction is shown in Figs. 1-2.

appears to be reasonable for our spectra. The Z-axis direction is shown in Figs. 1-2. Our 
averaged simulation spectrum describes quite well the experimental structure between 13 
and 16 cm ’. The peak at ~ 22.5 cm'1 is also well predicted, however, the experimental 
feature at 11 cm 1 is only seen in the predicted spectrum for the z-polarized light. 
Therefore, the orientation effects have probably played some role in our experiments. 
The significant absorption activity, in particular at ~  12.8 cm*1, -14.4 cm-1, -15.3 cm '1, 
22.5 cm *, 23.7 cm'1 and 24.7 cm'1, predicted by our explicit water MD simulations agrees 
reasonably well with our experimental data.

We conclude that the developed THz modeling and simulation approach can be 
successfully used to predict and study THz absorption/transmission spectra of real 
proteins in water, in particular, proteins of biological warfare agents. The effects of 
orientation on THz spectra appear to be noticeable in water in the studied thin film 
protein -  water samples. The results of this study demonstrate that terahertz spectroscopy 
is a promising tool in generating THz spectral data for protein components of bio agents. 
This is especially important since protein components might be significant for the whole 
cell/spore THz fingerprints.
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We study the transition pathways o f a Lennard-Jones cluster o f  seven particles in three dimensions.
Low lying saddle points o f the LJ cluster, which can be reached directly from a minimum without 
passing through another minimum, are identified without any presumption o f their characteristics, 
nor o f the product states they lead to. The probabilities are computed for paths going from a given 
minimum to the surrounding saddle points. These probabilities are directly related to prefactors in 
the rate formula. This determination o f  the rate prefactors includes all anharmonicities, near or far 
from saddle points, which are pertinent in the very sophisticated energy landscape o f LJ clusters and 
in many other complex systems.

Keywords: Lennard-Jones cluster; anharmonicities; transition state.

1. Introduction

In the past two and a half decades, a vast amount of theoretical work has been devoted to 
the study of Lennard-Jones (LJ) clusters.1'5 Some investigations have been chiefly 
concerned with the difficult problem of optimizing geometries, locating important 
minima as well as saddle points. Other investigations have been aimed at determining the 
thermodynamic properties and understanding several related phenomena, namely, 
melting, isomerizations, solid-solid phase changes, and thermodynamic stability. The 
study of LJ clusters is important because the field of weakly bound complexes remains an 
important source of frontier explorations, both experimental and theoretical. The ultimate 
goal of all such investigations is a greater understanding of the details of the forces at 
play; these, in turn, are fundamental for a whole array of scientific and technological 
applications in material science, engineering, and molecular biology. From a theoretical 
point of view, weakly bound complexes provide a convenient, realistic model to study 
solvation effects and to study in detail all the phenomenology observed experimentally, 
as matter makes the transition from the gas phase to the condensed phase.
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In this paper, we employ a recently derived formula to study a LJ cluster of seven 
particles in three dimensions (LJ7).5 Starting from a minimum on the potential energy 
surface (PES), we sample all possible transition paths out of this given minimum through 
the saddle points in the phase-space sphere surrounding the minimum. For each of those 
transition paths that goes from the given minimum through a saddle point to another 
minimum, we compute its statistical weight factor including the Boltzmann exponential 
factor and the pre-exponential factor. In this, we determine the transition rate prefactors 
along with locating saddle points. It should be pointed out that, for this well studied 
system of LJ7, our research finds new low-lying saddle points and adds the determination 
of rate prefactors including anharmonicities both far from and close to the saddle points.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly present the 
theoretical formulation and the algorithm for sampling transition paths and evaluating the 
corresponding prefactors. In Section 3, we discuss the numerical results for LJ7. In 
Section 4, we provide a summary.

2. Formulation and algorithm

We consider the rate of transitions out of a reactant state (a minimum on the PES) at 
temperatures for which thermal energy kBT = \/j3 is much less than the activation energy 
barriers (energy differences between the saddle points and the minimum). The Arrhenius 
formula is applicable and it can be expressed as

r = A ^ j , ie - ^ s r ^ > (1)
i

where A is an “overall” prefactor and p , is the probability distribution of the pathway 
that goes through i -th saddle point (apart from the Boltzmann exponential factor):

Er is the energy at the minimum. ETSi is the energy at the i -th saddle point. When 
multiple saddle points with similar energy barriers surround a minimum of interest, it is 
through the prefactors that some reaction pathways are favored over others.

Within the harmonic approximation of the transition state theory (TST), the 
prefactors are determined as the ratios between the product of all the eigenmode 
frequencies at the minimum and that of all the real eigenmode frequencies at the saddle 
points. This approximation is adequate for systems with slowly varying PES’s, to the 
extent that no anharmonicities are involved. Going beyond the harmonic approximation 
of TST, in Ref.[5], the rate prefactor probabilities are determined as

P i= т : Е ехр[- V M O l ] ' 
'0,1

(3)
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Here, r(t) represents the set of position vectors for all particles of the system at time / . 
For LJ7, it is a collection of 21 coordinates at time t . The summation involved in Eq.(3) 
is over all paths, r0J(t) , that go from all initial states r0 in the local equilibrium 
ensemble near the reactant state to the / -th saddle point rTSi. The normalization factor

involves summation over all paths to all saddle points.
Eq.(3) is valid wherever the overdamped Langevin equation is applicable. Its utility 

rests on the facts that it can be used with all algorithms for finding saddle points starting 
from a local minimum on the PES, and that the required computational effort for 
determining the prefactors is minimal. One has only to evaluate the following integral,

along each sampled path, r0 i ( t ) ,  which goes from r0 at / =  t0 near the local minimum 

to the saddle point rTSj at t — t .̂ The prefactors for transitions from a given minimum

on the PES to other minima on the PES through the saddle points surrounding that 
minimum are determined through Eq.(3) when paths are sampled from each of the initial
states, rQ, of a local equilibrium ensemble near that minimum.

Many studies have been focused on developing or refining methods for finding saddle 
points from a minimum without knowledge of the final states.6 Here, pointing out that 
Eq.(3) works with any one-point boundary algorithm for reaching saddle points from a 
minimum, we pursue the “gentlest ascent” approach.7 Starting from an initial state 
K4> ) = fb near a minimum on the PES, the system state is advanced in time according to 
the following algorithm,

c = Z Z « p [ - v [ i i u ( 0 ] ] (4)

dt
+ V n % fc-i)) dt. (5)

(6)
Y

Its continuous form is the following differential equation,

- у  + V V(r(0) + F(r(0) = 0.
dt

(7)

Here, we have the usual force field —V V and an “extra” force introduced as

F(t) = - a  1 -
| V V (r(f)) I
m m (8)
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The adjustable parameter a  measures the strength of the “extra” force field. A path is 
generated as follows: Starting from r0, Eq.(6) is run until a saddle point is reached or a 
cut-off value of potential energy is exceeded. Each iteration in Eq.(6) involves two steps: 
First is to climb up along the gradient of the potential, VK, from r, = r ( /M) to 
r/* = r(fM) + VK(r(//_1)dr/y . Second is to evaluate the force - W f a * )  at r, * and 
project out its component that is parallel to the force -VV(r(t,.j))  at r(t, . , ) . Adjusting 
the strength of this projected force with a  , the system state is advanced from r, * to 
r, = r, *+Fdt/y . The path so sampled, r(t,) ( /  = 1 ,2 ,...,TV), can be readily used in the 
integration of Eq.(5) in the evaluation of prefactors using Eq.(3).

Obviously, this algorithm may or may not lead to a saddle point in a given trial. If we 
define the sampling efficiency as the ratio between the number of paths that actually go 
from the reactant state to one of the saddle points and the total number of paths sampled, 
the efficiency of this algorithm can be over 50% when a  is adjusted to its optimal value 
in our studies of the LJ cluster as a 21-dimensional system. At the end of the path, the 
Langevin equation,

r * M + V y (r(i/)) = £(/), (9)
at

can be run for the system to relax down to a nearby local minimum. Naturally, some of 
the paths so generated will settle down to new stable/metastable (product) states and 
others return to the vicinity of the initial state. Note that £(/) = ($(0»6(0»*, ‘»5n(0) *n 
Eq.(9) is the Gaussian white noise random force in 21 dimensions, with mean value being 
zero and correlations being,

I k  T
< 4)(04>(t't) > = — —  SijS{t - 1 ') for i j  = 1 ,2 ,...,21. (10)

r

f_ L 2 '
U 12 r6

3. Numerical results

Our system is a cluster of seven particles in three dimensions that interact with one 
another by the LJ pair potential,

(П)

where r is the distance between two particles and we take w0 = 1. This pair potential has 
its minimum Vmi„ = - \  at r  = l and its well depth is 1. Rescaling the distance r to 
r/2‘/6, E q.(ll) immediately takes the standard form in the literature.2 Throughout this 
paper, we assume the damping constant у - 1  and the inverse temperature /? = 10.

LJ7 as defined here has one stable state (global minimum) Ml and three meta-stable 
states (local minima) М2, М3, and M4. They are tabulated in Table I. This system has 
been well studied in the literature.2 The present study adds the determination of
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Table 1: Four minima o f  LJ7 cluster. The error bar for the energy is + 0  001

Minimum 1 Minimum 2 Minimum 3 Minimum 4

Energy -16.505 -15.935 -15.593 -15.533

Point group D5h C3v C3v C2

Fig. 1 exhibits histograms of two typical paths sampled with the algorithm given in 
Eq.(6). One path goes from Ml through TS1 to М2. The other goes from Ml through 
TS4 to М2. States Ml and М2 are shown in Fig.2.

F ig .l: Transition paths from Ml through TS1 (solid line) and through TS4 (dashed line) to М2.

Fig.2: Stable state Ml (top left) and meta-stable states М2 (top right), М3 (bottom left), and M4 (bottom right).
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Fig. 3 illustrates low lying saddle points TS1 and TS4 that can be reached directly 
from Ml without going through other metastable states. Both saddle points involve 
concerted displacements of multiple particles out of the equilibrium positions they had in 
their stable state M l. These concerted displacements involve stretching fewer “bonds”, 
thus corresponding to a lower energy barrier. This is a general feature of LJ clusters in 
three dimensions as well as in two dimensions.5

Fig.3: Low energy saddle points TS1 (left) and TS4 (right) that can be reached directly from stable state M 1.

The saddle point energies and the prefactor probabilities are tabulated in Tables II 
through V. They are numbered in order from the lowest energy barrier to the highest. As 
shown in Table II, the lowest energy saddle point, TS1, is dominantly favored. No other 
saddle points are either energetically favored (having low energy barriers) or entropically 
favored (having large prefactor probabilities). Transitions out of Ml basically follow one 
route: M1-TS1-M2 as TS1 only connects Ml and М2. Table III shows the energy barriers 
and prefactor probabilities for transitions out of М2. TS1 that leads to M l is favored both 
energetically and entropically. The next most probable route is through TS2, which leads 
to М3. Table IV shows transitions out of М3. TS1, which leads to Ml and М2, has the 
lowest energy barrier but a very small prefactor probability. TS2, TS3, and TS4 have 
similar energy barriers and similar prefactor probabilities. Table V shows transitions out 
of M4. TS3, TS4, and TS5 have slightly higher barriers than TS2 but much greater 
prefactor probabilities and therefore they are more important than TS2 if the temperaure 
is not too low, kBT > 0.2. Comparing TS3 and TS4, their barriers are nearly identical. 
Their relative importance is completely determined by the prefactor probabilities. The 
same thing can be said about TS6 and TS7 as well as TS14 and TS15. All these clearly 
lead to the conclusions that the prefactor probabilities are important and that 
anharmonicities far from the saddle points need to be taken into account in the rate 
calculations.

Table 2: Saddle point energies and prefactors for transitions from Minimum 1 (D5h) to the surrounding saddle 
points. The error bar for the energy barrier is ±0.001 and that for the prefactor is ±  0.01 •

TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4 TS5 TS6 TS7 TS8 TS9

£ tsi -15.445 -15.029 -15.022 -14.656 -14.447 -14.266 -14.192 -14.129 -14.004

Pi 0.990 0.00035 0.016 0.0006 0.00035 0.00075 0.00005 0.0001 0.0006
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Table 3: Saddle point energies and prefactors for transitions from Minimum 2 (c i
points. The error bars are the same as in Table II *° ^  SurT0undin8 sa<*dle

TSI TS2 TS3 TS4 TS5 TS6
£Vsi -15.445 -15.320 -15.283 -15.098 -15.029 -15.022
Pi 0.915 0.051 0.0076 0.0069 0.00035 0.00045

TS7 TS8 TS9 TSI0 TS11
£rsi -14.876 -14.749 -14.723 -14.555 -14.348

Pi 0.013 0.0053 0.00005 0.00035 0.0002

Table 4: Saddle point energies and prefactors for transitions from Minimum 3 (C3v) to the surrounding saddle 
points. The error bars are the same as in Table II.

TSl TS2 TS3 TS4 TS5 TS6

£ t s . -15.029 -14.749 -14.568 -14.555 -14.447 -14.393

P i 0.0042 0.308 0.258 0.153 0.012 0.0015

TS7 TS8 TS9 TS10 TS11 TS12

£ t s i -14.307 -14.280 -14.271 -14.051 -14.021 -14.004

Pi 0.0037 0.0011 0.0018 0.111 0.0185 0.127

Table 5: Saddle point energies and prefactors for transitions from Minimum 4 (C2) to the surrounding saddle 
points. The error bars are the same as in Table II.

TSl TS2 TS3 TS4 TS5 TS6 TS7 TS8 TS9

£ tSi -15.283 -15.022 -14.816 -14.811 -14.723 -14.555 -14.549 -14.447 -14.381

Pi 0.145 0.0023 0.015 0.314 0.191 0.070 0.186 0.0023 0.00188

TS10 TS11 TS12 TS13 TS14 TSI 5 TS16 TSl 7 TSI 8

£Vsi -14.380 -14.354 -14.348 -14.307 -14.285 -14.266 -14.198 -14.021 -14.004

Pi 0.0097 0.0091 0.00064 0.00097 0.0018 0.0395 0.00091 0.010 0.00011

4. Summary

In summary, we have applied the theory of Ref.5 to the study of Lennard-Jones (LJ) 
clusters. For an LJ cluster of seven particles in three dimensions, a system of 21 degrees 
of freedom, we have thoroughly examined transitions out of each of the four minima. All 
relevant (low lying) saddle points in the 21-dimensional PES of the LJ cluster, which can 
be reached directly from a minimum without passing through another minimum, are 
identified without any presumption of their characteristics, nor of the product states they 
lead to. The probabilities, p l9 are computed for paths going from an equilibrium 
ensemble of states near a given minimum to the surrounding saddle points. This 
determination of the rate prefactor probabilities includes all anharmonicities, close to or
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far from saddle points, which are pertinent in the very sophisticated energy landscape of 
LJ clusters and in many other complex systems.

It should be pointed out that the LJ cluster of seven particles has been well studied in 
the literature. This analysis provides the determination of prefactor probabilities for 
transitions through low-lying saddle points. These prefactor probabilities are computed 
beyond the local anharmonicity correction to the harmonic TST approximation. Finally, 
this study can be extended in a straightforward way to study much larger LJ clusters and 
other complex systems such as biomolecules.
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VAN DER WAALS INTERACTION BETWEEN ADSORBATE 
LAYERS/MOLECULES AND A SUBSTRATE

NORMAN J. MORGENSTERN HORING 
Department o f Physics and Engineering Physics. Stevens Institute of Technology 

Hoboken, New Jersey 07030. USA

We present a theoretical formulation o f van der Waals (VdW)1-19 molecule-substrate attraction in 
which the second order vdW energy is explicitly exhibited as a correlation/self-energy of the 
molecular/atomic electrons generated by a dynamic nonlocal image potential due to polarization of 

the electrons o f  the bounded metal/semiconductor substrate in the electrostatic limit.20-23 This 
formulation can also be applied to the vdW interaction between an adsorbate layer and the substrate, 
as well as the interaction between layers. We have already applied it in the case of atom-surface 
vdW attraction in the presence o f  a normal magnetic field which induces both classical and Landau 

quantization magnetic effects,24 incorporating the role o f dynamic and nonlocal plasma effects. The 
extension to multiple adsorbate layers and their mutual interactions as well as their attraction to the 

substrate is straightforward. 25 The dependence of the atom/molecule-surface vdW energy on 
magnetic field strength provides an adjustable parametrization of the underlying zero-point photon 
energy (represented in terms o f  the nonretarded longitudinal plasmon-photons o f the Coulomb 
interaction), opening the possibility o f analyzing the concomitant fundamental quantum 
phenomenology in detail with material parameters that can be examined experimentally.

Keywords: Van der Waals Interaction; Image Potential; Screening Function.

1. Introduction

The theory of van der Waals1-19 (vdW) surface interactions is presented here in terms of 
correlation-self energies of the constituent parts involved in the interaction due to their 
mutual polarization in the electrostatic limit.”0 23 In this description the van der Waals 
interactions are exhibited using the dynamic, nonlocal and inhomogeneous screening 
functions of the constituent parts. In regard to the van der Waals interaction of a single 
molecule and a substrate, this problem is substantially the same as that of the van der 
Waals interaction of an atom and a substrate, in which the atomic aspects of the problem 
are subsumed in a multipole expansion based on spatial localization of the 
atom/molecule. As we (and others) have treated this in detail in the past20-25 we will not 
discuss it further in this paper. Here, our attention will be focussed on the van der Waals 
interaction of an adsorbate layer with a substrate, with the dielectric properties of the 
adsorbate layer modeled as a two-dimensional plasma sheet, and those of the substrate 
modeled by a semi-infinite bulk plasma. This formulation can be easily adapted to an

385
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adsorbate layer of any given dynamic, nonlocal polarizability, or a wire-like structure, 
dot-like structure, and can accommodate nonlocality, multiple-layer structure of the 
adsorbate and of the substrate, as well as phonons, magnetic field, etc.

2. Formulation of van der Waals Surface Interactions: Green’s Functions and 
Screening Functions

In earlier work,20-25 we have shown that the van der Waals surface interaction energy of 
two distinct neutral systems, A and B, which have no wave function overlap and/or 
charge exchange, is given to second order in the Coulomb interaction between its 
constituent parts as ( v(fj — r2) is the Coulomb potential; fi —> 1)

A, В , respectively, and we have used overall charge neutrality to exactly eliminate a

interpretation in terms of self-energy can be advanced by employing a Kubo-type linear 
response relation for the screening function K(rltl9r29t2) that is the space-time matrix

inverse of the direct dielectric function €'(fxtx, r2t2) , written for subsystem A as

number of terms involving one-electron equilibrium Green's functions, Gf'B. The

(2)

The linear response relation20 25 for A states that K A relates to the density-density 

correlation function of A as ( v( 1 — 3) =  v(r{ — r3 )S(tl - 13); 1 =  rx, tx ,etc.)

K A{ 1,2) =  £ <4)( l - 2 ) +  j5 (4)3 v ( l - 3 )  

x [G2a (2,3 ;2+ ,3+) -  G,a ( 2 X )G tA (3,3+)].
(3)

Explicitly recognizing its role in a screening capacity, it generates the effective potential 
due to Coulomb interaction, Vê , and its image part, Vimage, in accordance with
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^ ( 3 , 1 )  =  jrf(4)2 K ( 3 ,2 ) v ( 2 - l ) .

and

F 4 e( 3 , i )  =  ^ ( 3 , i ) - v ( 3 - i ) .  (4)

Employing this in Eq(l), we have

In all of these considerations G * ' 8 carry the full correlations internal to their individual 
subsystems, A , В , respectively, with no relation to the other subsystem, В , A , 
respectively. As the operators internal to the statistical trace matrix elements of G* in 

Eq.(5) involve the charge density operators of subsystem B, P e i^ O ) ,p B(r3 , t ) , it is 

immediately apparent that G \V lmâ  as it occurs in Ejnt in Eq(5) represents a correlation 

self-energy of subsystem В electrons mediated by the potential Vimage induced through

the polarization of subsystem A (which occurs mutually with the polarization of 
subsystem В when A and В are in proximity). Of course, this image potential is dynamic, 
nonlocal and inhomogeneous.

As attractive as the foregoing interpretation is, it is preferable to use a more 
symmetric formulation for the problem of van der Waals interaction between a 2D 
adsorbate layer and a planar substrate. To this end, we reconsider Eq(l) using Eq(3), 
obtaining

Ein, = jdr2 (r2,0 ; r3, /) -  <J(3) (Я, -? ,)£(/)] 

x[KB(r3,t;r2,0 ) - S l3)(r3- r 2)S(t)]},

where irrelevant terms involving one-electron Green's functions have again been 
eliminated. The screening functions K A and K B have been determined in our earlier
work, using the random phase approximation (RJPA) for each subsystem separately.

Modeling the substrate, "A", as a local semi-infinite planar plasma-like medium 
( z  > 0 )  interfacing vacuum at z =  0 , the screening function, K A , is given by ~6,“7,“8
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[ 0 +(z ) is the Heaviside unit step function and we Fourier transform in the plane of 

translational symmetry ( x, у  - »  qx, qy =  q ) and in time ( tx - 12 —> CO)],

K M , z 2) =  — L -  8 {ZX- z 2) - S ( z 2) r ^ V 1*'11*1 (7)
»7+( * i )  v +iz x)

where Г is the image strength factor (and q ,  (O are suppressed)

r  =  f - £  (8)
1 +  €

with

CO2
s  = e(co) =  1— I  (9)

CO

( COp is the classical bulk plasma frequency) and

7 -(z )  =  © ( z ) - ® ( - z )  ; 77+(z) =  £ 0 (z )  + 0 ( - z ) .  .(10)

In regard to the adsorbate layer, "B", outside the substrate, we treat it as a sheet of 2D 
mobile plasma at z 0 <  0 . We have exhibited the associated RPA screening function

29as

K B(z„ z i ) = S(zl - z 2) + S(z2 - z 0) e ^ ' ~ z\ K 2D - 1 ]  (11)

where

^ 2  D 0  + #2 d )  \.£ 2d \

and a 2D — Ct2D{q,CO) was determined in the random phase approximation (RPA) by 

Stem 30 in the absence of a magnetic field, and with a magnetic field by Horing, et 
a l.31,32 While we could employ the fully detailed nonlocal structures of K A and K B , 
we illustrate here using just the local limit with no magnetic field or phonons. In this case 
( n2D is the 2D electron sheet density),
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a iD =  -0)1о1(ог and a>lD = 2we2— \q\. (13) 
m

3. Applications: Two Bulk Dielectrics with Gap and Adsorbate Layer with 
Substrate

To compare the physically transparent formulation of Eq.(6) with known results, we 
consider the case of two dielectric half-spaces separated by a gap from — z0 to z0 
(Figure 1, planar geometry). Fourier transforming in the plane of translational symmetry, 
( x 9y - >  P x, P y =  P )  and time ( t —>CO — i0 + for convergence), we employ the

notation К  =  К — 8 , obtaining

Area
- i j  ty f d 2q dco^f dQ KA(z2 , z z\q,co)KB{z^z2\q ,Q )

Г 2 Г 2з J (2;r)2 L 2л- L 2л- ( < y _ n _ / o +) (14)

axis, 33,34 with CQ =  iu , yields
Manipulation of the frequency integrals and deforming their contour to the imaginary 

> У1

d2q E,„, 1ini __

Area к
=  — Гdll f -  \  fdz2 УггК A(z2,z};q , u ) K B(z},z2;q ,u).  

"  л 1 (2ж) J J
(15)

Figure 1. Schematic o f  two semi-infinite bulk dielectrics, A,B, with gap width o f  2zo
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Adjusting Eq.(7) in accordance with the two separated semi-infinite bulks of Fig. 1, the 
z2 - and z3 - integrals of Eq.(15) are given by

jdzy.. = jfJz2^ z3S(z3 - z 0)S(z2 + z 0) r A(iu)rB(iu) 

x e -|22-o F le H‘-3-olR (16)

=  g H 'o lM r  ( ш ) Г .  ( /и ) .

Evaluating the q -integral of Eq.(15) in circular coordinates, we obtain

=  .  * |2 [duTA{iu)TB{m).
Area %n2\lz,

(17)

This nonretarded result is similar to that of the retarded calculations by Lifshitz35 and 
Renne ’ to second order.

Considering the problem of a thin 2D adsorbate layer at z0 <  0 and a semi-infinite

substrate terminating at the plane z — 0 (Figure 2), we subsitute Eqs.(7)and(l 1) in 
Eq.(15), obtaining

E M
Area к  ** J (2n y  (18) 

x frz2 fjz3£(z3)S(z2 - z 0)e" |,|
-!«H23-Zo

or

Area n= hr ГЛГ-<*> ^ 2 D ’гм)“ 1]e"2|?l' (19)

Employing Eqns.(12),(13) with С  =  27te2n2Dlm , we have

Лгеа 2л-*1 л м +С|^|
(2 0 )
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Z n \.

Introducing the image strength factor Г of Eq.(8) with Eq.(9) and performing the U - 

integral as

l du
n  1

(u2+ a 2)(u2+ b 2) 2 ab(a + b)
(21)

we fmd

Area
cOpC 1/2

32;r|z0 5/2 JA
х ъпг-*

1/2 О

Q)s + X

L ( ^ oDi/2J

=  h
^ y2m m \znr

[ d y
4 —y 2у  e y

cos + y(ne2n2D/m\z0\y"

(22)

where COs — C0p/y[2  is the classical surface plasmon frequency ( у  =  X and ti is 

restored). If the 2D density, n2D, of the adsorbate layer is small relative to the bulk 

density of the semi-infinite substrate, p 3D , in the sense

n -2 D

P t>d \z
« 1 , (23)
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or if | z Q | is sufficiently large, then we obtain

E"" - f t ____IgK o ____  ,,4„-y2 =  fc___ 3И и1Iе!К

%лшт т \ lzo|r

1/2

Л /'еа  %л m \ z J  л 1 2 8 л т
=  f t------- 1 1 20 ■ (24)

л  n s J J 81

4. Conclusions

We have interpreted the second order van der Waals interaction energy between two 
distinct subsystems, A and В , in terms of a correlation self-energy (Eq.(5)) of the 
electrons of В mediated by the image potential induced through the polarization of 
subsystem A (which occurs mutually with the polarization of subsystem В when A 
and В are in proximity). This image potential is dynamic, nonlocal and inhomogeneous. 
Of course, this relation is reflexive, and subsystems A and В can be interchanged in 
this interpretation. We have also re-interpreted the second order vdW energy in terms of 
the dynamic, nonlocal and inhomogeneous inverse dielectric screening functions, К A, 

K B, of the two subsystems (Eq.(6)). This has been applied to two special cases,

(1) two semi-infinite bulk dielectrics separated by a gap, to compare with earlier results, 
and

(2) a semi-infinite bulk substrate and a planar 2D adsorbate layer, to illustrate the ease of 
application to new problems of this formulation of the vdW interaction.

Although we have limited this presentation to the local plasma limit we have already 
applied it to study the effects of spatial nonlocality and an ambient magnetic field.
It can also be easily extended to include the roles of phonons, multiple layers, wire- and 
dot-like structures, lattices of such, as well as a few molecules.
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The spin Hall effect provides a new possible way to effectively inject spins into paramagnetic 
semiconductors. Here, we investigate the spin-Hall effect in a p-type Luttinger semiconductor 
employing a two-band kinetic equation analysis. The long-range disorder effect on spin-Hall current 
(SHC) is considered within the self-consistent Bom approximation. We find that in addition to the 
intrinsic SHC proposed previously, there is a nonvanishing SHC that originates from long-range 
electron-impurity scattering, but which is independent o f impurity density in the diffusive regime. 
This SHC has an opposite sign from the intrinsic one, leading to a significant reduction o f  the total 
SHC. We also carry out a numerical analysis o f  the hole density dependencies o f  SHC and spin 
mobility, finding that with increasing hole density, the SHC first increases and then falls, while the 
spin mobility monotonically decreases.

Keywords: Spin-Hall Effect; /г-type Bulk Semiconductors; Magnetoresistive Sensors.

1. Introduction

Magetoresistivity-based sensors, which are based on a resistivity change induced by a 
magnetic field, have found wide application in industry. However, such sensors are usually 
fabricated of metals and hence it is difficult to integrate them with conventional 
semiconductor devices. To develop magetoresistive sensors in semiconductors, one of the 
key problems is how to effectively inject spin-polarized electrons into paramagnetic 
semiconductors.1 The spin Hall effect (SHE), which involves a spin-current transverse to 
an applied electric field,2,3,4,5,6,7 potentially provides a new way to resolve this issue.
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It has been shown that the spin-Hall effect may arise from various spin-orbit couplings, 
such as a spin-orbit (SO) interaction induced by the electron-impurity scattering 
potential,2,3 a Rashba SO coupling in two-dimensional systems,5 etc. Murakami et al. 
also predicted a nonvanishing spin-Hall current (AHC) in a perfect Luttinger bulk p  -type 

semiconductors (no impurities or defects).4 Experimental observations of the spin-Hall 
effect have been reported recently in a n -type bulk semiconductor6 and in a 

two-dimensional heavy-hole system.7
In this paper, we employ a helicity-basis kinetic equation approach to investigate the 

spin-Hall effect in a p  -type Luttinger semiconductor. Considering long-range 

electron-impurity scattering, we find that in addition to the intrinsic SHE proposed by 
Murakami et al.* long-range electron-impurity scattering gives rise to a nonvanishing 
SHC. This disorder-related SHC is independent of impurity density in the diffusive regime 
and has an opposite sign from the intrinsic one, leading to a significant reduction of the 
total SHC. A numerical analysis of the hole density dependencies of SHC and spin 
mobility indicates that with increasing hole density, the SHC first increases and then falls, 
while the spin mobility monotonically decreases.

2. Formalism

In semiconductors with diamond structure (e.g. Si, Ge) or zinc blende structure (e.g. 
GaAs), the electronic structure near the top of valence bands having S = 3/2 ( S is the 
total angular momentum of the atomic orbital) can be described by the Luttinger 
Hamiltonian,8
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three-dimensional (3D) hole momentum, m is the free electron mass, S = (Sx,Sy ,S : ) 

are the spin-3/2 matrices, and y x and y2 are material constants. By a local unitary 

spinor transformation, £/p = exp(-/S_0p)exp(-/.S>,0p) , Hamiltonian (1) can be

diagonalized as h, (p) = U*p h„ (p)(/p = diag[£„ (p ) ,sL ( p \  eL(p), eH (p)] , with

( 1)

where, p = (.px, p y, p z) = (psm  cosфр,p sin sinфг , p cos9V)

en(p) = (Xi -^ Г г )р г /(2 m) and e L(p) = О, + 2 y 2) p 2 /(2 m) as the dispersion
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relations of the heavy- and light-hole bands. Physically, this transformation corresponds to 
a change from a spin basis to a helicity basis. In such a p -type semiconductor, the 

interaction between holes and impurities can be described by an isotropic potential,

^(1P ~ k I) > which, in the helicity basis, reduces to T(p, k) = U*F(| p -  к |)Uk .

In this paper, we study the spin-Hall current in a bulk hole system driven by a dc 
electric field E along the z axis. In Coulomb gauge, this electric field can be described 
by a scalar potential, V = eE ■ r , with r as the hole coordinate. Using the expression for 
the conserved spin-Hall operator in spin basis proposed by Murakami el al.,9 and

applying the unitary transformation Up , we find that the observed net spin-Hall current,

J xy , which is polarized along the x axis and flows along the у  axis, is determined in 

helicity basis by

Here, ^ „ (p )  (f i ,v  = 1,2,3,4) are the matrix elements of the helicity-basis distribution

function /3(p). From Eq. (2) it is obvious that contributions to the spin-Hall current arise 

only from those matrix elements of the distribution function which describe interband 
polarization, such as /3I2(p) , /З13(р) , Дз(Р) anc* РгАP) • This implies that the 
spin-Hall effect in helicity basis is just the result of polarization between the heavy and 

light hole bands.
To obtain the spin-Hall current, it is necessary to analyze the hole distribution function. 

Within the linear response regime, we find that the linear electric field part of the 
helicity-basis distribution function, Д (p) , can be written as a sum of two terms,

A (p) = A '(p) + A"(p) with p !(p) and p,"(p) determined by ( / (1) is the linear

electric field part of the scattering term)

p
-  sin(2ftfp) sin(20p )Я е[Д ,(р ) + (p)]

+ 2 cos(2^p) cos j  (p) -  Д 4 (p)]

-  sin(2^p)[ 1 + cos2 вг ]Re[ Д  3(p) -  p 2i (p)]}

(2)

e E V pp 0 (p) + i[h0 (p) ,  p [  (p)] = - 7 (l>, (3)



- e E [ p 0 ( p ) , U ; V pU p ] +  i[h0 ( p ) , p ; ' m  =  0. (4)

Ignoring the higher order contributions to 7(l) from the off-diagonal elements of 

distribution function in the impurity-density expansion, p { (p) and p " (p) can be 

approximately determined independently. Correspondingly, the spin-Hall current, which is 

given by Eq. (2), can be written as J * = J xy \ + ./*| with J *| and J xy| as the

contributions from p[ (p) and p"  (p ) , respectively.

It is evident that the solution of Eq. (4), p" {p ) , has null diagonal elements. Its 

nonvanishing off-diagonal elements are given by

(#% ( p) = - (А //)21(р) = (А/,)з4(р) = -(А //)4з(р)
Ят  (5)

= -J— jieE  sin в  [f0H (p) -  f 0L (/?)],
4y2p

with f 0H(p) = n¥[eH(p)] and f 0L(p) = nF[sL(p ) ] , while its remaining elements, such as

(A7/)i3(P) > (A/7)24(P) » etc' vanish. Substituting Д7/(р) into Eq. (2), J*\ can be 

written as

j;\' = £ т [ [ / 0н(р) - / о(р)]ф ,

in agreement with that obtained in Ref. 9. Obviously, is independent of any

electron-impurity scattering.
To obtain the other component of the spin-Hall current, we analyze the solution of Eq.

(3), Д7(р) • It is obvious that the diagonal elements of p [ (p) , which describe the

distribution of heavy holes in same band, but having opposite spins, should be the same 
since the action of the dc electric field on these hole populations is same. Hence, we get

(А/ )22(р) = (А/ )зз(р) and (A/ ) ii(p )- (A / )44(p) • Using these equalities, we find that
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there are relations between the off-diagonal elements of the scattering term 7(,) : 

AT ~ “ AT and /<” = 1 2 4 , which result in symmetry relations for the p [(p) elements

as: (A7)i2(P) = (p ! )з4(p) and (p[ )I3(p) = —(Д7)24(P) • Hence, considering the Hermitian

character of the distribution function, we point out that the determination of the 
disorder-related spin-Hall effect only requires evaluation of the diagonal elements,

(P]7)n(p) and (Д; )22(р ) , and the off-diagonal elements, (/3/),2(р) and (Д; )|з(Р) (the

other off-diagonal elements, which describe the intraband polarization, such as

(Pi )m(p) and (p,/ )23(p ), vanish).

From Eq. (3), it follows that the diagonal p{(p) elements are determined by the 

integral equation

- e E  Vp«F[^ (p )]  = ; r £ |F ( p - k ) |2 Ц (р ,к)[(/3,/ )да(р)
к

-  (P! )да (к)]Ада + *2 (P, к )[(p ! ) , ,  (P) (7) 

- ( А ' Ы  к)Д,д]}.

Here, р  = 1,2 , respectively, correspond to the heavy- and light-hole bands: 

*,(/>) = *„(/>) , e2(p) = eL(p) , /7 = 3 - / /  , A ^ = S l s / p ) - e v(k)] . The factors 

я,(р ,к) and я2(р,к) are associated only with the momentum angles:

a\ (p, k) = {2 + 6 cos2 Фрк [sin2 0P -  cos2 0V ] + 6 cos2 0p cos2 [ 1 + cos2 Фрк ] ^  

+ 3cos^pk cos(20p)cos(20k)},

^2(P’k) = 2 —c?|(p,k), (9)

where фрк=фр -фк . From Eq. (7), we see that (p l)p/J(p) is independent of the 

momentum angle, фр , since the potential F ( p - k ) , as well as the factors д,(р,к) and 

a2(p ,k ) , depends on фр and only through the combination 4 * -
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From the off-diagonal parts of Eq. (3), it is clear that (Д7),2(р) and (p / )13(p) are 

similarly effectively independent of фр . In connection with this, contributions to the

disorder-related spin-Hall current, У*| , from (Д7)13(р) and Re[(y3,y)12(p)] vanish 

under the фр -integration in Eq. (2), and only the imaginary part of (>3/ ),2 (p) makes a 

nonvanishing contribution to J* | .Hence,

j , I' p{cosĴ sin^Im[(A')i2(P)]}. ( I0>
m P

with

bn[(A')u(P)] = 7 Ц  Z  l^(p-k)l2 03(p.k)
WlP k,/y=l,2

х(-1)"{Дда[(Д')да(р)-(А')да(к)] 0 ')  
-А^КД')да(р)-(А,)Дг(к)]},

and

°з(Р>к ) = —^{sin(2(9p)[cos2<9k - s in 2^kcosVPkl ^j2)

+ sin(2<9k) cos фрк[ 1 -2  cos2 0p ]}.

3. Results and discussions

We first study the disorder effect on the spin-Hall current considering a short-range 
electron-impurity scattering potential: F ( p - k )  = w, with и as a constant. Substituting 
Eq. (11) into Eq. (2) and performing integration with respect to the angles of p or к ,

respectively, for terms involving k) or (p{)m (p) , we find that the contribution

from short-range electron-impurity scattering to the spin-Hall current vanishes, i.e.

У*| = 0  and the total spin-Hall current is just the intrinsic one, J* = J* | . This result

agrees with that obtained in Ref 10.
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Furthermore, we perform a numerical calculation to investigate the effect of long-range 
electron-impurity collisions on the spin-Hall current in a GaAs bulk semiconductor at 
T = 0 K. The long-range electron-impurity scattering potential is taken from Ref. 11.

From Eq. (6) it follows that the disorder-independent intrinsic spin-Hall current, J *| ,

can be obtained analytically: J x| = eE[k" -кр]/(6л 2) , with k" and kLF as the Fermi 

momenta for heavy- and light-hole bands, respectively. In order to investigate the 

disorder-related spin-Hall effect, we compute the distribution function p [{p) at the

Fermi surface by solving the integral equation, Eq. (7), for the diagonal p,; (p) elements

and determining the off-diagonal elements by Eq. (11). Following that, we can obtain the 
disorder-related spin-Hall current from Eq. (10), performing the momentum integration.

In Fig. 1, the calculated total and intrinsic spin-Hall conductivities, <j *z = J X/E and

(&,tyyz= Jy | /Е y and total and intrinsic spin-Hall mobilities, fjx}„=<j*JNp and

(^Yyz = (^'Yy-JNp, are shown as functions of the hole density. From Fig. 1, it is obvious 

that the total spin-Hall conductivity is significantly smaller than the intrinsic one: for a 

typical hole density, Np = 1 -I0 0 x l0 2lm '3, the total spin-Hall conductivity a xz varies

in the region 0.84-1.54xl0"2Im-IV 'ls"1, whereas the intrinsic one, (cr7/)xc , ranges from

1.0 xlO-21 to 4.5xl0"2,m_1V"1s"1 . The contribution to the spin Hall current from

electron-impurity scattering always has its sign opposite to that of the intrinsic mechanism. 
In the region of hole density examined here, the effect of disorder on spin-Hall mobility is 
relatively small. With increasing hole density, the spin-Hall conductivity first increases 
and then falls, whereas the spin-Hall mobility monotonically decreases.
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Fig. 1 Dependencies o f  (a) total <7* and , and (b) intrinsic ( G " )  ̂  and (/У77 ) J . , on the hole density in 
a bulk GaAs semiconductor. The material parameters for GaAs are: = 6.85 and y2 ~ 2.5 . The lattice 
temperature is T =  0  K.

We know that the spin-Hall conductivity in 2D hole systems is of order of el к  2 For a 

typical 2D hole density, л̂ 20> = 1х1012 cm"2, the corresponding spin-Hall mobility is

about 0.05 m 2/Vs. Hence, from Fig. 1, it follows that the spin-Hall mobility in bulk 
systems has the same order of magnitude as that in 2D hole systems.

4. Conclusions

Employing a nonequilibrium Green's function kinetic equation approach, disorder effects 
on the spin-Hall current in p  -type bulk Luttinger semiconductors have been investigated 

within the diffusive regime. Considering long-range electron-impurity scattering in the 
self-consistent Bom approximation, we have found that, in contrast to the null effect o f 
short-range disorder on the spin-Hall current, long-range scattering produces a
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nonvanishing contribution to the spin-Hall current, independent of impurity density in the 
diffusive regime. This contribution has its sign opposite to that of the intrinsic one, leading 
to a significant reduction of the total spin-Hall current. The numerical calculation indicates 
that, with increasing hole density, the total spin-Hall mobility monotonically decreases, 
whereas the spin-Hall conductivity first increases and then falls.
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Several aspects o f  the theory o f  plasmon resonant DC photoconduction are discussed here, in 
connection with recent observations involving a THz-irradiated grid-gated double-quantum-well 
FET.1 In this, we construct a classical model o f  nonlinear polarizability to second order in the THz 
Field using a "hydrodynamic" type formulation including the roles o f  a stress-tensor and 
friction/viscosity. The resulting second order polarizability exhibits resonant behavior when the THz 
frequency matches plasmon frequencies o f  the system, sharply reducing the effectiveness o f screened 
impurity scattering potentials which can admit resonant DC photoconduction. Furthermore, we also 
show that an asymmetric double-quantum-well system with lateral periodicity can mix optical and 
acoustic plasmons, giving rise to an interlayer THz field which becomes very strong when tuned by 
gate voltage into the "mode-mode-repulsion" regime wherein the optical and acoustic modes equally 
share amplitude. This can enhance interlayer electron tunneling and may contribute to 
photoconductivity.

Keywords'. Terahertz Detector; Resonant Photoconduction; Double Quantum Well.
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1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with several aspects of the theory of plasmon-resonant dc 
photoconduction in a grid-gated double-quantum-well field effect transistor subject to THz 
radiation observed by Peralta and Allen, et al} In earlier electrodynamic absorption 
studies,2 we definitively established that the dc photoconductance resonances occur when 
the incident terahertz frequencies match those of the plasmons of the grid-gated 
double-quantum-well system. On a fundamental level, the involvement of the THz field 
and plasmon resonant phenomenology in the source-drain dc steady state conduction 
clearly indicates nonlinear conditioning of the system. In this connection, we have 
examined the nonlinear polarizability of an electron plasma in a terahertz field in an 
iterated shielded potential approximation, finding it to exhibit resonant behavior when the 
incident THz frequency matches the plasma frequency. Our first calculation exhibited this 
behavior to first order in the THz field,3 and, recently, we have further supported this with 
a nonequilibrium Green's function calculation of the polarizability to second order* in the 
THz field. This matter is further studied below using a classical model to calculate the 
second order polarizability and show its resonant features. Such resonant behavior of the 
polarizability and hence the direct dielectric function, can sharply reduce its inverse, the 
dynamic, nonlocal and spatially inhomogeneous screening function of the system. In turn, 
this reduces the effectiveness of the screened resistive impurity scattering potentials, 
admitting resonant increase of dc conduction when the THz frequency matches the plasma 
frequency.

The Peralta-Allen experiment also exhibited substantial dependence of the resonance 
frequencies on a magnetic field parallel to the quantum wells, which might be used as a 
tuning agent(in addition to tuning by gate voltage which controls population of the 
quantum wells). To explore the role of a parallel magnetic field, we have derived an exact 
closed form analytic solution for the Green's function describing the dynamics of electrons 
in a symmetric narrow double quantum well system in a parallel magnetic field.5 The 
Landau quantized electrons are in skipping states of motion between the walls of the 
individual quantum wells with in-plane translation parallel to the well walls and tunnelling 
between the wells, coupled with the zero-field lowest-subband energy states of the double 
well system. This Green's function will facilitate calculation of the "ring diagram" 
polarizability of the double well system in a parallel magnetic field, which determines the 
plasmon resonance spectrum as a function of the magnetic field.
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2. Polarizability to second order in THz field: Classical model

In so far as the dielectric response of a solid-state plasma is concerned, we have already 
provided explicit results for the nonlinear polarizability in an iterated shielded potential 
approximation to first order in a THz field, both quantum mechanically in terms of 
nonequilibrium Green's functions, and also classically.3 Our recent second order quantum 
mechanical calculation is to be presented elsewhere.4 Here, we discuss our classical 
analysis of the nonlinear polarizability to second order in the THz field. In this, we employ 
a classical "hydrodynamic"-type formulation which includes the role of a viscous-friction

coefficient у  and the stress tensor П in the determination of the density perturbation to

third order in the THz field (which yields the polarizability to second order). Thus, we 
employ the equation

dv _ — — 1 — ■—1►
p -----1- ypv + p[v ■ V]v = -cpV V -----V -П, (1)

dt m

where V is the shielded(dynamic, nonlocal) potential, с = elm and

V -П = m/32Vp, (2)

taken jointly with the equation of continuity relating density, p  , and velocity field, v ,

Щ- + V • (pv) = 0. (3)
dt

P  is a velocity parameter, proportional to the Fermi velocity.
The calculated results below determine the polarizability at space-time point 1 = rlitl , 

or(1,2), through the relation

« ( 1,2) = -  3v,. (1 -  3)Л(3,2), (4)

where vc is the Coulomb potential and R is given by the variational derivative of 

density with respect to V as
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R( 3,2) = (5)
5V{2) v

At this stage we assume translational invariance and we Fourier transform in 
position-space and time. Sorting out the first, second and third orders of 
p  = p Q + p x + p 2 + p 3 and v = v, + v2 in the shielded THz field (respectively), 
V ( r , f )  -»  У ( р , с о ) , we obtain

P\ = РФР1 (6)

v, =  <ucp/f(p,&>)F(p,<a), (7)

and

Pi = Poc2^ (P ^ ) J (2л-)4 (8)
x Л(£' , с о ' )А (р -р \с д -co')r2 (р , <у; р ' , <y')F(£ ', <у')К( р - р \ с о -  со’\

; = с rdp’dco'
>2 o ) + i y  J (2л)4 (9)

хА (р ' ,о ) ')А (р -р ' ,а )-  o)')w(p, со\ р ' уСо'У^р’ ,бо')У(р -  р' ,со- со’\

and

л  = Рос^ ( Р ,  *>) j  -  d a " Л(р", т")А(р'-р" , а ’ -  со")А(р - р \ ш - т ' )
3 (2л-)

*гг(р,со\р’ ,(0'-,р" ,co’')V(p", m")V{p'~ p " ,m '-a " )V {p -p ’y0)-0 )’),

( 10)

where

А(р,а>) = [<a2 + icoy -  /32p 2 ]"', (ID
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w(p,(o\p',(o') = d)'(co-co')p'2(p - p ' ) -  Р гр'г(р -  p ' f p '

+ fl2pA(p, a>){ <a\co -  <y')[(p -  p' )2 (p  ■ p ' ) + \j> • (p  -  p' )]р'г] (12) 
+ ( р - р ' ? ( р - р ' ) [ а ' :‘ + ш ' у ~ р 1р ' г\ } , 

r2(p,a>;p',a') = , |3) 

+ <y'(a>-©') { ( ^ - p ') 2(p -p ')  + [^ ( ^ - p ') ] p '2} ,

Considering the externally impressed THz field to have frequency 0)E ,

we obtain the shielded, effective THz field in terms of the lowest order screening function 
К  evaluated at the incident frequency, coE , as

and

+ [p ■ (P -  p ’)][p'-w(p\c0 '\p",co")}}

+ p"2[p ■ (P'-P")](v -  0>")(a> -  a>')(p -  p ' f  

+ [p ■ ( р - р ' Ш “>-<»')й)’ + A~\p -  p ' ,o i-a ')}
хА(р',а>')г1 (р',а>'-,р",ш").

(14)

U(r,t) = U0 cos coEt, (15)

V(p,co) = nUa[S{(o-a>E) + S(co + co£)]K(p,cu£). (16)

Thus, we have

О Д ,/ ,',r2,t2) =
SV(r2 ,l2) SV(?2 ,I2) SV(T2 ,t2)

(17)

with the following:
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These results determine R(3,2) in Eq. (5), hence they yield «(1,2) upon integration 

with the Coulomb potential (Eq. (4)). Since the lowest order screening function, К , is 
evaluated at coE in the second order results for 8p/5 V above, both the polarizability and 
the direct dielectric function have resonances when coE matches a plasmon frequency.

2D electron 
y f  strips

Fig. 1 Schematic o f  a bilayer o f  two-dimensional electron strips and coordinate system.
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3. Tunability Considerations; Interlayer electric field

In regard to tunability by gate voltage, we have also analyzed the electromagnetic terahertz 
(THz) response of a bilayer of density-modulated two-dimensional electron gases used to 
model the actual double-quantum-well electron channel of the grid-gated field-effect 
transistor, in which strong THz photoresponse was observed (Figure 1). We found that 
vertical asymmetry and lateral periodicity of the double quantum well mix the optical and 
acoustic plasmons, hybridizing them and giving rise to an intense THz electric field 
between the 2D quantum well layers when the interlayer separation, d , causes the two 

mixed modes (optical-like with some admixture of acoustic, and acoustic-like with some 
admixture of optical) to cross. Figure 2 shows the hybridized modes and their crossing 
("anticrossing") in terms of transmission spectra for various values of d  and Figure 3 
shows the amplitude of the interlayer THz electric field between the two wells as a function

Frequency. THz

Fig. 2 Terahertz transmission spectra for various values o f  interlayer separation d  . Anticrossing o f  the 
optical-like (stronger) and acoustic-like (weaker) resonances takes place at d  = 19.8 nm.
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of position along one period of the double quantum well channel, which increases hugely 
in the anticrossing regime (when d  = 19.8 nm) to become two and a half orders of 
magnitude greater than the amplitude of the incoming THz electric field.6 This can 
significantly enhance tunneling between the two quantum wells and thereby influence the 
source-drain dc transport.

x/L

Fig. 3 Amplitudes o f  normal-to-plane interwell electric field oscillations at the center plane between the two 
layers o f  2D electron strips in the anticrossing regime (aM 9.8 nm, solid curve) and far from the anticrossing 
regime (d b l l  nm, dashed curve). The amplitude o f  the interwell electric field is normalized to the amplitude o f  
the electric field o f  the incident terahertz wave.
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x/L

Fig. 4 Amplitudes o f  the normal-to-plane interlayer electric field oscillations at the center plane between the two 
o f  2D electron layers in the anticrossing regime ( Us = -1 .83  V, solid curve) and far away from the anticrossing 
regime ( Ug = -1 .5  V, dashed curve). The amplitude o f  the interwell electric field is normalized to the amplitude 
o f  electric field in the incident terahertz wave.

We have now found that the anticrossing regime, which is characterized by the huge 
interlayer electric field and by the fact that the very strong optical-like plasmon shares its 
amplitude equally with the otherwise weak acoustic-like plasmon, can be accessed

bytuning the gate voltage, Ug .7 This is a much more useful mechanism than the earlier

mechanism we examined in terms of variation of the interlayer distance, d , between the 
quantum wells. In Figure 4, we plot the amplitude of the interlayer electric field at the 
center plane between the quantum wells as a function of position along one period of the

double quantum well channel for two gate voltages, Ug = -1 .83  V (solid curves) and
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Us — 1.5 V (dashed curves). The anticrossing regime is accessed at Ug = -1 .83  V,

with dramatic increase of the amplitude of the interlayer electric field in the ungated 
positions of the channel. The parameters involved are typical for the double quantum well 
FET exhibiting strong THz photoresponse.1,2 Full detail will be provided in a forthcoming 
publication.7

4. Conclusions

We have examined several aspects of the theory of THz response of a grid-gated double 
quantum well FET exhibiting resonant dc photoconductivity when the incident THz 
frequency matches plasmon frequencies of the system. Analyzing the effect o f the THz 
field on the nonlinear polarizability, we have calculated its role to second order using a 
simple "hydrodynamic" classical model. In this, we explicitly exhibit resonant behavior in 
the second order nonlinear polarizability, which sharply reduces the nonlinear screening 
function at the plasmon-resonant frequencies. This, in turn, reduces the effectiveness of 
screened scattering potentials, partially disabling them and admitting resonant dc current 
increase.

We have also shown that such a system can be driven into the anticrossing regime 
between optical and acoustic plasma resonances by tuning the gate voltage. The amplitude 
of the interlayer THz electric field in the ungated portions of the channel increases 
dramatically in the anticrossing regime of "mode-mode" repulsion. This strong interlayer 
THz electric field may substantially enhance interlayer electron tunneling which, in turn, 
may contribute to the physical mechanism underlying the strong THz photoresponse in the 
dc source-drain conductance. Finally, though it is not discussed here, we have also recently 
completed the derivation of an exact Green’s function for a double quantum well in a 
parallel magnetic field in the case of two non-symmetric narrow wells. The resulting 
Green's function is obtained in an analytical, closed-form expression that is highly 
tractable, describing Landau-quantized electrons in skipping states of motion between the 
walls of the individual, inequivalent quantum wells with in-plane translation parallel to the 
well walls and tunneling between the wells, coupled with the zero-field lowest-subband 
energy states (involving bonding and antibonding features) of the double well system.
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The objective o f the present study was to better understand the photophysics o f  explosives and 
chemical warfare simulants in order to develop better performing analytical tools. Photoionization 
mass spectra were taken using three optical schemes. The first was resonance-enhanced multiphoton 
ionization (REMPI) using few-ns duration 248 or 266 nm laser pulses. The second scheme was non
resonant multiphoton ionization (MPI) using 100 fs duration laser pulses at wavelengths between 
325 and 795. The third approach was single photon ionization (SPI) using few-ns duration 118 nm 
laser pulses. For all the molecules investigated, mass spectra resulting exposure to ns-duration 248 
or 266 nm laser pulses consisted o f only low molecular weight fragments. Using fs-duration laser 
pulses produced more complicated, potentially analyzable, fragmentation patterns, usually with 
some parent peak. Single photon ionization gave the best results, with mass spectra consisting o f  
almost only parent peak, except for the case o f ТАТР.

Keywords: mass spectrometry, photoionization, explosives, chemical warfare simulants, trace 
species detection

1. Introduction

In this work we examine the applicability of Laser Ionization Time-of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometry to the detection of explosives, explosive-related compounds (ERCs),

417
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chemical agent simulants and precursors, using three different laser ionization methods. 
We seek a scheme that has the ability to discriminate between explosives or ERCs, 
chemical agent simulants, and background signals. We also investigated the limits of 
detection on the way towards a compact, sensitive, rugged, and fast sensing device.

Laser ionization can provide significant enhancements in selectivity and sensitivity 
for mass-spectrometric identification and quantification of trace species. The high laser 
powers available from commercial sources produce efficient ionization, and in many 
cases the mass spectrum consists of a single mass corresponding to the molecular ion or 
parent peak. As an example, resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of jet- 
cooled dioxins allows for selective detection of individual isomers of the same molecular 
weight.1 For molecules lacking conveniently placed intermediate excited states, non
resonant multiphoton ionization (MPI) can be successful, but may lead to fragment ions 
resulting from absorption of additional photons. Alternatively, one can first use harmonic 
generation to produce vacuum ultraviolet light with a photon energy sufficient for single 
photon ionization (SPI).2,3

Laser ionization mass spectrometry of explosives and chemical warfare simulants has 
been studied using nanosecond laser pulses. Primary ions observed in many o f these 
studies were NO+ and PO+, which are not unique signatures of the parent molecules. It is 
now widely accepted that after absorption of the first photon, the parent molecule 
dissociates on a time scale of about 100 femtoseconds (fs). We can attempt to 
compensate for this rapid dissociation by using ultrafast laser pulses of a corresponding 
time duration.4 Here we compare the nanosecond, ultrafast, and SPI approaches.

2. Experimental

The investigations were conducted using two separate laser photoionization time-of-flight 
mass spectrometer instruments, both of which are described briefly. The fs system 
includes a reflectron time of flight mass spectrometer (with a nominal mass resolution of 
m/Am ~ 1000, Stefan Kaesdorf, Munich, Germany) with a capillary inlet system for 
sample introduction into the ionization region of the mass spectrometer. The fs laser 
system consists of a Ti:Sapphire oscillator, regenerative amplifier, and tunable OPA 
(Spectra Physics Tsunami, Spitfire, and OPA 800C), which produced nominally 130 fs 
pulses with energies of 840 jiJ, 30 *ij, and 3 ^J, at wavelengths of 795 nm, 500nm, and 
325 nm, respectively, at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The laser was focused into the 
ionization region with a 150 mm lens, and the resulting mass spectra were recorded with 
a 1 GHz digitizer (Acquiris AP235).

The SPI system, shown in Fig. 1, is very similar in all respects. The laser system 
consists of a Continuum Powerlite Precision 9010 Nd:YAG with a 5 ns pulse width, and 
a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The 118.2 nm light is produced by frequency tripling the third 
harmonic output (355 nm) of the Nd:YAG laser. To accomplish this, the 355 nm laser 
beam (30 mJ pulse energy) is focused into a stainless steel cell filled with Xe gas. A 
MgF2 lens serves as the output window for the cell, and also refocuses the 118 nm light 
into the ion source region. Because the residual 355 nm and product 118 nm beams are
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not copropagating, there was very little contribution from the former to the observed ion 
signals. Ions produced by SPI are detected and mass analyzed using the same compact 
reflectron time of flight mass spectrometer model as applied in the fs experiments, and 
recorded by a 1 GHz digitizer (Signatec, Corona, CA). Instrument control and data 
acquisition were controlled using custom in-house software based on the Labview 
(National Instruments, Austin, TX) programming environment.

Fig. 1. SPI Apparatus Schematic Diagram

Capillary Inlet 
for Ambient Sampling 

(Pressure Drop N .  
not Separation)

A r C o a ted
W in d o w

TOF-MS

3. Results

Mass spectra of a variety of explosive and chemical warfare agent simulants, including 
nitrobenzene (NB), dinitrobenzene (DNB), dinitrotoluene (DNT), trinitrotoluene (TNT), 
triacetone triperoxide (ТАТР), dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP), and 
chloroethylethylsulfide (CEES) were taken as a functions of laser wavelength, pulse 
duration, and power density. Fig. 2 shows the mass spectrum for 1,3-dinitrobenzene 
(DNB) using nanosecond REMPI. Only one mass peak is discemable, m/c = 40 amu, 
corresponding to the nitric oxide fragment ion NO+. The generation of nitric oxide ions 
results from a sequence of photoabsoiptions:

R-N02 + hv (250 nm) -> R* + N 02 (1)

N 02 + hv -» NO (2)

NO + 2hv -» NO+ (3)

Fig. 3 shows the DNB mass spectrum for using femtosecond laser pulses. Throughout 
our studies, the use of ultrafast ionization produces mass spectra with fragmentation 
patterns characteristic of individual molecules being investigated. In addition, the 
presence of the parent molecular ion improves the prospects for molecule-specific 
identification.
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Fig. 2. Photoionization mass spectrum of 1,3-dinitrotobenzene (DNB) using 5 ns-duration 248 nm laser pulses

Fig. 3. Photoionization mass spectrum o f 1,3-dinitrobenzene (DNB) using 100 fs-duration 340 nm laser pulses
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Identification of the same compounds with the SPI method was found to be even 
more robust because their measured mass spectra are dominated by the parent ion, due to 
the low excess energy upon ionization. Fig. 4 shows SPI mass spectra for hexane, DNT, 
and ТАТР. The corresponding SPI mass spectrum for DMMP is shown in Fig. 5. Only 
in the case of ТАТР is there significant fragmentation, which indicates that the ТАТР 
parent ion is stable with respect to dissociation, but that photoionization at 118nm 
(10.5 eV) leaves most of the ions with enough vibrational energy to dissociate.

13
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Fig. 4. Single-photon-ionization (SPI) mass spectra o f  hexane, DNT, and triacetone triperoxide (ТАТР).

The limits of detection (LODs) for nitrobenzene, dinitrotoluene, and DMMP using 
SPI were also measured. The LOD for nitrobenzene and dinitrotoluene were determined 
to be ~ 13 ppb (S:N ~ 2:1), -  40 ppb (S:N ~ 2:1), and ~ 35 ppb (S:N ~ 3:1), respectively. 
In Fig. 6, the calibration curve for the DMMP sensitivity measurements is presented 
showing a linear response over an order of magnitude in concentration. The ppb-level 
sensitivity of our method is comparable to the sensitivity measurements that were 
previously reported for the ns REMPI studies of similar compounds.
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Fig. 5. SPI mass spectrum o f dimethylmethylphosphonate (DMMP).
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Fig. 6. Limits o f detection calibration curve for SPI mass spectrometry o f  DMMP
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4. Future Work

Subsequent investigations with the fs approach will focus on an analysis of the intensity 
and the mass peaks present as a function of laser wavelength and power density, which 
should allow for a highly specific detection of this class of compounds. Future work will 
also include SPI experiments on other explosives and related compounds, as well as 
chemical warfare agent simulants. Continued, accurate, sensitivity measurements will 
also be made which will determine the applicability of this technique to explosives 
detection. Additionally, real world mixtures using both the SPI and MPI techniques need 
to be examined.
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Surface plasmon and evanescent wave sensors are attractive for chemical and biological sensing 
applications. They can work in aqueous media and when used in conjunction with the appropriate 
surface chemistry they can have high specificity and high sensitivity. However, most surface 
plasmon sensors are relatively complex as they are based on the use o f attenuated total internal 
reflection to excite surface plasmon resonance in a thin gold film and require light to be incident at 
the appropriate angle and polarization. Other surface plasmon and optical affinity sensors have used 
the evanescent waves in planar waveguides to interact with the environment. These devices are 
sensitive but, have strict optical coupling requirements and are difficult to fabricate. In optical fiber 
evanescent wave sensors the interaction with the surrounding environment is usually obtained by 
tapering an optical fiber, which significantly weakens the structure, or by just utilizing the end of the 
optical fiber. In this paper, in-line optical fiber structures are presented that are mechanically robust, 
and provide a large interaction length for high sensitivity. They are compatible with standard 
chemistries for optical affinity sensing of biological compounds.
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1. Introduction

Conventional surface plasmon sensing uses a prism that is coated with a thin layer of 
gold.1*4 Generally, the Kretschmann configuration, shown in Figure 1 A, is employed to 
couple the light incident on a prism to a thin gold film on its surface. This enables 
excitation of surface plasmons on the surface of the gold film. As the angle of incident 
light is changed, for a fixed wavelength of incident light, a dip in the reflection spectrum 
appears at an angle when the condition for surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is satisfied. 
When the refractive index of the medium above the gold film is varied, the position of the 
dip changes as the condition for surface plasmon resonance is satisfied at a different 
angle of incidence for the new refractive index of the medium above the gold film. The 
prism configuration and an example calculation for a change in refractive index are 
shown in Figure 1A, and IB respectively. The surface plasmon in a thin film can also 
propagate in the plane of the film for several microns depending on the conductivity of 
the material. In the thin film only the TM mode at a specific angle can excite the 
plasmons. Moreover, surface plasmons can’t be excited by propagating light and need 
evanescent waves to excite them as the propagation constant of propagating light is lower 
that that required for surface plasmon excitation.

Fig. I. (A) Prism configuration for detecting refractive index change due to protein binding and (B) Shift in 
plasmon resonance angle at a given wavelength is employed to sense presence or concentration of chemical and 
biological molecules; Refractive index of the medium above the gold film changes when biomolecules, e.g. 
proteins, bind to the binding sites (curve N) as compared to the case with no binding.

In a small conductive particle, the plasmon is localized and one can either describe the 
situation by Mie scattering or by considering the resonance as an oscillating dipole5'9. 
The magnitude and of the scattering is strongly dependent on the nanoparticles shape, 
size and dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. In a particle, while there is 
polarization dependence based on shape of the particle, the particle can be excited at 
normal incidence. Moreover, plasmon resonance in the case of metallic nanoparticles can 
be excited by propagating light. Unlike the thin film case, in a particle the plasmon 
resonance is localized. Resonant modes associated with the localized surface plasmons 
(LSPs) can be excited in the nanoparticles when the size of nanoparticles is smaller than 
wavelength of the incident light. This leads to a significant enhancement in absorbed and 
scattered light and enhancement of electromagnetic fields inside and near the particles.
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LSPs are detected as resonance peaks in the absorption or scattering spectra or as dips in 
the transmission spectra of the metallic nanoparticles. Nanoparticles of very conductive 
metals like gold, silver, and copper are ideal materials for excitation of localized surface 
plasmons due to an extremely high ratio of the modulus of the real (e,) to the imaginary 
parts (Ej) of its dielectric constant. Silver and copper nanoparticles are prone to oxidation 
and therefore often require coatings of protective over layers. Gold nanoparticles are 
chemically stable and are employed for the development of devices based on plasmon 
resonances of nanoparticles.

Fiber optic chemical and biological sensors, based on SPR in continuous metallic 
films deposited on optical fibers, have been previously reported.3̂  Sensors based on 
optical fibers have advantages like high response times, ability to be remotely 
interrogated, and low electromagnetic interference. In our study, fiber optic devices were 
developed based on excitation of LSPs in gold nanoparticles, deposited on the surface 
and tip of different optical fiber structures. As refractive index of the medium around the 
sensors was varied, or biological molecules attached to the nanoparticles, a shift in the 
plasmon resonance related dip in the transmission spectrum was observed.

2. Optical fiber structures for sensing applications

In this work, the main objective was to develop surface affinity sensors that employ 
plasmon resonances of metallic nanoparticles, as a means of transducing the input optical 
signal. Some of the polarization restrictions inherent in using thin films can be avoided 
by using localized surface plasmon. Instead of scanning the angle of incidence, one can 
measure the spectrum and find the light scattering or absorption resonance as a function 
of wavelength. Different structures, that were developed to form sensors for chemical and 
biomolecules, are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

0)1
OtB

ICWMb*

Fig. 2. (A) Deposition or formation of gold nanoparticles on the fiber tip, and (B) Tapered optical fiber 
employed for evanescent and surface plasmon sensing.

In Figure 2 A, use of end-face of the optical fiber as the sensing region, is shown. 
This is a simple method for LSP based sensing and geometry of the fiber tip can also be 
altered. However, the interaction volume is very small. Moreover, it requires the fiber to 
be interrogated in the reflection mode. Gold nanoparticles were deposited on the tip of 
the optical fiber as shown in Figure 2 A and light propagating in the optical fiber excited 
LSP in the gold nanoparticles. In order to evaluate the tip based fiber optic sensors in 
transmission mode, a platform to hold the sensor fiber and a collector fiber very close to 
each other, was developed. A V-groove having a width almost equal to the fiber diameter
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was etched out in a silicon substrate by using standard photolithography and etching 
techniques. The sensor and collector fibers were placed in the V-groove, their tips at a 
certain distance -  10 ц т  from each other, and held in that position using two magnets.

Another structure that was developed was a fiber taper, which is shown in Figure 2 B. 
Tapering the fiber allows the guided wave to escape the core of the fiber due to the fiber 
geometry and interact with the environment. This guided wave, after interaction with the 
environment, gets coupled back into the other end of the optical fiber. This allows in-line 
sensing of the medium around the fiber taper. As the light that escapes the taper is 
evanescent in nature, it can excite surface plasmons in a thin gold film on the tapered 
region and also in gold nanoparticles in that region. The fiber taper provides a larger 
interaction volume, but it significantly reduces the mechanical strength of the fiber since 
the diameter is typically reduced to less than 20 pm. Hence employing this fiber sensor 
for large-area distributed sensing in tough environments is not possible.

In order to form chemical sensors that are sensitive yet robust, an in-line sensor that 
maintains the constant dimension of the optical fiber, but manipulates the light within the 
fiber to interact with the fiber/environment interface was designed10. These novel fiber 
structures in Figure 3 thus form an in-line sensing mechanism that is able to overcome 
the problem associated with fragile tapered fiber sensors.
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Fig. 3. Gold nanoparticles are formed on the surface of (A) A fused MMF-CF-MMF structure and a fused 
SMF-GIF- CF-MMF structure, (B) Ray Tracing schematic of Structure B, which is an in-line fiber structure 
consisting of single mode, graded index, coreless, and multimode fibers to expand the Gaussian beam to the 
surface of the coreless fiber.

Structure A is the simplest structure formed by fusion splicing a section of a coreless 
fiber to two pieces of continuous multimode fibers. In this sensor, different modes 
propagating in the multimode fiber expand to the surface of the coreless fiber in the 
central region and after reflection from the coreless fiber-environment boundary, get 
coupled back into the second multimode fiber fused to the coreless fiber. The evanescent 
waves at the coreless fiber-environment boundary excite plasmon resonance is the 
metallic nanoparticles formed on the surface of the coreless fiber section, as shown in 
Figure 3 A. This structure is not very effective for sensing purposes as there are a lot of
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modes in a multimode fiber and this leads to a broadening of the plasmon resonance 
related dip in the transmission spectrum. A substantially more efficient structure was 
constructed by using multiple optical elements10 as shown in Figure 3 B. The optical 
elements that can be fused together to form a continuous fiber sensor, include:

• Single Mode Fiber: This fiber transmits light to the sensor, and also provides a 
well defined aperture for a Gaussian wave to expand from.

• Multimode Fiber: It can also be used transmit light to the structure, but resulting 
beam within the sensor is multi-moded and less controllable. However, it can be 
used efficiently as a collection fiber to transmit the signal to the detector, as 
shown in Figure 3 B.

• Fiber Lenses: Made of graded index optical fiber, by altering the length the 
graded index segment can be used as either a converging or diverging lens, and 
fused in-line with the sensor structure. Using combinations of lenses, a near 
collimated beam can be used to interrogate the nanoparticles placed on the 
surface. The nearly collimated beam can also be focused into the collection 
fiber.

• Expansion Elements: Made of coreless optical fiber, these serve a dual purpose. 
They can be used to expand the beam, but they also provide the coreless 
fiber/environment interface.

The mechanism of expanding the Gaussian beam propagating in a single mode fiber 
to the surface of the coreless fiber is illustrated by Figure 3 B. This figure also shows that 
the graded index fiber, if cut at the correct length can serve the purpose of either a 
converging lens or a diverging lens. In the case of structure B, a diverging lens was 
formed by cleaving the fiber at the appropriate length, as shown in Figure 3 B. The 
Gaussian beam expands in the coreless region till it reaches the coreless 
fiber/environment boundary. At the interface, the Gaussian beam gets reflected or folded 
multiple times due to total internal reflection. The reflected beams superpose to form the 
resultant beam that gains a near Gaussian profile after a certain distance of beam 
propagation. This Gaussian beam is then effectively collected by the multimode fiber due 
to its large numerical aperture. One could also employ a combination of a graded index 
fiber, cleaved at the correct length to form a converging lens, and a single mode fiber 
instead of the multimode fiber. The converging lens would allow light reflected back 
from the coreless fiber/environment interface to be effectively coupled back into the 
collector single mode fiber.

3. Experimental

The sensor shown in Figure 2 A was developed by stripping and cleaving F-MLD 
multimode fibers obtained from Newport Corporation with a 100 p.m core and a 
140 ц т  cladding diameter and then evaporating a very thin gold film (4-8 nm) on the 
fiber tips n* 12. Electron-beam evaporation process was employed for carrying out the
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gold film depositions. An electron beam, with a current varying between 65 and 85 mA, 
was directed towards a crucible containing gold slugs, and thickness o f the film deposited 
on the fibers was measured by a quartz crystal monitor. Optical fibers were attached to 
the electron beam substrate holder by employing a fiber holder made from a thick 
aluminum foil. The evaporation of gold was carried out at a chamber pressure of 3 x 10‘6 
Torn In order to form nanoparticles, the thin gold films deposited on fiber tips were 
annealed at different temperatures by employing a micro-coil heater. Upon annealing, the 
transmission spectrum showed a plasmon resonance related dip, indicating the 
development of gold nanoparticles on the tip of the fibers. The annealing of the gold 
films was also carried out using controlled, low-intensity plasma arcs. A Sumitomo 
Electric fusion splicer was used to plasma arc-anneal the gold-coated fiber tips and a 
schematic of the process is shown in Figure 4 A. It was observed that the plasmon 
resonance related dip in transmission spectra that appeared upon application of 1 plasma 
arc became sharper and moved to lower wavelengths when 10 plasma arcs were applied, 
as shown in Figure 4 B. This could be attributed to change in size and shape of the gold 
nanoparticles upon further plasma annealing of the nanoparticles. The fiber taper 
structure shown in Figure 2 В was developed by using the Sumitomo fusion splicer. A 
commercial software was employed to precisely control the rate of pull of the optical 
fiber as a plasma arc was applied to develop the fiber taper. The sensor structure 
described in Figure 2 A was evaluated for its sensing capability by inserting the fiber 
holder, with the sensor and collector fibers into several media having refractive indices 
higher than that of air such as water, methanol, and ethanol. Optical transmission, of 
white light through the fiber sensors, was measured by using a SpectraPro®-500 
spectrograph having a Spectradrive® stepping motor scan controller.
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Figure 4. (A) Plasma arc annealing of 4-10 nm gold film on the optical fiber tip using a fusion splicer 
(B) Transmission spectra before plasma arc application (a), after 1 plasma arc (b) & after 10 plasma arcs (c).
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In order to form the in-line structure A, a multimode fiber was fusion spliced to a 
cleaved end of a coreless fiber. The coreless fiber was then cleaved after a length of 35.3 
mm using a diamond scribe and pull assembly developed by us. The cleaved end of the 
coreless fiber was fusion spliced to another multimode fiber, which served as the 
collector fiber. The length of the coreless fiber was determined by employing calculations 
that are described previously10. The composite fiber structure B, was developed by first 
fusing GIF1 to SMF1 using a fusion splicer. The first graded index fiber, i.e. GIF1, was 
cleaved at approximately 1622 ц т  length by using a microscope setup and a diamond 
scribe. Then a coreless fiber was fused and cleaved at an appropriate length. This length 
depended on the desired level of interaction of the propagating light with the environment 
and varied between 17.6 mm and 35.3 mm. A multimode fiber was then fused to the 
SMF1-GIF1-CLF arrangement. 8 nm gold films were then deposited on the surface of the 
coreless fiber segments of structures A and В and annealed at 330 °C for 10 minutes 
forming nanoscale gold islands and nanoparticles on the surface of the coreless fiber. The 
sensor structures A and В were evaluated for their sensing capability by inserting the in
line fiber sensors into several mediums having refractive indices higher than that of air 
such as water, methanol, and ethanol. Optical transmission of white light through the in
line fiber sensors was measured by using the spectrometer described above.

This work was also extended to examine the sensors to detect biological molecules. 
The Biotin/Streptavidin system was chosen for initial studies since it has a large free 
energy of association, and is stable under reasonable temperatures and pH ranges. Since it 
is also used as a test system, it permits sensing results to be compared with other sensor 
systems. The Biotin molecule works well with gold via thiol bonding and the Streptavidin 
molecule can also be designed to be selectively receptive to a variety of other molecules, 
toxins or proteins. Monitoring the binding response over time also allows reaction 
kinetics, and concentrations to be determined. In order to carry out measurements for 
sensing biomolecules, Biotin-HPDP ((N-(6-(Biotinamido)hexyl)-3'-(2,-pyridyldithio)- 
propionamide) was obtained from Pierce Biotechnology. It was attached to gold 
nanoparticles on the surface of the in-line sensor fibers and the fiber tips by first reducing 
the Biotin-HPDP using a reducing agent, Dithiothreitol, to form free thiol groups that are 
available for attachment to the gold nanoparticles. Streptavidin, obtained from the 
bacteria Streptomyces Avidinii, was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. In order to form the 
Biotin-HPDP solution, 1 mg of Biotin-HPDP was dissolved in 100 \i\ of DMSO to get a 
concentration of 10 mg/ml. A solution of Dithiothreitol was separately prepared and 100 
ц1 of that solution was added to the Biotin-HPDP solution to get a net Dithiothreitol 
concentration of 50 mM. After around 4 minutes the disulfide bond in the Bitotin-HPDP 
is reduced by the reducing agent and the solution turns yellow in color. Fiber tip sensors 
and the in-line fiber optic sensors were immersed in a 2 ml mixture of water and 
methanol (1:1) in a small boat-shaped fluid cell. The reduced Biotin-HPDP solution was 
then added to the water-methanol mixture. Right after the reduced Biotin solution was 
added to the solution containing the sensor, optical transmission as a function of time, of 
white light through the fiber-tip and in-line fiber sensors, was measured by using a
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spectrometer. Biotin-HPDP was allowed to react with the gold nanoparticles for up to 2 
hours and a transmission spectrum through the fiber sensors was taken every minute. 
After binding the thiol group of the reduced Biotin-HPDP with the gold nanoparticles, a 
wash buffer (a dilute PBS buffer solution with a pH of 7.2) was flowed into the fluid cell 
to wash away the Biotin-HPDP that is not bonded to the gold nanoparticles. Then, a 
solution of Streptavidin was made by dissolving 0.15 mg of Streptavidin in 150 jj.1 of 7.2 
pH PBS buffer solution. This solution was then added to the fluid cell with the fiber 
sensors so as to surround the fiber sensors completely. Right after the Streptavidin 
solution was added to the fluid cell holding the fiber sensor, optical transmission of white 
light through the fiber-tip and in-line fiber sensors was measured by using a spectrometer. 
Streptavidin molecules were allowed to react with the Biotin molecules that were in turn 
bound to the gold nanoparticles via the thiol bond, for up to 4 hours and a transmission 
spectrum through the fiber sensors was taken every 5 minutes.

As a means of incorporating the fiber sensors into systems, incorporation of in-line 
fiber sensors into non-woven fabrics was explored. In order to incorporate an in-line 
sensor into a textile fabric, a spun-bonded base fabric was taken and an in-line fiber 
sensor was placed on top of it. Subsequently, non-woven fibers of polyurethane were 
electrospun on top of the optical fiber sensor to hold the sensor fiber in its position, 
thereby incorporating it in a non-woven fabric matrix. The electro-spinning was carried 
out at a voltage of 18 KV using a solution of polyurethane in the solvent DMP.

4. Results and Discussion

The spectral response of fiber tip based sensors are shown in Figure 5. It was observed 
that in air, the position of the plasmon resonance related dip was -526 nm. When the 
fiber sensor was placed in methanol, having a refractive index of 1.33, the plasmon 
resonance related dip moved to 541 nm and when it was placed in acetone, having a 
refractive index of 1.36, the plasmon resonance related dip moved to 545 nm.

Wavelength ( » )
55 0  6 0 0

W avelength (nm)

Figure 5. (A) Shift in transmission spectrum when a fiber tip containing gold nanoparticles, formed by thermal 
annealing, is placed in air with refractive index -  1 (x), in methanol with refractive index ~ 1.33 (y), and 
acetone with refractive index -  1.36 (z), and (B) Shift in transmission spectrum when a fiber tip containing gold 
nanoparticles is placed in water.
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Optical transmission spectrum of the two nanoparticle coated in-line fiber structures 
A and В showed a plasmon resonance related dip indicating the formation of 
nanoparticles on the fiber surface. When the sensor fibers were dipped in water (a change 
of refractive index of ~ 0.33 from air) and media of a refractive index higher than air, 
there was a shift in the spectral position of the plasmon resonance related dip towards 
higher wavelengths. The spectral response of a sensor formed by using structure В is 
shown in Figure 6. When the structure В based sensor was inserted in water, a peak shift 
o f 42 nanometers per refractive index unit was obtained. In the case of structure A, a peak 
shift between 80-120 nanometers per refractive index unit was obtained for different 
samples that were prepared under similar conditions. The shift in the resonance related 
dip for structure A was higher that for structure В but the plasmon resonance related dip 
was very broad for structure A. Hence, the peak position could not be as accurately 
determined for the structure A sensor as compared with the structure В sensor.

Figure 6. Spectral response o f  in-line fiber structures having gold nanoparticles on their surface showing the 
shift in plasmon resonance related dip when placed in water for (A) Structure A & (B) Structure B. Lines 
labeled P are in air and lines labeled Q are in water. Figure reprinted from Optics Letters10.

The fiber tip sensor, employed in the transmission mode, and the in-line fiber optic 
structures were also employed for affinity sensing of biomolecules such as Biotin and 
Streptavidin. The chemical bond between Biotin and Streptavidin is extremely strong 
with a large free energy of association13. When the reducing agent Dithiothreitol breaks 
the disulfide bond in Biotin-HPDP, the free thiol (-SH) group of Biotin-HPDP attaches to 
the gold molecule. As Biotin has a high affinity for Streptavidin, one can chemically 
conjugate different biological molecules such as antibodies to Streptavidin and then react 
the Streptavidin with the Biotin. An example of such an antibody that can be chemically 
conjugated to Streptavidin is Immunoglobulin IgG. Thus an affinity sensor, which can 
specifically sense the presence of antigens such as anti-IgG, can be developed. The 
Streptavidin molecule can be modified, via conjugation to other biomolecules, to make it 
selectively receptive to a variety of other molecules, toxins and proteins. Thus Biotin- 
Streptavidin based optical sensing systems can not only sense the concentration of
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biological agents and contaminants, they can also study the chemical kinetics of the 
different reactions taking place in the environment being sensed. Shift in plasmon 
resonance related dip wavelength, upon the addition of Biotin to a fluid cell containing 
the in-line sensor based on structure A, is shown in Figure 7 A. In this experiment, the 
spectral readings were taken every minute after the addition of Bitoin to the fluid cell. It 
can be seen that there was no shift in the plasmon resonance related dip position after 4 
minutes. In another experiment, Biotin was first attached to a fiber sensor and 
subsequently, the response of Streptavidin addition to the Biotin coated fiber was 
evaluated. Value of the wavelength, at which the plasmon resonance-related dip occurs, 
was plotted vs. time for the in-line fiber optic biosensor and is shown in Figure 7 B. 
Development of biosensors on in-line optical fiber structures can enable continuous 
online monitoring of biological agents present in the environment around the sensors. 
These fiber sensors potentially can be conveniently inserted into water filtration systems 
by incorporating them into the filtration system to sense the presence of harmful agents or 
contaminants.

Figure 7. (A) Shift in plasmon resonance peak wavelength upon addition o f  Biotin; Peak wavelength before 
Biotin addition was at 539.48 nm (P), right after Biotin addition was at 546.36 nm (Q), 1 minute after Biotin 
addition was at 547.85 nm (R), 2 minutes after Biotin addition was at 548.8 nm (S), & 3 minutes after Biotin 
addition was at 548.88 nm (T), and (B) Response o f  Streptavidin addition to a Biotin coated fiber; The value o f  
the wavelength at which plasmon resonance-related dip occurs was plotted vs. time for an in-line fiber optic 
biosensor based on structure A.

5. Conclusions

Sensors and other devices were developed on optical fibers by incorporating metallic and 
semiconducting nanoparticles on the surface of optical fibers. Several ways of forming 
sensitive and robust chemical sensors based on plasmon resonances of metallic islands 
and nanoparticles were demonstrated. Development of in-line optical fiber structures, 
involving single mode or multimode optical fibers fused to an arrangement of coreless
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and graded index fibers, enabled us to expand the light propagating in the core of the 
optical fiber to reach the surface of a coreless fiber and effectively interact with 
nanoparticles on the fiber surface and the environment. Moreover, these optical fiber 
sensors and devices can be embedded into non-woven or woven textiles for large area 
distributed sensing. They can be also be inserted into water filtration systems to sense the 
presence of harmful agents or contaminants. These sensors were evaluated by monitoring 
their optical response to binding of Biotin/Streptavidin to the sensor surface and by 
placing the sensors into media of different refractive indices.
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We present material and device characterization of 280 nm semiconductor ultraviolet light emitting 
diodes. These devices exhibit low series resistance, wavelength stability with increasing current, and 
have a half-life in excess of 570hrs, depending upon the injection current. Time-resolved 
photoluminescence studies of these materials prior to fabrication have been correlated with the 
device performance. We also discuss the potential for use in water purification.

Keywords: UV; LED; water purification.

1. Introduction

Several emerging applications for ultraviolet (UV) light emitting diodes (LEDs) include 
spectroscopy, chemical and biological analysis, water and food treatment, solid-state 
lighting, and short-range ultraviolet non-line of site communications. High power UV 
LEDs based on III-Nitrides are preferred for these applications because they are small, 
power efficient, contain no hazardous materials, and are highly resistant to shock. This is 
in contrast to current technology where low-pressure mercury vapor lamps are utilized. 
These mercury lamps have several disadvantages in that they require high voltages for 
operation, are toxic, and are limited to a peak emission wavelength of ~254nm.

Water sterilization by ultraviolet light is relatively straightforward and clean. Purification 
occurs when microbial agents present in water are exposed to UV light within the 
germicidal region, ~245-295nm as shown in figure 1. The most effective peak 
wavelength for killing or destroying the DNA of bacteria is at 265nm, which is the main 
driving force for replacing mercury lamps with UV LEDs that are designed to emit
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specifically at that wavelength.1 Recently, Sensor Electronic Technology Inc. (SET) has 
produced AlGaN-based UV LED germicidal lamps emitting in the range from 260 -  
280nm for water purification.2,3 Results of SET UV LED germicidal lamps emitting at 
280nm reduce the level or e-coli spiked water flowing at 150ml/min and 300ml/min by 
99.99% and 99.0%, respectively, where typical rates for an individual water treatment 
system requires 500ml/min.4 Although this demonstration is encouraging, LED optical 
output power must be increased for adoption in many water purification applications.
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Fig. 1. UV spectrum showing germicidal lamp output versus the effectiveness of germicidal destruction at that 
wavelength.5

The shortest wavelength attainable for AlGaN-based UV LEDs is ~200nm. However, 
several technical barriers prevent the realization of efficient LEDs at these short 
wavelengths. Currently UV LEDs are plagued by low output powers because as the 
bandgap of AlGaN alloys increase these films become more insulating, suffer from lower 
internal quantum efficiency, and are subject to problems such as current crowding and 
self-heating. Despite these constraints, UV LEDs with wavelengths as short as 247nm 
are commercially available.6 In this paper, we evaluate the performance of 280 nm UV 
LEDs, with a view toward potential improvements that may lead to significantly better 
future performance. We also discuss the potential of nanoscale compositional 
inhomogeneities (NCI) to improve the quantum efficiency and overall performance of 
UV LEDs.
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2. Experimental

Devices were grown, fabricated and packaged at Sensor Electronic Technology (SET), 
Inc. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a typical SET device structure grown by MOCVD.7 
Electrical and optical testing was performed at ARL. Electroluminescence, lifetime 
measurements, L-I, I-V and spectral response measurements were taken using an Ocean 
Optics SD2000 spectrometer and integrating sphere with UV rated fiber optic cable in 
conjunction with a Keithley 2420 source meter. Time-resolved photoluminescence 
(TRJPL) measurements were performed prior to device fabrication.

K J i 'A j i i  1 f i. 'f ij  i

Figure 2. Schematic o f typical UV LED structure.

3. Optical Testing

Time-resolved photoluminescence measurements (TRPL) performed by ARL utilize a 
femtosecond excitation pulse tuned to pass through the transparent substrate and n-type
current injection layers to excite carriers directly in the MQW active region of the diode
structure. The TRPL results can be correlated with the LED output powers and external
quantum efficiencies directly. This type of characterization enables one to chart and 
understand materials growth improvement prior to full device fabrication, while allowing 
one to separate active region quality from that of current injection layers. Figure 3 shows 
TRPL data from the active region of a 280 nm device structure prior to fabrication. The 
active region of the 280 nm LED structure exhibits a complex TRPL decay that is 
approximated by a dominant 927 ps decay and a weaker 347 ps component. In addition, 
the decay time is almost independent of pump intensity for all measured values until the 
highest pump intensity (smallest neutral density filter) for which the decay becomes 
noticeably faster. This decrease in photo luminescence decay time signifies the onset of 
nonlinear radiative recombination, characteristic of higher quality samples with less 
defects contributing to nonradiative recombination. 280 nm LEDs fabricated from these 
wafer batches exhibited ~0.6 mW of output power at 20 mA CW.
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Figure 3. TRPL from the active regions of a 280 nm LED wafer prior to device processing.

4. Electro-Optical Testing

Figures 4 and 5 show typical I-V curves and electroluminescence spectra collected by 
ARL for 280nm UV LEDs. Analysis of the I-V curve for the 280nm UV LED gives a 
series resistance of only ~ 9Г2, indicating excellent electrical properties of the n- and 
p-type layers of this structure. An optical power output of 0.6 mW was obtained at 20mA 
and an operating voltage of 5.39V. This gives a wall-plug efficiency of 0.56% for this
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Figure 4. Typical IV characteristics of UV LED emitting at 280 nm.
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device. CW electroluminescence for the same 280 nm device shows no wavelength drift 
over the range of injection currents tested, as shown in figure 5. This wavelength 
stability indicates that low thermal resistance packaging has largely mitigated the 
deleterious effects of device self-heating. The inset shows a log plot of the same spectra 
showing deep-level intensities only 1/1000 of the primary emission peak at 280 nm.

Spectrum for 280 nm Device

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5. Electroluminescence spectrum of a typical 280 nm device at different injection currents. Inset shows 
log plot of the electroluminescence spectrum.

Lifetime tests on a typical 280 nm LED under continuous current injection are shown in 
figure 6. For a 25 mA drive current, output power is initially greater than 1 mW, but 
rapidly drops to 0.78 mW during the -  20 hr bum-in period. The LED power then 
follows a more linear decay with time, with a half-life of ~ 250 hrs. When the device 
current was increased to 50 mA to recover an optical power o f -  1.2 mW, a second bum- 
in took place that left the device on a longer decay slope, with a half-life of -  570 hrs. 
These results suggest two degradation mechanisms. During bum-in, lower quality 
portions of the device cease to function leaving behind more stable regions of the device 
that decay more slowly. Under the increased electrical stress at 50mA a similar behavior 
is observed. Examination of digital images of the operating chip support the conclusion 
of partial junction area bum out by showing the appearance of dark regions with time. 
The origin of these localized areas of device bum-out are currently under investigation.
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Figure 6. 280 nm LED lifetime testing. The initial curve is for 25 mA drive current. The second curve is for 50 
mA drive current.

5. Future Directions: NCI AIGaN active regions

ARJL has developed a very high internal quantum efficiency (>30%) МВБ-grown active 
region based on nanoscale compositional inhomogeneities (NCI) in AIGaN. 
Incorporation of this highly efficient optically active layer can lead to leap-ahead device 
performance for UV LEDs. ARL has already demonstrated mW class devices 
incorporating this active region. Figure 7 shows that the pump intensity dependent TRPL 
lifetimes in these active regions are comparable to those in the LED sample, with a 
dominant lifetime > 700 ps at low intensity and a fast initial decay at the highest 
intensity. ARL will investigate growth of these novel NCI active regions on optimized n- 
type base layers, and evaluate their applicability for future high efficiency LEDs.
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Figure 7. TRPL from an ARL high internal quantum efficiency NCI AlGaN LED active region. Faster initial 
decay at highest intensity provides evidence of density dependent decrease of radiative lifetime.

6. Conclusions

Considerable improvements have been achieved in the field of UV LEDs by reaching 
shorter wavelength emission while at the same time increasing power output. However, 
further improvements in power output and device lifetime are necessary to enable 
widespread market acceptance in a myriad of potential applications. Materials and 
device testing and characterization will foster further improvements in device 
performance. Additionally, materials development at ARL has resulted in the creation of 
a novel NCI UV emitting layer that exhibits enhanced internal quantum efficiency in 
excess of 30%. Combination of these NCI active layers with high quality, low defect 
density current injection layers like those employed in SET 280 nm devices may lead to 
substantial improvements in deep-UV light emitting diodes.
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There is considerable interest in electrical sensing of biomolecular binding since it has the potential 
to be label free, to work easily in aqueous environments native to the biomolecules, and to be 
integrated with small, fast, and inexpensive microelectronoics as detection instrumentation. 
Although electrochemical methods have been used successfully in detections of DNA molecules 
with Ag labels at very high sensitivity ( ~ p ml), detection of DNA molecules in terms of label free 
techniques has a lower sensitivity (~ ц ml). Here, the surface attachment chemistry is critical towards 
the detection of ultra-low concentration of biomolecules. In this article, based on density functional 
theory, we have calculated and analyzed the electrical characteristics of the contact between 
aromatic molecules and silicon (100) — 2x1 surfaces. Design principles for silicon based electrodes 
o f electrochemically biomolecular sensing instruments for label-free sensing of single or a few 
biomolecular molecules have also been discussed.

Keywords: aromatic molecules, silicon surface, contact attachment, Schottky contact, Ohmic contact, 
electrical characteristics

1. Introduction

Biomolecular sensing systems have been developed dramatically in the last years. Two 
basic concepts, direct sequencing [1] and DNA hybridization [2], are used to detect and 
identify polynucleotides. The latter concept is more widely used, given its simplicity and
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the inherent exceptional specificity of complementary DNA strands to hybridize [3]. By 
detecting hybridization of unknown target DNA molecules to known single-stranded 
olio- or polynucleotides, DNA sequences are readily identified. Among the DNA 
molecule detection methods that are widely used in practices, the dominant approach to 
detect hybridization is based on fluorescent labeling of the target denatured DNA. 
Fluorescent labeling has given rise to extremely efficient diagnostic systems, especially 
since the emergence of gene chips and nanoscale particle labeling technique. However, 
fluorescent labeling technique has some intrinsic drawbacks: (1) Labeling not only 
constitutes an additional costly and time-consuming preparatory step, it can introduce 
modifications in DNA strand conformation that lower the precision of gene detection; 
(2). label degradation, labeling yield fluctuations, fluorescence efficiency site dependence 
and fluorophore quenching inhibit the quantificability of genetic diagnostics, which 
would be very important for various analysis, especially in cancer research; (3). Labels 
may interfere with the antibody-antigen binding event. Therefore, a strong interest in 
developing alternative label-free detection schemes exists.

So far, there are two types of label-free DNA molecule detection techniques widely 
studied in laboratories. In the past decades, optical-based label-free detection of DNA 
molecules gains great development. The sensitivity of the technique has reached the order 
of pico-mole level. In contrast, although electrochemical method has obtained more and 
more attentions in the area of detection of DNA molecules because of the effectiveness 
and costless of the method, the sensitivity of DNA sensors with silicon electrodes is in 
the order of jj. to nano-mole [4], which is low for the propose of detection of ultra-low 
concentration of DNA molecules, although sensitivity of electrochemistry based sensors 
has been greatly improved with the incorporation of microelectronic techniques.

Based on measuring the change of charges on DNA monolayer on the surface of 
electrode, electrochemical method can be used in monitoring DNA hybridization 
processes [5], [6]. This is or detection of bio-molecules in terms of electrochmetrical 
methods. Hence, enhancement of the sensitivity of the electrodes of the sensors is a key 
for the improvement of the sensitivity of the sensors. Here, the sensitivity o f the 
electrodes of the sensors is not only associated with the surface attachment chemistry but 
also related to the electric characteristics of the contact between the probe molecule and 
the surface of the electrodes.

The absorption of organic molecules on semiconductor surface has been drawing 
attention in the past years for the possibility of combining the wide range of functionality 
of organic molecules with existing semiconductor-based infrastructures [7, 8]. It is also 
crucial to future molecular devices since the attachment of the molecules onto the surface 
of electrodes also play important roles in determining the functionality of the devices [9].

The attachment of /Г-conjugated molecular systems on the surface of substrate has 
become a research interests in recent a few years [ 10~12]. Theoretical and experimental
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researches show that к  -conjugated molecular systems can be absorbed onto the surface 
of silicon (100) surfaces via direct Si -  С linkage [13], Si-S linkage [14], Si-N linkage 
[15]. Previous research of the attachment of л--conjugated system to the surface of 
silicon mainly focus on the binding geometrical structures and the stability of the 
structures. In this paper, we discuss the electrical behaviors of the systems. Specifically, 
we are interested in the answers of the following questions: 1). which is the most 
electrically effective binding structures? 2). how to realize the Ohm contact or the 
Schottky contact in aromatic molecule — silicon systems. The answers to these two 
questions are important not only to the hybridized bio-molecule-semiconductor 
architectures for biomolecular sensing, but also to the research of transport through 
molecular devices because a correct boundary condition to the model of molecular 
devices. Furthermore, the electrical characteristics of the interface between the surface of 
the substrate and the self-assembled molecular monolayer is crucial to the detection of 
ultra-low concentration of bio-molecules.

In this paper, in terms of density functional theory, we will study the attachment of к  - 
conjugated system on silicon (100) -  2x1 surface. Since the fabrication of а к  - 
conjugated molecule system on silicon surface is the first step in fabricating electric 
driven bio-molecular detection devices, we discuss the electrical characteristics of the 
attachment of aromatic molecules on silicon surfaces. In the second section, we discuss 
the theoretical method and computational method used in this paper. The numerical 
calculation results and the analyses of the results will be given in the third section of the 
paper. The conclusion is provided in the last section.

2. Theoretical and Computational Methods

Silicon (100) surfaces play a decisive role in many technologically important device 
applications. The structure of the surface has been widely studied, both experimentally 
and theoretically [16-18]. The knowledge of the surface provides a good reference for 
the study of the interactions of the surface and the complex molecules. Thus, in this 
research, we investigate the issue of attachment of aromatic molecules to the dimerized 
silicon (100) surface. This is an importance in device fabrication. In theoretical research, 
slab models and cluster models have been extensively used to describe Si(100) -2x1 
surfaces [16-18]. Among these models, the cluster model has been extensively used in 
theoretical research of the surface since it is simple and amenable to model the 
fundamental features of the surface. The smallest cluster model for the 2x1-  
reconstructed Si(100) surface is the Si9Hn one-dimer cluster, which includes two surface
Si atoms representing the dimer structure, four second layer silicon atoms, two third layer 
silicon atoms, and one fourth layer silicon atom. Although this cluster can be used to 
simulate the bulk feature of silicon, the one dimer cluster does not describe the surface 
reaction adequately [17]. In order to adequately describe the surface at low computational 
cost, we adopt the three dimer cluster model Si2\H2o. As the energy gain per dimer for 
the three-dimer cluster is between 0.15-0.20eV and in agreement with the slab results to
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better than 0.05eV, it is possible to infer the characteristics of the Si(100)-2x 1 surface 
from the three-dimer cluster Si2]H20 [18]. In order to analyze the previously stated two 
questions, that is, 1). which is the most electrically effective binding structures? 2). how 
to realize the Ohm contact or the Schottky contact in aromatic molecule, we numerically 
calculated the Mulliken population of the system using PBELYP density functional with 
the 6-31G** basis set as coded in the program GAMESS. Geometry optimization has 
been performed on (100) - 2 x 1  surface model of silicon.

3. Calculation Results and Analyses

For ;r-conjugated molecular systems to be used as conductors or semiconductors, they 
must retain к  -conjugation, even after absorption onto the surface of silicon. Among the 
Я -conjugated systems, benzene molecule, the simplest Л’-conjugated system, can be 
absorbed onto the Si (100)- 2x1 surface by Si -  С linkage. However, the formation of 
new Si-C bonds leads to the loss of 71 -conjugation of the system [19]. The broken of 
the 7Г -conjugation greatly reduces the electron transport capabilities of the molecule 
which is the result of the localization of the electrons in the molecule. Thus, the key issue 
of attaching а к  -conjugated system to the surface of silicon is to find suitable attaching 
mechanism to ensure the к  -conjugation after the attachment of the molecules. 
Experimentally, this task can be finished using the following methods: 1). Using a sulfur 
atom as a tether for selective attachment of aromatic molecules to silicon (100) surface 
[14]; 2). Formation of a benzoimine-like conjugated structure through the absorption of 
benzonitrile on silicon (100) surface [20]; 3). Using Ge-covered silicon (100) surface as a 
tempting template and highly selective binding of styrene through cycloaddtion reaction 
between vinyl group of styrene and an Ge = Ge dimer [21]; 4). as well as direct S i - C  
linkage between a polycyclic aromatic molecule and silicon (100) surface [22]. Among 
these techniques of binding aromatic molecules to silicon (100) surfaces, the charge 
distribution in the S i - C  linkage and the Si -  S linkage determine the electrical features 
of the contacts.

3.1 Electrical Characteristics of Si -  S linkage

Considering the attachment of benzenethiol on silicon (100) - 2x1 surface. Fig. 1 
illustrates the binding structures of benzenethiol and silicon (100) - 2x1 surface [14]. It 
also shows the Milliken population of each atom. For an isolated sulfur atom, it has 
sixteen electrons. As shown by the figure, the sulfur atom has 16.30 electrons in the 
bonded structures. Since more electrons are located on the site of sulfur atom, the sulfur 
atom establishes a potential barrier between the benzene molecule and the silicon surface. 
In the meantime, there is depletion of electrons on the points of silicon surface and the 
benzene molecule that contacts the sulfur atom. The formation of the potential barrier on 
the sulfur atom can be understood in terms of the electronegativities of the atoms. The 
electronegativities of the isolated sulfur atom, carbon atom, and silicon atom are 2.58, 
2.55, and 1.9, respectively. Thus, the sulfur atom attracts electrons from the silicon atom 
contacting to it in the binding process. On the other hand, an isolated sulfur atom and a
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carbon atom have almost the same electronegativity. They may form a non-polar covalent 
bond. However, when the sulfur atom is bonded to the surface of silicon, the scale of the 
electronegativity of sulfur increases as discussed before. Thus, the sulfur atom also 
attracts electrons form the carbon atom connecting to it and forming a polarized covalent 
bond, as shown by Fig.l. Because of the potential barrier formed between the benzene 
molecule and the surface of silicon, this type of contact is a Schottky -  like contact.

Fig. 1 Geometrical structure o f the attachment o f benzenethiol on the surface o f silicon 
(100) -  2x1 surface and Milliken population o f the atoms.

3.2 Electrical Characteristics of Si -  С linkages

In this subsection, we consider the attachment of benzonitrile molecule onto silicon (100) 
-2x1  surface. The geometrical structure of the attachment shown by Fig. 2 has been 
experimentally verified [20]. Comparing to Si -  S linkage, this linking structure has two

Fig. 2 Geometrical structure o f the attachment o f benzenetrile on the surface o f silicon 
(100) -  2x 1 surface and Milliken population o f the atoms.



advantages: 1). the carbon, nitrogen, and silicon atoms form a circularly structure. This 
structure is stable and can retain the Я*-conjugation of the molecule even after the 
molecule is absorbed onto the surface of silicon, thereby making it possible to retain the 
Я"-conjugation of the system. This is an important technique requirement to molecular 
based information processing systems; 2). There is a pathway of electrons between the 
molecule and the silicon surface. As we know the carbon atom, silicon atom, and 
nitrogen atom have six electrons, fourteen electrons, and seven electrons, respectively. As 
shown by Fig.2, there is electron population deficiency of the carbon atoms and silicon 
atoms near the attachment point. Furthermore, the Milliken populations of the atoms 
illustrated by Fig. 2 show that there is no potential barrier between the benzene molecule 
and the silicon surface. This deficiency of electron population of atoms provides a 
potential channel for the transfer of electrons from the molecule to the surface of silicon 
or from the surface of silicon to the molecule. This conduction channel is created by the 
difference of the electronegativities of the atoms. Here, the nitrogen atom is a key factor 
for its electronegativity (3.04) is much larger than those of the carbon atom and the 
silicon atom. Thus, the nitrogen atom attracts electrons from carbon atoms and silicon 
atoms. It is this attraction of electrons from carbon atoms and silicon atoms that leads to 
the creation of the electronic conduction channel through the surface of silicon to the 
molecule. Since there is no potential barrier between the molecule and the silicon surface 
, this type of contact is Ohmic-like contact.
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Fig. 3 Design of Functionalized silicon surfaces. The dish line in the figure is the 
reference line for silicon surfaces.

4. Conclusion

In this research, we have, in terms of density functional theory, studied the electrical 
characteris-tics of attachment of aromatic molecules onto silicon (100) -  2x1 surfaces. 
Our numerical calculation results show that, in the case of Si -  S linkage, the sulfur atom,
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the tether atom, establishes a potential barrier between aromatic molecules and silicon 
surfaces. This type of contacts is a Schottky-like contact. For Si -  С linkage, the aromatic 
molecule may attach to the surface of silicon via a cyano group selectively binding to Si 
(100) through a typical 1 , 2 -  dipolar cycloaddition of cyano group with a silicon dimer. 
Here the carbon in the cyano group does not establish a potential barrier between the 
benzene molecule and the surface of Si (100). An electron motion channel is formed 
while the benzonitrile is absorbed onto the surface of Si (100) for the electronegativity of 
the nitrogen atom is higher than those of carbon atoms and the silicon atoms. These 
results illustrate basic rules for design the electrical characteristics of the contact between 
aromatic molecules and the silicon surfaces as shown by figure 3. The dish line in the 
figure is the reference line for silicon surface. The tether atoms above this line have 
greater electronegativities that silicon atoms. They will create barriers between the linker 
molecule and the surface, which form a Schottky-like contact. Below this line, the 
electronegativity of the tether atoms is a little bit less than that of silicon atoms. These 
atoms do not create barriers between the linker molecule and the surface, which form an 
Ohmic-like contact.
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The sol-gel method has been employed in the fabrication of mesoporous composite films consisting 
o f a nonionic surfactant, Pluronic P I23, as the organic component, and silica as the inorganic 
component. The hybrid nature of these films resulted in their having an internal structure consisting 
o f nanometer size self-assembled organic mesostructures surrounded by a silica framework. These 
films served as the host matrix for the laser dye coumarin 481 (C481) and an energy transfer 
complex formed between C481 and J-aggregated meso-tetra(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (TSPP).
Upon exposure to methanol vapor, a rapid and reversible decrease in fluorescence intensity occurs 
for films containing C481 alone as well as containing both C481 and TSPP. Steady-state and time- 
resolved spectroscopic studies suggest that the decrease in fluorescence intensity is primarily due to 
an excited state interaction between methanol and C481; while, additionally, morphological changes 
within the film appear to play a role for films containing both C481 and TSPP.

Keywords: Coumarin dye; Methanol; Porphyrin; J-aggregate; Sol-gel; Composite film; Optical 
sensor

1. Introduction

Over the years, thin-film technology has been widely employed in the development of 
artificial olfactory systems for the detection of a wide range of volatile organic 
compounds (VOC).1-4 The success of these films is in large part due to the ability of VOC 
to rapidly diffuse through and interact with the intercalated sensing agent or agents, 
inducing a measurable response. The ability to readily deposit such films on a variety of 
substrates is another factor that has contributed to their successful adoption. Depending 
on the composition of the film, the sensing response may be optical or electrical in 
nature. An electrical response is most often measured as a change in the electrical current 
on exposure to VOC vapors,5,6 while an optical response is often a change in absorption 
intensity at particular wavelengths.7,8 Moreover, the flexibility inherent to thin-film 
technology has led to continued research in the development of films with desirable 
sensing characteristics such as fast response, good analyte discrimination, high 
sensitivity, and reversibility.
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We report here on the changes in fluorescence intensity of a coumarin 481 and a 
coumarin/TSPP (C481/TSPP) complex that are intercalated into mesoporous 
inorganic/organic composite films on exposure to methanol vapor. Films were prepared 
from sols that utilized silica, the inorganic component, and the nonionic surfactant 
Pluronic P123, i.e., poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethyIene oxide) 
(PEO-PPO-PEO) triblock copolymer (structure shown in Fig. 1), serving as the organic 
component. Steady-state fluorescence measurements indicate that the methanol vapor is 
able to rapidly diffuse into the film and result in a reduction in the fluorescence intensity 
of the sensing agent. Moreover, a combination of time-resolved and steady-state 
fluorescence measurements have aided in understanding the change in fluorescence 
intensity, when C481 and TSPP are present, as primarily attributable to an excited state 
interaction between methanol and an energy transfer complex. The data also suggests that 
a change in film internal morphology enhances the response to methanol vapor.

2. Experimental

The synthesis of the silica/organic sol follows a formulation previously reported to 
prepare a pure silica sol.9 In the present study, 40.0 ml of tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), 
106.6 ml ethanol, 11.4 ml distilled water, and 0.2 ml of HCl (2.6 M) were placed into a 
250 ml Erlenmeyer flask and vigorously stirred for 1 hour. Ten grams of Pluronic P I23 
(BASF) triblock copolymer paste was then added to the resultant partially hydrolyzed sol 
and the mixture was stirred for an 
additional 4 hours until the sol was 
visually clear. To aliquots of this 
sol, C481 (alone as well as in 
combination with TSPP) was 
added, with sonication used to 
promote dissolution. The 
concentration (in mg/ml of sol) of 
C481 used was 1.5 mg/ml, while 
that of TSPP was 0.04 mg/ml.
Films were fabricated by drop-casting the dye/sol mixture onto glass capillary tubes or 
glass coverslips. The chemical structures of C481, TSPP and Pluronic P I23 are shown in 
Fig. 1.

UV-Vis absorption measurements of the coated film s and solution samples were 
acquired using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 18 spectrometer while fluorescence spectra were 
obtained using an Ocean Optics fiber optic spectrometer (Model HR4000). Time- 
resolved fluorescence spectra were obtained using a streak camera system, described in 
detail elsewhere.10 Film thickness was measured using a Mikropack N an oC alc-2000  
spectroscopic reflectometer. Surface topology and roughness were m easured using a 
Thermomicroscope Explorer™ atomic force microscope (AFM). The pore structure of 
the composite was determined from adsorption of nitrogen at its boiling point: an ASAP 
2010 analyzer (Micromeritics, Inc., Norcross, GA) was used for the measurements o f

r

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of C481, TSPP, and Pluronic P I23.
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adsorption isotherms. The pore structures of three composite samples were measured: one 
was formed from the pure sol; a second contained ~0.2 wt% antimony doped tin oxide 
nanoparticles, Nanophase Technologies (NanoTek®), with an average particle size quoted 
as 20 nm; and the third contained ~0.2 wt% of an organic dye.

For methanol sensing, a simple vapor generation and fluorescence detection system 
was utilized. A diagram of this system is presented in Fig. 2. The generation of methanol 
vapor was accomplished by flowing a carrier gas, in this case dry air, through a 20 ml

vial containing -10 ml methanol. The 
vapor/air mixture was directed into 
the sample cell, which was housed 
within the sample chamber of the 
fluorescence spectrometer; having the 
sample cell positioned in this location 
allowed the 450 W Xenon light 
source and monochrometer to be used 
as the excitation source. The sample 
cell was constructed from a 30 mm 
diameter clear plastic petri dish with 
three small holes drilled into it. Two 
of the holes were for vapor inlet and 
outlet tubes. The remaining hole 
accommodated a capillary tube onto 
which the dye-containing film was 
coated over part of its length. The 

capillary tube acted as a waveguide, directing the fluorescence from the intercalated dye 
to the collection lens of the Ocean Optics spectrometer. The concentration of methanol 
vapor was obtained analytically by measuring the decrease in methanol volume in the 
sample vial over a known period of time while maintaining a constant flow rate of air. 
Although simple in design, this setup allowed the rapid evaluation of numerous sets of 
samples.

3. Results and Discussion

In deciding on the composition of the thin-film a number of factors needed to be taken 
into account. First and foremost, was the capability of the film's matrix to effectively 
solubilize the high concentration (~103 M) of C481 and TSPP used. The film also needed 
to be porous to permit the analyte vapor to rapidly diffuse through and interact with the 
dye. Moreover, high quality films needed to be fabricated with relative ease, using the 
simplest of deposition techniques possible. As a result of these requirements, the 
materials that we found most suited for fabrication of the thin-film was a sol-gel derived 
inorganic/organic composite. This type of composite has the solubilizing properties of a 
polymer while retaining the porosity of a sol-gel derived xerogel.11

r HR 4000
fiber optic

L spectrometer,

\ j  fluorescence 

capillary tube/sensor film

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the key vapor 
generation and fluorescence detection components of the 
sensor evaluation system. VOC refers to a volatile organic 
chemical.
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Although several organic molecules were tried as the organic component for the 
composite film, the one that resulted in the highest quality film was the nonionic 
surfactant Pluronic PI23.12 One advantage of using this surfactant is that films can be 
readily fabricated using the simple drop-casting method. AFM topographic images reveal 
that the resultant films, in our setup, are formed with average thickness of 6 ± 0.5 ц т  and 
have an average RMS surface roughness of only 2.4 nm over a 100 * 100 ц т  area; the 
latter determination indicates that there are few surface defects, which are due, 
undoubtedly, to the films' inorganic/organic hybrid nature, with Pluronic PI23 
functioning as a drying control agent.13

Given the concentration of Pluronic P123 used, the quality of the films should also be 
dependent on the specific interactions that take place between the copolymer and 
developing silica network. Several studies have shown that Pluronic P I23 molecules self- 
assemble into rod-shape nanometer size mesostructures that serve as templates around 
which the silica network forms.14 Within the resulting films, these supramolecular 
assemblies occupy a significant portion of the overall volume, leading to distinct 
hydrophobic domains. It is these hydrophobic domains that serve as a favorable 
microenvironment in which polar organic dyes can reside. Support for the existence of 
these mesostructures is provided by the observation that when no dye is added to the sol, 
the resulting composite is nonporous. Upon dye addition, however, the composite 
becomes mesoporous, with an average pore size distribution of 2.7 ± 0.1 nm.

As a reference system, antimony 
doped tin oxide nanoparticles were 
added to the sol at the same weight 
percent as was used for the dye. In this 
case, the resulting composite was found 
to be of significantly reduced porosity, 
supporting the supposition that the 
hydrophobic interactions between the 
dye and the Pluronic P I23 drive the 
formation of the rod-shape 
mesostructures. The porosity difference 
between the dye and nanoparticle 
containing composites can is shown in 
Fig. 3.

As mentioned earlier, the primary 
aim of this study was to use changes in 

an intercalated dye's fluorescence intensity as a means to detect the presence of methanol 
vapor; for the present study the highly luminescence laser dye C481 is chosen. Prior work 
has already shown that the fluorescence intensity of a closely related dye, coumarin 460, 
was dependent on the methanol concentration in solution.15

Additionally, for the present study, as an extension of our efforts, TSPP was co- 
intercalated along with C481 in order to form a Coulombic-type energy transfer complex.

Fig. 3. Plot o f pore volume versus pore diameter of the 
composite materials containing an organic dye (Filled 
squares) or antimony doped tin oxide nanoparticles 
(filled circles) at equivalent weight percent.
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For this latter case, individual TSPP molecules are expected to self-assemble into J- 
aggregate structures.16 Although these J-aggregates strongly absorb in the spectral region 
where C481 fluoresces, they have very low radiative quantum yields. As a result of these 
properties a long-range energy transfer process from C481 (donor) to TSPP J-aggregates 
(acceptor) should result. Furthermore, due to the distance dependence of such an energy 
transfer process,17 the fluorescence from the complex should be sensitive to changes in 
the film's internal structure. If the film expands when exposed to methanol vapor then 
these two molecular species will move further apart, likely leading to a decrease in the 
energy transfer efficiency and conversely an increase in the fluorescence intensity; if the 
film contracts, then the opposite would occur. Having such a complex should allow 
changes in the film's internal morphology, in the presence of methanol vapor, to be 
actively probed.

The absorption and fluorescence spectra of the C481 and TSPP are shown in Fig. 4. 
The absorption maximum of C481 is similar to that in solution.18 The absorbance 
spectrum of TSPP, on the other hand, shows clear evidence of J-aggregate formation: 
sharp narrow band centered at 490 nm.16 Evidence for the formation of the energy 
transfer complex can be seen when the fluorescence spectra of the C481 films with and 
without TSPP are compared. When no TSPP is present, the fluorescence spectrum of 
C481 is characterize by a single broad band, but when TSPP is present there is a sharp 
dip in the spectrum at the wavelength corresponding to the J-aggregate (490 nm). 
Moreover, the shape of the fluorescence spectrum is strongly dependent on the collection 
geometry. As is indicated in Fig.4, the 
spectrum acquired using the right-angle 
(RA) configuration differs from that 
observed for the spectrum acquired in 
the front-face (FF) configuration. This 
is most likely due to the well-known 
inner filter effect.17 In the right-angle 
configuration, the photons that are 
detected have traveled a much greater 
distance through the film than those 
detected in the front-face configuration.
As a result of this, the emitted photons 
from the C481 molecules are absorbed 
and scattered by the TSPP J-aggregates 
to a greater degree, leading to 
significant changes in the fluorescence 
band shape. In a sense, the TSPP J- 
aggregates act as miniature spectral filters for the emitted C481 photons.

A histogram showing the variation in the fluorescence intensity when a composite 
film containing C481 is exposed to air then methanol vapor over several cycles is 
presented in Fig. 5. The histogram for films containing the C481/TSPP energy transfer

Pore Width (angstrom)

Fig. 4. Normalized absorption (ab) and fluorescence (fl) 
spectra of films containing C481 and TSPP. 
Flourescence spectra are obtained at the both the right 
angle (RA) and front face (FF) collection geometry using 
an excitation wavelength of 400 nm.
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complex is shown in Fig. 6. Each cycle consists of dry air flow, at a rate of 500 ml/min 
for 30 seconds, followed by dry air/methanol vapor (concentration o f -150 ppm) for 30 
seconds at the same flow rate. A 30 second interval is chosen since no further spectral 
changes are observed to take place at this point. The fluorescence intensity is obtained by 
spectral integration in the region from 490 to 540 nm. Several measurements were made 
on each type of sample to ensure the reproducibility of the results.

When films containing C481 is exposed to methanol vapor, the histogram that results 
(Fig. 5) indicates a clear response in the fluorescence intensity. After the initial exposure, 
the intensity decreases by ~40 % and recovers to -94  % when dry air is then introduced
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Fig. 5. Histogram of the response to methanol vapor Fig. 6. Histogram of the response to methanol vapor 
(black bars) at a concentration o f 150 ppm for a film (black bars) at a concentration of 150 ppm for a film 
containg C481. containg the C481/TSPP energy transfer complex.

into the sample cell. This trend is more or less consistent over the remaining cycles. A 
noticeable aspect of this data is that the fluorescence intensity never fully recovers. One 
likely reason for this is that a small fraction of the methanol molecules become trapped 
within the film and cannot be completely removed. Such a transient effect has been 
observed for other methanol sensing films.5 To test this assertion, dry air was flowed 
through the sample for an extended period of time (30 min), and resulted in an almost 
complete recovery of the fluorescence intensity (98 %). The lack of complete recovery 
may indicate an irreversible morphological change occurring within the film or, possibly, 
a chemical change in the C481 molecules.

As previously reported by Dadge et al.,15 the observed decrease in fluorescence 
intensity is likely due to an excited state interaction between methanol molecules and 
C481 molecules in the Sj state. Upon photoexcitation, C481 forms radiative 
intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) state in which electron density from the nitrogen is 
transferred to the oxygen atom.18 This results in the nitrogen having a partial positive 
charge and the oxygen a partially negative charge. Interaction with methanol molecules 
would help to stabilize this highly polar excited state, while likely resulting in additional 
nonradiative decay pathways to the ground state, and thus, a decrease in the fluorescence 
intensity. Direct evidence for the formation of this ICT excited state is provided by time- 
resolved fluorescence data. In methanol solution, C481 exhibits a single component 
lifetime (0.34 ns), but within the film a multicomponent lifetime is found with time

l l l l l l l l l l l l  i l l I I
1 2 3 4 5
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constants of 5.29 ns (66 %), 1.75 ns (15 %), and 4.78 ns (19 %) (Data not shown). The
1.75 ns component is a rise component and indicates the formation of the radiative ICT 
state from the initial excited state species as time progresses.

For films containing C481 and TSPP, the response to methanol vapor is a 
fluorescence intensity decrease whose magnitude, unlike when C481 alone is the sensor, 
is dependent on the number of exposures to methanol (i.e., the sensing cycles). As can be 
seen (Fig. 6), on initial exposure to methanol vapor the fluorescence intensity decreases 
to -50  % of the original, versus -60 % for films containing only C481. However the 
enhanced magnitude of this response is not retained and comes into parity with the C481 
films over several sensing cycles. Furthermore, the decrease in intensity at cycle 5 for 
these films is not as great as that for the C481 films, indicating the loss of the initial 
enhancement. Moreover, we found that the fluorescence intensity does not recover to the 
same extent as for C481 films, despite an extended period of dry air flow.

The results described above for the C481/TSPP J-aggregate film can be explained as 
due to a morphological change occurring within the film's structure. The initial 
enhancement in methanol detection can be explained in terms of Forster energy transfer 
theory.17 According to this theory, the overall energy transfer efficiency from a donor 
(i.e., C481) to an acceptor (i.e., TSPP J-aggregate) is strongly dependent on the average 
distance between the two. Since a small variation in the average distance results in a 
substantial change in the energy transfer efficiency, any morphological changes within 
the composite film that causes the average distance between the C481 and TSPP J- 
aggregate to vary, would result in a change in the fluorescence intensity. If the distance 
between the donor and acceptor decreases, then the fluorescence intensity will undergo a 
greater decrease in fluorescence intensity compared to the single fluorophore system, it 
appears that a morphological change occurs within the film that brings the C481 and 
TSPP J-aggregates into closer proximity. The loss of this enhanced response over several 
sensing cycles indicates that this morphological change is not fully reversible and helps 
explain why the fluorescence intensity cannot be fully recovered to the initial value. In 
other words, over several cycles the average distance between C481 and TSPP J- 
aggregates permanently decreases, thereby increasing the energy transfer efficiency, 
which translates into a reduction in the overall fluorescence intensity of C481.

4. Conclusion

Mesoporous films made by coating a sol gel consisting of silica/Pluronic PI23 
nanocomposite were prepared. The organic domains within the self-assembled 
mesostructures within the film act as favorable microenvironments for intercalation of 
the highly luminescent laser dye C481. The incorporated dye is shown to be able to 
indicate the presence of methanol vapor at a concentration of -  150 ppm as a result of 
changes in the fluorescence intensity. The co-intercalation with C481 into the films of 
TSPP J-aggregates led to the formation of an energy transfer complex that exhibits an 
enhanced response to methanol vapor, but only for the first few sensing cycles, at which 
point the response returns to a constant value close to that for the system in which only
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C481 is present. This enhancement is associated with a morphological change within the 
film that leads to the C481 (donor) and TSPP J-aggregates (acceptor) coming into closer 
proximity, and thereby, as a result of energy transfer to the aggregate, a decrease in the 
fluorescence intensity of C481. Future work will focus on evaluating the sensing 
response of this system and those combining other dyes that would sense a range of 
volatile organic compounds. The film's composition also will be modified in an attempt 
to enhance sensing response of an energy transfer complex and to increase the number of 
enhanced sensing cycles.
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A novel nanoscale-engineering methodology is presented that has potential for the first-time 
development of a microscope-system capable of collecting terahertz (THz) frequency spectroscopic 
signatures from microscopic biological (bio) structures. This unique THz transmission microscopy 
approach is motivated by prior studies on bio-materials and bio-agents (e.g., DNA, RNA and 
bacterial spores) that have produced spectral features within the THz frequency regime (i.e., ~ 300 
GHz to 1000 GHz) that appear to be representative of the internal structure and characteristics of the 
constituent bio-molecules. The suggested THz transmission microscopy is a fundamentally new 
technological approach that seeks to avoid the limitations that exist in traditional experiments (i.e., 
that must average over large numbers o f microscopic molecules) by prescribing a viable technique 
whereby the THz frequency signatures may be collected from individual bio-molecules and/or 
microscopic biological constructs. Specifically, it is possible to envision the development of a 
“nanoscale imaging array” that possesses the characteristics necessary (e.g., sub-wavelength 
resolution) for successfully performing “THz-frequency microscopy.”

Keywords'. THz microscopy; nanoscale engineering, bio-molecules, DNA, RNA.

1. Introduction

This paper introduces a novel nanoscale-engineering methodology for the first-time 
development of a microscope-system capable of collecting terahertz (THz) frequency 
spectroscopic signatures from microscopic biological (bio) structures. Here, the main 
challenge is the realization of a very sensitive spectroscopic-sensing technique that can be 
applied successfully to measure (and map) the THz-absorption images produced when 
long-wavelength radiation is applied to bio-agents that possess distinct structural features 
at nanoscale dimensions and below. This unique THz transmission microscopy is 
motivated primarily by previous studies on biological materials and agents that have 
produced spectral features within the THz frequency regime (i.e., ~ 300 GHz to 1000 
GHz) that appear to be representative of the internal structure and characteristics of the 
biological samples -  e.g., DNA, RNA and bacterial spores. However, these same studies
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(that utilized conventional apparatus and required difficult-to-control bulk samples for 
averaging over large apertures) have shown the serious need for new techniques that can 
extract spectral/spatial information from individual microstructures without the 
masking/variation effects associated with bulk macroscopic samples.1 Therefore, THz 
microscopy is the obvious solution for the effective probing of small bio-agents and the 
collection of reproducible THz signatures that have real value for detection applications.

The nonexistence of a THz microscope is a simple manifestation of the difficulties (i.e., 
diffraction limit) involved in performing deep sub-wavelength (DS) imaging using 
conventional approaches. Specifically, if the traditional point of view is used, the 
resolution size is limited by the spot-size that can be produced by a Gaussian beam. 
However, this is not the only avenue to producing an image. In fact, DS imaging at 
optical and THz frequencies is an active area of research where a number of approaches 
(or tricks)2 are under investigation for significantly reducing the measurement aperture. 
For example, both interferometric and near-field (nano-probe) techniques can realize 
nano-resolution, and it is possible to utilize a pump (short-wavelength) plus probe (long- 
wavelength) method to affect the same result. However, all these methods effectively 
utilize a “microscopic” source (i.e., to realize a small aperture) and then collect the 
measured-energy with a “macroscopic” detector, and this severely limits sensitivity in 
spectroscopic (i.e., narrow bandwidth & small intensity) imaging applications. An 
obvious alternative approach is to employ a “microscopic” detector or imaging array 
(i.e., that would set small apertures) and a “macroscopic ” source (i.e., that would provide 
for lots of power and increased sensitivity). Of course this is very challenging from a 
technology perspective, but is exactly the one proposed here. Specifically, a novel 
quantum-cell (Q-cell) sensor concept (with nanoscale pixel resolution) is introduced that 
allows for sensing the intensity of THz photon-flux via their polarizing effect on single
electrons which is combined with a proven RF single-electron-transistor (SET) based 
frequency-domain multiplexing approach to statistically readout the polarization-state of 
these electrons. As will be shown, when such Q-cell detection and RF sampling concepts 
are combined with advanced materials growth, fabrication & testing techniques, THz- 
frequency transmission microscopy becomes feasible such that spectral/spatial 
information can be acquired at the nanoscale. Hence, this proposed nanoscale imaging 
technology has potential for the study and characterization of microscopic bio
materials/agents, and therefore has important relevance for defense and security 
applications against bio-threats.

In particular, the specific technology objective of this work is the identification of a very 
sensitive instrument that can be used to successfully measure spectroscopic absorption 
from bio-structures that have nanoscale spatial dimensions. Specifically, since the objects 
of interest have dimensions on the order of 100’s of nanometers or less (which is much 
less than the spectral wavelength), this is equivalent to realizing THz-frequency deep 
sub-wavelength spectroscopic imaging (THz-DSSI). Therefore, the goal is the design and 
demonstration of a THz microscope which is exceedingly difficult from a conventional 
point of view (i.e., since one is well below the diffraction limit). However, such a THz 
microscope offers significant potential payoffs for the scientific characterization of bio
materials/agents and for the development of advanced sensor methodologies. Indeed, this 
technology development has been motivated because THz-frequency spectroscopy is 
potentially useful for detecting and identifying bio-agents, but important signature-
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phenomenology related problems must be solved before the technique can be made 
amenable to practical application. As will be discussed in the sections that follow, novel 
nanoelectronic-based technologies and methodologies offer promise for enabling THz- 
signature based detection and identification of bio-materials and bio-agents in the ftiture.

2. Scientific Background

During the last ten years, spectroscopic measurements conducted on bio-materials/agents 
have produced spectral features within the THz frequency regime (i.e., ~ 300 GHz to 
1000 GHz) that appear to be representative of the internal structure and characteristics the 
specific bio-systems under consideration -  e.g., DNA, RNA and bacterial spores.1 
However, the THz spectroscopic approach has been very problematic because the 
spectral features observed from bulk solid-state samples tends to be very weak (i.e., ~ 1- 
5% local variation in spectral absorption) and of limited number within the band (i.e., < 
50-100 spectral features).2 Also and very noteworthy to the THz sensing problem are 
recent results that suggest the underlying dynamics (i.e., vibrational modes) that produce 
the THz-frequency absorption characteristics might be seriously underestimated by 
measurements performed on large samples made up of microscopic bio-molecules or 
bioparticles (i.e., either ordered or random in nature). In particular, recent theoretical and 
experimental results suggest that the absorptions characteristics of isolated bio-systems 
may possess optically active vibrational (or phonon) modes that produce spectral 
absorption features that are much stronger and/or sharper (i.e., and therefore less 
overlapping between individual spectral signatures) that those obtained from 
measurements made on bulk samples.2,3 Here it is important to note that bulk samples 
have been required in almost all the reported THz spectral studies to date because a 
sufficiently large and uniform aperture must be utilized in order to successfully measure 
the very weak phenomenon within the microscopic bio-system.4 Needless to say, one 
obviously needs extremely high sensitivity in performing such measurements and when 
large collections of either randomly placed or highly ordered bio-molecules are 
considered it becomes extremely difficult to execute repeatable spectroscopic 
experiments because it is difficult to prepare identical systems and to subsequently 
control them during testing. Clearly, a fundamental approach for avoiding the previously 
discussed limitations is to prescribe a new technique whereby the THz signatures can be 
collected from individual bio-molecules, and this motivates the search for a viable THz 
microscopy technology as is presented here.

From the usual perspective, it might at first seem somewhat foolish to image with long 
wavelength radiation due to the diffraction limit -  i.e., if one wants more resolution for 
contrast imaging then a shorter wavelength is always better. However, the specific goal 
here is to collect spectral signatures within the THz regime and to do this for very small 
target objects. This being accepted, it should not be surprising that there are existing 
approaches for addressing this problem. Indeed, one could utilize interferometric imaging 
to significantly reduce resolution as this has been very effective in nanoscale fabrication, 
and alternatively, there are many groups actively utilizing near-field nano-probe based 
techniques to reduce the available aperture. Apparently, both of these approaches can 
significantly benefit from pump-probe type operations, so it is certainly reasonable to 
attack the THz microscope problem using these techniques. Although, there are 
noteworthy challenges associated with the very small effective apertures. Furthermore, it
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can be expected that there will be definite sensitivity limits associated with these methods 
when spectroscopic operation is desired. As noted earlier, both of the previous 
approaches effectively utilize a “microscopic” source (i.e., to realize a small aperture) 
and then collect the measurement energy with a “macroscopic” detector. A somewhat 
more obvious approach that could lead to successful microscopy would be to employ a 
“microscopic” detector or imaging array (i.e., to set a small aperture) and a 
“macroscopic” source (i.e., to provide more power and increased sensitivity). Of course, 
this is very challenging from a technology perspective and is usually dismissed in any 
discussion on the subject at hand. Indeed, if one seeks to achieve THz microscopy using a 
microscopic detection methodology then nanotechnology innovations of the type to be 
discussed here will be critical.

3. THz Microscope Concept & Supporting Device Technology

Recent research by our collaborative group have focused on the preliminary design and 
analysis steps that will provide the basic guidelines for the future fabrication and 
demonstration of novel nanoelectronic devices and circuits that can be used to rapidly 
measure incident THz radiation with nanoscale spatial resolution (or pixel sizes) and with 
very high sensitivity (i.e., approaching the quantum limit). The specific focus to date has 
been on the detector elements and readout circuitry that can be used to perform THz- 
DSS1 on microscopic bio-agents (e.g., bio-cells) with nanoscale structural features. This 
THz Transmission Microscope concept utilizes quantum-cell detectors (QCDs) that 
exhibit a polarization response to select THz radiation, along with RF single-electron- 
transistor circuitry that can rapidly measure these polarization changes (to infer incident 
energy flux). A hypothetical implementation of the full-array microscope architecture is 
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) where QCDs (i.e., the green cubes) are designed to respond to 
narrow-band THz radiation through changes to the spatial-state polarizations of trapped 
electrons (see “right-“ & left-pointing” arrows). In this example, the scheme has been 
made compatible to Quantum Cellular Automata (QCA) communication for facilitating 
the future integration of the array. Architectures such as this could be used for 
transmission-mode microscopy of the type illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Here, nano-sized 
detectors (10-100 nm’s) allow for measuring the presence of nano-features (e.g., virus) 
that might absorb higher levels of the THz radiation- i.e., as indicated by the dark red 
spot. Clearly, this is a very feasible approach to THz-DSSI if one can define QCD’s that 
respond statistically to the number of collected THz photons (incident intensity) and if
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Fig. 1. Detector elements and readout circuitry, (a) Hypothetical implementation o f the full-array microscope 
architecture; (b) THz radiation induced electron polarization and the scheme of communication for future 
integration of the arrays; (c) RF measurement o f the polarization of the trapped electron in the detection cell.
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the associated polarization processes are amenable to electrical measurement (i.e., long 
time constants) by known techniques for the RF measurement of the QCA state such as 
illustrated in Fig. 1(c). A summary of the technology elements and proposed 
measurement scheme will now be given to illustrate the basic approach.

3.1 Quantum-Cell Detector (QCD) Concept

The basic approach presented here for achieving THz microscopy leverages single- 
electron transition-processes and their dependence to long and short wavelength 
radiation. Hence, the first required element is a QCD that responds to single-photon 
excitation with a change of electron polarization. In a practical implementation, both 
vertically-defined heterostructure-semiconductor Q-dots and laterally-defined nano-probe 
induced Q-dots are realistic options as both have merits for realizing the needed QCD 
component. However, the fundamental principles of the detection methodology are 
perhaps best understood from the QCD which is illustrated in Fig. 2 which consists of a 
vertically-grown multi-layered Q-dot set into a shielded configuration to define the 
nanoscale aperture. Here, as show in Fig. 3, the sensor consists of a three-well Q-dot 
system where the first-well serves as a single-electron source (SES) that allows for 
controlled injection of a single-electron into a double-well pair that makes up the THz 
Radiation Detection Cell (THz RDC). This type of architecture is important for defining 
the proper quantum-states and the associated photonic processes that are necessary for 
enabling a statistically-based measurement of the incident radiation intensity that will 
actually allow for the THz microscopy function as is explained in the next subsection.

Single E lec tron  Source (SES) &
THz R adiation  D etection  Cell (THz RDC)

Fig. 2. Vertically-grown multi-layered Q-Dot 
Detector with nanoscale aperture.

Vertically-Grown Multi-Layered 
(Three-Well) Q-Dot Design

Incident Radial ion

Aperture - 2S0 AbyZOO A 
WgNy-Ravurv» C«p l«yw \
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.........JSemt-insulabng GaAs

Fig. 3. Semiconductor heterostructure and Band 
structure for Q-Dot Detector

3.2 QCD Measurement Approach

The QCD sensor utilizes a triple-well Q-dot system to enable monitoring of the induced 
polarizations of a single electron due to exposure to THz radiation. Here, as shown in Fig.
4, the SES allows for optical-pulsed injection of a single electron into the THz-RDC, 
which has been asymmetrically engineered to possess THz energy-separations between 
the left ground-state and the right excited-state. Here, the microscopy measurement of the 
transmitted THz power through the nano-sized aperture is now amenable to statistical RF 
sampling of the RDC polarization using a single-electron-transistor SET based approach
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that will be discussed later. Indeed, RF sampling of the resulting polarization process 
(i.e., via a SET impedance measurement) over many cycles of the combined THz-IR 
excitation enables a statistical determination of the transition rate (and therefore the THz 
field intensity) by the method as illustrated in Fig. 5. Here, the statistical rate of removal 
of the injected electron from the RDC is dictated by the THz induced transition rate rE 
and since this is fundamental quantum mechanical process it can be assessed by sampling 
over many transitions to numerically determine the value of the incident field intensity.

Sum m ary of Quantum -Cell D etector O peration

(i) Tunneling Injection -  fa it process.
(ii) PUsed Optical-Transition M o  THz RDC -  fast proc»»».

THi-RDC Operation (polarizatlon-chonga with rate-dependence on intensity)
(iii) THz induced polarization change -  dommaie time constant Te 
(tv) IR pump resM i inmal a m  -  fast process.

Fig. 4. Description of the electronic and photonic 
dynamics required for QCD operation.

Tim e Sam pling o f P o lariza tion  Yield» THz Intenmity 

Statistical quantum-)runs*Ion» in THz RDC glvan by: 1 -  C Xp(- I/ XE  )

Transition sampling plus intagratIon/normalization yield? Intensity since.

I axE
Fig. 5. Statistical determination of transition rate and 

associated intensity o f incident electric Field.

3.3 QCD Feasibility Analysis

The approach of statistically counting the quantum transitions (which in a sense is 
counting the THz photons) to infer the value of the incident field intensity, /, at THz 
frequencies sets specific requirements on the electron coherence time and the energy- 
state separation tuning ability associated with the QCD device. Specifically, the THz 
RDC must be physically compatible with state-of-the-art pulsed RF measurement 
techniques as the expected sampling rates (e.g., ~ ц secs) will dictate the ultimate 
sensitivity of the approach. This fact was illustrated in Fig. 5 and since one needs to 
numerically integrate the results of the measured transition-distribution, a time increment 
equal to jasecs must be small in comparison to the value of rE. Fortunately the THz QCD 
offers much latitude for engineering both the THz detection-frequency, fTHz, and the 
transition-rate r£, as will now be demonstrated. The technique presented for collecting a 
nanoscale-size pixel of information at THz frequencies relies on the technological 
capability for estimating the transition-rate of the excited electron which must be 
performed statistically. In order to accomplish this, one must design the QCD such that te 
is long compared to the sampling rate. Since the aperture is sub-wavelength at THz 
frequencies, there will be a significant photonic mismatch (e.g., low quantum efficiency) 
and this is actually an advantage because this will lead to a longer value of te. However, 
it is still important to insure that the QCD offers flexibility for designing rE around the 
requirements for frequency-tuning to allow for some spectral contrasting of the image. 
Specifically, one would like to be able to specify long values of te independent of the 
value of the incident THz intensity. Preliminary studies of the QCD operation show that 
this is the case, as will now be discussed. Since it is possible to specify the SES electron 
injection and the IR-induced elimination of the electron after the THz excitation as very
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fast processes (see Fig. 4), an analysis of the THz RDC alone is sufficient to estimate the 
latitude in designing for long rE times. As summarized in Fig. 6, a Schrodinger-equation 
based analysis of the RDC was applied to determine the ground and excited state of the 
trapped electron, and these results along with the associated spatial distribution for a 
zero-biased structure that yields fTHz = 600 GHz are illustrated. This same approach was 
then used to assess the both the ability to voltage-tune fTHZ and to prescribe the 
dependency of rE on radiation intensity according to the RDC design and these results are 
summarized in Fig. 7. Hence, the collective simulation results given in Figs. 6 and 7 
demonstrate that the QCD approach is viable for deriving the intensity (and power) of the 
transmitted THz beam over a nanoscale aperture, if a technological approach can be 
implemented (see next sub-section) for sampling the single-electron transitions at |asec 
sampling rates. It is also noteworthy to point out that this ability to design for very long 
transition-times (or equivalently the ability to suppress the scattering rates to ~ 105 s '1) 
has important ramifications for designing quantum gates for quantum computing 
applications as has been discussed in a companion publication.5

Schrodinger Based Simulations of THz RDC Operation

Numerical simulations for electron wavefunction over 300-900 GHz Range

= tf0 = - - ^ r V 3 +V( f )

'*'(')= -Л 1 * u i f !*<-)

K (z) Ш = В М т )

h1 h 
2m L1. 2 mL\

Fig. 6. Schrodinger-function based determination of energy states in THz RDC. 

Analysis of Voltage Tuning & Transition-Time (xE)

THz RDC operation dominated by the THz-induced t E which is derivable as

^  = - E' ~ hoi)
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Fig. 7. Analysis of energy state dependence on voltage and excitation rate dependence on intensity.
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3.4 SET-Based Readout Circuitry Design Overview

The previous scheme for achieving a THz microscopy capability has been shown to be 
feasible if a technological approach can be implemented to sample and readout the 
single-electron transitions. Fortunately, recent advances make it possible to utilize single- 
electron-transistors (SETs) to measure the charge state within a Q-dot with sub-fisecond 
temporal resolution6 so the real challenge is to engineer QCD-compatible RF-SET 
readout circuitry to enable frequency-domain-multiplexing measurements of the 
polarization state. While the discussion given earlier presented only one compound 
semiconductor material system design for a vertical QCD, it is possible to prescribe the 
required type of QCD device (i.e., with three quantum-wells) using at least two different 
semiconductor heterostructure systems as illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 8. These 
material systems allow for the needed latitude in defining the well-widths for the SES 
section and the THz-RDC section, as these factors are very important for achieving the 
goals of the THz-QDC and the statistical sampling scheme. For example, the material 
compositions of the second barrier from-the-right in Fig. 8 (i.e., AlxGaj.xAs upper 
material system and AlxIn,_xAs lower material system) allow for adjustments in defining 
the sub-band energies for electron injections into the SES and transfers into the THz- 
RDC. In addition, it is necessary to define the SES section to allow for rapid and 
controllable injection of a single-electron into the THz-RDC. Also, a strategy must be 
devised for rapidly removing the electron after the THz photon has been detected via the 
transition of the single-electron from the left-well to the right-well of the THz-RDC. 
Figure 9 illustrates two variations in the QCD design that allows for prescribing these 
processes so that the transition-rate, rEi will be the dominant time mechanism. As shown, 
it is possible to utilize pulsed IR excitation to precisely define the time when the single- 
electron is injected into the ground-state of the THz-RDC, and this single-electron can be 
removed after the THz-excitation to the excited-state by assisted IR pumping. Here two 
important variations are possible with the single-electron being raised above the right
most barrier (see solid arrows), and possibly the more attractive approach of only raising 
the single-electron to a sub-band state that has been made amenable to tunneling through

Single Electron Source (SES) &
THz Radiation D etection  Cell (THz RDC)

Fig. 8. Two material designs for the vertical QCD.
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Variations on Quantum-Cell Detector Operation

SES Pre-load Step (allows for precisely timed injection into the THz RDC)
(i) Tunneling Injection -  fast process.
(ii) Pulsed Optical-Transition into THz RDC -  fast process.

THz-RDC Operation (polarization-chango with rate-dependence on Intensity)
(iii) THz induced polarization change -  dominate time constant xE
(iv) IR pump resets initial state (photon>asslsted over or through barrier) -  fast process.

Fig. 9. Two variations in IR pump-assisted QCD design.

the right-most barrier (see modified barrier-structure in green and associated process 
given by the blue-dashed arrows).

The ability to obtain single-photon counting using methods such as avalanche photon 
detectors and negative electron affinity photocathode photomultipliers has thus far been 
limited to the visible and infrared regions. The vertical QCD which utilizes a triple-well 
quantum (Q) dot system of the type illustrated in Fig. 9 offers a novel approach to sense 
THz radiation. Here, the detector is first primed into active-mode by tunnel injection into 
the top Q-dot (QD1) of the SES followed by an IR pulse that puts the electron into the 
middle Q-dot (QD2) of the THz-RDC. This electron will remain in the QD2 until a THz 
photon induces the electron's transition to QD3. Finally, an IR photon ejects the electron 
from QD3 thus resetting the detector. Since the electron injection into the QCD system 
and ejection from the detector are quick transitions, only the middle Q-dot (QD2) will be 
occupied for a significant period of time. Consequently, to successfully read-out the state 
of our triple Q-dot system one must be able to differentiate between the two possible 
states: (1) if THz photons are present, the electron will quickly be ejected from the entire 
QCD system and no electrons will be present in QD2; or (2) if no THz photon is present, 
QD2 will remain occupied by an electron.

The approach proposed here for distinguishing between these two states is to utilize a 
carbon nanotube (CNT) RF single-electron transistor (RF-SET) that is capacitively 
coupled to the quantum-dot based detector as shown in Fig. 10. An RF-SET is 
advantageous for this application because it is an ultra-sensitive electrometer capable of 
differentiating the presence of single charges and it readily allows for multiplexing where 
by multiple RF-SETs can be readout simultaneously with each identifiable by its 
characteristic resonant frequency.7 Researchers have demonstrated RF-SET charge of 
sensitivity of order \0~5e/yfHz . A recent advance at Yale8 has allowed this to be 
achieved at rates with sub-microsecond temporal resolution with the so-called RF-SET,
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and this has been used by Rimberg to measure the charge state of a quantum dot in real 
time.6 Therefore, based on this preliminary work by other groups, it seems very feasible 
to determine the charge state of a quantum dot using a single electron transistor. 
Furthermore, utilizing a carbon nanotube as our RF-SET affords us the advantage of 
having a higher operating temperature as well as being easier to fabricate compared to its 
GaAs counterpart. Due to fabrication constraints, the QDC and the RF-SET can not be 
fabricated directly adjacent to one another. To reconcile this problem, a sense electrode is 
introduced (see Fig. 11) to act as the intermediary by capacitively coupling both the triple 
quantum-dot system as well as the CNT RF-SET to one another. In other words, when 
the RDC is in the primed-state (i.e. an electron is residing in QD2) a voltage will be 
induced on the sense electrode. Since this electrode also doubles as the gate for the

Fig. 10. The proposed structure of the SET-based readout circuit for THz detector. The quantum detector cell 
(QDC), which is the triple Q-dot system, is capacitively coupled through the sense electrode to a carbon based 
nanotubes RF-SET. A bias-electrode is used to control the bias potential on the sense electrode.

Fig. 10. A side view of the sense electrode for RF-SET integrated with the QCD device.
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RF-SET, the induced voltage change will be translated over to the carbon nanotube RE
SET in the form of a change in the nanotube's impedance. A bias electrode is present to 
properly adjust the sense electrode's potential so to maximize the change in RF-SET 
impedance between the two states, Z c n t - r f s e t -

3.5 SET-Readout Circuitry Simulations

To differentiate between the two possible QDC states, i.e. whether QD2 is occupied or 
not, a reliable value for the capacitive coupling between the quantum dots and the sense 
electrode is needed. To that end, simulations for the capacitance of the proposed 
structure shown in Fig. 10 were performed using the software program FastModel. For 
simplicity purposes the bias electrode was not included in these simulations because it 
will have a negligible affect on the results. The relation between the charge and voltage 
vectors can be written out as a linear set of equations as

Q\\elec ~  a \\ K;elec +  ^ ' У 2\dot\ +  а мУу.ск)12 +  a i4^4;doti +  ^15^5;СЛТ

Q l\dot\ ~  a 21 K.elec +  a 22^2;do/l +  &23^3;<fo/2 +  a 24 K;do/3 +  ^ 2 5 K;CNT 0  )

where a u represents the coupling capacitance. The simulated results are the capacitance 
matrix

' 97.34 -3.762 -1.934 -1.757 -39.53 >elec(aF)
-3.762 8.135 -2.930 -0.2794 -0.1004 dot\
-1.934 -2.930 9.022 -3.176 -0.0890 dot2
-1.757 -0.2794 -3.107 7.358 -0.1771 dot3
-39.53 -0.1004 -0.0890 -0.1771 51.45 j CNT

To convert the capacitance matrix values a  into physically meaningful capacitance 
values, represented by the traditional variable С , consider the circuit shown in Fig. 11. 
For simplicity, only the interconnecting capacitances associated with the top quantum dot 
(QD1) have been shown.

Sense Electrode

С NT &
'25

h

'24

QD1

QD2 - L ~ n

П — 1 1 - 2 3
QD3

□
Fig. 11. An example showing all the capacitances of the top quantum dot (QD1) interconnecting with the other 
structures of the QCD device and SET readout circuit elements.
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Here we can represent Q2̂ ol\ as

Ql:dot\ = Q | ( ^ 2 _ ^1;«/яг) +  0 2 ( ^ 2 : ^ | )  +  0з(^2;<*)Г1 —^3;db/2) +  Q 4(^2;db/l “  ^4;Лгз) +  2\dot\ — ^S;CWr) ( 2 )

Оые*1 =  KjHcc( “ Q l )  +  I ( Q l  +  Q 2 +  О з  +  Q 4 +  Q 5 )  +  ^3;db/2 ( —О з )  +  ^4:dbf3 (“ ^ 2 4  )  +  К .С У Г (~ 0 > 5  )

and by matching coefficients of Q2 j 0,\ in (1) with (2) one obtains

a2\ ~ ” Q i
a 22 = C21 + C22 + C23 + C24 + C25

«23 = “ ^23 

«24  = " ^ 2 4

a 25= -C 25

This same procedure can be carried out for all the remaining capacitance values С to 
obtain the coupling capacitances as shown in Fig. 12.

C21=4aF C71=6aF
C3,=2aF C2s=3aF
C41=2aF Cj4~JaF
C51=40aF

Fig. 12. A schematic o f the proposed read-out circuit for the THz detector showing only the capacitances 
contacting the sense electrode. The capacitance values given were obtained from the simulation study results.



Having established the capacitive coupling of the read-out structure attention is now 
given to determining the voltage induced on the sense electrode due to a charge present in 
the quantum dots. This can be accomplished by inverting the above capacitance matrix 
for a  to obtain the set of linear equations for V as follows
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K;elec **1 I Q\,elec +  **12 Q l.doll +  **13 Q \d o tl  +  **14 Q^.doli +  **15 Qs,

CNTK:do/l ~ **21Ql.clec + **22£?2;</oM + a23 Ql.dotl + **24 Q̂ doib + **25 Qs.>

where the coefficients represented in matrix form are,

\.62E\6 \ASE\6
\.\SE \6  1.53£17
1.06£16 6.52£16 1.60£17
9.10£15 3.64£16 7.27£16

1.06£16 9.17^15 1.25£16
6.5 \E\6 3.70£16 9.59£15

7.43£16 8.82£15
1.7Ш 7 1.11EX5

1.0Ш 6 8.62£15 8.46£15 7.84£15 2 .9Ш 6

elec(aF ) 
dot\ 
dot2 
dot3 
CNT

From these values one can readily obtain the potential induced on the sense electrode for 
our two cases, i.e. (1) when an QDC is in the primed state with an electron resides in 
QD2, or (2) when a THz photon excites the QD2 electron causing it to be ejected from 
the QDC. The corresponding voltage that would exist on the sense electrode if QD2 had a 
charge Ql%do,2 = e with all other structures having Q -  0 is,

К,е/ес(в2̂ оП = П ' в) = **ц Q\,elec + **12 Ql.dotX + **13 Q\doi2 + **14 Ql.dotl + **15 Qs.CNT 
= 0 + 0 + (1.06£16)(w ’ e) + 0 + 0 
= 1700 / Жл

For case (2), when the electron is ejected from the QDC the potential on the sense 
electrode is О V. This yields a AV = 1.7 mV between the two cases. At this point, it is 
possible to determine how much the impedance of the SET will change as a result of a 
change in the gate voltage of AV = 1.7 mV. The capacitance between the CNT-SET and 
sense electrode has been approximated to be С5) = 40 aF which means the distance 
between conductance peaks of the SET would be AVg = e l C5, = 4mV . Consequently, it 
is possible to derive the useful approximation,

AG =— AV 
dV_ 8

2m V
0.85 GL

1700/Ж
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If one assumes Gma* =10 pS (corresponding to R = 100 кЛ) and if the RF-SET is biased 
such that one of the double quantum-dot states gives a SET-conductance o f G{ = G ^  
then the other state would be G2 = G ^  -  AG = 1.5/iS. In terms of the impedance seen
by the matching circuit this would be comparable to distinguishing 100 Ш  from a 670 
Ш  resistor. This is entirely feasible for achieving a successful readout with the available 
high signal-to-noise as will be discussed next in the impedance-matching section.

3.6 SET-Readout Tank Circuit Design

Fundamental to the RF-SET readout circuitry is the accompanying LC tank circuit which 
will transform the relatively high impedance of the carbon nanotubes RF-SET down to 
the characteristic impedance of 50 Q. In addition, when multiple THz detectors are 
integrated together, multiplexing of their signals can be accomplished by choosing unique 
LC tank-circuit resonant frequencies for each THz detector cell. The tank circuit shown 
in Fig. 13(a) consists of the parasitic capacitance to ground and an inductor (Cparasitic is 
typically on the order of a fraction of a pF). Although the actual parasitic capacitance will 
vary between samples, for illustrative purposes we will assume Cparasitic = 0.18 pF and a 
Цтк = 710 nH chip inductor with a resistance at resonance of RbTank = 10 Q. For this 
illustrative case, the Sn results have been simulated using the software ADS and as the 
RF-SET resistance changes from R rf-set = 100 Ш  to 130 Ш  the Sn will change by over

Fig. 13. a) A schematic of the LC-tank circuit used to transform the high impedance o f the RF-SET down to 
the characteristic impedance of Z = 50 П. b) Using the simulation software ADS, Sn is plotted for the case 
when R rf-set = 100 кП (brown) and when it is 130 kQ (green) along with the corresponding Smith chart, (c). 
The simulated component values of the tank circuit were 0.18 pF, Ц,,* = 710 nH, and the resistance of
the inductor at its resonant frequency Ruank = 10 Q.
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20 dB, as shown in Fig. 13(b). In practice, though one should expect a lower ASM value 
due to the difficulty of precisely matching the RF CNT impedance to 50 Q due in part to 
1) the constraint of limited bandwidth at which the cryogenic RF amplifiers maintain 
optimal bandwidth, 2) the limited availability of specific valued chip-inductors, and 3) 
variation in the parasitic capacitance between samples. Preliminary works has also been 
conducted to build and test an RF tank circuit with Ltank= Ю nH and Cparasjtjc~ 7 pF and to 
demonstrate it at room temperature on chip resistors of various values, from 100 Q to 100 
кЛ. The results are given in Fig. 14. This demonstration circuit shows the ability to 
match to a 100 Ш  load and confirms the feasibility of the SET-based readout approach.
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b) Tank Circuit Network
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Fig. 14. A RF tank circuit (as illustrated in (b)) with Цапк= 10 nH and С paretic ~ 7 pF was tested to demonstrate 
how an impedance matching circuit would transform various resistance values (as given in (a)).

3.7 An Alternative All-Nanotube Integrated Design Concept

While the proposed concept design for the THz detector is feasible, it is also possible to 
suggest alternative designs that might offer advantages. As a potentially viable 
alternative to designing a vertically-defined heterostructure-semiconductor Q-dot system 
(e.g., InGaAs/AlGaAs triple Q-dot detector with optical injection), one could conceivably 
obtain the same result using a laterally-defined single-carbon-nanotube with multiple 
tops-gates as shown in Fig. 15. Compared to traditionally designed quantum dots (lateral 
gating of a 2DEG, vertical pillars), nanotube dots are by far the smallest and will allow 
for the simplest route to nanoscale spatial resolution. In addition, lateral gating of 2DEGs 
requires many electrodes to define each dot whereas a nanotube needs significantly fewer 
electrodes. Since the nanotube diameter is so small, transverse energy levels are “frozen 
out”, and the material is inherently one dimensional, simplifying the quantum excitation 
spectrum considerably. In addition, the nanotube small size causes the excitation energy 
scales in nanotube dots to fall naturally in the THz regime, whereas in lateral dots and the 
vertical design, they can be typically 10-100 GHz. Finally, a very important advantage of 
using nanotubes to define both the detection Q-dots and the readout circuitry is that one 
can easily integrate the entire technology onto one chip.
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CNT Double Quantum-Dot

QD-Drain
SET-Drain

CNT-SET

-Source
Biasing Electrode

Fig. 15. This alternative structure for the THz detector and read-out circuit functions in the same manner as the 
one defined in Fig. 10 but utilizes QDs that are formed by nanotubes and potential electrodes. This structure 
offers fabrication advantages because only nanolubes and metallic gales would be involved.

4. Conclusions and Future Goals

This paper has presented a novel nanoscale-engineering methodology along with 
descriptive nanotechnology devices needed for the first-time development of a 
microscope-system capable of collecting terahertz (THz) frequency spectroscopic 
signatures from microscopic biological (bio) structures. The proposed THz microscope 
will represent a first of its kind (i.e., ability to perform THz spectral interrogation of 
microscopic targets) and it is proposed to be built upon completely new nanoelectronic 
concepts. The specific technological advantages include: (i) novel QCD design that 
allows for sampling the influence of THz-frequency photons on single-electron 
polarization which allows one to infer the intensity of the THz radiation over sub
wavelength apertures; and (ii) revolutionary CNT RF-SET technology that allows for 
ultrafast sampling of single-electron motion and the rapid readout of the information 
associated with a nanoscale THz sensing pixel; and when these technologies are 
implemented into a THz microscopy system they should allow for a unique and 
unprecedented long-wavelength spectral imaging capability.

The envisioned technology targets the goal of achieving the type of microscopy 
illustrated in the scenario of Fig. 16. Specifically, a scanning pixel array (or minimally a 
single pixel probe) is desired that will be effective for shadow-imaging biological targets 
with pixel resolution that is small in comparison to the structural features of the object. 
Here, the target object is assumed to be illuminated from below by THz radiation that is 
variable both in intensity and signal frequency. As hypothetically illustrated, expected 
bio-targets might be single cells or viruses of micron-size and below, so it will be 
necessary to define sensor elements capable of measuring the transmission of THz- 
frequency photons through materials/agents that possess geometrical structure on the 
nanoscale. Therefore, the aperture of the sensor must be on the order of 10- 100’s of 
nanometers while still being able to sense across a reasonable THz bandwidth with very
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high detection sensitivity. This type of THz microscopy capability is attractive to enable 
the contrasting of structural features within the target that might exhibit a strong 
dependence on spectral absorption as illustrated in the top of Fig 16. For example, the 
circular green sub-unit within the cell (see optical visual image on the far left) could be 
transparent at THz frequency F|, but demonstrate a condition of opacity at THz frequency 
F2, and it possesses an inner light-green figure-eight feature that might absorb strongly 
only at a third THz frequency F3. While the exact scenario depicted in Fig. 16 is 
hypothetical, THz spectral signatures of the type assumed have been demonstrated in 
nearly perfect bulk-samples of bio-molecules and bio-cellular materials'^. Hence, a THz 
microscope of the type described would have profound implications for scientific inquiry 
and such a sensing capability would be valuable for practical applications related to 
medical diagnostics and bio-threat agent defense and security. Future work will focus on 
the further investigation and refinement of the technology presented here, and the pursuit 
of initial technology demonstrations will be conducted through a teamed 
multidisciplinary effort.

Fig. 16. Illustration of the operation scenario of the suggested THz-frequency transmission microscope.
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PREDICTING THE PATH OF ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT 
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T he so-called “m ountain-pass” theorem  allows for the finding of a  critical point on the 
p a th  between two po in ts on a m ultidim ensional contour where the  m axim al elevation 
is m inim al. By im plem enting the  “elastic string  algorithm ” , it is possible to not only 
find th e  critical point, b u t to  com pute the  m ountain-pass itself on a  finite-dimensional 
contour. For a  given molecule th a t sits between two probes m aking up a nanostructure  
device, we propose th a t  the  m ountain-pass will be a  likely path  of electron transport 
th rough  the  molecule, the  contour being the electronic potential of the molecule. This 
po ten tial along th is pa th  will be used as the  input potential for SETraNS, a ID  Wigner- 
Poisson electron tran sp o rt solver in order to explore the current-bias characteristics of 
such the  molecule in such a device. In order to  calculate the m ountain pass, the elastic 
s trin g  algorithm  is used to  set up a  constrained non-linear optim ization problem  which 
is, in tu rn , solved v ia a  M onte C arlo m ethod. We will com pute the m ountain-pass for 
a  well-known test contour in order to  show the  validity of this approach. T he proce
dure  developed here is to  be combined w ith conform ational analysis via the molecular 
m odeling program  A M B ER  and the quantum  transport program  SETraNS in order to 
p red ic t m olecular function. W hen achieved, this combined procedure will allow for the 
b e tte r  design and im plem entation of nanoscale molecular devices for application such as 
sensing, sw itching and d a ta  processing.

1. Introduction
For a given molecular device, there should exist a preferred low-energy pathway 
th a t electrons will take in transversing the molecule from one fixed point to another. 
When considering this problem as a basic transport problem, the pathway can be 
represented by a potential function felt by the charge carrier that exists between 
the em itter and collector. This problem is analogous to finding the easiest path that 
passes though mountainous terrain (fig 1). Finding this so-called “Mountain-Pass”
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is a mathematical problem that has been greatly examined over the past 30 years 
since the introduction of the mountain pass theorem in 19731,2.

The mountain-pass theorem describes how to find the critical point x* in a path 
between two points, xa and хь of a given n-dimensional function, f .  The critical 
point being that point which must lie on the best pathway between two points, x a 
and хь. More and Munson3 describes the mountain-pass theorem in it’s most basic 
form, stating that the mountain-pass theorem shows that if жа G Rn M, and /  
has no critical points at infinity, then the critical point, ж*, in the path between 
xQand хь € Kn with /(хь) < f{xa), is such that the value of f  at x* is given by

7 = inf {max {/[p(t)] : t  € [0 , 1 ]}} , (1 )
p€ Г

Г being the set of all paths that connect xato хь■ In two dimensions, this can 
be simply described as finding the maximum elevation on every path between x a 
and хь, then the minimum of this set of maximums will be the critical point. 
One example of am application of the mountain-pass theorem is in computational 
chemistry. Finding the critical point can show the lowest energy required for a 
molecule to make a transition between two stable states.

2. Computing Mountain Passes
In order to efficiently compute a mountain pass, the “elastic string algorithm” of 
More and Munson3 is employed. Briefly stated, the elastic string algorithm takes 
the possible paths between two points, xa and хь and approximates each one with 
a piecewise linear path with m  breakpoints. Equation 1 now takes the form

7  =  min {max { / \p(tk) ] : l  < к <m}}  (2 )
per*

where 7Г = {to, • • •, tm+\} with to = 0 and tm+ 1  = 1. The piecewise linear paths 
that connect xa to хь are defined as:
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PL[0,1] =  {p € C[0,1] : p(0) =  x a,p( 1) =  хь\р  linear on (tk ,tk+ i),0  <  к < m }  .(3) 

Bounding each of the paths by a given length, L. defines

Г .  =  | p  6 P L[0,1] : £  ||p'(«) II dt < L J  , (4)

where the breakpoints x к =  p(tk) are now:

m  - ssf=5**"+ !  1 s ! v m  - (=)
It can be shown that the length L will bound p if and only if the following is true:

m

\\xk+i -  z || <  hk ; 0 <  к < m  ; where ^  hk — L. (6)
k=o

The version of the mountain-pass theorem that is given in equation 2 is an 
optimization problem which can be solved by finding the breakpoints via another 
optimization problem, formulated by

min {^(x) : ||a;fc+i -  ж|| <  hk ; 0 < к < m} (7)

where i/(x) =  max {/ (®i ) , . . .  J ( x m)} ■

3. Computational Method
As a test of the computational methods, we used a six-hump “camel-back” function 
as the terrain on which we will find a mountain pass. The function is used to test 
many global optimization algorithm and has well known mountain passes. The 
function takes the form

M i , Ы  =  (4  -  2.1Й +  + £ i & +  4(Й  -  l ) d ,  (8)

and is shown in figure 2. We will define our starting and end points as xa = 
(—1-5, —0.6) and xa = (0.0,0.8) as to match known results3.

Our end goal is to use an electrostatic potential of a molecule calculated via a 
molecular modeling codes, such as Amber4. The nature of this problem allows us 
to simplify the computational process. First, for a given molecule, the approximate 
path is already known and will be used as a starting guess for the algorithm that is 
very close to the solution. Also, only a rough mountain pass will be required since the 
potential will be a slowly varying, well behaved function. Another valuable insight 
is that, for the most part, the electron will be confined to transport in a plane, 
simplifying the problem even more. A Monte Carlo method was chosen as quick, 
simple way to explore the nearby solution space, in accordance with the constraints 
imposed by the elastic string algorithm and the simplifications just mentioned.
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Fig. 2. Six-hum p camel back function (a) contour m ap, (b) 3D topology

An interesting property of the elastic string algorithm is that even by choosing 
the number of breakpoints fairly small, say at m  = 2 0 , a very good approximation 
for the moimtain pass is obtained. The maximum length of each segment, /&/<-, are 
all set to the same value, /i, which is chosen to be

h =  2 Цхь-ЖдЦ. (9)m  + 1

For a reasonably finite grid of data, we can compute most of (and in some cases, 
exactly all) the breakpoints of all the possible paths from xa to хь that satisfy the 
constraint 9. This is accomplished by guessing an initial mountain pass (a straight 
line between xa to £&, for example), then randomly modifying the break-point 
locations while satisfying the constraints in order to build up a series of pathways. 
It is then trivial to find the minimum maximum break-point value of all paths, 
the critical point x*. We then know that this critical point is one that must lie 
on the mountain pass. We then use this critical point as our new endpoint and 
find the critical point between .г*а and x*. By repeating this process, we obtain the 
end result of an optimized set of breakpoints which the mountain pass must lie on. 
These m  points represent our piecewise-linear low-energy mountain pass between 
the original endpoints xa and хъ.

4. Results
The calculated mountain passes and the known solution for the test case are shown 
in figure 3. Eight different runs are shown, and the mountain passes they show are 
all quite similar. Figure 4 shows the calculated potential along the mountain passes 
and the potential along the known solution. Once again, they match up rather well. 
The result for one run was obtained in approximately 5 minutes on a 3GHz Xeon 
MP CPU. The procedure has yet to be optimized or properly parallelized, so faster
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Fig. 3. C om puted  M ountain  Pass: (a) B rute Force M ethod, (b) Known Solution

Fig. 4. C om puted M ountain P ass P otential Profile: (a) Brute Force M ethod, (b) Known Solution

run times are expected. The procedure can be further refined by choosing more 
breakpoints, and tightening the constraints. This will lead to a longer run time, 
however. However, the mountain passes calculated by this method are close enough 
to the correct solution that the breakpoints can now be minimized further by using 
a Newton’s method. It is import to note here that other, more general, implemen
tations of the elastic string algorithm3 do just this: first generate an approximate 
solution, then use Newton’s method to obtain a more accurate solution.

5. Conclusions
We have shown a fast, simple method that implements the elastic string algorithm 
to solve the Mountain Pass problem for predicting the path of a charge carrier 
through a non-trivial potential contour. Due to the nature of the problem, we were 
able to take advantage of some simplifications (good initial guess, slowly varying
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contour, confined transport) in order to use a Monte Carlo technique to explore 
the solution space in accordance with the constraints imposed by the elastic string 
algorithm. The results obtained are rough, but are suitable for the problem at hand. 
The results are also close enough to the real solution to be used as a starting point 
for further minimization via Newton’s method, if needed.
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T his book provides unique perspectives on both state-of-the- 
J art hyperspectral techniques for the early-warning monitoring 

of water supplies against chemical, biological and radiological (CBR) 
contamination effects as well as the emerging spectroscopic science and 
technology base that will be used to support an array of CBR defense 
and security applications in the future. The technical content in this book 
lends itself to the non-traditional requirements for point and stand-off 
detection that have evolved out of the US joint services programs over 
many years. In particular, the scientific and technological work presented 
seeks to enable hyperspectral-based sensing and monitoring that is 
real-time; in-line; low in cost and labor; and easy to support, maintain 
and use in military- and security-relevant scenarios.
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